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Preface to ”Novel Electrochemical Biosensors for

Clinical Assays”

Biosensors, i.e., devices where biological molecules or bio(mimetic)structures are intimately

coupled to a chemo/physical transducer for converting a biorecognition event into a measurable

signal, have recently gained a wide (if not huge) academic and practical interest for the multitude of

their applications in analysis, especially in the field of bioanalysis, medical diagnostics, and clinical

assays. Indeed, thanks to their very simple use (permitting sometimes their application at home), the

minimal sample pretreatment requirement, the higher selectivity, and sensitivity, biosensors are an

essential tool in the detection and monitoring of a wide range of medical conditions from glycemia

to Alzheimer’s disease, as well as in the monitoring of drug responses. Soon, we expect that their

importance and use in clinical diagnostics will expand rapidly so as to be of critical importance to

public health in the coming years.

In this context, electrochemical biosensors definitely play an innovative and quite promising

role, particularly due to their clear advantages over, e.g., the spectroscopic methods, since they can

be used even when the clinical samples are turbid or coloured. More importantly, electrochemical

biosensors and the relevant instrumentations are cheap, easy to use, and usable in field analysis with

a minimum or no sample pretreatment. Of course, to be effective in clinical assays, the biorecognition

event of the desired analyte needs to be developed and optimized, so further efforts are required in

choosing/designing the required biomolecule/structure and its efficient coupling to the transducer;

no less important, the flow of the bio/chemical information starting from the biorecognition event

to the chemo/physical detection needs to be studied and optimized as well. On the other hand,

electrochemical detection is not without its drawbacks, since it is barely selective, so novel and

more effective electrochemical detection approaches need to be studied and developed to assure an

interferent-free detection of analytes in clinical samples without sample pretreatment.

This Special Issue would like to focus on recent research and development in the field of

biosensors as analytical tools for clinical assays and medical diagnostics.

It was really a pleasure for me to collaborate with MDPI for this Special Issue. All the

contributors are fully acknowledge for the realization of this Special Issue. A special thanks goes

to Janetta Li (Section Managing Editor) for all the editorial work she did and for her huge patience.

Antonio Guerrieri

Editor
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Abstract: Folic acid (FA) is the synthetic surrogate of the essential B vitamin folate, alternatively
named folacin, pteroylglutamic acid or vitamin B9. FA is an electroactive compound that helps
our body to create and keep our cells healthy: it acts as the main character in a variety of synthetic
biological reactions such as the synthesis of purines, pyrimidine (thus being indirectly implied in
DNA synthesis), fixing and methylation of DNA. Therefore, physiological folate deficiency may be
responsible for severe degenerative conditions, including neural tube defects in developing embryos
and megaloblastic anaemia at any age. Moreover, being a water-soluble molecule, it is constantly
lost and has to be reintegrated daily; for this reason, FA supplements and food fortification are,
nowadays, extremely diffused and well-established practices. Consequently, accurate, reliable and
precise analytical techniques are needed to exactly determine FA concentration in various media.
Thus, the aim of this review is to report on research papers of the past 5 years (2016–2020) dealing
with rapid and low-cost electrochemical determination of FA in food or biological fluid samples.

Keywords: folic acid; real samples; analytical methods; electrochemical tools

1. Introduction

Folic acid (FA) or pteroylglutamic acid is a water-soluble B-complex vitamin and, due
to its extremely important functions, represents an essential constituent of the human diet.
It is the synthetic substitute of the essential B vitamin folate, also known as pteroylglutamic
acid, folacin or vitamin B9. The IUPAC name of FA is (2S)-2-[[4-[(2-amino-4-oxo-1H-
pteridin-6-yl)methylamino]benzoyl]amino]pentanedioic acid.

Beginning in the 2000s, FA and folate derivatives received increasing interest due
to their importance for human well-being and due to growing understanding of the
consequences of deficiency [1,2]. These molecules are considered essential compounds,
because precursors of fundamental coenzymes are needed in many crucial biochemical
reactions. FA molecular structure is made up of three components: a pteridine portion
linked by through p-aminobenzoic acid to L-glutamic acid (Figure 1). The acyl group
coming from the pteroic acid is a pteroyl group [3].
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of folic acid (mono-glutamate derivate).

FA, though, has no biological activity itself but acts as fundamental precursor of
a group of crucial coenzymes. Furthermore, FA is not produced by human body, and
thus it must be obtained through diet (in the folate form), including liver, yolk, kidney
beans, green leafy vegetables and fresh fruits [4]. Due the extreme importance of FA in
cell proliferation, its assimilation is more and more frequently achieved by taking food
supplements [5]. Indeed, all cells need folate in its reduced form in order to renew their
cellular components. Tetrahydrofolate, for instance, acts as a cofactor in some essential
metabolic pathways, such as DNA synthesis and biological methylation [6]. Different
organisms exploit different strategies to obtain folate: plants and some microorganisms can
produce folate from scratch with minimal variations of the same biosynthetic pathway [7–9].
Conversely, mammals, being auxotrophs, obtain folate through their diet or by exploiting
intestinal bacteria capable of synthesizing it [10,11]. Despite all the different functions
of the folate coenzyme, the main one is to transfer one-carbon groups in a variety of
synthetic reactions. This capability varies depending upon the state of oxidation of the
transferred group. Furthermore, FA can participate in a plethora of key reactions for
fundamental cell functions: among the most important reported are the synthesis of
purines, pyrimidines (and thus, indirectly, in the synthesis of DNA) and methionine, and
the repair and methylation of DNA. Folate deficiency may result in degenerative conditions,
such as neural tube defects in developing embryos and megaloblastic anaemia at any
age [12]. Being water-soluble, folate cannot be stored in the human body and consequently
is continuously lost. Therefore, its deficiency is one of the most commonly found vitamin
deficits. The effective folate lack in the world is not well understood even though it appears
a usual condition for many vulnerable classes. The use of so-called FA antagonists in certain
disease (such as cancer [13], leukaemia [14], psoriasis [15], rheumatoid arthritis [16,17],
polymyositis [18,19], dermatomyositis [20,21] and so on) may seem to suggest that a folate
surplus in the diet would be harmful. Moreover, there have recently been rising concerns
that FA supplementation could actually increase the risk of cancer frequency [22], as animal
and human studies have indicated that high folate status may promote the progression
of preneoplastic and undiagnosed neoplastic lesions [23,24]. There is little evidence to
support such a view, nor it is well understood if FA supplements hamper the therapeutic
effectiveness of these medications. Due to FA’s ability to itself act as dihydrofolate reductase
inhibitor, it could quite possibly be not only reliable but even advantageous in the treatment
of these disorders [25,26]. For this reason, FA supplements are widely used to prevent and
handle folate deficiency in at-risk groups and also to prevent adverse events associated
with antifolate medications [27]. A daily intake of FA, through the commercially available
supplements, is recommended to fertile and pregnant women in order to limit possible
neural disorders in developing fetuses [28]. Folate is highly recommended also in subjects
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with heart failure due to its ability to lower the blood-homocysteine level, which has
been linked to increased risk of cardiovascular events [29,30]. Moreover, FA promotes the
formation of vigorous and healthy red blood cells [31,32]. However, some countries decided
to not adopt FA fortification, being afraid of the possible negative consequences [33,34].
All these different benefits and disadvantages have led the research world to develop
and optimize analytical methods, which can dependably and accurately monitor the FA
concentration in natural sources, fortified foods, and multivitamin dietary supplements.
In Europe, the EFSA (European Food Safety Authority) balances the fortification of flour
(wheat and maize), establishing a minimum and maximum of 140 and 220 µg of FA per
100 g. For women with a history of congenital malformation, the recommended daily
dose is 5 mg to reduce the risk of recurrence of the problem. A plethora of different
analytical methods have been applied to determine FA in natural sources, using laboratory
instrumentation as thermogravimetry [35], spectrophotometry [36,37], high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) [38,39] with mass spectroscopy [40,41], colorimetry [42,43],
fluorescence [44], electrophoresis [45,46] and so on (Table 1). Recently, an interesting
overview about the future trends in the market for electrochemical biosensing has been
proposed in [47], in which the current outline of the sensors and biosensors market is
summarized. Some of the most recent advances are discussed, along with future prospects
for biosensing development that could make an impact on the future global market. This
short review reports on research papers of the past 5 years (2016–2020) dealing with the
electrochemical determination of FA in food or biological fluid samples.

Table 1. Summary of analytical methods for the determination of FA in various samples.

Analyte Technique LR * LOD Sensitivity RSD% Ref

FA in pharmaceutical
preparations

Spectrophotometric determination by
coupling reaction 0.1–8.0 µg mL−1 0.0469 µg mL−1 0.0066 µg cm−2 0.2805 [36]

FA in vegetables HPLC-UV-Vis 0.3–100 ng mL−1 0.1 ng mL−1 / 0.3 [39]

FA in beer LC-MS/MS / 0.3 µg L−1 1.2 µg L−1 / [40]

FA in egg yolks Modified EMR-lipid method
combined with HPLC-MS/MS 0.1–100 ng mL−1 18.3 ng mL−1 /

3.9 (HC)
[41]8.1 (MC)

10 (LC)

FA in commercial
preparations

Chemiluminometric procedure 6.0–114 µg mL−1 2.0 µg mL−1

/
1

[44]
Fluorimetric procedure 0.02–1.1 µg mL−1 0.002 µg mL−1 0.7

FA in human urine Capillary electrophoresis 0.5–6.0 mg L−1 0.30 mg L−1 /
0.4–0.7(MT)

[45]2.0–3.9 (PA)
1.2–1.7 (PH)

FA in pharmaceutical
tablets

Capillary electrophoresis with
chemiluminescence determination 5.0 × 10−8–10−5 M 2.0 × 10−8 M /

1.1 (MT)
[46]1.5 (PA)

4.9 (PH)

FA in pharmaceutical
preparations

Flow-injection/chemiluminescence
determination 2.5 × 10−5–3 × 10−7 M 2.3 × 10−8 M / 3.5 [48]

* LR (linear range), LOD (limit of detection), RSD (relative standard deviation), HC (high-concentration), MC (medium-concentration),
LC (low-concentration), MT (migration time), PA (peak area) and PH (peak height).

2. Electrochemical Determination

In recent decades, the growing interest in FA, due to its physiological importance,
has involved the development of a plethora of methods for its determination [49]. Thus,
a sensitive, specific and easy-to-use way to quantify FA is crucial. In this section, a
collection of the most relevant and original electrochemical sensors of the past 5 years
for FA determination is reported. In particular, two different subsections are mentioned:
traditional and screen-printed based sensors.

2.1. Traditional Sensors

In 2018, Mohammadi et al. [50] aimed to fabricate an FA-sensitive platform based on
manganese ferrite nanoparticles modified by means of trimethoxy silane (3-amynopropyl).
In particular, in this study, core shell magnetic nanoparticles (CMNP) were involved in
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order to produce 2FTNE ((2-(4-Ferrocenyl-[1,2,3]triazol-1-yl)-1-(naphthalen-2-yl) ethanone),
successively used in the modification of CMPE paste electrodes (2FTNE-modified CMNP
paste electrodes), whereby this platform has been carefully characterized. The main goal of
this research study was the concurrent measurements of epinephrine (EP), uric acid (UA)
and FA. For this purpose, the concentrations of these analytes were simultaneously changed
over time. The analysis was conducted using 2FTNE-modified CMNP paste electrodes
(2FTNEMCPPE) and square wave voltammetry (SWV) as electrochemical technique, as
reported in Figure 2. It is possible to observe that three well-distinguished anodic peaks at
defined potentials of 430, 730 and 930 mV, corresponding to the oxidation peaks of EP, UA
and FA, respectively, were obtained, which confirmed that the concurrent measurements of
these analytes was possible (Figure 2). With the use of bare CPE, an overlapping voltammo-
gram for the analytes was obtained. The sensitivity of the 2FTNEMCNPPE toward EP was
1.813 µA µmol−1 L, while without UA and FA, it was found to be 1.839 µA µmol−1 L. As a
consequence, it is possible to have the independent or the concurrent measurements and
quantification of EP, UA and FA. Finally, 2FTNEMCNPPE was applied to measure EP, UA
and FA in an EP ampoule, an FA tablet and urine samples. All the different outcomes are
summarized in Table 2. In addition, the recovery of EP, UA and FA of the samples spiked
with known amounts of EP, UA and FA was assessed.

μ μ −

μ μ −

 

μ
−

Figure 2. SWVs of 2FTNEMCNPPE in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.0) with various concentrations (µmol L−1)
of EP, UA FA in a mixed solution: (1) 5.0 + 5.0 + 10.0, (2) 50.0 + 25.0 + 10.0, (3) 150.0 + 100.0 + 20.0,
(4) 400.0 + 300.0 + 40.0, (5) 700.0 + 550.0 + 60.0. (A–C): plots of peak currents as a function of EP, UA and
FA concentration, respectively [50].

Back in 2016, Lavanya et al. [51] developed a selective electrochemical sensor based on
Mn doped SnO2 nanoparticles (NPs) modified glassy carbon electrode (Mn-SnO2/GCE). In
particular, this platform was employed for the simultaneous determination of ascorbic acid
(AA), uric acid (UA) and FA. These nanoparticles were synthesized by microwave irradia-
tion and fully characterized using different spectroscopical and morphological techniques:
X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), EIS, CV and SWV, respectively.
AA is an important interfering analyte, which coexists with FA and UA in real body fluids.
For this reason, the concentrations of UA and FA were determined in presence of a very
high concentration of AA. The SWVs, reported in Figure 3, were obtained from the mixture
of UA and FA in the presence of 200 µM AA.
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Table 2. The use of 2FTNEMCNPPE in simultaneous quantification of EP, UA and FA in an EP ampule, an FA tablet and
urine samples (n = 5). The amounts of EP and FA in ampoules and tablets were found to be equal to 0.98 mg mL−1 and
1.01 mg/tablet, respectively. These outcomes show no significant difference between the results of the 2FTNEMCNPPE and
the nominal value on the ampoule label and tablet label (1.00 mg mL−1 and 1.00 mg/tablet, respectively) [50].

Sample Spiked (µM) Found (µM) Recovery (%) R.S.D. (%)

EP UA FA EP UA EP EP UA FA EP UA FA

EP ampoule 0 0 0 9.0 - - - - - 2.7 - -
2.5 15.0 17.5 11.4 15.5 17.1 99.1 103.3 97.7 3.2 1.9 2.8
5.0 25.0 27.5 14.3 24.8 27.9 102.1 99.2 101.4 3.1 2.3 2.7
7.5 35.0 37.5 17.1 35.1 37.3 103.6 100.3 99.5 1.9 3.3 2.4

10.0 45.0 47.5 18.5 45.6 48.8 97.3 101.3 102.7 2.2 1.8 3.1
FA tablet 0 0 0 - - 17.0 - - - - 3.4 -

5.0 17.5 2.5 5.1 17.1 19.7 102.7 97.7 101.0 2.3 1.9 3.2
10.0 2.5 5.0 9.8 22.9 21.9 98.0 101.8 99.5 3.1 2.3 1.9
15.0 27.5 7.5 15.1 27.1 24.3 100.7 98.5 99.2 1.7 2.8 2.7
20.0 32.5 10.0 19.8 33.5 27.5 99.0 103.1 101.8 2.8 3.1 1.8

0 0 0 - 10 - - - - - - -
7.5 10.0 30.0 7.4 20.2 30.9 98.7 101.0 103.0 2.9 3.2 1.6

12.5 20.0 40.0 12.7 29.5 39.1 101.6 98.3 97.7 3.4 2.7 2.6
17.5 30.0 50.0 18.1 41.2 49.5 103.4 103.0 99.0 1.6 2.6 3.1
22.5 40.0 60.0 22.4 49.8 61.5 99.5 99.6 102.4 2.2 1.8 2.9

μ μ
μ

μ μ
μ

μ

Figure 3. SWVs obtained for various concentrations of UA (5 to 500 µM) (A) and FA (1 to 800 µM)
(B) at Mn SnO2/GCE in the presence of 200 µM AA in 0.1 M PBS (pH 6.0) and inreal samples (C).
(insert of A–C): plots of the oxidation peak currents as a function of various concentrations of UA
and FA, respectively [51].

It can be easily noticed (Figure 3A) that simultaneously increasing the FA and UA
concentrations a corresponding linear increase in the anodic peak currents have been
obtained. Thus, a linear relationship between analytes concentration and their anodic
peak currents is established. Furthermore, using different concentrations of UA and FA
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(in the range 5.0 to 500 µM for UA and 1.0 to 500 µM for FA), detection limits of 0.025 and
0.038 µM, respectively, have been obtained. To verify the applicability of this platform (Mn-
SnO2/GCE sensor) to real samples, AA and FA have been determined in pharmaceutical
products. A recovery value corresponding to 99.4% (labeled content of FA mg/tablet 5,
observed content of FA mg/tablet 4.88) was found using 3 wt% Mn-SnO2/GCE. Thus,
the method studied could be reliably applied for the determination of FA and AA in
commercial samples.

Another important work, published in 2020 by Sadeghi et al. [52], proposed an electro-
chemical amplified FA sensor based on paste electrode (PE) modified with CuO-CNTs and
1-butyl-2,3-dimethylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (BDHFP). Specifically, this device
is based on the FA oxidation current registered by means of DP voltammograms, which
increased 2.8 times using PE/M/CuO-CNTs-BDHFP with respect to PE. The modification
produced an increase in the active surface area of PE (from 0.11 cm2 to 0.18 cm2 after
modification with CuO-CNTs and BDHFP). DP voltammograms of different concentrations
of FA were recorded on the surface of PE/M/CuO-CNTs/BDHFP with a linear dynamic
range between 3.0 nM and 250 µM with a detection limit of 0.8 nM using PE/M/CuO-
CNTs/BDHFP as an electrochemical sensor (Figure 4).

 

μ
Figure 4. Current-concentration curve for the oxidation of FA in the range of 3.0 nM–250 µM. Inset:
relative DP voltammograms of FA at surface of PE/CuO-CNTs/BDHFP [52].

The ability of PE/CuO-CNTs/BDHFP was also tested in real samples. To this purpose,
it is employed in the determination of FA in orange and apple juices by applying the
standard addition method (data repeated in Table 3). The results, summarized in Table 3,
confirmed the powerful performances of this sensors for real sample analysis.

Table 3. Real sample analysis of FA using PE/CuO-CNTs/BDHFP (n = 4) [52].

Sample FA Added (µM) FA Expected (µM) FA Found (µM) Recovery %

Orange Juice
/ / 9.89 ± 0.54 /

10.00 19.89 20.21 ± 0.87 101.6

Apple Juice
/ / 8.51 ± 0.34 /

10.00 18.51 18.38 ± 0.65 99.29

Mollaei et al. [53] in 2019 reported an electrochemical sensor for FA detection based on
the adsorption of a cationic surfactant (n-dodecylpyridinium chloride, DPC), at the surface
of carbon paste electrode (CPE). The electrochemical performances in FA detection were
compared with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). This quantitative analysis is
performed using different voltammetric techniques: the differential pulse voltammetry
(DPV), cyclic voltammetry (CV) and chronocoulometry (CC). Moreover, the determination
of FA in urine and pharmaceuticals were performed in order to demonstrate the capability
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of the improved method and its reproducibility in real sample matrix (Figure 5). To over-
come the matrix effect drawback, in both cases, the conventional standard addition method
was utilized. The results are summarized in Table 4, indicating acceptable recoveries
(ranging between 94.1 and 103.5) and working range.

 

μ μ
μ −

C 

D 

Figure 5. (A): Differential pulse voltammograms of CPE in 0.1 M PB (pH = 8.0) and drug tablet
(3.0 µM FA) containing different concentrations of pure FA: a–e corresponds to 0.0–4.0 µM of pure
FA. (B): Differential pulse voltammograms of CPE in 0.1 M PB (pH = 8.0) and 0.2 mL of a urine
sample containing a different concentration of FA: the letters a–d correspond to 0.0–9.0 µM of
FA. (C,D): Standard addition curve of the peak current density J (µM cm−2) (extrapolated from
respectively voltammograms A and B) vs. the concentration of FA [53].

Table 4. Determination of FA in drug tablet and urine samples by applying differential pulse voltam-
metry at the surface of CPE [53].

Sample Initial Found (µM) Added (µM) Found (µM) Recovery (%)

TABLET

3.0 0.0 2.82 94
3.0 1.0 4.14 104
3.0 2.0 5.11 102
3.0 3.0 6.07 101
3.0 4.0 6.86 98

URINE

0.0 0.0 0.00 -
0.0 3.0 3.07 102
0.0 6.0 6.20 103
0.0 9.0 8.84 98
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Looking at Figure 5, it can be noticed that CPE in the presence of DPC has good
operating properties such as selectivity, sensitivity, stability, repeatability, low detection
limit (2.9 nM) and wide linear concentration range (0.01–10.69 mM). Finally, Tahernejad-
Javazmi et al. [54] in 2019, using previous experience with electrochemical sensor em-
ploying CuO nanoparticle decorated on single wall carbon nanotubes (CuO/SWCNTs)
nanocomposite and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate [55], developed
an electroanalytical sensor based on reduced graphene oxide (GO) modified carbon paste
electrode (CPE). In particular, the GO modified platform were functionalized with FeNi3
(FeNi3)/rGO-ionic liquid n-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluoro phosphate (HMPF6).
This platform was then employed for the simultaneous determination of FA and TBHQ
(the antioxidant additive tertbutylhydroquinone), respectively. The modification process of
CPE with FeNi3/rGO and HMPF6 was followed by EIS measurements (Figure 6A) and
using 1.0 mM [Fe(CN)6]3/,4− as an electrochemical probe. Using this technique and going
from bare electrode to FeNi3-modifed platform (FeNi3rGO/HMPF6/CPE), an important
decrease in the charge transfer resistance (Rct) value (from 6480 Ω to 870 Ω) was observed.
This confirmed that the FeNi3/rGO and HMPF6 based modification improved conduc-
tivity and the electron transfer process at CPE’s interface. The FeNi3/rGO/HMPF6/CPE
performances have been compared to previous published methods [56,57]. The results,
displayed in Table 5, show the applicability of this modified CPE for real sample analysis.

μ
μ −

−

Ω Ω

− −

μ

Figure 6. (A): Nyquist diagrams of (a) CPE, (b) FeNi3/rGO/CPE, (c) HMPF6/CPE and (d) FeNi3/rGO/
HMPF6/CPE in 1.0 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−,4−. (B): SW voltammograms of solution containing TBHQ and
FA at the FeNi3/rGO/HMPF6/CPE; (a) 35.0 + 50.0; (b) 45.0 + 70.0; (c) 60.0 + 80.0; (d) 70.0 + 100.0;
(e) 90.0 + 140.0; (f) 110.0 + 170.0; (g) 135.0 + 200.0 and (h) 165.0 + 240.0 µM. (C): The Ipa vs. TBHQ
concentration obtained from SW voltammograms. (D): The Ipa vs. folic acid concentration obtained
from SW voltammograms [54].
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Table 5. Determination of TBHQ and FA in real samples (n = 4) [54]. The different results are compared to those from
previously published methods for TBHQ [57] and FA [56], respectively.

Sample TBHQ Added FA Added
Found TBHQ

Proposed Method
Found TBHQ

Published Method
Found FA

Proposed Method
Found FA

Published Method

Soybean oil - - 2.6 ± 0.2 2.6 ± 0.2 - -
5.00 - 7.5 ± 0.3 7.7 ± 0.4 - -

Sesame oil
- - 5.7 ± 0.4 5.8 ± 0.6 - -

10.00 - 15.4 ± 0.5 15.3 ± 0.6 - -

Apple juice - - - 10.4 ± 0.7 10.2 ± 0.8
- 10.00 - - 20.6 ± 0.7 20.1 ± 0.8

Drinking water 10.00 10.00 9.8 ± 0.7 10.5 ± 0.6 10.5 ± 0.5 9.8 ± 0.8

2.2. Screen Printed Electrodes (SPEs)-Based Sensors

Screen printed electrodes (SPEs)-based sensors are an improvement of traditional
sensors for performing rapid and accurate in situ analyses and for the development of
portable devices. In the past 5 years, few biosensors based on SPEs were developed for the
detection of FA in pharmaceutical and biological products, as summarized in Table 6.

Table 6. Summary of biosensors based on SEPs for the determination of FA in various samples.

Analyte Technique LOD Working Range Sample Ref.

Vitamin B9 in real specimens. SPE modified with La+3/Co3O4
nano-cubes. 0.3 µM 1–600 µM Human urine

samples, tablet. [58]

N-acetylcysteine in the presence
of paracetamol and folic acid

CPE modified with Pt-Co nanoparticles and
2-(3,4 dihydroxy phenethyl)

isoindoline-1,3-dione
0.04 µM 0.08–650 µM Human urine

samples, tablet. [59]

Simultaneous determination of
sulfisoxazole and folic acid.

CuO Nanoparticles decorated on SWCNT
nanocomposite modified CPE. 0.8 µM 0.07–500 µM Human urine and

tablet. [59]

Folic acid in real specimens. SPE modified with Graphene Oxide
Nanoribbons 0.02 µM 0.1–1600 µM Human urine

samples, tablet [60]

Folic acid in real specimens. Mn-zeolite/Graphite modified
Screen-printed Carbon Electrode 0.003 µM 0.004–1 µM Pharmaceutical

samples [61]

Folic acid in real specimens. SPE modified using GNS-MoS2-AuNPs 38.5 nM 50 nM–1150 µM Human urine [62]

Simultaneous determination of
folic acid and epinephrine Graphite SPE modified with Fe3O4@SiO2 1 µM 5–1000 µM Human blood

serum and urine [63]

Folic acid in real specimens. SPE modified with NiFe2O4 nanoparticles 0.034 µM 0.1–500 µM Human urine [64]

The great results have been achieved in the application of SPEs for the detection of FA
and the main results are described below in detail.

In 2016, Mani et al. [62] developed a facile method to determine FA in real samples.
In this work, the preparation of a ternary nanocomposite made of graphene nanosheets
(GNS), molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) and gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were detailed and
its electrochemical sensing suitability studied. This ternary nanocomposite, GNS-MoS2-
AuNPs, characterized by particle sizes of about 10–50 nm, is deposited onto the surface
of screen-printed electrodes (SPE) and applied for the quantification of FA. Due to the
good synergic effect between GNS, MoS2 and AuNPs, the composite shows excellent
electrocatalytic ability. Impedance and electrochemical attributes of the nanocomposite
were carefully studied: charge transfer resistance (Rct) compared (Figure 7) for unmodified
SPE, MoS2/SPCE, GNS–MoS2/SPCE and GNS–MoS2–AuNPs/SPE. The Rct values are
reported in the following order: unmodified SPE > MoS2/SPE > GNS–MoS2/SPE > GNS–
MoS2–AuNPs/SPE, respectively. In particular, Rct obtained at GNS–MoS2–AuNPs/SPE
is the lowest compared with control electrodes, indicating lowest resistance at this elec-
trode interface. Thus, the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) results revealed
that the GNS–MoS2–AuNPs composite interface presents a better electrical conductivity
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than the other platforms. Furthermore, this EIS study was followed by a potentiometric
investigation in amperometry. Using this technique, the determination of FA in human
urine sample occurs in a wide linear range of 50 nM–1150 µM and displays low detection
limit of 38.5 nM. To apply these platforms in real samples, a recovery study was conducted,
obtaining satisfactory results (values range from 97.16 to 98.55%). The sensor performance
of the GNS–MoS2–AuNPs is either superior or comparable to the previously reported
electrodes [65–67].

μ

 

− −

μ

Figure 7. (A): Scheme of the electrochemical oxidation of FA on GONR/SPE. (B): EIS curves of un-
modified SPE (a) MOS2-SPE (b), GNS-MoS2 /SPE (c), MoS2-AuNPs/SPE, (d) in 0.1 M KCl containing
5 mM Fe(CN)6

3−/4−. Frequency: 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz [63].

Safaei and co-workers [63] in 2019 proposed a device for the simultaneous determina-
tion of FA and epinephrine (EP). This sensitive and convenient electrochemical sensor is
based on Fe3O4@SiO2/GR nanocomposite modified graphite SPE using cyclic voltammetry
as detection tools. In particular, cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were recorded in the presence
of analytes after having cycled the potential 20 times at a scan rate of 50 mV s–1. The peak
potentials were unchanged and the currents decreased by less than 2.3%. Therefore, at the
surface of Fe3O4@SiO2/GR /SPE, not only the sensitivity increases, but the fouling effect of
the analyte and its oxidation product also decreases. To ascertain the analytical applicability
of the proposed method, real samples matrices were evaluated. In particular, the simultane-
ous determination of epinephrine and FA, using the standard addition method and DPV
as analytical technique, in human blood serum, urine, epinephrine injection and folic acid
tablets samples, were analyzed in depth. In Table 7, the relative results are reported.

Satisfactory recoveries were found for epinephrine and FA, as reported in the above
table. Reproducibility is reported as mean relative standard deviations (RSD%). The sensor
exhibited notable electrochemical activity towards the oxidation of epinephrine and FA, and
solved the overlapping anodic peak outcomes of EP and FA into two well-defined peaks.

Safaei et al. [64], in 2019, successfully synthesized and used NiFe2O4 (NFO) nanopar-
ticles in order to develop a modified novel voltammetric sensor for determination of FA
in urine samples. The morphological characterization of NFO nanoparticles was exam-
ined by means of scanning-electron microscopy (SEM), and it was observed that all the
particles are nearly spherical, not agglomerated and less than 10 nm. In Figure 8C, cyclic
voltammograms (CVs) are depicted, obtained using NFO-modified SPE. Analyzing equal
concentration of substrate, NFO/SPE shows much higher anodic peak currents for the
oxidation of folic acid compared to the unmodified SPE. This indicates that the modification
of bare SPE with NiFe2O4 nanoparticles has significantly improved the performance in
terms of electron transfer process between the electrode and the folic acid. In Figure 8C,
the effect of potential scan rates on the oxidation currents of FA is described.
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Table 7. Determination of epinephrine and FA in human blood serum, urine, epinephrine injection and folic acid tablet
samples. All the concentrations are in µM (n = 5) [63].

Sample
Spiked Found Recovery, % Rsd %

Epinephrine FA Epinephrine FA Epinephrine FA Epinephrine FA

Human blood serum
0 0 - - - - - -

10.0 5.0 10.3 4.9 103.0 98.0 3.2 2.4
20.0 60.0 19.8 61.6 99.0 102.7 17 2.7

Urine
0 0 - - - - - -

12.5 45.0 12.3 45.3 98.4 100.7 2.4 3.1
22.5 55.0 23.1 53.7 102.6 97.6 1.8 2.8

Epinephrine Injection
0 0 10.5 - - - 3.2 -

2.5 30.0 12.7 30.3 97.7 101.0 1.9 2.6
5.0 39.7 15.9 40.3 102.6 99.2 2.4 3.3

Folic Acid Tablet
0 0 - 15.0 - - - 2.7

5.0 25.0 4.9 0.9 98.0 102.2 2.4 1.6
10.0 35.0 10.1 49.2 101.0 98.4 2.7 3.0

μ
−

Figure 8. (A): SEM Micrograph of NiFe2O4 and its EDX. (B): deposition of NPs on SPE with drop casting. (C): CVs of
NFO/SPE in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7) containing 150 µM of FA at various scan rates; numbers 1–12 correspond to 10, 25, 50, 75,
100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 mV s−1, respectively. Inset: variation of anodic peak current vs. square root of
scan rate [64].

Since differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) has the advantage of having an increase
in sensitivity and better characteristics for analytical applications, DPV technique was
performed in order to determine various FA concentrations; a dynamic range between
1.0 × 10−7 and 5.0 × 10−4 M and a detection limit of 3.4 × 10−8 M were found. This proto-
col has been applied to real samples—FA tablets and urine samples—by using standard
addition method. The results for the determination are summarized in Table 8.
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Table 8. Determination of FA in FA tablet and urine samples. All the concentrations are in µM
(n = 5) [64].

Sample Spiked Found Recovery (%) Rsd (%)

Folic acid tablet

0 15.0 - 3.2
2.5 17.8 101.7 1.7
5.0 19.5 97.5 2.8
7.5 23.3 103.5 2.2

10.0 24.8 99.2 2.4

Urine

0 - - -
10.0 10.3 103.0 3.4
20.0 19.9 99.5 1.7
30.0 29.1 97.0 2.3
40.0 40.5 101.2 2.8

Satisfactory recovery and reproducibility values of the experimental were found for
FA, as demonstrated by the mean relative standard deviation (RSD%).

3. Conclusions

FA has a crucial role in some extremely important biochemical processes including
synthesis of nucleic acid, cell division, growth and development of fetuses. For this reason,
FA supplements are widely used to prevent and handle folate deficiency in at-risk groups
and also to prevent adverse events associated with antifolate medications. Due to the
critical rule of FA in human health, during the past years, many efforts have been made in
the analytical field in order to develop reliable and precise sensors for its determination.

In more detail, the aim of this short review is to report the most interesting and original
electrochemical tools proposed in the past 5 years for FA determination in pharmaceutical
preparations, food supplements and other real samples. In conclusion, all the proposed
analytical platforms can be applied to the determination of FA in a plethora of real samples:
human urine, blood serum, pharmaceutical or commercial preparations. Remarkable
recovery values and relative standard deviations have been found in all the proposed
research papers. Among all, particularly interesting is the device based on Fe3O4@SiO2/GR
nanocomposite modified graphite SPE, which shows good recovery values and RSD%
in the simultaneous determination of FA by means of convenient electrochemical sensor.
Among traditional sensors, noteworthy is the electrochemical behavior of 2FTNE-modified
CMNP paste electrodes (2FTNECMNPPE). Using SWV, the concurrent measurement of
epinephrine, uric acid and FA has been realized and no significant differences between the
results of the 2FTNECMNPPE and the nominal values of real samples have been observed.
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Abstract: This comprehensive review paper describes recent advances made in the field of
electrochemical nanobiosensors for the detection of breast cancer (BC) biomarkers such as specific
genes, microRNA, proteins, circulating tumor cells, BC cell lines, and exosomes or exosome-derived
biomarkers. Besides the description of key functional characteristics of electrochemical nanobiosensors,
the reader can find basic statistic information about BC incidence and mortality, breast pathology,
and current clinically used BC biomarkers. The final part of the review is focused on challenges that
need to be addressed in order to apply electrochemical nanobiosensors in a clinical practice.
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nanomaterial; nanoparticles (NPs); magnetic NPs; self-assembled monolayers (SAMs); signal amplification

1. Introduction

According to the World Health Organization, the year of 2030 should witness roughly 12 million
cancer-related deaths, making cancer one of the most prominent death-causing factors around the
globe. In fact, the number of new cases of cancer (cancer incidence) is currently around 439 per 100,000
men and women per year [1]. Breast cancer (BC) has been considered the most frequent type of cancer
disease worldwide among women, impacting 2.1 million women each year. In 2018, it was estimated
that around 627,000 women died from BC; that is approximately 15% of all cancer deaths among
women [2]. The highest incidence rates were observed in the United States and Western Europe. In the
US, there were 101 new cases reported per 100,000 women, and in Europe, there were 85 [3]. East Asia
has the lowest incidence with 21 cases per 100,000 women [3]. In Africa, the incidence is slightly higher
with 23 cases per 100,000 women, but this amount can be undervalued due to a lack of accurate data [3].

BC is one of the leading causes of cancer-related mortality. The disease had always been common
among women. That is supported by the fact that one of the first surgical treatments ever performed
was BC treatment during the first surgical revolution at the end of the 19th century. BC rates are
globally increasing and are higher among women in developed regions. The incidence and fatality
increase with the increasing age of women as well. It was reported that statistically, women with an
age 65 and above die with higher probability due to the disease [4–6]. The probability of the disease to
develop within a woman’s lifetime has grown over the past few decades from 1 in 11 in 1975 to 1 in
8 in 2016 [6]. There are several risk factors behind BC, including age, geographic location (country
of origin), socioeconomic status, lifestyle risk factors (smoking, alcohol, diet, obesity, and physical
activity), low rates of breastfeeding, family history of BC, mammographic density, ionizing radiation,
etc. [5].

If the BC is diagnosed at an early stage, a 5-year survival rate can reach up to 90% in developed
countries [7]. On the other hand, once a BC is metastatic, the patient’s 5-year survival rate falls down
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to 27.4% [8]. Early diagnosis is needed for a successful treatment and high survival rate. T1 tumors
with size less than 2 cm show a 10-year survival rate of approximately 85%, while T3 tumors show a
10-year survival of less than 60% mainly as the result of delayed accurate diagnosis [9]. Nowadays,
mammography is used as a gold standard for early BC screening and detection, but it is less sensitive
for young women (under 40 years old) with a sensitivity of 25–59%. A factor that is limiting the
diagnosis of young women is a denser breast tissue compared to older women. Other limitations of
mammography are high rates of false-positive and false-negative results which lead to biopsy, high cost
of treatment, and procedural discomfort for the women [10].

To avoid development of the disease into advanced stages, there is clear need for early diagnostics,
efficient treatment, and post-treatment monitoring. Therefore, there is an enormous demand for
efficient less-invasive diagnosis i.e., analysis of cancer biomarkers in plasma/serum samples [11].

Although several review papers have been published recently describing the electrochemical
biosensing of cancer biomarkers [12–16], such studies only partly covered the biosensing of BC
biomarkers or the electrochemical biosensing of BC biomarkers. There are only two review papers
specifically covering the electrochemical biosensing of BC biomarkers published in 2017 [17,18], but with
only a minor coverage of beneficial properties of nanoparticles within electrochemical transducing
schemes. To our best knowledge, this is the first review paper comprehensively covering the use of
nanomaterials for enhanced electrochemical detection of breast cancer biomarkers.

2. Breast Pathology

In humans, the breast has a number of functions. The mammary gland is a distinguishing feature
of mammals, and its primary role is to produce milk to nourish offspring. The breast develops in
the superficial fascia. Until puberty, the breast includes only few ducts in both men and women.
In females, true breast development begins at puberty due to the effect of estrogen and progesterone [19].
The breast consists of 12–15 major breast ducts, which lead to the formation of a nipple. These are
connected to ducts ending in a duct lobular unit, which is the functional milk-producing unit of a
breast [20]. Breast ducts are surrounded by myoepithelial cells supported by connective tissue stroma
and a variable amount of fat [19]. The terminal duct lobular units spread during pregnancy. Milk is
produced due to the secretion of prolactin and oxytocin. Imbalance in estrogen and progesterone
concentrations prior to menopause results in atrophic changes of a breast tissue.

From a clinical point of view, the lymphatic drainage of a breast has a big importance.
Approximately 5% of the lymph from the breast drains through the intercostal spaces to nodes
along the internal mammary vessels. The remaining 95% of the lymph drains toward the axilla in one
or two larger channels. As a result of this fact, all patients with invasive BC should go through some
form of auxiliary surgery to find out whether there is lymph node involvement [21].

BC is a heterogeneous disease with various subtypes accompanied by a series of genetic changes.
Breast tumors originate in the anatomical structures of the mammary gland that form the mammary
gland, fibrous tissue, and adipose tissue. Mammary gland tumors can be benign such as papillomas
and fibroadenomas. The most common malignant tumors are carcinomas. BC is most often caused
by the terminal lobes (lobular) of the mammary gland and their ducts (ductal) (Figure 1). Globally,
approximately 80% of all diagnosed BC cases are of the ductal subtype [22]. These two subtypes
cover 40%–75% of all diagnosed cases [23]. Other types of cancer are present in 10% of cases where
inflammatory BC, male BC, Paget’s disease of breast, papillary carcinoma, and others are included [24].
BC can be classified by immunohistochemical examination into four subtypes: estrogen receptor (ER),
progesterone receptor (PR), human receptor tyrosine-protein kinase erbB-2 (HER2), and antigen Ki-67
dependent [25].
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Figure 1. All breast cancers (BC) arise in the terminal duct lobular units (the functional unit of the breast)
of the collecting duct. The histological and molecular characteristics have important implications for
therapy. Several classifications based on molecular and histological characteristics have been developed.
Reprinted by permission from Nature, Ref. [26], Copyright 2019.

3. BC Biomarkers

Due to progress in genomics, proteomics, and glycomics, various candidate biomarkers have been
identified with a clinical potential for BC management [27]. A tumor marker was first discovered in
1847, and currently, there are more than 100 known different tumor markers [28]. Biomarkers have
great potential for screening and diagnostics because they are present in blood and provide information
about the health condition [7]. In healthy individuals, the tumor marker concentration is at a very low
level or even in some cases absent, while increased values can reveal development and/or progression
of a disease [29]. Serum biomarkers providing key information about the disease are important for the
management of cancer patients, since blood aspiration is only a moderately invasive procedure.

The most relevant biomarkers that have occurred in BC include the presence of gene markers
such as BReast CAncer Type (BRCA1, BRCA2), and protein-based biomarkers including cancer antigen
CA 27.29, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2),
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), polypeptide antigen (TPA), cytokeratin 19 fragment
(CIFRA-21-1), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), and osteopontin (OPN). The basic characteristics
of BC biomarkers are summarized in Table 1.

BC biomarkers (glycoproteins: mucin 1 (MUC1), HER2, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA),
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), carbohydrate antigen 15-3 (CA15-3), CA 27-29, mammaglobin
(MAM); DNA: BRCA1, BRCA2, proteins: Ki-67, OPN, microRNAs, and circulating tumor cells (CTC))
can be classified as diagnostic (healthy versus BC), prognostic (early BC versus advanced BC), predictive
(provide information regarding whether a particular treatment will be beneficial for the BC patient) or
therapeutic (a target biomolecule for therapeutics) based biomarkers [30,31].

Interestingly, although many studies have been published, only 9 biomarkers of cancer have been
approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for clinical examinations so far. Since these
biomarkers are all glycosylated proteins, changes in the glycan composition of these glycoproteins
may serve as additional information for cancer diagnostics and/or prognosis. The following
glycoprotein-based biomarkers have been published in the literature for BC management: HER2/NEU,
CA15-3, CA27.29, MAM, galectin 3 binding protein, nectin 4, and fibronectin 1 with a typical
concentration in human serum of 1–50 ng/mL [30]. The invasion, migration, and metastasis of cancer
are caused by the deregulation of glycosylation related to an essential post-translational modification
of proteins. In more than 90% of BC cases, there are observed changes in O-linked mucin-type
glycosylation for example, expression of the Tn antigen, and the loss of core 2 O-glycans [32]. In BC,
major glycan changes involve increased sialylation and fucosylation [33–36].
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Table 1. Candidate breast cancer biomarkers (BRCA1, BRCA2, CA27.29, CA 15-3, CEA, HER-2, VEGF,
tPA, CIFRA-21-1, PDGF, OPN).

Biomarker Size/kDa Incidence in Cancer Level in Serum

BRCA1 207–220 breast, ovarian, prostate, pancreatic ND

BRCA2 384 Fanconi anemia, breast, ovarian, lung, prostate, pancreatic ND

CA27.29 250–1000 breast ≤37 U/mL

CA15-3 290–400 breast 3–30 U/mL

CEA 180–200 gastric, pancreatic, lung, breast, medullary thyroid 2–4 ng/mL

HER-2 185 breast, ovarian, gastric, prostate 15 ng/mL

VEGF 18–27 brain, lung, gastrointestinal, hepatobiliary, renal, breast,
ovarian ~220 pg/mL

TPA 20–45 breast, lung, pancreatic 109 U/L

CIFRA-21-1 40 breast, lung, pancreatic 50 ng/mL

PDGF 35 glioblastoma, lung, colorectal, breast, liver and ovarian (7.5 ± 3.1) ng/mL

OPN 41–75 breast, colon, liver, lung, ovarian, prostate 16 ng/mL

When new BC biomarkers are identified, it is of high importance to compare their clinical
performance with already approved biomarkers in a form of AUC (area under curve) values in
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC). The ROC curves calculated using the Youden index for
the determination of CEA and CA15-3 showed AUC values of 0.616 or 0.678, respectively for CEA
(cut-off value of 3.2 ng/mL) and CA15-3 (cut-off value of 13.3 ng/mL), when applied for disease-free
survival examination [37]. We have found out clinical parameters for some of the novel BC biomarkers,
showing significant advantage over already approved biomarkers. For example, Park et al. found out
that the level of the human cytosolic thioredoxin correlated very well with the progress of BC [38].
At the cut-off value of 33.2 ng/mL, a sensitivity of 89.8%, a specificity of 78.0%, and an AUC value of
0.901 ± 0.025 were obtained by applying the ELISA format for thioredoxin analysis [38]. The ELISA
method developed by Bernstein et al. resulted in an estimated AUC value of 0.892 using mammaglobin
detection [39]. Thus, their method was able to distinguish healthy women from those having BC with
high accuracy [39]. Yan et al. examined a clinical potential of the level of one type of fucosyltransferase
(FUT4) determined in blood serum by ELISA for BC diagnostics [40]. AUC values of 0.784, 0.468,
and 0.563 were determined for FUT4, CA15-3, and CEA, respectively. The results pointed out that
FUT4 is in correlation with CA15-3 (p < 0.05). Moreover, FUT4 could be applied besides BC diagnostics
also for BC prognosis [40].

4. Nanomaterials/Nanoparticles-Based Electrochemical Biosensors as Ultrasensitive Tools in
Detection of BC Biomarkers

The speech of the physicist Richard Feynman entitled “There’s plenty of room at the bottom”,
which took place at the Meeting of the American Physical Society in 1959 at CalTech, is considered to be
the beginning of the nanotechnology era. Significant attention is currently being paid to nanomaterials.
Nanomaterials are considered a pivotal tool for numerous applications in part due to their high
surface area, compared to their respective bulk forms. Nanostructures with at least one dimension
of size of 100 nm (1 nm = 1 × 10−9 m) or smaller are extremely useful in a number of areas, such as
electronics, aerospace, military, pharmaceuticals, medicine, etc. Within last years, there has been an
improvement in the synthesis and characterization of different nanomaterials, such as carbon-based
nanomaterials, hydrogels, magnetic nanoparticles, metallic nanoparticles, polymer nanoparticles,
and/or nanocomposites and two-dimensional nanomaterials [41,42].

One of the leading areas for practical application of the state-of-the-art nanoscience and
nanotechnology is the development of various types of biosensors.
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The application of nanomaterials to design biosensing platforms offers exceptional electronic,
magnetic, mechanical, and optical properties for such devices. Nanomaterials can increase the
surface of the transducing area of the sensors, which in turn provides enhanced catalytic activity.
Electroactive properties of nanoparticles toward certain reactions have been widely exploited in
biosensing applications. Nanometer-size structures have a large surface-to-volume ratio, controlled
morphology, and structure that would scale down the characteristic size, which is a clear advantage
when the sample volume is critical. The integration of advanced 2D nanomaterial MXene into
biosensors architecture brings the advantage of hydrophilic character due to functional groups onto
the nanoscale surface [43]. However, advances in nanomaterial biofunctionalization are crucial to
achieve higher specificity in biosensing. To that end, nanomaterials can be “decorated” with different
(bio)receptors offering specific recognition for biosensing [44–49]. There are basically two approaches
applied to designing nanobiosensors: i.e., the application of nanoparticles for the modification of
electrode surfaces (Approach 1, Figure 2), or the application of nanoparticles to make signal nanoprobes
that enhance a generated signal (Approach 2, Figure 2). There are some nanobiosensors constructed
using both amplification approaches (hybrid biosensing, i.e., Approach 3). In the forthcoming sections,
when discussing particular nanobiosensors, amplification strategies are indicated as well.

Electrochemical biosensors (amperometric, potentiometric, conductometric, impedimetric,
field-effect devices, etc.) are of particular interest for early-stage diagnostics of cancer diseases [15,50].
Electrochemical techniques such as cyclic voltammetry (CV), chronoamperometry (CA), differential
pulse voltammetry (DPV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and square wave voltammetry
(SWV) offer an easy-to-use, affordable, highly sensitive, and reliable way for the ultrasensitive sensing
of biomarkers related to such diseases [51,52]. Lab-on-chip biosensors presenting the compact and
low-power portable miniaturized devices can be utilized in cancer biomarker discovery research,
leading to potential clinical applications [53–57]. The surface architecture connecting the sensing
element to the biological sample at the nanometer scale determines signal transduction and the general
performance of electrochemical sensors. The eventual biosensor sensitivity is affected by the most
common surface modification techniques with subsequent functionalization, various electrochemical
transduction mechanisms, and by the choice of the recognition element (antibodies, nucleic acids,
cells, micro-organisms, etc.). Electrochemical biosensors employing surface nanoarchitectures offer
attractive features including robustness, easy miniaturization, excellent detection limits, as well as
small analyte volumes and the ability to be used in turbid biofluids with optically absorbing and
fluorescing compounds.

Nonetheless, there is still great room for improvement with regard to reproducibility, specificity,
stability, and assay throughput of biosensing assay formats.

Regarding the sensitivity of detection by the biosensors, there is need to achieve a limit of
detection (LOD) for the analytes that is at least comparable with ELISA assay format offering LODs
of 0.75 ng/mL (HER2), 0.1 µg/L (kallikrein 5), and 0.17 ng/mL (thymidine kinase (TK1)). It is also
important to outperform ELISA by the design of electrochemical biosensors offering to complete the
whole assay procedure within 5 h and with a moderate throughput of analysis (up to 50 samples
analyzed per run), which is typical for ELISA-based assay formats [58–60]. The novel generation of
highly specific, sensitive, selective, and reliable micro (bio-)chemical sensors and sensor arrays can
merge interdisciplinary knowledge in bio- and electrochemistry, solid-state chemistry, surface physics,
bioengineering, integrated circuit silicon technology, and data processing. In the forthcoming sections,
we discuss novel, nanoparticle-based approaches for the electrochemical detection of BC biomarkers.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of two different approaches applicable for the enhanced biosensing
of cancer biomarkers using functional nanomaterials/nanoparticles either to enhance the electrode
area, accessibility of analytes toward the interface, or interfacial properties with capture biorecognition
elements (antibodies) immobilized (Approach 1) or for enhanced signal generation using a signal probe
with biorecognition elements (antibodies) immobilized on the electrode (without being modified by
nanoparticles) of a signal probe (Approach 2). Please note that we recognize Approach 3 (not shown in the
figure) applied to design biosensor devices by a combination of the nanomaterial/nanoparticle-modified
electrode (Approach 1) with the use of a signal nanoprobe (Approach 2) within one biosensor device.

4.1. Detection of DNAs

The product of a BReast CAncer Type 1 (BRCA1) gene controls the cell cycle and ensures DNA
repair. Mutation in the BRCA1 gene leads to BC predisposition due to the loss of a gene function [61].

Benvidi and co-workers are topically focused on the development of DNA biosensors for the
detection of BRCA1 mutation at initial stages [62–65]. Benvidi and Jahanbani [63] applied a carbon
paste electrode in combination with metallic nanocomposite, i.e., a magnetic bar carbon paste electrode
decorated with magnetic iron oxide and silver nanoparticles by a physical method for label-free
DNA detection. In the next step, the nanocomposite was modified with a self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) of thiolated single-stranded DNA. The biosensor detected BRCA1 5382 mutation by the EIS
method with an LOD of 3.0 × 10−17 M (a linear range from 1.0 × 10−16 M to 1.0 × 10−8 M) [63]
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(Approach 1). Benvidi et al. [64] published results obtained with an improved strategy based on
the application of glassy carbon electrode (GCE) modified by another type of carbon nanomaterial,
e.g., reduced graphene oxide (RGO) or multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). 1-pyrenebutyric
acid-N-hydroxysuccinimide ester was applied as a scaffold molecule for the immobilization of a
BRCA1 DNA probe for the detection of complementary DNA sequences. By applying this approach,
the authors obtained a low LOD of 3.1 × 10−18 M and 3.5 × 10−19 M for a MWCNT-modified or
RGO-modified device, respectively [64] (Approach 1). Other work from the same group of authors [65]
was focused on an advanced coating of GCE with a dispersion of GO and a silk fibroin (SF) with
subsequently electrochemically immobilized gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) for BRCA1 5382 mutation
detection. In the next step, the analyte was incubated with the modified electrode and measured by
CV and EIS techniques with complementary target DNA sequences. The impedimetric DNA sensor
achieved an LOD of 3.3 × 10−17 M (a linear range from 1.0 × 10−16 M to 1.0 × 10−8 M) [65] (Approach 1).

A pre-treated GCE surface was coated with a hydrophilic material consisting of electrochemically
deposited polydopamine, which was followed by the deposition of tannic acid assisted by Fe3+

ions [66]. In the next step, the branched structure of four-armed polyethyleneglycol was grafted
onto a modified interface via a layer-by-layer technique. To enhance BRCA1 gene detection, AuNPs
with thiol-modified oligonucleotides were finally deposited onto the modified surface (Figure 3).
An impedimetric biosensor detected BRCA1 with an LOD of 0.05 fM in a linear range from 0.1 fM to
10 pM [66] (Approach 1). A carbon paste electrode (CPE) modified with electrospun ribbon conductive
nanofibers of polyethersulfone and nanotubes were employed for BRCA1 detection by Ehzari et al. [67].
DNA was detected with LOD of 2.4 pM with high selectivity, stability, reproducibility, and with a
recovery index in the range from 101.5% to 105.2% [67] (Approach 1).

 

−

–
π–π

Figure 3. Fabrication process to design nanobiosensors for the detection of BRCA1. Reprinted from
Ref. [66], Copyright (2017), with permission from Elsevier.

Graphene oxide (GO) was successfully applied as a promising nanomaterial with high surface area
for the detection of the BRCA1 gene. Kazerooni and Nassernejad developed a biosensor for detection of
BRCA1 with LOD of 2 pM by applying supramolecular ionic liquids grafted on nitrogen-doped graphene
aerogel-modified GCEs by electrochemical reading [68] (Approach 1). The single-stranded DNA probe
for the detection of BRCA1 5382 insC mutation was immobilized onto GCE electrochemically patterned
with RGO and gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) [69]. The impedimetric biosensor was able to specifically
recognize targets with LOD of 1.0 × 10−20 M [69] (Approach 1). RGO was also applied in combination
with polypyrrole polymer by Shahrokhiana et al. for BRCA1 detection [70]. A pyrrole-3-carboxylic
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acid monomer was electrochemically polymerized and applied for probe immobilization. BRCA1 was
determined with LOD of 3 fM in a linear range of 10 fM–0.1 µM by DPV and EIS [70] (Approach 1).

In addition to the development of a biosensor for the detection of the BRCA1 gene, a DNA biosensor
for the detection of the ERBB2c gene (producing HER2 protein) and CD24c was also prepared [71].
GCE was modified by GO, to which 4-aminothiophenol as a linker was covalently attached via amine
coupling. The linker was in the subsequent step applied for the attachment of AuNPs. Then, a DNA
capture probe was deposited on AuNPs via SAM formation. Then, DNA for the ERBB2c target
was hybridized with a surface-confined capture DNA probe. Finally, the electrochemical signal was
generated by hybridization with a conjugation DNA probe linked to horseradish peroxidase (HRP).
The biosensor detected the ERBB2c gene down to 0.16 nM and CD24 down to 0.23 nM [71] (Approach 1).

The phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase catalytic subunit alpha gene (PIK3CA gene)
as a circulating tumor DNA was detected by a biosensor employing a nanocomposite of MoS2 and
poly(indole-6-carboxylic acid) as a surface-confined mediator, which was also applied for the covalent
immobilization of –NH2-modified ssDNA [72]. First, the surface of CPE was modified with exfoliated
MoS2 nanosheets, and then, it was incubated with a mediator monomer via π–π stacking with a
subsequent potentiostatic polymerization of the monomer. Afterwards, ssDNA probes were covalently
immobilized to such a modified electrode. The DNA biosensor could detect analytes down to 15 aM [72]
(Approach 1).

4.2. Detection of MicroRNAs (MiRNAs)

The miRNAs are biomolecules consisting of 18–24 nucleotides that have a key role in biological
processes such as cell proliferation, apoptosis, and tumorigenesis [73–75]. Abnormal expression has
been observed in BC as well as in other cancer types [74,76].

GO was exploited as an effective part of several biosensors for miRNA detection. For example,
the electrochemical nanobiosensor based on GCE that was step-by-step modified with GO and gold
nanorods was fabricated for the detection of a serum miR-199a-5p level [77]. A thiolated oligonucleotide
probe was immobilized on the modified electrode, and unspecific bindings were blocked by incubation
with 6-mercapto-1-hexanol solution. The nanobiosensor exhibited LOD of 4.5 fM, which is a standard
deviation of 2.9% for miR-199a-5p detection and a linear range from 15 fM to 148 pM [77] (Approach 1).

An impedimetric biosensor based on ZrO2–RGO nanohybrids-modified GCE coupled with a
catalytic hairpin assembly signal amplification strategy determined miRNA-21 in the range from
10 fM to 100 pM with LOD of 4.3 fM [78]. H1 modified with –NH2 was covalently attached onto
the ZrO2–RGO-modified GCE surface via poly(acrylic acid) using amine coupling chemistry. In the
absence of the analyte (miRNA-21), H1 and H2 did not hybridize. When the analyte was present,
the hairpin of H2 hybridized with the analyte, which caused opening of the closed structure of H2.
Subsequently, H1 hybridized with the unfolded H2. After this, target miRNA was released due to the
DNA strand displacement reaction. At the end, H2 was attached to the electrode surface, and targeted
miRNA started another cycle. This caused the amplification of the detected signal, since several H2
molecules per one analyte molecule were attached to the electrode surface (Figure 4) [78] (Approach 1).

The miRNA sensor using methylene blue as a redox mediator was fabricated by Rafiee-Pour et al.
with a linear range from 0.1 to 500 pM with LOD of 84.3 fM [79]. In the experiment, the GCE electrode
was modified with the dispersion of oxidized MWCNTs. Afterwards, 1.0 µM ss-DNA was immobilized,
and half of the modified electrodes were incubated with target miRNA. The second half of the electrodes
was used as a control. Non-hybridized miRNA was removed from the surface with saline sodium
citrate. Both types of electrodes were immersed into 4.0 µM methylene blue, which was intercalated
into a double-stranded helix, and DPV was applied to evaluate the change of the electrochemical
signal [79] (Approach 1).
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Figure 4. Immobilization of the capture probe H1 with subsequent miRNA-21 detection. For more
information, please see the text. Published with permission by The Royal Society of Chemistry, Ref. [78].

Kilic et al. detected miRNA from cell lysates by using graphene-modified disposable pencil
graphite electrodes [80]. The electrode was modified by an inosine substituted anti miRNA-2 probe.
The analyte was detected with LOD of 2.1 µg/mL (EIS) or 5.8 µg/mL (DPV) [80] (Approach 1).

An enzyme-free biosensor based on a sandwich-type hybridization of two DNA probes with
target miRNA was developed by Zouari et al. [81]. Thiol chemistry ensured the immobilization of a
thiolated capture DNA onto the electrodes modified by a hybrid nanomaterial of RGO and AuNPs.
Ferrocene-capped AuNPs were modified with streptavidin and conjugated with a biotinylated signal
probe containing signal DNA. An enzymeless biosensor was able to determine the synthetic target
miRNA with LOD of 5 fM (a linear range between 10 fM and 2 pM). Moreover, the biosensor was able
to determine the target miRNA directly in diluted serum from BC patients. A 3-fold higher level of
miRNA-21 was detected in serum samples of BC patients compared to a control [81] (Approach 3).

4.3. Detection of Mucins

Nowadays, there are more than 20 known types of mucins. They are encoded by MUC genes and
represent high molecular weight glycoproteins expressed on epithelial cells. Aberrantly glycosylated
mucins are expressed in cancer cells and serve as oncogenic molecules [82].

Nawaz et al. applied diazonium salt chemistry to modify single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) for a biosensor development [83]. The MUC1 aptamer was immobilized onto modified
SPCE via amine coupling. A DNA aptamer-based biosensor detected MUC1 with LOD of 0.02 U/mL
with a linear range up to 2 U/mL [83] (Approach 1).

The MUC1 biosensor was also developed using GCE modified with core–shell nanofibers,
MWCNTs, and AuNPs that were covalently modified with the anti MUC1-binding aptamer for the
detection of MUC1 [84]. The impedimetric device using a soluble redox probe was able to detect MUC1
with LOD of 2.7 nM with a linear range up to 115 nM [84] (Approach 1).

Mouffouk together with colleagues applied bioconjugated self-assembled pH-responsive
polymeric micelles loaded with ferrocene (Fc) and antiMUC1 antibodies as a signal probe [85].
The biosensor was able to detect MUC1 in a sample containing about 10 cells/mL [85] (Approach 2).

Nowadays, a novel 2D nanomaterial MXene (Ti3C2) due to its excellent electrical conductivity
and large specific surface area with a large number of potential attachment binding sites is used as a
conductive support for the immobilization of aptamer probes [53]. Wang et al. modified an electrode
surface with MXene for the development of a MUC1 biosensor [86]. The Fc-labeled complementary
DNA was bound onto MXene nanosheets to form a signal probe to amplify an electrochemical signal.
GCE was modified by the electrodeposition of AuNPs with the MUC1 aptamer attached to the modified
electrode via Au–S bonds. The modified electrode was blocked using bovine serum albumin (BSA) in
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order to resist non-specific interactions (Figure 5). Then, a signal probe was attached to the modified
electrode via hybridization between complementary DNA and a MUC1 aptamer. Upon the interaction
of MUC1 with such an electrode, the signal probe was detached from the working electrode, resulting
in a decrease of an electrochemical signal (a signal-off response). This competitive aptasensor detected
MUC1 with LOD of 0.33 pM with a linear range up to 10 mM [86] (Approach 3).

 

1.88 μA/(μM cm
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Figure 5. Procedure for fabrication of the competitive electrochemical aptasensor. Reprinted from
Ref. [86], Copyright (2020), with permission from Elsevier.

CA15-3 (290–400 kDa) represents a soluble form of mucin 1 (MUC1): a transmembrane protein on
the apical cellular surface. MUC-1 is a glycoprotein with three domains. The association between BC
and elevated expression of CA15-3 has been experimentally confirmed [87].

Santos et al. used imprinting technology with a CA15-3 imprint within an electropolymerized
layer of polypyrrole for CA15-3 detection [88]. Polypyrrole was deposited on a fluorine-doped tin
oxide conductive glass support in the presence of the analyte. Then, the analyte was removed from the
imprinted layer with ethanol, and the biomimetic material was then incorporated in a polyvinylchloride
plasticized membrane acting as a potentiometric ionophore. The best results were obtained with
electrodes covered by the imprinted polymer without any lipophilic additive with LOD of 1.07 U/mL
and a linear response from 1.44 to 13.2 U/mL for CA15-3 [88] (Approach 1).

A CA15-3 immunosensor based on RGO and CuS NPs was fabricated using gold screen-printed
electrode [89]. Firstly, anti CA15-3 antibodies were immobilized on the electrode. Once the analyte
CA15-3 was bound to the surface of the electrode, the electrochemical response toward catechol was
decreased. The sensor reached LOD of 0.3 U/mL, a sensitivity of 1.88 µA/(µM cm2), and a linear
response from 1.0 to 150 U/mL [89] (Approach 1).

Nakhjavani et al. prepared a sandwich-type of electrochemical immunosensor for the detection of
CA15-3 [87]. Bare GE was incubated with streptavidin for 12 h with the subsequent immobilization of
biotinylated anti-CA15-3 monoclonal antibodies. A considerable signal enhancement was reached due
to the enhanced density of HRP delivered via streptavidin-coated magnetic beads (MBs) conjugated
with biotinylated HRP and anti-CA15-3 antibodies. CA15-3 was detected employing the immunosensor
in an electrolyte containing 0.1 M PBS pH 7.0 with a hydroquinone (HQ) as a redox mediator in the
presence of H2O2 by CV and EIS techniques with LOD of 15 × 10−6 U/mL (a linear range from 50 to
15 × 10−6 U/mL). The lowest value of an electron-transfer resistance (Ret) at a bare electrode increased
after the addition of streptavidin onto the surface, as well as after adding monoclonal antibodies
and finally after CA15-3 addition. The Ret values decreased after the addition of a detection label,
confirming attachment onto the electrode surface [87] (Approach 2).

The nanostructure-based immunosensor was developed by applying the non-covalent
functionalization of GO with 1-pyrenecarboxylic acid as a modified electrode interface for the
immobilization of a primary antibody (Ab1) against the analyte [90]. Pre-treated GE were modified
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with a SAM of cysteamine, and the remaining empty places on the electrode were blocked with
2-mercaptoethanol. These electrodes were covalently patterned by GO already functionalized with
1-pyrenecarboxylic acid via amine coupling. Then, such modified electrodes were immobilized with
monoclonal anti-CA15-3 Ab1, blocked with BSA, incubated with CA15-3, and after immunoreaction
took place, they were incubated with a signal probe (Figure 6). MWCNTs supporting a high density of
ferritin molecules together with secondary antibody (Ab2) against the analyte applied as a signal probe
for the determination of CA15-3. MWCNTs were treated by a mixture of strong inorganic acids for the
formation of carboxylic groups, for nanotube shortening, and for removing metallic and carbonaceous
impurities. After the activation of MWCNTs, nanotubes were covalently modified by polyclonal
anti-CA15-3 Ab2 and ferritin. CA15-3 was detected through an enhanced bioelectrocatalytic reduction
of H2O2 mediated by HQ at the immunosensor-offered LOD of 0.01 U/mL in human serum samples
using DPV [90] (Approach 3).

 

Figure 6. (a) Preparation of the Ab2 conjugate applied as a signal probe, (b) fabrication of the interfacial
layer of the immunosensor device, and (c) mechanism behind the generation of an electrochemical
signal. Reprinted from Ref. [90], Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.

4.4. Detection of Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor-2 (HER2)

HER2 (185 kDa) i.e., human epidermal growth factor receptor-2, belongs to a family of receptor
tyrosine kinases [91]. HER2 in BC is characterized by its high expression of growth factor receptor-related
genes (ERBB2, EGFR, and/or FGFR4) and cell cycle-related genes [85].

There are several publications describing the development of biosensor platforms using various
forms of graphene to enhance the selectivity and specificity of such devices. The in situ growth of
1D molybdenum trioxide anchored onto the 2D RGO via one-pot low-temperature hydrothermal
synthesis and further functionalized using 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane was fabricated as a suitable
nanohybrid platform for HER2 detection [92]. In the following step, the surface conjugation of the
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monoclonal anti-HER2 antibodies onto the modified electrode was performed via amine coupling
chemistry (Figure 7). The LOD of this nanohybrid-based immunosensor was 0.001 ng/mL, with a linear
response in a concentration range of 0.001–500 ng/mL [92] (Approach 1).–

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Development of an immunoelectrode for BC biomarker detection (a). Electrochemical peak
response obtained via differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) at each step of electrode modification (b).
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [92]. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.

An HER2 biosensor was prepared by the modification of GCE by a thin layer of RGO and
SWCNTs to which a densely packed layer of AuNPs was deposited [93] (Approach 1). In the final step,
the aptamer against HER2 was attached to the modified electrode and changes in the impedance were
applied for the detection of HER2 with LOD of 50 fg/mL (a linear range from 0.1 pg/mL to 1 ng/mL).
The recovery index of HER2 detection, when spiked into serum samples, was close to 100%, and the
results of assaying HER2 levels in serum samples obtained by the biosensor device were in an excellent
agreement with the ELISA method [93].

Arkan developed an impedimetric immunosensor using a hybrid nanomaterial modified electrode
by the deposition of AuNPs and MWCNTs glued to the electrode by ionic liquid [94]. AuNPs were
electrodeposited onto an electrode already patterned by MWCNTs and ionic liquid. Such an electrode
was then immersed in an ethanol solution of 1,6-hexanedithiol. Then, another layer of AuNPs was
deposited to which anti-HER2 antibodies were covalently grafted via amine coupling. It was found
out that the charge transfer resistance increased linearly with increasing concentrations of HER2
antigen. The biosensor could detect HER2 in the linear range from 10 ng/mL to 110 ng/mL with LOD
of 7.4 ng/mL. The results indicated the ability of HER2 detection in serum samples of BC patients,
and such assays were in an excellent agreement with the results obtained by a commercial HER2
kit [94] (Approach 1).

An electrochemical molecularly imprinted polymer-based sensor (Figure 8) was developed for
the detection of an extracellular domain of HER2 [95]. The sensor was prepared on a screen-printed
gold electrode (AuSPE), where a molecularly imprinted layer was electropolymerized from a solution
consisting of phenol and the analyte using the CV technique. The device exhibited a linear range
for analyte detection from 10 to 70 ng/mL and LOD of 1.6 ng/mL, when DPV was applied as an
electrochemical detection technique [95] (Approach 1).

Freitas et al. developed several biosensor devices for the detection of HER2 [96–99]. The first one
was developed on SPCE modified either by AuNPs or combination of AuNPs with MWCNTs [96].
Such a modified electrode was then modified by primary anti-HER2 antibodies. Then, the biosensor
was incubated with an analyte, and in the subsequent step, it was incubated with biotinylated secondary
anti-HER2 antibodies. The electrochemical signal was generated by a final incubation of the biosensor
by streptavidin-modified alkaline phosphatase, which catalytically reduced silver ions in the presence
of 3-indoxyl phosphate. Under optimal conditions, the biosensors could detect HER2 in a concentration
window of 7.5–50 ng/mL with LOD of 0.16 ng/mL (MWCNTs with AuNPs) or 8.5 ng/mL (AuNPs).
The total assay time was 140 min, and the biosensor was applied for the analysis of HER2 spiked into
serum samples [96] (Approach 1).
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Figure 8. Fabrication and operation principles of the molecularly imprinted polymer-based sensor
deposited on a gold screen-printed electrode (AuSPE). Reprinted from Ref. [95], Copyright (2018),
with permission from Elsevier.

Malecka with colleagues constructed a cellulase-linked sandwich assay based on magnetic beads
for HER2 detection [100]. The principle behind detection is the formation of an insulating layer
consisting of nitrocellulose film on spectroscopic graphite electrode. HER2 interacts with primary
aptamer/antibody-modified magnetic beads with the subsequent formation of a sandwich configuration
on MBs by secondary aptamers/antibodies conjugated to cellulose. Once MBs are incubated with
the electrode surface, nitrocellulose film is digested with the formation of holes within the film,
resulting in a decrease of electrode capacitance (Figure 9). The chronocoulometry was measured for
the determination of an electric charge, which was proportional to HER2 in the concentration window
of 10−15–10−10 M HER2 with LOD of 1 fM and with an overall assay time within 3 h. HER2 spiked into
serum samples was detected with a recovery index of (109 ± 3)% [100] (Approach 1).

 

–
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Figure 9. Schematic representation of (A) sandwich assembly on magnetic beads (MB) modified (a) with
either an antibody or an aptamer, (b) binding of human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (HER2)/neu
via biorecognition to MB and the further reaction of MB (c) with a second antibody or an aptamer and
(d) binding of the biotinylated cellulase label, through the biotin–streptavidin interaction. The protein
structures’ PDB (Protein Data Bank) IDs are: 3PP0 (HER-2/neu; DOI:10.2210/pdb3PP0/pdb) and 4IM4
(cellulase; DOI:10.2210/pdb4IM4/pdb). (B) Basic principle of the biosensor operation: electrochemically
insulating nitrocellulose film on the surface of porous spectroscopic graphite is digested by MBs only
when the analyte is present on the MB by cellulase, and that changes the electrochemical properties
of the nitrocellulose-modified graphite surface. Reprinted from Ref. [100], Copyright (2019), with
permission from Elsevier.

A DNA-based biosensor for the detection of HER2 was designed by the modification of GE
with a DNA tetrahedron containing an aptamer against HER2 [101]. An electrochemical signal was
generated by a signal probe consisting of gold nanorods with deposited PdNPs (5 nm), anti-HER2
aptamer, and HRP. Upon interaction of the modified electrode with HER2, a sandwich configuration
was completed by a final incubation of the electrode with the signal probe. The biosensor could
detect the analyte with LOD of 0.15 ng/mL and within a linear range from 10 to 200 ng/mL. Finally,
the biosensor was applied for the analysis of HER2 spiked into serum samples [101] (Approach 2).
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Lah and co-workers constructed a sandwich immunosensor for HER2 detection based on PbS
quantum dots (QDs)-conjugated secondary anti-HER2 antibody as a signal probe [102]. Firstly, PbS
QDs were synthesized, and anti-HER2 antibodies were attached to them. The application of QDs
provided advantageous features such as a straightforward synthesis and well-defined electrochemical
stripping signal of Pb(II) through acid dissolution. Primary anti-HER2 antibodies were immobilized
onto pre-treated activated SPCE to capture the analyte. In the final incubation step, the signal probe
formed a sandwich configuration. The biosensor could detect analyte down to 0.28 ng/mL with a
linear calibration range up to 100 ng/mL. The biosensor was tested for the analysis of HER2 spiked
into serum samples with a recovery index in the range from 91% to 104% [102] (Approach 2).

In the next work of Freitas et al., primary anti-HER2 antibodies were immobilized on MBs
(Figure 10) [97] (Approach 2). The whole immunocomplex sandwich was formed directly in the
solution phase, and then it was magnetically transferred to the electrode surface. The total assay time
was 205 min with LOD down to 2.8 ng/mL. The biosensor was applied for the analysis of HER2 spiked
into serum samples with a recovery index of 95%–99% [97].
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Figure 10. Graphical representation of operation of magnetic bead-based immunoassay. Reprinted
from Ref. [97], Copyright (2020), with permission from Elsevier.

The advanced approach was achieved employing the core/shell CdSe@ZnS QDs as an electroactive
detection probe for HER2 biosensing, requiring a total time assay of 2 h [98]. The sandwich configuration
was formed on the SPCE involving primary and secondary anti-HER2 antibodies. The biosensor
required only 40 µL of a sample volume with an LOD down to 2.1 ng/mL. The biosensor was applied
for the analysis of HER2 spiked into serum samples with a recovery index between 104% and 106% [98]
(Approach 2).

In next paper, the authors combined magnetic beads and core/shell streptavidin-modified
CdSe@ZnS QDs as an electroactive detection probe for the affinity-based detection of HER2 with LOD
of 0.29 ng/mL (a linear range of 0.50–50 ng/mL) [99]. The device was applied for the detection of HER2
spiked into serum samples with a recovery index of 100%–108%, assay time of 90 min, and with a good
agreement with the reference ELISA method, which took 285 min to complete [99] (Approach 2).

Hartati et al. used a bioconjugate prepared by the covalent immobilization of anti-HER2
antibodies onto cerium oxide NPs previously modified by 3-aminopropyl trimethoxysilane (APTES)
and polyethylene glycol-α-maleimide-ω-NHS (PEG–NHS–maleimide) [103]. Then, such a bioconjugate
was covalently attached to SPCE modified by AuNPs. The interaction of HER2 with the modified
electrode was analyzed by CV with a decrease of the peak current in the presence of the analyte (a
signal-off approach). The biosensor could detect HER2 with an LOD of 34.9 pg/mL. The biosensor
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was finally used for the analysis of HER2 spiked into serum samples with a recovery index close to
100% [103] (Approach 3).

4.5. Detection of Carcinoembryonic Antigen (CEA)

CEA (180–200 kDa) is a glycoprotein that participated in cell adhesion. Normally, it is expressed
by normal fetal intestinal tissue, and after birth, its expression is inhibited. The serum level can be
increased in non-malignant diseases such as inflammatory bowel disease and also in many types of
human cancers, such as gastric cancer, breast cancer, ovarian cancer, lung cancer, pancreatic cancer,
and colorectal cancer [104].

Wang et al. developed a label-free aptasensor based on an electrochemiluminescent (ECL) strategy
with ZnS–CdS NP-decorated molybdenum disulfide (MoS2, a 2D nanomaterial [105]) nanocomposite
for CEA detection [106]. The GCE was firstly modified with layered MoS2 as an electrode matrix,
and then ZnS–CdS NPs were electrodeposited directly onto MoS2/GCE. In the next step, chitosan and
glutaraldehyde covered the electrode for the immobilization of an anti-CEA aptamer. The aptasensor
was completed by a final incubation with BSA to suppress non-specific interactions. The ECL aptasensor
showed a linear range from 0.05 to 20 ng/mL with an LOD of 0.031 ng/mL. CEA spiked into human
serum was analyzed with a recovery index in the range from 80% to 111%. The method was also
applied for the determination of CEA in 8 human serum samples with an excellent agreement with a
reference analytical method, showing the clinical application of the approach [106] (Approach 1).

Paimard with co-workers developed an immunosensor for CEA detection based on the CPE
surface covered by the core–shell nanofibers prepared by electrospinning [107]. A nanofiber was
made of honey (a core) electrospun with polyvinylalcohol (a shell) formed by a coaxial approach.
Electrospun nanofibers were decorated with AuNPs and MWCNTs. Subsequently, anti-CEA antibodies
were immobilized on the electrode surface. The impedimetric immunosensor exhibited high sensitivity
toward the CEA biomarker with LOD of 0.09 ng/mL and with a linear range up to 125 ng/mL.
The biosensor was applied for the analysis of CEA in human serum samples. Significantly higher
levels of CEA were found in the serum samples of cancer patients compared to control, which was also
verified using ELISA [107] (Approach 1).

Wang with colleagues employed flower-like Ag/MoS2/RGO nanocomposites deposited onto GCE
for CEA label-free detection with LOD of 1.6 fg/mL through the electrocatalytic H2O2 reduction [108].
Firstly AgNPs and GO were synthesized by a seed-mediated Lee–Meisel method and by an improved
Hummer’s method, respectively. Next, MoS2/RGO was synthesized by applying Na2MoO4•2H2O and
thiourea to obtain the final Ag/MoS2/RGO nanocomposite. Anti-CEA antibodies were conjugated to
the surface of AgNPs via amino groups for CEA determination in a wide concentration range from
0.01 pg/mL to 100 ng/mL. The analysis of CEA spiked into serum samples revealed a recovery index
that was very close to 100% [108] (Approach 1). Another electrochemical platform for the detection of
CEA using H2O2 reduction was developed by Su et al. [109]. Two-dimensional nanomaterial MoS2

was modified by Prussian blue NPs, and such a hybrid nanomaterial was then deposited on GCE.
The biosensor was finalized by the covalent immobilization of anti-CEA antibodies with subsequent
surface blocking by BSA. CEA determination through the non-enzymatic detection of H2O2 offered
LOD of 0.54 pg/mL (a linear range from 0.005 to 10 ng/mL). When the biosensor was applied for
the detection of CEA spiked into human serum samples, a recovery index from 95% to 102% was
obtained [109] (Approach 1).

Another sandwich-type electrochemical immunosensor for the determination of CEA was based
on SPCE modified by AgNPs and RGO to which primary anti-CEA antibodies were immobilized [110].
After the electrode interface was incubated with an analyte, secondary anti-CEA antibodies labeled
with HRP were added to complete a sandwich configuration, and a reduction of H2O2 was detected
electrochemically. The modified SPCE-based biosensor detected CEA with LOD down to 0.035 µg/mL
(a linear range of 0.05–0.50 µg/mL) [110] (Approach 1).
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Rizwan et al. applied a layer-by-layer deposition of AuNPs, carbon nano-onions, SWCNTs,
and chitosan layers onto GCE for the construction of a CEA immunosensor [111]. SWV was applied as
an output signal in the presence of a soluble redox probe, and the device offered a linear range from
100 fg/mL to 400 ng/mL with LOD of 100 fg/mL for the detection of CEA. Only one serum sample
spiked with three different CEA concentrations was applied for a clinical evaluation of the biosensor
with recovery index in the range of 105%–110% [111] (Approach 1).

Wang and Hui [112] utilized the zwitterionic poly (carboxybetaine methacrylate) as a
superhydrophilic matrix for the immobilization of anti-CEA antibodies and also as a layer resisting
non-specific interactions. GCE was modified via electrodeposition by polyaniline nanowires,
which were then activated to covalently graft zwitterionic monomers to the interfacial layer. In
the subsequent step, a polymeric form of the zwitterions was prepared using UV irradiation. Finally,
anti-CEA antibodies were immobilized via amine coupling. CEA concentration in the range from
1.0 × 10−14 g/mL to 1.0 × 10−10 g/mL with LOD of 3.05 fg/mL was determined by a DPV method.
Four serum samples were analyzed by the biosensor, with the CEA values obtained being in excellent
agreement with the reference ECL method, and when CEA was spiked in serum samples, a recovery
index between 94% and 104% was obtained [112] (Approach 1).

Kumar et al. [113] functionalized ultrathin 2D nanomaterial Ti3C2 MXene nanosheets with
aminosilane for the covalent immobilization of anti-CEA antibodies for ultrasensitive CEA detection
with LOD down to 18 fg/mL (Figure 11). The label-free biosensor exhibited a linear detection range of
0.0001–2000 ng/mL using a soluble redox probe [Ru(NH3)6]3+. The biosensor was applied for CEA
detection when spiked into a human serum sample with a recovery index from 99% to 101% [113]
(Approach 1).
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Figure 11. (a) Schematic illustration of MXene functionalization. Aluminum layered is etched from
the Ti3AlC2-MAX phase, producing 2D nanosheets terminated with –OH, –O, and –F functional
groups. Aminosilane (APTES) is then used to functionalize the MXene surface. (b) XRD pattern of
the Ti3AlC2-MAX, MXene and functionalized MXene. (c,d) TEM image of a single MXene sheet and
corresponding elemental map showing the uniform distribution of silicon (Si, brown), oxygen (O,
green), and nitrogen (N, dark yellow), and revealing the homogenous functionalization of MXene with
APTES. Reprinted from Ref. [113], Copyright 2018, with permission from Elsevier.

Yang and co-workers utilized a label-free amplification strategy based on an Au-Ag/RGO
nanohybrid prepared using dopamine as a reducing agent, which was deposited on GCE [114]. Such a
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modified electrode was then used for the immobilization of anti-CEA antibodies. CEA was detected by
the decrease of an electrochemical signal due to the oxidation of AgNPs present on a signal probe upon
incubation with an analyte with LOD of 0.286 pg/mL (a linear range from 0.001 ng/mL to 80 ng/mL). A
serum sample spiked with 3 different CEA concentrations was successfully analyzed by the biosensor
with a recovery index of 96%–107% with excellent agreement with an ELISA method [114] (Approach
1).

Gu et al. [115] integrated ferrocene (Fc) derivative and AuNPs into their biosensor for CEA
detection in order to increase the conductivity of the sensing surfaces and increase ferrocene loading.
Firstly, AuNPs were reduced from chloroauric acid with trisodium citrate as a reducing agent,
and subsequently, polyclonal secondary anti-CEA antibodies were immobilized onto their surface via
physisorption. Further chemisorption of the electroactive ferrocene molecules in a form of thiolated
ferrocene chains was accomplished on AuNPs. Finally, PEG8000 was applied to stabilize AuNPs, and
repeated centrifugation was applied to remove excess antibodies and Fc, and such a bioconjugate was
applied as a signal probe. Pre-treated GEs were first modified with lipoic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide
ester to attach primary antibodies, and the surface was blocked with ethanolamine. After CEA was
affinity captured on the modified electrode, the sandwich configuration was completed by incubation
with a signal probe. The developed biosensor exhibited LOD of approximately 0.01 ng/mL (a linear
range up to 20 ng/mL), when detecting CEA using a SWV method with a good performance after
storage for 3 weeks (91.8% of the original response) [115] (Approach 2).

Wei et al. developed an electrochemical ratiometric method for CEA detection [116]. The method
was based on an AuNPs functionalized Cu2S-CuS/graphene composite as a SPCE-modifying
nanomaterial to which primary anti-CEA antibodies were immobilized. A signal probe was developed
using CeO2 NPs modified by deposited AuNPs to which secondary anti-CEA antibodies and toluidine
blue (TB) as a redox mediator were covalently immobilized. The adsorption capacity toward toluidine
blue was improved with carboxymethyl chitosan (CMC)-doped ionic liquids containing active groups
such as −OH, −COOH, and –NH2. The change of dual signals “∆I = ∆ITB + |∆ICu2S-CuS|” (∆ITB and
|∆ICu2S-CuS| present the change values of the oxidation peak currents of toluidine blue and Cu2S-CuS,
respectively) was applied as the response signal for the quantitative determination of CEA with LOD of
0.78 pg/mL (a linear range of 0.001–100 ng/mL) (Figure 12). The biosensor was applied for the analysis
of CEA in one serum sample, and the CEA level found out by the biosensor device was in an excellent
agreement with an ELISA method [116] (Approach 3).

 

Figure 12. (A) Formation of a signal probe. (B) Schematic presentation of the immunosensor fabrication.
(C) A dual-signaling amplification strategy. Reprinted from Ref. [116], Copyright (2018), with permission
from Elsevier.
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Another type of a label-based sandwich-type electrochemical immunosensor for CEA
determination was developed by Li et al. [117], who used amino functionalized magnetic graphene
sheets loaded with Au@Ag core–shell NPs to adsorb Ni2+ and secondary anti-CEA antibodies as a
signal probe to reduce H2O2. AuNPs electrodeposited from HAuCl4 solution onto GCE improved the
immobilization of primary anti-CEA antibodies and the device exhibited an LOD of 0.07 pg/mL (a
linear range from 0.1 pg/mL to 100 ng/mL). The biosensor offered a recovery index close to 100% for
the determination of CEA spiked into serum samples [117] (Approach 3).

A similar strategy based on the application of multiple types of nanoparticles for the detection of
CEA was also applied by Wu et al. [118]. GCE was patterned by aminated-graphene sheets to which
primary anti-CEA antibodies were covalently immobilized using glutaraldehyde. A signal probe was
made of magnetic NPs covered by a shell made of a MnO2 layer with a deposition of PtNPs to which
secondary anti-CEA antibodies were immobilized. CEA was detected with an LOD of 0.16 pg/mL in a
linear range from 0.5 pg/mL to 20 ng/mL. Serum samples spiked with different CEA concentration
provided reliable results with a recovery index from 95% to 106%, and the assay was validated using
an ELISA method [118] (Approach 3).

4.6. Dual-Target Analysis

The dual-target detection of miRNA-21 and MUC1 based on a dual catalytic hairpin assembly was
performed by Li and co-workers [119]. GCE was modified by Au nanoflowers to which hybridization
probe 1 was immobilized to recognize miRNA-21. After incubation with miRNA-21, the electrode was
incubated with a hybridization probe 2 conjugated with QDs, resulting in an increase of ECL signal
(Cycle I, Figure 13). When such an electrode was incubated with anti-MUC1 aptamer and MUC1,
both molecules were attached to the modified electrode surface. Incubation with a hybridization probe
3 conjugated with AuNPs in the subsequent step replaced the anti-MUC1 aptamer from the electrode
surface and due to a fluorescence resonance energy transfer between QDs and AuNPs, a decrease of
ECL signal was observed (Cycle II, Figure 13). The biosensor detected miRNA-21 with LOD of 11 aM
and MUC1 with LOD of 0.40 fg/mL. When both analytes were spiked into human serum samples,
a recovery index between 98% and 103% was obtained [119] (Approach 3).

 

Figure 13. The principle of the fabricated biosensor for the sensitive detection of miRNA-21 and MUC1
based on dual catalytic hairpin assembly. Reprinted from Ref. [119], Copyright 2018, with permission
from Elsevier.
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4.7. Detection of Other Potential BC Biomarkers

In the next part, we will focus on an electrochemical performance for the detection of less known
biomarkers present in the serum of BC patients.

Cancer antigen 27.29 (CA27.29, 250–1000 kDa) is a soluble form of glycoprotein MUC1. It is
expressed mainly in BC, but CA 27.29 levels can also be elevated by colon, stomach, kidney, lung, ovary,
pancreas, and liver cancers as well as other non-cancerous conditions such as benign breast disease,
kidney, and liver diseases [120]. Alarfaj et al. constructed a label-free electrochemical immunosensor
based on an Au/MoS2/RGO nanocomposite system [121]. First, a hybrid Au/MoS2/RGO nanocomposite
was deposited on the GCE surface. Then, anti-CA 27-29 antibodies were immobilized on the modified
electrode surface for selective capture of the analyte via affinity interactions. A signal amplification
strategy was achieved by a synergy of all nanomaterial components of the nanocomposite to reduce
H2O2. The biosensor could detect analyte down to an LOD of 0.08 U/mL. The device was finally
applied for analysis of the analyte in 25 human serum samples with an excellent agreement with an
ELISA method, and when CA27.29 was spiked into serum samples, an excellent recovery index of
96%–100% was obtained [121] (Approach 1).

Urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor (uPa) belongs to cell membrane receptors with
their expression increased in a number of different types of human cancers, including BC [122].
An immunosensor based on fluorine-doped tin oxide was modified with graphene nanosheets to
enhance the loading of covalently immobilized antibodies [122]. The immunosensor could detect the
analyte down to 4.8 fM using DPV assays in the presence of a soluble redox probe. The device offered
a good stability (75% of an initial activity observed after 4 weeks) with the ability to detect an analyte
spiked into serum samples [122] (Approach 1).

Tissue plasminogen activator (tPa, 20–45 kDa) belongs to serine proteases (enzymes ensuring
cleaving peptide bonds in proteins). As a result of this fact, the protein is essential in the human body
in relation to angiogenesis in cancer cells [123]. The protein was detected with LOD of 0.026 ng/mL in a
linear range from 0.1 to 1.0 ng/mL [124]. A label-free biosensor was fabricated by the functionalization
of SWCNTs with antibodies immobilized, and such a bionanoconjugate was subsequently immobilized
onto a GCE surface (Figure 14) [124] (Approach 1).

 

Figure 14. Fabrication of the biosensor for the determination of tissue plasminogen activator. Reprinted
by permission from Springer, Ref. [124], Copyright 2018.

4.8. Detection of BC Cells

Circulatory tumor cells (CTC) are released from tumors and circulate in the bloodstream at a
low concentration of up to 10 cells/mL, while the whole blood contains 109 erythrocytes and 106

leucocytes/mL [30]. This is why the detection of CTC is quite challenging.
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The detection of CTCs, which are present in the blood at a very low level, is highly challenging and
has not been done using affinity-based approaches. In the following text, we discuss some detection
principles for the analysis of BC cells with some approaches potentially applicable for the analysis of
CTCs. More details about the electrochemical detection of BC cells can be found elsewhere [125].

The Michigan Cancer Foundation-7 (MCF7) cell line is the most frequently studied BC cell
line [126], since it is a suitable model for studying the development/progression of BC and anticancer
drug therapies. The cells are non-invasive, expressing estrogen as well as progesterone receptors [127].

An interesting method for the electrochemical detection of CTCs within a microfluidic channel was
proposed by Gurudatt et al. (Figure 15) [128]. Cells differing in their size, surface charge, and chemical
state on the cell surface were effectively separated using such a device. In order to detect CTCs in an
effective way, the surface of channels was chemically modified with an electrochemical polymerization
of a monomer. In the subsequent step, a lipid layer by the deposition of phosphatidylserine was formed
on the surface of the channels. In order to electrochemically detect cells, such cells were loaded with
daunomycin prior to separation. Three different types of cancer cell lines were used for optimization
of the assay, and optimized assay conditions allowed detecting single cells (approximately 7 cells/mL).
Finally, the device was applied for the detection of CTCs from 37 cancer patients with (92.0 ± 0.5)%
efficiency. The results showed differences in the retention time for different types of CTCs produced
by different cancer types, suggesting differences in the size, surface charge, and chemical state on the
cellular surface [128]. Another microfluidic electrochemical approach for the detection of CTCs was
based on the measurement of changes in the impedance of the polydimethylsiloxane-based channel on
a glass slide during the passage of CTCs [129]. A narrow constriction-based sensor was designed in a
way allowing the passage of red and white blood cells without any restrictions, while much larger tumor
cells needed to squeeze/deform in order to pass through the channel, causing changes in the impedance
of the channel. As a result, only cancerous cells were able to generate an electrochemical signal in
a label-free format, while smaller blood cells did not generate any measurable signal (Figure 16).
The device was tested by an analysis of murine blood spiked with prostate or breast cancer cells with a
throughput of 1 µL per min, but the throughput can be increased by analysis run in parallel. A signal
processing of data generated was done automatically using MATLAB. The authors claim that false
positive results can be obtained due to the presence of non-blood or non-cancer cells in blood such as
epithelial cells, and this why the pre-enrichment of CTCs was suggested [129].



 

–

Figure 15. The schematic representation of the design and fabrication of the proposed microfluidic
channel. Reprinted from Ref. [128], Copyright 2019, with permission from Elsevier.

Anti-MUC1 aptamers, hybrid AuNPs, and carbon dots (Au@CDs) modifying GE were applied for
the label-free ECL detection of circulating MCF-7 cells (MCF-7 CTCs) [130]. The biosensor detected
MCF-7 CTCs down to 34 cells/mL with a linear range up to 10,000 cells/mL. MCF-7 cells spiked into
serum samples were in addition clinically tested with an obtained recovery index of 93–117% [130]
(Approach 1). Tian et al. [131] investigated MCF-7 CTCs by using a supporting RGO/AuNPs composite
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deposited on GCE with a catalytic CuO nanozyme used as a signal probe (Approach 3). MCF-7
CTCs membranes contain specific a MUC1 protein, which was recognized by the MUC-1 aptamer.
The reached LOD was as low as 27 cells/mL (a linear range from 50 to 7 × 103 cells/mL). MCF-7
cells were further successfully studied and determined by applying aptamer-based electrochemical
biosensors [132]. A DNA aptamer was immobilized onto AuNPs supported by α-cyclodextrin on GE
(Approach 1). The aptasensor determined MCF-7 cells in the range of 328–593 cells/mL with LOD of
328 cells/mL, when cells were lysed and an intracellular level of platelet-derived growth factor was
electrochemically determined [132]. Yang with colleagues [133] utilized GCE modified by several
nanomaterials using a layer-by-layer deposition process incorporating 3D graphene, Au nanocages,
and MWCNTs to which primary antibodies were immobilized (Approach 1). Once the biosensor was
incubated with MCF-7 cells, a sandwich configuration was established by incubation with secondary
antibodies linked to DNA. In the next step, complementary DNA was applied, and to double-stranded
DNA, methylene blue as a redox mediator was intercalated and detected using SWV. The biosensor
detected BC cells with LOD of 80 cells/mL (a linear range of 1.0 × 102–1.0 × 106 cells/mL) and exhibited
satisfactory stability [133]. Wang et al. [134] fabricated a sensitive sandwich-based aptamer biosensor
for the label-free electrochemical detection of cells (Approach 2). The sensor was based on GE modified
with polyadenine (polydA)-aptamer recognizing MUC1 on the surface of cells. A signal probe was
designed by the immobilization of an aptamer recognizing MUC1 protein on an AuNP/GO hybrid
nanomaterial. MCF-7 cells were recognized by polydA-aptamer, and then, a sandwich configuration
was completed by incubation with a signal probe. BC cells were detected via a DPV method with LOD
of 8 cells/mL and a linear range from 10 to 105 cells/mL using a soluble redox probe with satisfactory
selectivity [134]. An interesting approach in order to differentiate between different BC cell lines was
based on the detection of H2O2 produced by the cells [135]. A sandwich consisting of synthesized
Bi2Se3 NPs as 3D topological insulators between the gold electrode and another Au-deposited thin
layer was designed by Mohammadniaei et al. as a nanostructured working electrode. In order to
detect H2O2 in an ultrasensitive fashion, the immobilization of double-stranded DNA loaded with
Ag+ ions was established through the Au–thiol interaction of thiolated DNA (Figure 17) (Approach
1). The developed biosensor showed LOD of 10 × 10−9 M for H2O2 with a dynamic range from
0.10 × 10−6 M to 27.3 × 10−6 M and a short response time of 1.6 s. The biosensor could distinguish the
MCF-7 cell line from the MDA-MB-231 cell line based on the H2O2 produced [135].



 

–

Figure 16. Transit of an MDA-MB-231 cell (circled in yellow) through the constriction region. (a) Cancer
cell before deformation, (b) cell beginning to deform, (c) cell in constriction channel, and (d) cell after
leaving the constriction channel. The surrounding white and red blood cells are indicated by the red
circles. Reprinted from Ref. [129], Copyright 2020, with permission from Elsevier.

In the next study, a H2O2 sensor employing a trimetallic AuPtPd nanocomposite and RGO
nanosheets deposited on GCE was applied for the electrocatalytic detection of H2O2 reduction with
LOD of 2 nM (a linear range from 0.005 µM to 6.5 mM) [136]. The biosensor was applied for the
detection of H2O2 released by two BC cell lines (MDA-MB-231 and T47D) [137] (Approach 1).
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“Detection of HER2”

Figure 17. Fabrication process of a Bi2Se3@Au-DNA electrode, its electrical and electrochemical
behavior, and the constitution for the electrochemical detection of H2O2. Reprinted from Ref. [135],
Copyright 2018, with permission from John Wiley and sons.

Luo et al. applied hexagonal carbon nitride tubes as a photoactive material to determine the
photocurrent in the presence of MCF-7 cells (Approach 1) [137]. The cells were detected down to
17 cells/mL (a linear range from 100 to 1× 105 cells/mL). Glutaraldehyde was utilized as a cross-linker for
the covalent immobilization of anti-MUC1 aptamers for the affinity capture of cells via surface-expressed
MUC1. A clinical applicability of the biosensor was proved by the detection of cells spiked into blood
samples at three different concentrations with a recovery index of 96%–104% [137].

Safavipour et al. developed an aptasensor using a hybrid nanomaterial composed of TiO2

nanotubes attached to GO via UV irradiation [138]. GCE was modified by such a hybrid nanomaterial
with the subsequent immobilization of anti-MUC1 aptamers for the affinity capture of MCF-7 cells via
surface-expressed MUC1 proteins. An EIS-based device was able to ultrasensitively detect MCF-7 cells
with LOD of 40 cells/mL within a linear concentration range from 103 to 107 cells/mL [138] (Approach 1).

GE modified by non-spherical AuNPs was made by electrodeposition in the presence of a
shape-controlling agent for achieving an increased electrode active area [139]. A thiolated aptamer
recognizing BC cells MDA-MB-231 was chemisorbed on the modified electrode surface, and the cells
were electrochemically detected down to 2 cells/mL in an electrolyte using a soluble redox probe.
The device was also applied for the analysis of cells spiked into blood serum samples with LOD of
5 cells/mL [139] (Approach 1).

Two immunomagnetic biosensors, which were described in Section 4.4. “Detection of HER2”,
were also applied for the detection of BC cells [97,99]. The first biosensor was applied for the
determination of two BC cell lines: HER2+ SK-BR-3 and HER2− MDA-MB-231 via surface-expressed
HER2 proteins using Ag ions and 3-indoxyl phosphate for a signal generation [97] (Approach 2).
The biosensor could detect cells in the linear range of 100–10,000 cells/mL with an LOD of 3 cells/mL [97].
Another immunomagnetic biosensor was applied for detection of the same BC cell lines as the first
one [99] and an additional MCF-7 (a cell line with low HER2 expression) cell line via surface-expressed
HER2 with a signal generated by a stripping voltammetry of Cd ions released from QDs (Approach 2).
The selectivity toward SK-BR-3 cells was confirmed. A concentration-dependent signal that was 12.5×
higher than the signal obtained for the HER2-negative cells (MDA-MB-231) and LOD of 2 cells/mL was
obtained [99].

Cancer stem cells were discovered by Al-Hajj in 2003 [140]. Cancer stem cells were detected
using a nanobiosensor with a thiolated aptamer against the CD44 surface protein immobilized on GE
via chemisorption [141]. After stem-like cells were captured on the electrode surface, the electrode
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was modified by a self-assembled peptide-based multifunctional nanofiber containing CD44 binding
protein and –N3 groups, which were subsequently used for the clicking of AgNPs applied as a redox
probe for an electrochemical signal generation. The LOD of the device was 6 cells/mL, and the device
offered a wide linear range (from 10 cells/mL to 5 × 105 cells/mL). The selectivity of the device was
successfully proved by the analysis of three different cancerous cell lines [141] (Approach 2).

4.9. Detection of Exosomes and Exosomal Content

Exosomes are characterized as endosome-derived vesicles involving the signal transduction within
intercellular communication and in extracellular matrix remodeling. Exosomes are membrane-bound
particles with a lipid bilayer structure carrying precious cargo: biomolecules that could be used as
cancer biomarkers for more accurate cancer diagnostics in the future [51]. An increased number of
exosomes circulating in body fluids was observed for cancer patients compared to healthy individuals,
and a change in the exosome level can be applied as a diagnostic cancer biomarker on its own [51].

Kilic et al. fabricated a label-free electrochemical sensor to measure the increased release of
nanoscale extracellular vesicles from the BC cell line, MCF-7, due to CoCl2-induced hypoxia [142].
A pre-treated surface of AuSPE was modified with 11-mercaptoundenoic acid with the subsequent
activation of –COOH groups for the attachment of neutravidin, which was applied for the
immobilization of biotinylated anti-CD81 antibodies on the surface (Figure 18). Such a sensor
was able to detect extracellular vesicles with LOD of 77 particles/mL or 379 particles/mL using EIS and
DPV, respectively [142].

 

–
– –

Figure 18. Experimental steps followed throughout the work. MCF-7 cells were exposed to either
CoCl2-induced hypoxic or normoxic conditions. The isolation of extracellular vesicles (EVs) was
done via ultracentrifugation. The characterization and quantification of EVs were done via biosensors
that are designed to capture exosomes on the electrode surface by antibodies raised against CD-81
protein expressed on the surface of exosomes. The gold electrode was patterned by thiolated SAM to
which streptavidin was covalently immobilized, followed by the attachment of biotinylated anti-CD-81
antibodies. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [142]. Copyright 2018, Nature.

Exosomes released from 4 BC cell lines were detected using a magneto-mediated electrochemical
sensor [143]. Magnetic beads were modified with anti-CD63 aptamer for the capture of exosomes.
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The selective detection of 4 proteins (MUC1, HER2, EpCAM, and CEA) on the exosomal surface was
achieved by using silica NPs modified with respective aptamers. Silica NPs were also functionalized
using mercapto–ferrocene derivative. The sandwich structure magnetic beads–exosomes–SiNPs was
separated using a magnet, and the ferrocene derivatives were released from the sandwich using
dithiothreitol. Ferrocene derivatives released from the sandwich were electrochemically detected on
SPCE modified by a GO layer. Using this approach, 4 different biomarkers on 4 different cell lines
were sensitively detected (Figure 19) (Approach 2). The sensor was clinically tested by the analysis of
expression profile of 4 proteins on exosomes isolated from one BC patient and one healthy individual,
confirming statistically higher levels of all 4 exosomal proteins when using BC serum compared to the
serum of a healthy individual [143].

 

–



–
–

–



Figure 19. (A) Preparation of SiO2 NPs Probes; (B) Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) responses
of the magneto-mediated electrochemical sensor for MUC1, HER2, EpCAM, and carcinoembryonic
antigen (CEA) markers. Magneto-mediated electrochemical sensor for exosomal proteins analysis based
on host–guest recognition. Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) responses of the magneto-mediated
electrochemical sensor for MUC1, HER2, EpCAM, and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) markers
for the MCF7, SKBR-3, MDA-MB-231, and BT474 cells-derived exosomes at a concentration of
1.2 × 106 particles/µL. Reprinted with permission from reference [143]. Copyright 2020, American
Chemical Society.

Moura et al. prepared an electrochemical immunosensor for the detection of exosomes derived
from three cell lines (MCF7, MDA-MB-231, and SKBR3) [144]. Exosomes were captured to MPs,
which were modified with antibodies against general tetraspanins CD9, CD63, and CD81, as well as
against specific receptors of cancer (CD24, CD44, CD54, CD326, and CD340) (Figure 20). Exosomes
were immobilized on magnetic particles (MPs) in a direct and in an indirect format. The direct
format was based on incubation of the exosomes–MP with the antiCD63-HRP antibodies with a final
electrochemical signal readout. The indirect format was based on incubation of the exosomes–MPs
with antiCDX mouse monoclonal antibodies (CDX being either CD9, CD24, CD44, CD54, CD63,
CD81, CD326, or CD340 biomarkers) and the indirect labeling with antimouse–HRP antibodies.
Hydroquinone was used as a mediator. The study also found out that there are differences in the size
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and amount of exosomes depending on the exosome origin. Moreover, the level and size distribution
of exosomes purified from healthy individuals was strikingly different from the exosomes purified
from BC patients. The approach offered LOD as low as 81 exosomes/µL. The method could be applied
to distinguish exosomes from healthy donors and those isolated from BC patients [144] (Approach 2).

 

–
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Figure 20. Confocal microscopy study for (A) MCF7 breast cancer cell lines and (B) their corresponding
exosomes covalently immobilized on MPs (exosomes–MPs), followed by indirect labeling with mouse
antiCDX antibodies (being CDX either CD9, CD24, CD44, CD54, CD63, CD81, CD326, and CD340
biomarkers) and antimouse-Cy5. The concentration of exosomes was set as 4 × 109 per assay. The scale
indicates the percentage of positive entities (cells and exosomes-coated MPs in panels A and B,
respectively). Reprinted from [144], Copyright 2020, with permission from Elsevier.

Luo et al. developed a ratiometric electrochemical DNA biosensor employing an immobilized
locked nucleic acid (LNA)-modified in a form of a “Y” shape-like structure for the detection of
miR-21 present in exosomes released by MCF-7 cell lines [145] (Approach 1). GCE was modified by a
polylysine film to which a DNA probe 1 labeled with methylene blue was covalently attached followed
by hybridization with a DNA probe 2 labeled with ferrocene. The DNA probe 2 was attached to the
electrode in a way such that the ferrocene redox moiety was in proximity to the electrode surface,
while methylene blue redox moiety was exposed to the solution phase (Figure 21). Upon binding of
the analyte miRNA-21, a DNA probe 2 labeled with ferrocene was released from the electrode surface,
leaving behind only a DNA probe 1 with a surface-confined methylene blue redox moiety. Thus, upon
analyte binding, an increase (“signal-on” response) in the DPV signal for methylene blue was observed
with a decrease (“signal-off” response) of the DPV peak attributed to ferrocene. Both single signal
responses (i.e., “signal-on” response and “signal-off” response) exhibited significant signal variation,
while a ratiometric signal was highly stable. When the biosensor response was expressed in a form of a
ratiometric signal, the device offered LOD of 2.3 fM with a linear range from 10 to 70 fM. The biosensor
exhibited high specificity with a negligible response obtained for single- and double-mismatched
RNA sequences. The device showed high assay accuracy for the analysis of miRNA-21 released from
exosomes produced by a MCF-7 cell line, which was confirmed by a reference analytical method [145].
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Figure 21. The ratiometric electrochemical biosensor for exosomal miR-21 detection. Reprinted from
Ref. [145], Copyright 2020, with permission from Elsevier.

5. Conclusions and Perspectives

This review provides evidence that electrochemical detection principles can offer ultrasensitive
detection platforms for the detection of various BC biomarkers with LODs in some cases down to the
single molecule level thanks to the use of a wide range of nanoparticles (Table 3). Such biosensors
discussed in this review were mainly based on modification of the electrodes by nanomaterials (i.e.,
Approach 1), followed by the design of signal probes based on nanomaterials (i.e., Approach 2) with
the design of a hybrid approach using nanomaterials for the modification of electrodes and for the
design of signal probes (i.e., Approach 3). In a significant number of studies, the clinical performance
of the nanobiosensors was validated by using human serum samples. Unfortunately, only a minor
fraction of papers was focused on the detection of true concentration of BC biomarkers in human
serum, but rather analyte spiking into serum samples was applied to validate the clinical usefulness of
the nanobiosensors developed. Furthermore, only a limited number of papers dealt with the validation
of nanobiosensing by a standard reference method i.e., ELISA. Such comparison is really needed to
verify the reliability of nanobiosensors for the analysis of cancer biomarkers in complex samples such
as serum samples from BC patients.

In order to really verify the clinical usefulness of the nanobiosensing approach, a larger number
of human serum samples divided into two cohorts—BC patients and healthy (non-cancerous)
individuals—need to be analyzed for the level of BC biomarkers in order to see if a particular
biomarker is present in serum samples of BC patients at a statistically higher level compared to serum
samples of healthy individuals. At the same time, such a comparison needs to be evaluated in the form
of an ROC (Receiver Operating Curve) with an AUC (Area Under Curve) determined, and only such
information can be then applied for the direct comparison of a clinical performance of nanobiosensing
with standard immunoassays. The other aspect worth investigating in the future is a multiplexed
format of analysis, when several samples are run in a parallel or when several biomarkers are detected
in a single sample in parallel. So far, there is only one study describing the simultaneous analysis
of miRNA-21 and MUC1, and only one study that determined the level of 4 different proteins on an
exosomal surface. Although the electrochemical sensing approach is an ideal tool for integration into
lab-on-a-chip platforms, we have not identified any single study analyzing BC biosensors in such an
advanced assay platform using electrochemical sensing.

It is also of the utmost importance to deal with the non-specific binding of proteins from
complex samples especially in cases when an electrochemical signal readout is not done in a sandwich
configuration and rather detects changes in the interfacial properties of the interfacial layer after
incubation with a sample i.e., impedimetric signal reading.
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Table 2. Key characteristics of electrochemical nanobiosensors for the detection of BC biomarkers.

Target Biomarker
(Biomolecule)

Bare Electrode
Electrode

Modification
Detection LR LOD Refs.

BRCA 1
MBCPE Fe3O4@Ag, DNA probe EIS 100 aM–10 nM 30 aM [63]

GCE RGO, MWCNTs, PANHS CV, EIS 100 aM–10 nM 37 aM [64]

PIK3CA gene CPE ssDNA/PIn6COOH/MoS2 CV, EIS 100 aM–10 pM 15 aM [72]

GCE GO, GNR EIS 15 fM–148 pM 4.5 fM [77]

GCE ZrO2-RGO EIS 10 fM–100 pM 4.3 fM [78]

MUC
MUC

SPCE CNTs CV, EIS 0.1–2 U/mL 0.02 U/mL [83]

GCE ferrocene-loaded polymeric micelle CV 1–1000 cells/mL 10 cells/mL [85]

GCE cDNA-Fc/MXene/Apt/Au EIS, SWV 1.0 pM–10 mM 0.33 pM [86]

CA15-3
GE streptavidin-coated magnetic beads CV, EIS ND 15 × 10−12 U/mL [87]

GE GO/Py-COOH, MWCNTs DPV 0.1–20 U/mL 0.01 U/mL [90]

HER2

ITO APTES/MoO3@RGO CV, DPV, EIS 0.001–500 ng/mL 0.001 ng/mL
(~5.41 fM) [92]

GCE AuNP-ERGO-SWCNTs EIS 0.1 pg/mL–1 ng/mL 50 fg/mL (~0.27 fM) [93]

SPGE MIP CV 10–70 ng/mL 1.6 ng/L (~8.65 fM) [95]

GE GNR@Pd SSs—Apt—HRP EIS 10–200 ng/mL 0.15 ng/mL (~0.81 pM) [101]

SPCE MBs and CdSe@ZnS QDs DPASV 0.50–50 ng/mL 0.29 ng/mL (~1.57 pM) [99]

CEA

GCE aptamer/GLD/CS/ZnS-CdS/MoS2 CV 0.05–20 ng/mL 0.031 ng/mL
(~0.16 pM) [106]

CPE GNPs and MWCNTs. CV, EIS 0.4–125 ng/mL 0.09 ng/mL
(~0.45 pM) [107]

GCE Au-AgNPs/RGO CV 0.001–80 ng/mL 0.29 pg/mL
(~1.45 fM) [114]

miRNA-21 and
MUC1 GCE Au nanoflowers ECL

20 aM–50 pM
(miRNA-21)

1 fg mL−1–10 ng mL−1

(MUC1)

11 aM (miRNA-21)
0.4 fg/mL

(~7.27 aM)
(MUC1)

[119]

CA 27-29 GCE Au/MoS2/RGO CV 0.1–100 U/mL 0.08 U/mL [121]

uPA FTO GNS DPV, CV 1 fM–1 µM 4.8 fM [122]
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Table 3. Key characteristics of electrochemical nanobiosensors for the detection of BC biomarkers.

Target Biomarker
(Biomolecule)

Bare Electrode
Electrode

Modification
Detection LR LOD Refs.

tPA GCE SWCNTs CV, EIS 0.1–1.0 ng/mL 0.026 ng/mL
(~0.37 pM) [124]

MCF-7/CTC RGO/AuNPs/CuO CV, CA 50–7000 cells/mL 27 cells/mL [131]

MCF-7

GCE Au NCs/amino-functionalized
MWCNT-NH2

CV, EIS 100–1.0 × 106 cells/mL 80 cells/mL [133]

GE Bi2Se3@Au-mDNA CV, EIS 100 nM–27 µM 10 nM [135]

GCE Hexagonal carbon nitride tubes Photo-current 100–1 × 105 cells/mL 17 cells/mL [137]

GCE TiO2 nanotubes with graphene EIS 1000–1 × 107 cells/mL 40 cells/mL [138]

MDA-MB-231 GE Non-spherical AuNPs DPV 10–1 × 106 cells/mL 2 cells/mL [139]

Cancer stem cells GE AgNPs DPV 10–5 × 105 cells/mL 6 cells/mL [141]

Exosomes
Exosomal miRNA-21

Au SPE 11-MUA EIS, DPV 102–109 particles/mL 77 particles/mL [142]

SPCE MB SiO2 NPs DPC, EIS 1.2 × 103–1.2 × 107

particles/µL 1.0 × 107 particles/µL [143]

m-GEC magnetic MPs Ampero-metry 0–1 × 106 particles/µL 105 particles/µL [144]

GCE Polylysine DPV 10–70 fM 2.3 fM [145]
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Abbreviations

Apt aptamer
APTES 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
Ar-CH2-COOH p-aminophenylacetic acid
AuNCs gold nanocages
AuNPs gold nanoparticles
Au-SPE gold screen-printed electrode
BRCA1 BReast CAncer Type 1 gene
CA15-3 cancer antigen 15-3
CA 27-29 cancer antigen 27-29
CA chronoamperometry
CEA carcinoembryonic antigen
CdSe@ZnS QDs core/shell quantum dots
CNTs carbon nanotubes
CPE carbon paste electrode
CV cyclic voltammetry
CysA cysteamine
CTES carboxyethylsilanetriol
DPV differential pulse voltammetry
DPASV differential pulse anodic stripping voltammetry
EIS electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
ERGO electrochemically reduced graphene oxide
Fc ferrocene
FTO fluorine doped tin oxide
GE gold electrode
GCE glassy carbon electrode
GLD glutaraldehyde
GNR gold nanorods
GNS graphene nanosheets
GO graphene oxide
3-GOPE 3-glycidoxypropyl triethoxysilane
GSPE Graphite-based screen-printed electrode
GQDs graphene quantum dots
HER2 human epidermal growth factor receptor 2
HRP horseradish peroxidase
ITO indium tin oxide
mDNA mediated double-stranded DNA
m-GEC magnetic electrode—magneto-actuated graphite epoxy composite
MBs magnetic beads
MAM mammaglobin
MBCPE magnetic bar carbon paste electrode
MPs magnetic particles
11-MUA 11-mercaptoundenoic acid
MIP molecularly imprinted polymer
Mt-HSA NCs clay–protein based composite nanoparticles
MWCNTs multi-walled carbon nanotubes
OM one order of magnitude
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OPN osteopontin
PANHS 1-pyrenebutyric acid-N-hydroxysuccinimide ester
Pd SSs Pd superstructures
PEG polyethylene glycol
PGE pencil graphite electrode
PIK3CA gene phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase catalytic subunit alpha gene
Ppy polypyrrole polymer
Py-COOH 1-pyrenecarboxylic acid
RGO reduced graphene oxide
SAM self-assembled monolayer
SPCE screen-printed carbon electrode
SPGE screen-printed gold electrode
ssDNA single-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid
SOX2 sex-determining region Y-box 2
SWCNTs single-walled carbon nanotubes
SWV square wave voltammetry
tPA tissue plasminogen activator
uPA urokinase plasminogen activator
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Abstract: Owing to their merits of simple, fast, sensitive, and low cost, electrochemical biosensors
have been widely used for the diagnosis of infectious diseases. As a critical element, the receptor
determines the selectivity, stability, and accuracy of the electrochemical biosensors. Molecularly
imprinted polymers (MIPs) and surface imprinted polymers (SIPs) have great potential to be robust
artificial receptors. Therefore, extensive studies have been reported to develop MIPs/SIPs for the
detection of infectious diseases with high selectivity and reliability. In this review, we discuss
mechanisms of recognition events between imprinted polymers with different biomarkers, such
as signaling molecules, microbial toxins, viruses, and bacterial and fungal cells. Then, various
preparation methods of MIPs/SIPs for electrochemical biosensors are summarized. Especially, the
methods of electropolymerization and micro-contact imprinting are emphasized. Furthermore,
applications of MIPs/SIPs based electrochemical biosensors for infectious disease detection are
highlighted. At last, challenges and perspectives are discussed.

Keywords: molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs); surface imprinted polymers (SIPs);
electrochemical biosensor; biomarkers for infectious diseases

1. Introduction

Infectious diseases can be disseminated widely in various ways. They are mainly caused by
pathogenic microorganisms, such as viruses, bacteria, fungi, or parasites. Despite great achievements
in diagnosis, treatment, and prevention, infectious diseases remain a serious global health threat [1,2].
The challenges of controlling infectious diseases include irrational use of antibiotics, an increase
of multidrug-resistant pathogens, the emergence of new pathogenic microorganisms, and rapid
spread owing to globalization and overpopulation [3]. Timely diagnosis and targeted antimicrobial
treatment are important for the successful clinical control of infectious diseases. Current diagnostic
methods for infectious diseases mainly rely on laboratory-based tests including culture, microscopy,
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [4]. These
methods are time-consuming, expensive, and required to be operated by a specialist. Biosensors are
ideal alternative methods for timely diagnosis of infectious diseases. They have many merits such as
high sensitivity, quick read-out time, and are easier to be mass fabricated and miniaturized. They also
can be used as point-of-care (POC) devices at a doctor’s office or home because of their simplicity and
affordability. Therefore, extensive research has been published to report ultrasensitive electrochemical
biosensors for infectious disease detection with excellent performance.

Receptors and transducer are the two main components of biosensors. The receptor recognizes
the analyte specifically and the transducer converts the binding activity into a measurable signal
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sensitively. Electrodes are used as a transducer in electrochemical biosensors [5]. Natural receptors
(Figure 1) such as antibodies, DNA, aptamer, phage, lectin, and peptide are used as receptors. They
have a high affinity to their targets, but there are also huge challenges in practical applications because
of their poor durability and repeatability at high temperature, pressure, in organic solvents, and also
low stability in low or high pH solutions. Alternatively, the molecular imprinting technique has been
reported to overcome most of these drawbacks. Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) [6] and surface
imprinted polymers (SIPs) [7,8] have a great potential to be robust artificial receptors (also called plastic
antibodies) [9]. Due to its chemical and physical stability, MIPs/SIPs have provided a new insight
for creating receptors by forming specific cavities for binding analytes in the polymeric matrix. In
contrast to natural receptors, MIPs/SIPs offer an inexpensive, rapid, sensitive, easy-to-use, and highly
selective receptors for sensors, typically for the electrochemical biosensors. Hence, MIPs/SIPs based
electrochemical biosensors have become very attractive for infectious diseases.

Figure 1. Various receptors for electrochemical biosensors applied in infectious diseases biomarker
detection and size distribution covering all the analytes in this review, including small molecular, toxin
protein, virus, bacteria, and fungal cells as plotted on a nanometer scale chart.

Several related reviews have been reported. Lahcen et al. [10] mainly presented the development of
MIPs modified with nanomaterials for electrochemical biosensors. Good electrical catalytic properties
and excellent conductivity of nanomaterials combined with the comparable selectivity of MIPs endow
them with powerful performance for various kinds of biomarkers. The magnetic nanoparticles, carbon
dots, multi/single-walled carbon nanotubes, and graphene oxides modified MIPs for electrochemical
sensing were highlighted in their review paper. Origins, preparation methods, and applications of
SIPs applied in larger biomarkers were reviewed by Eersels and coworkers [11]. They pointed out that
the measurement of larger biomarkers such as viruses, bacteria, or cells met challenges when using the
classical MIPs concept. SIPs can form binding cavities directly on the surface of cured polymers, thus
making it easier to remove the templates and provide better use in larger biomarkers (Figure 1).

In this review, current trends in the development of MIPs/SIPs based electrochemical biosensors
for rapid assessment of the infectious diseases, as well as future research directions are comprehensively
summarized and discussed. Virus-imprinted polymers (VIPs) [12] for virus detection and cell-imprinted
polymers (CIPs) [13] for bacteria detection are highlighted (Figure 1).

2. Recognition Mechanisms Between Imprinted Polymers with Biomarkers

The size and morphology of cavities are critical factors for specific recognition between MIPs/SIPs
and biomarkers. Besides these, chemical recognition of the biomarkers is important. Three types of
chemical recognition methods have been reported: non-covalent, semi-covalent, and covalent. Because
of its excellent adaptability, the non-covalent recognition that includes hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic,
and electrostatic interactions is the most widely applied for the fabrication of MIPs/SIPs [14,15]. Figure 2
presents various interactions of the template (analyte) and MIPs/SIPs.
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Figure 2. Preparation procedures of molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) and surface imprinted
polymers (SIPs) on an electrode and various interactions of template (analyte) and MIPs/SIPs,
(a) electrostatic interactions, (b) reversible covalent bonds, (c) van der Waals or hydrophobic interactions,
(d) metal chelation, and (e) hydrogen bonds.

2.1. Small Molecular Biomarkers

Metabolites and small signaling molecules produced by microorganisms can be used as biomarkers
of infectious diseases. For example, both l- and d-arabitol can be produced by human cells as natural
metabolites. They are normally almost equal amounts in healthy humans’ body fluids. However, only
d-arabitol can be produced by fungi of the Candida family. Hence, excess of d-arabitol in body fluids
can be used as a biomarker for the diagnosis of candidiasis [16,17]. Dabrowski et al. [18] developed
electrochemical sensors based on MIPs for d-arabitol detection in urine samples of patients with
candidiasis. They used 2,2′-bithiophene-5-boronic acid as a functional monomer because weak ester
bonds can be formed by its boronic acid group and vicinal hydroxyl moieties of d -arabitol. The
bithiophene group of 2,2′-bithiophene-5-boronic acid can be polymerized in position 5 of the thiophene
ring (Figure 3A). The crosslinker 3,3′-bithiophene could be polymerized in its 2, 2′, 5, and 5′ four
positions. The oxidation peak of the crosslinker and functional monomer was at ~1.45 V and ~1.10 V
respectively with silver as a pseudo reference electrode. Hence, 0.50~1.20 V was used to induce the
initiated polymerization to create a cation radical. Then the crosslinker 3,3′-bithiophene passively
participated in the electropolymerization as an acceptor of the cation radical attack (Figure 3A).

N-acyl-homoserine-lactones (AHLs) are important signal molecules of gram-negative bacteria.
They participate in the quorum sensing (QS) system to induce and regulate the expression
of virulence [19,20]. Jiang et al. [21] used methacrylic acid (MAA) as a monomer and
2,5-dimethyl-4-hydroxy-3(2H)-furanone (DMHF) as an analog template to construct the magnetic
molecularly imprinted polymers (MMIPs) which have the capability to selectively recognize AHLs.
The hydrogen bond and the delicate binding microcavities are the main contributors to the specificity
(Figure 3B).

2.2. Toxins and other Protein Biomarkers

Microbial toxins produced by microorganisms, including bacteria and fungi, are of high molecular
weight and have antigenic properties. They can promote infectious diseases by directly damaging host
tissues and disabling the immune system. Hence, the fast detection of microbial toxins is critical for
the diagnosis of infectious diseases. Most of the microbial toxins are protein. For protein biomarkers, a
simple way to improve the affinity of the target protein for its rebinding position is to locate specific
charges at its specific rebinding site. A positively charged monomer, quaternary ammonium salt,
holding a vinyl bond and an aromatic ring (VBTC), was used to assemble the MIPs for bovine serum
albumin (BSA) which holds a negative charge under analytical conditions (pH 7.4, isoelectric point
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is 5.4). It promoted the ionic interaction between BSA and the MIPs [22]. π–π interaction was used
to recognize toxic protein aflatoxin B1 by the p-aminothiophenol-based MIPs. The sensitivity of
the imprinted sensor was 11 times greater than that of the non-imprinted sensor by applying the
π-donor/π-acceptor interaction [23].

 

2,2′
, 3,3′

—

—

. π–π 

applying the π donor/π

Figure 3. (A) Structural formulas of the d-arabitol template, 2,2′-bithiophene-5-boronic acid functional
monomer, 3,3′-bithiophene crosslinker, and d-arabitol esterificated with three molecules of functional
monomer. Reproduced from [18]—Published by the American Chemical Society. (B) Structural
formulas of methacrylic acid (MAA) and 2,5-dimethyl-4-hydroxy-3(2H)-furanone (DMHF). Reproduced
from [21]—Published by Elsevier B.V.

2.3. Virus

Creating virus-affinity MIPs/SIPs by imprinting techniques has great potential for the diagnosis of
virus-related diseases. The most direct and simple method to prepare virus recognition sites is surface
virus-imprinting. The viruses can be identified by their morphology and surface properties easily.
Some molecules of the virus capsid are demonstrated to play a vital role in the chemical recognition
between MIPs/SIPs and viruses [24]. Bai and Spivak developed a hydrogel-based SIP to recognize the
Apple Stem Pitting Virus (ASPV). For preparing virus SIPs in the molecular-scale, the perhydro gel
solution was fabricated by incubation of the impure ASPV extract with polymerizable ASPV-specific
aptamers. Their results proved the need for aptamer preorganization by using the ASPV template,
which illustrated the significance of the recognition mechanism for imprinting ASPV-specific sites
(Figure 4A). Multivalent interactions of ASPV and aptamers-hydrogel based SIPs induce to evident
visible volume-shrinking changes on the rebinding of the virus [25].

2.4. Bacterial and Fungal Cells

Direct bacteria imprinting and generation of recognition sites on polymeric matrices have
demonstrated to be practicable [26]. It belongs to one type of cell-imprinted polymers. The recognition
mechanism can give credit to the diversity of bacteria cells in shape (e.g., round-shaped Staphylococcus

aureus and the rod-shaped Escherichia coli (E. coli)), the uniform size of the same bacteria and the relatively
rigid cell wall, which enable size and shape-dependent physical space matching. More importantly,
chemical recognition based on the multiple interactions between the cell surface and MIPs/SIPs
is essential to recognizing bacteria cells. Ren and Zare [27] developed the bacteria cell-imprinted
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to investigate the role of chemical recognition (Figure 4B). The results
showed that cell imprinted PDMS with methylsilane groups results in a cavity, thus losing much
of its ability to capture the imprinted bacteria, although the shapes of the imprints were shown to
be hardly affected which was proved by atomic force field microscopy. Hence, employing suitable
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functional groups or monomers to form efficient chemical interactions between MIPs/SIPs and the
bacterial cell surface is a more important factor for cell-imprinting. Other studies also revealed that
chemical recognition plays a dominant role in bacteria recognition. Phenylboronic acid (PBA) groups
can significantly improve bacteria affinity of the MIPs with controllable bacteria recognition due to the
reversibility between PBA and cis-diol groups of glycan chains presented on the bacterial surface [28].
Besides PBA groups, carbohydrate polymers like chitosan, which exhibits affinity for various bacteria
strains, were also applied to create excellent MIPs matrices with high bacteria affinity [29].

 

—
— —

–

Figure 4. (A) Preparation process for virus sensitive super-aptamer hydrogels MIPs. Reproduced
from [25]—Published by John Wiley and Sons. (B) Schematic diagram of cell-imprinted polymers for
bacteria cells. Reproduced from [30]—Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry and [27]—Published
by the American Chemical Society.

The factors influencing yeast cells (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) recognition by SIPs were studied by
means of spectroscopic and microscopy techniques. The results indicated that cell imprinting creates
selective binding sites on the surface of the SIPs layer in the form of binding cavities that match the
cells in shape and size. Furthermore, it demonstrated that the incorporated phospholipids significantly
enhance cell adhesion to the SIPs. The role of phospholipids in the SIP recognition mechanism is
mediated by long-range hydrophobic forces [7].

3. Preparation of MIPs/SIPs for Electrochemical Biosensor

Various methods have been applied for the production of MIPs/SIPs on electrodes to prepare
electrochemical biosensors. Generally, they can be synthesized by three main steps: (i) assembly of
functional monomer and template, (ii) polymerization of monomer-template complex with cross-linkers,
porogen, and initiators under photo-/thermal/electrical conditions, and (iii) template removal to reveal
binding microcavities that are highly specific to the template [31]. Standard free radical polymerization
and sol-gel process are usually used. Free radical polymerization can be further categorized into bulk,
multi-step swelling, suspension, emulsion, seed, and precipitation polymerizations based on their
synthesis methods [32–34]. As a result, the microcavities that resemble the original template molecules
in terms of size, shape, and orientation are generated in the polymer matrix, like the “lock-and-key”.
Morphology of the polymer is determined by various factors, including polymer reaction time, the
amount of pre-polymer, and porogenic solvent.

A broad range of markers associated with infectious diseases such as antibiotics [35],
lipopolysaccharides [36], nucleotides [37], toxin proteins [38,39], virus [40,41], bacteria [42,43], and
fungi [7] cells have been successfully used as templates in synthesizing MIPs/SIPs. Gast et al. [12]
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highlighted synthesis strategies for virus imprinted polymers. Nowadays, double-templates [44,45]
and multi-templates [46] methods have been developed, which makes MIPs/SIPs based-biosensors
able to detect more target analytes in one complex sample.

The choice of a functional monomer is particularly essential to create highly specific microcavities
for the templates. Interestingly, Su et al. [47] used computer-assisted molecular simulation calculations
to select the suitable functional monomer and solvent for the template molecule. MAA is reported as
the functional monomer which can form desirable pore shape and structure [48], meanwhile, it can be
hydrogen bond based acceptor and donor [49]. Other monomers used in MIPs/SIPs synthesis include
sulphonic acids (e.g., 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulphonic acid), carboxylic acids (e.g., acrylic acid,
vinylbenzoic acid), and heteroaromatic bases (e.g., vinylpyridine, vinylimidazole) were summarized by
Choi and coworkers [33]. Typically, electropolymerizable monomers for the preparation of MIPs/SIPs
were highlighted by Crapnell and coworkers [50]. MAA, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), dimethylamino
ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA), and polyamine (PA) are usually used for bacteria imprinting to
improve the recognition affinity for bacteria [30].

The crosslinker is another important component of MIPs/SIPs. It is responsible for the morphology
and stability of imprinted binding sites. Ethylene glycoldimethacrylate (EGDMA), divinylbenzene
(DVB), and trimethylolpropane trimethacrylate (TRIM) are the most reported cross-linkers [33]. The
most common crosslinker for bacteria imprinting are polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyacrylate,
silica (SiO2), and polyurethane (PU) [30].

Most recently, the combination of nanoparticles with MIPs/SIPs to enhance the performance of
electrochemical biosensors is a popular topic. Noble metal nanoparticles (such as Au, Ag, Pt, Pd,
etc.), metal oxide nanomaterials (such as TiO2, Fe2O3, etc.), and carbon nanomaterials (such as carbon
nanotubes, graphene, etc.) distinctly offer many unique advantages [51].

3.1. Deposition or Spin Coating on Electrodes

Deposition and spin coating are two simple methods for preparing MIPs/SIPs modified electrode.
Tancharoen et al. [52] used spin coating method to prepare a SIPs for Zika virus (ZIKV) detection. In
their procedures, a certain amount of the prepolymer−graphene oxide mixture was coated on a 1 × 1
cm2 gold electrode before spinning at 1000 rpm for 10 s to remove excess prepolymer. Subsequently,
the ZIKV template was dispersed on the composite film and exposed to UV light before keeping in
an oven at 65 ◦C for 15 h to allow polymerization to occur. The proposed SIPs were obtained after
removing the template from the composite polymer by washing in acetic acid and deionized water.

3.2. Assembly by Self-Assembled Monolayers

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) can be used to immobilize MIPs nanoparticles onto the gold
surface. Unlike the in-situ synthesis of MIPs/SIPs on an electrode surface, the method dependent on
SAMs includes two steps. Firstly, MIPs nanoparticles need to be prepared, then the MIPs nanoparticles
can be fixed on a SAMs modified electrode by the covalent bond. The solid-phase synthesis method
was used by Tothill’s research group to fabricate the MIPs nanoparticles, then the amine coupling
chemistry was used to fix nano MIPs receptors strongly to the gold chip. The principle of this method
depends on the activation of carboxyl groups on the gold surface by an EDC/NHS mixture which
forms reactive succinimide esters [53,54].

3.3. Electropolymerization or UV Light-Induced Polymerization

Electropolymerization is a simple and convenient deposition technique with a conductive polymer
layer produced on an electrode surface combined with the template. The layer thickness can be
controlled easily. The high-affinity binding sites can be formed by direct doping of templates into
the polymer matrix [50]. Usually, the thickness of the film controlled by the electropolymerization
conditions and can be characterized by electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and cyclic voltammetry
(CV). The charge-transfer resistance of the surface would be increased with the thicknesses added. It is
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mainly because the polymer holds a low-conductive nature. In order to fabricate a layer of effective
MIPs/SIPs, it is critical to control the polymeric film so that it does not cover the whole template so that it
can be removed easily and rebound later. If the MIPs/SIPs are too thin, there are no stable microcavities
formed on the electrode. It also lowers sensitivity/affinity for the template, since a lower number of
binding sites are available. In turn, if the MIPs/SIPs film is too thick, it may entrap the template within
the polymeric matrix, hence make its removal/rebinding more difficult. Imprinted artificial capture
antibodies (cAbs) for Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) were fabricated by electropolymerization [55]. By
formation of a Schiff base linkage, S. aureus was fixed on the aldehyde functionalized ITO electrode
surface first. Then, an in-situ electrochemically assisted polycondensation strategy was applied to
deposit a silica film on the electrode surface around the S. aureus. Finally, a calcination treatment was
used to achieve the cAbs. The cAbs with lots of regular cavities were observed after the removal
of the template. The circular shape of the cavities was proven by images of higher magnification.
The AFM image (Figure 5A) revealed that the depths of the cavities were ~160 nm. Apparently, the
pathogen template was imprinted on the ITO surface successfully and the three-dimensional spheroidal
architecture was observed. All the preparation process was also characterized by using electrochemical
methods in the study.

−2

 

—
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Figure 5. (A) Schematic preparation procedures for the artificial capture antibodies (cAbs), AFM
images, and the corresponding height profiles of the cAbs. Reproduced from [55]—Published by The
Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Schematic preparation procedures for graphene oxide doped SIPs
under UV light. Reproduced from [52]—Published by the American Chemical Society.

Tokonami et al. [56] applied a MIPs film consisting of overoxidized polypyrrole (OPPy) to
recognize bacilliform bacteria specifically and rapidly. Polypyrrole (PPy) was synthesized using
electrochemical polymerization combined with dielectrophoresis (DEP) technique. The DEP resulted
in the P. aeruginosa being oriented in one direction, perpendicular to the film surface. The number of
bacteria doped in the film was counted to be 1.8 × 109 cm−2.

UV light-induced polymerization also can be used to prepare MIPs/SIPs on the electrode. It has
been used to prepare SIPs-graphene oxide composites on the electrode for Zika virus (ZIKV) detection
(Figure 5B) [52]. Idil et al. fabricated SIPs under UV-polymerization for E. coli detection [57].

3.4. Micro-Contact Imprinting

The micro-contact imprinting approach is a soft lithography method that involves the conformal
stamping of a template-immobilized layer in a specific pattern on a polymer surface (e.g., PU, PDMS, or
SiO2), so that it is able to form shape-complementary recognition sites for relatively large templates on
the surface. There are three main types of direct micro-contact imprinting methods: stamp imprinting,
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film imprinting, and sacrificial layer method imprinting (Figure 6A) [26]. It can also use an artificial
template to generate the capturing of SIPs. This method is categorized as indirect micro-contact
imprinting methods [58]. The preparation procedures are shown in Figure 6B. Stamp imprinting
method was first used by Dickert et al. [59,60] to prepare SIPs to detect whole yeast cells. Recently, the
micro-contact imprinting methods were considered as the most promising branch of MIPs/SIPs.

 

—

– −

Figure 6. Schematic preparation procedures for three types of direct micro-contact imprinting (A) and
indirect micro-contact imprinting (B). Reproduced from [26]—Published by Elsevier B.V.

4. Applications in Clinical Assays

4.1. Detection of Infectious Diseases Caused by Bacteria

Infectious diseases caused by bacteria are common in our life. MIPs/SIPs based electrochemical
biosensors have been used as rapid diagnostic tools for these diseases. As a branch of MIPs/SIPs, CIPs
are special for cell biomarkers. CIPs based electrochemical biosensor were reported for Staphylococcus

epidermidis (S. epidermidis) detection [28]. 3-aminophenylboronic acid was used as a functional
monomer for the electrochemical fabrication of the CIPs. EIS signal was shown to respond linearly to
concentrations of S. epidermidis in the range of 103–107 cfu mL−1. MIPs fabricated by polyphenol was
used as an artificial receptor for the detection of flagellar filaments from Proteus mirabilis by Khan and
coworkers [61]. EIS and square wave voltammetry (SWV) were applied to measure the interaction of
flagellar filaments with the MIPs that was fixed on their home-made paper-printed electrodes. Their
results showed that the limit of detection (LOD) for the flagellar filaments was as low as 0.6 ng/mL.

4.2. Detection of Infectious Diseases Caused by Viruses

MIPs/SIPs based biosensors have wide applications for the detection of virus in medical diagnostics.
Malik and coworkers [62] summarized the state-of-the-art application of MIPs for virus detection.
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The detection performance for influenza, Dengue virus, Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV), human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis A virus, hepatitis B virus, adenovirus, and picornaviruses were
discussed. However, the studies cited in their review paper mainly used quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM), surface plasmon resonance (SPR), fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), and resonance
light scattering (RLS) as transducers. In this section, the MIPs/SIPs based electrochemical biosensors
for virus detection are emphasized.

Human papillomavirus (HPV) is a group of more than 200 related viruses, some of which are
spread through anal or vaginal sex. Long-lasting or chronic infections caused by HPV can induce
cancer. Cai and coworkers [63] presented a MIPs based nano-sensor to detect human papillomavirus
derived E7 protein. Analysis of EIS data revealed that the detection of E7 protein can be as low as sub
pg L-1 levels. Notably, the human papillomavirus E6 protein (type-16) was not recognized by the E7
imprinted polymers. It shows outstanding specificity.

As a member of the Flaviviridae virus family, Zika virus usually infects human beings and
typically causes a skin rash, conjunctivitis, red eyes, malaise, muscle and joint pain, headache, or mild
fever. Recently, Tancharoen et al. [52] developed an electrochemical sensor based on SIPs and graphene
oxide composite for Zika virus detection. The sensor was applied to detect virus in both PBS solutions
and serum. In the PBS solution, LOD was found to be 2 × 10−2 PFU/mL in the presence of the dengue
virus. For serum samples, dilution steps were added to reduce the background signal. The LOD found
to be 2 × 10−3 in 10% serum samples and 5 × 10−2 PFU/mL (10~250 RNA copies/mL) in 1% serum
samples. Generally, the lowest LOD in real samples should be 6000 (~104) particles (or ~10−3 PFU) per
mL. This performance is sufficient for Zika virus detection in practical applications.

Acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) is a severe infectious disease caused by HIV. HIV
is a member of retroviruses, it is disseminated mainly by contaminated blood transfusions, unprotected
sex, and others. Ma et al. [64] developed an electrochemical biosensor based on multi-walled carbon
nanotubes modified MIPs for the detection of HIV-p24. They proved that MIPs have a specific
recognition capacity for HIV-p24. The linear range was found to be from 1.0 × 10−4 ng cm−3 to 2.0
ng/cm−3. The LOD was tested to be 0.083 pg/cm3. The reported biosensor showed excellent selectivity
and stability. It was successfully used for the detection of HIV-p24 in a human serum sample.

5. Conclusion and Look into the Future

Molecular imprinting is an attractive technology used to create selective recognition sites within
a polymer network. MIPs/SIPs as tailor-made biomimetic materials have the obvious priority over
other recognition elements. The major advantages are their robustness, long-term stability, and
cost-effectiveness, which cannot be obtained by fragile biomolecules. In this review, applications
of MIPs and SIPs based electrochemical biosensors are focused on, especially in the detection of
infectious diseases. Recognition mechanisms, preparation methods, and application performance
of MIPs/SIPs were discussed. Although tremendous progress has been achieved, there still exist
several challenges. The most important one is that the sensitivity (Table 1) and selectivity need further
improvement since MIPs/SIPs do not always possess properties comparable to antibodies. In this case,
more functional monomers are worth exploring to promote chemical recognition. Another strategy
is using nanopatterned electrodes as the transducer. The design and application of nanopatterned
electrodes could promote MIPs/SIPs to generate more effective cavities with excellent spatial matching
effect. Moreover, in the era of artificial intelligence, using machine learning to design MIPs/SIPs and
improve the recognizing ability of MIPs/SIPs based electrochemical biosensors is very promising.
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Table 1. Analytical performance of MIPs/SIPs based electrochemical biosensors for infectious diseases.

Analytes Preparation Methods of MIPs/SIPs Device/Indicator Label/Label Free Method LOD LR Ref.

N-acyl-homoserine-lactones (AHLs) MMIPs: Fe3O4@
SiO2-MIP

MGCE/
[Fe(CN)6]3−/4− Label free DPV 10−10 M 2.5 × 10−9–10−7 M [21]

Bacterial surface proteins 3-aminophenol electropolymerization SPEs-SWCNTs/
[Fe(CN)6]3−/4− Label free EIS 0.60 nM NR [65]

Bacterial flagellar filaments Phenol electropolymerization PPE/[Fe(CN)6]3−/4− Label free SWV 0.6 ng mL−1 0.01–100 µg mL−1 [61]

Staphylococcus epidermidis 3-APBA electropolymerization GE//[Fe(CN)6]3−/4− Label free EIS NR 103–107 CFU mL−1 [28]

E. coli O157:H7 PDA-SIPs N-GQDs Label ECL 8 CFU mL−1 10–107 CFU mL−1 [66]

E. coli UV-polymerization NR Label free Capacitance 70 CFU mL−1 1.0 × 102–1.0 × 107 CFU mL−1 [57]

Bacillus cereus spores Pyrrole electropolymerization CPE/[Fe(CN)6]3−/4− Label free CV 102 CFU mL−1 102–105 CFU mL−1 [67]

Zika virus Prepolymer-GO composites under UV light SPGE//[Fe(CN)6]3−/4− Label free CV/EIS ∼10−3 PFU 10−3–102 PFU mL−1 [52]

HIV-1 gene Directly electropolymerization of
phenylenediamine ITO electrode/EsNCs Label ECL 0.3 fM 3.0 fM–0.3 nM [37]

HIV-p24
polymerization using AAM as functional
monomer, MBA as crosslinking agent and

APS as initiator.
GCE DPV 0.083 pg mL−1 1.0 × 10−4–2 ng mL−1 [64]

Aflatoxin B1 PATP-AuNPs electropolymerization GE/[Fe(CN)6]3−/4− Label free LSV 3 fM 3.2 fM–3.2 µM [23]

3-APBA: 3-aminophenylboronic acid. AAM: acrylamide. APS: ammonium persulfate. CPE: carbon paste electrode. CV: cyclic voltammetry. ECL: electrochemiluminescence.
EsNCs: Europium sulfide nanocrystals. GCE: glassy carbon electrode. GE: gold electrode. LOD: limit of detection. LR: linear range. LSV: linear sweep voltammetry. MBA:
N,N′-methylenebisacrylamide. N-GQDs: nitrogen-doped graphene quantum dots (N-GQDs). NR: not reported. PDA: polydopamine. PPE: paper-printed electrodes. SIPs: surface
imprinted polymers. SPGE: screen-printed gold electrode.
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Until now, few studies explored the recognition mechanism of MIPs/SIPs and larger bioparticles
(viruses and bacteria). Research on the exact mechanisms behind target recognition should be
emphasized because that can lead to an in-depth understanding, which will eventually help in designing
MIPs/SIPs and electrochemical biosensors with even higher selectivity, sensitivity, and accuracy.
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Abstract: Although neurotransmitters are present in human serum at the nM level, any dysfunction
of the catecholamines concentration may lead to numerous serious health problems. Due to this fact,
rapid and sensitive catecholamines detection is extremely important in modern medicine. However,
there is no device that would measure the concentration of these compounds in body fluids. The main
goal of the present study is to design a simple as possible, cost-effective new biosensor-based system
for the detection of neurotransmitters, using nontoxic reagents. The miniature Au-E biosensor was
designed and constructed through the immobilization of tyrosinase on an electroactive layer of
cysteamine and carbon nanoparticles covering the gold electrode. This sensing arrangement utilized
the catalytic oxidation of norepinephrine (NE) to NE quinone, measured with voltammetric techniques:
cyclic voltammetry and differential pulse voltammetry. The prepared bio-system exhibited good
parameters: a broad linear range (1–200 µM), limit of detection equal to 196 nM, limit of quantification
equal to 312 nM, and high selectivity and sensitivity. It is noteworthy that described method was
successfully applied for NE determination in real samples.

Keywords: biosensor; carbon dots; norepinephrine; tyrosinase; voltammetry

1. Introduction

One of the primary goals of worldwide scientific endeavors is to improve quality of life.
Achieving this is directly related to the rapid analysis of common disorders, quality control in
the food industry and environment monitoring. Constant, fast and sensitive in situ monitoring is
a priority in diagnostic control, and most of all, in medical diagnostics. The devices that meet these
requirements are biosensors. According to Cammann, biosensors are analytical devices allowing for
conversion of a biological signal to a measurable signal, like for instance amperometric response in the
case of electrochemical sensors [1].

In electrochemical biosensors, differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) is frequently used.
DPV applies a linear sweep voltammetry with a series of regular voltage pulses superimposed
on the linear potential sweep [2]. Due to this, the current can be estimated instantly before every
change of potential. In consequence, the influence of the charging current is minimized, reaching
a better sensitivity [3]. DPV is frequently used in voltammetry-based techniques, not only due to its
good sensitivity, but also because of resolving power.

Norepinehrine (NE) is a monoamine neurotransmitter engaged in a broad range of physiological
actions. The main function of NE is to help the organism adapt to internal and external environmental
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changes. Noradrenergic neurons influence many effects in the human body, such as processing sensory
information, regulating sleep, and mediating attentional functions [4–6]. Any changes in NE level may
directly affect the mental state, neurodegenerative disorders or cardiovascular function [7]. Therefore,
NE monitoring is crucial from a medical point of view.

Many of the electrochemical biosensors for neurotransmitter detection, e.g., dopamine (DA),
epinephrine (EP), and NE utilize oxidoreductases as a recognition element [8–12]. For instance,
tyrosinase and laccase are multifunctional copper containing enzymes with two types of catalytic
activity in the presence of oxygen: hydroxylation of monophenols to o-diphenols by cresolase
activity, and oxidation of diphenols to o-quinones by catecholase activity [13]. The resulting quinones
can be further reduced electrochemically on the electrode without any mediator, reforming the
original o-diphenol. This reaction constitutes the basis of amperometric detection at negative
potentials and quantification of phenolic compounds. By the same principle, catechol-like phenolic
compounds (e.g., NE) can be detected by the amperometric method with an electrode modified
with oxidoreductases [14]. There are also systems without any biologically active compound for NE
detection, such as the most recent work presented by D. Ji et al., who demonstrated an electrochemical,
smartphone-based system for NE detection [15]. Screen-printed graphene electrodes were modified,
e.g., with GOx, and used as working electrodes. NE has been determined with square wave voltammetry
(SWV) in the concentration range 1–30 µM. The detection limit obtained for such system was equal
to 265 nM. The main advantage of the described system is the facility of miniaturization and the
possibility of constant measurement, as a possible wearable device. It also presents the ability to work
over a longer period of time (in comparison with biological systems).

Carbon dots (CDs) are an interesting platform for sensors because of their characteristic properties,
such as water solubility, low toxicity, high emission intensity or chemical stability in time [16].
CDs’ structure consists of a carbon core and the surface passivation layer with functional groups
(mainly hydroxyl-, carboxyl- or amine groups), which allow a conjugation with other molecules (like
proteins) [17].

Data from the literature show the use of the CDs matrix to determine various substances, with the
focus on their fluorescent properties, e.g., hydrazine in water [18]. The use of CDs in electrochemical
sensors is slowly gaining popularity, among others, for the determination of ascorbic acid [19] or
riboflavin [20].

In addition, an increase in interest in electrochemical methods based on nanoparticles for
neurotransmitter determination has been observed [21–25]. Samdani et al. presented an electrochemical
method for NE determination using a glassy carbon electrode (GCE), modified with nanorods based
on FeMoO4. Synthesized nanorods were used as an active electrode material for the oxidation of
NE by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and DPV techniques. The amperometric response of NE to the
GCE/FeMoO4 nanorods showed a linear increase in the current between 5.0 × 10−8 M and 2.0 × 10−4 M
with a detection limit of 3.7 × 10−9 M [26]. Another detection method for NE was investigated by
Mohammadi et al. A glassy carbon electrode was modified with single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) and immobilized tyrosinase. The DPV technique for NE determination was applied.
The detection limit of the modified electrode towards NE was found at 0.1 µM, and the calibration
curves were linear over the concentration range of 1.0–21 µM [27].

In this paper, we present a CDs-based electrochemical biosensor for NE determination, using
a tyrosinase-dependent redox system. The described novel technique has many advantages, such as:
the application of stable materials, synthesis of nanomaterials with nontoxic and inexpensive materials,
simple and quick analysis, high sensitivity, good selectivity and measurements in a broad linear range.
The designed biosensor is as simple as possible to reduce costs and to avoid using toxic species, which is
essential for the medical or diagnostic industry, such as point-of-care (POC) testing. The gold electrode
modified with cysteamine, CDs and tyrosinase (Tyr) presents excellent electrochemical behavior and
provides a facile, selective and sensitive method, indicating that the biosensor is a good candidate for
catecholamines detection.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Reagents and Materials

Tyrosinase (from Agaricus bisporus, EC 1.14.18.1, ≥1000 U/mg) as well as norepinephrine
hydrochloride (NE), epinephrine hydrochloride (EP), dopamine hydrochloride (DA), cysteamine (CA),
glutaraldehyde (GA), uric acid (UA), ascorbic acid (AA), L-cysteine (CYS) and 4-tert-Butylcatechol
(4tBC) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co (Poznań, Poland). Citric acid, NaOH, NaH2PO4,
KH2PO4, Tris, HCl, CH3COONa, CH3COOH, Na2HPO4, and K2HPO4 were purchased from POCH
(Part of Avantor, Performance Materials, Gliwice, Poland). All chemicals were of analytical grade
and were not further purified before use. All buffers (phosphate buffer, acetate buffer and Tris-HCl)
were prepared according to commonly known, obligatory standards. In Section 2.2.2. the specific
concentrations and pH values of prepared buffer solutions are listed. Synthetic urine CLEANU® was
produced by CleanU (Poznań, Poland), CU-25 mL, and it contained creatinine, uric acid, urea, mineral
salts, dyes and water (ingredients reserved—patent).

2.2. Apparatus and Procedures

2.2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of CDs

The preparation process for CDs was carried out following a modified procedure of Sahu et al. [28].
Briefly, 10 mL of 100% orange juice was added to 20 mL of ethanol and the mixture was vigorously
stirred for 60 min (at 75 ◦C). Afterwards, the mixture was cooled down to room temperature and 10 mL of
dichloromethane was added. Subsequently, the mixture was centrifuged 3 times at 6000 rpm for 10 min
to dispose of unreacted organic compounds. From the resulting biphasic solution, the aqueous layer was
collected and 10 mL of acetone was added. The mixture was again placed in the centrifuge for 10 min
at high speed. The supernatant solution was decanted and the precipitate was dried. Deionized water
was added and mixed to completely dissolve the precipitate. The emission (excitation wavelength
405 nM) and absorbance (Spectrophotometer UV/VIS/NIR V-570 JASCO) spectra of the resulting
solution were measured.

The presence of homogenous CDs was confirmed by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) picture (FEI Tecnai G2 X-TWIN, Dawson Creek Drive, Hillsboro, OR, USA). The Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectrum, using the Nicolet iS10 spectrometer (ThermoFisher,
Waltham, MA, USA), was executed for observation of bonding between CDs/cysteamine (CA) and
the enzyme.

In the present study, CDs are used as a semi-conducting material, which, thanks to the ability
to improve the electron transport between the active site of the enzyme and the electrode surface,
allows the sensor to present a short response time and high sensitivity. In addition, this material
acts as a platform for protein immobilization. The solution containing synthesized CDs was stable
for at least 6 months and stored at 4 ◦C when not used. The stability of CDs was confirmed by the
emission measurements.

2.2.2. Modification of Electrodes

The gold electrode (Au-E, Au electrode, diameter 2.5 mM, produced by BASi, MF-2014) was
polished before the experiment with 3 µM fine diamond polish and rinsed thoroughly with double
distilled water. The electrode was modified with a thin layer of CA, CDs and tyrosinase. CA solution
(0.1 M) was applied onto the gold electrode for 24 h to link with the electrode surface by creating
thiol bonds. CA molecule has an amine group, which stays exposed for the next step of modification.
CDs have carboxylic groups with negative charge, which not only ensure good stability, but also
enabled interaction with amine functional groups of CA and CDs. CA was physically adsorbed
for 24 h to link with CA/CDs and thus created CDs-modified electrode (Figure 1). CDs, like most
nanoparticles, possess semi-conducting properties which could make the surface of the electrode
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a more conductive and monodispersed surface as a platform for protein binding. The immobilization
process was executed by physical adsorption of Tyr (2 mg/mL) in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)
buffer (0.1 M; pH 7.0) at room temperature onto the surface of Au electrode modified with CA/CDs
for 2 h, and then crosslinked with 10% glutaraldehyde (GA) (10 min). Additional use of the GA
cross-linking allows a relatively stable and active immobilization of the tyrosinase onto the CA/CDs
surface, because of the creation of covalent bonds [29].

 

μ

Figure 1. Scheme of measuring system of norepinephrine based on Gold-Electrode/Cysteamine/
Carbon Dots/Tyrosinase.

The excess of unbounded proteins was washed with phosphate (0.1 M; pH 7.0), acetate (0.1 M;
pH 5.2) and Tris-HCl (0.25 M; pH 7.2) buffers.

An enzyme immobilized by physical adsorption with cross-linker does not require any other
activation. Modified Au-E/CA/CDs/Tyr electrode was obtained and was stored at 4 ◦C when not used.
The described modified electrode was active for c.a. 80 cycles.

2.2.3. Electrochemical Measurements

All electrochemical experiments for NE determination were conducted using DPV and
CV methods with a potentiostat/galvanostat AUTOLAB PGSTAT128N (serial nr. AUT84866;
Utrecht, The Netherlands) with GPES software (version 4.9). A conventional three-electrode system
was used for all electrochemical measurements in 8-mL cell. Gold electrode (unmodified or modified
with CA/CDs/Tyr) was used as a working electrode, together with a coiled platinum wire as
an auxiliary electrode and a silver-silver chloride reference electrode (Ag/AgCl). CV measurements
were carried out by repeated potential scanning in range −0.2–1.2 V. DPV analysis was conducted with
potential −0.2–0.6 V. All electrochemical measurements were performed at room temperature and in
open-air conditions.

2.2.4. Electrochemical Determination of Norepinephrine

NE detection was determined using DPV technique in 8-mL cell. NE tests solutions were prepared
by dissolving NE in 0.1 M PBS buffer (pH 7.0). The measurements were conduct in 1–200 µM range
and the current response was proportional to the proper concentration.

In addition, CV technique was employed for showing the whole enzyme-based redox reaction
during NE determination. Such test was provided in potential range −0.2 V–1.2 V, with scan rate
50 mV/s, for 10 cycles each.
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2.2.5. Influence of Interfering Substances

Interfering species (ascorbic acid (AA), uric acid (UA), L-cysteine (CYS), dopamine (DA),
epinephrine (EP) and 4-tert-Butylcatechol (4tBC)) were added to each NE standard solution in
a concentration of 50 µM to investigate the selectivity of the proposed method. Listed compounds
were mixed each time with NE solutions in the volume ratio 1:1.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of CDs

Figure 2A shows collected absorbance and photoluminescence spectra of CDs after synthesis.
As can be seen, CDs have a maximum of emission at 503 nm, which corresponds to a green color. In order
to confirm the presence of CDs, TEM measurements were performed (Figure 2B). The morphological
display of the CDs shows that they were nearly homogeneous and monodisperse, with particle size of
approximately 3 nm.

 

μ
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− −
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Figure 2. Characteristic information about CDs: (A): Absorbance and photoluminescence spectra,
(B): Picture from TEM.

CDs are significant as a matrix for enzyme anchor. Synthesized CDs with carboxyl groups on
their surface represent a suitable platform for amine groups present in the enzyme. Proteins can be
successfully attached to CDs to initiate biorecognition element for NE detection.

Formation of specific functional groups in CDs (needed for anchoring the protein onto the
surface of CDs), as well as formation of the bond between CDs and cysteamine and formation of
the system (CA-CDs-Tyr) was confirmed by FT-IR spectroscopic analysis, as shown in Figure 3A,B.
Because of the presence of aqueous media, samples were prepared on glass plates (background) using
a layer-by-layer method.

The FT-IR spectrum of CA shows the bands at 3090 cm−1, which are attributed to N-H2 in the
amine group. The same characteristic peaks were shifted to 2919 cm−1 on the CA-CDs spectrum,
which shows the creation of amide group between CA and CDs [30]. Peaks from thiol group of CA
(2516 cm−1) disappeared on the CA-CDs spectrum, which proves an interaction between the gold
electrode and CA-CDs.

The peak at 3328 cm−1 on the CDs is characteristic for the hydroxyl group (−OH), and the peak at
1036 cm−1 corresponds to C-O interactions from the carboxylic group on the CDs surface. Additionally,
peaks at 1569 and 1457 cm−1 come from an O-H interaction (Figure 3A) [31].

The disappearance of O-H peaks in the region near 1500 cm−1 on the CA-CDs-Tyr can suggest,
that protein is immobilized on CDs-based platform successfully [32]. It can be assumed that there
is a thorough electrode coverage. Although the enzyme influences the peak intensity, characteristic
chemical bands of CA-CDs were preserved (Figure 3B).
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(A) 

 

(B) 

Figure 3. FT-IR spectrum of (A): cysteamine (CA), Carbon dots attached to cysteamine (CA-CDs),
system with enzyme (CA-CDs-Tyr) and (B): enlargement of the system.

3.2. Cyclic Voltammetric Behavior of NE

The electrochemical signals of NE at Au-E, Au-E/CA/CDs and Au-E/CA/CDs/Tyr were measured
using CV in 200 µM NE solution in PBS buffer (pH 7.0). PBS buffer is the optimal buffer for tyrosinase
activity. As shown in Figure 4A, at a bare Au electrode a pair of NE redox peaks occur, however low
signals are obtained. After coating the Au electrode surface with CA and CDs, the redox peaks increased
slightly. Nevertheless, for Au-E/CA/CDs/Tyr, a significant signal growth was observed, which was due
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to the unique properties (e.g., stability in time) of CA/CDs; the CA together with CDs and the catalyst,
tyrosinase, showed the highest oxidation and reduction signals of NE. Therefore, such bio-platform
was used for the determination of sensitivity towards NE. Negatively charged carboxyl groups make
CDs a suitable matrix for protein immobilization. Application in the receptor part layer of a conductive
nanomaterial allows improvement of the parameters of a biosensor, like a sensor sensitivity, increasing
the limit of detection and lengthening the life of the sensor. The nanomaterial also provides a place for
anchoring the protein while maintaining its catalytic activity. Tyrosinase belongs to electron transfer
proteins; immobilization of Tyrosinase on the surface of CA/CDs can promote electron transfer between
semi-conductive CA/CDs-film and the electrode, with simultaneous oxidation of NE. Additionally,
to register the enzymatic activity of tyrosinase immobilized on modified electrode, supplementary
measurements for detection system (Au-E/CA/CDs/Tyr) without NE in the investigated sample were
conducted (Figure 4B).
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Figure 4. (A): Representative CV-scans of the bare Au electrode, Au electrode modified with cysteamine
and carbon dots, and Au-E/CA/CDs/Tyr system in the presence of norepinephrine (200 µM) under
applied potential in range −0.2–1.2 V, scan rate 50 mV/s vs. Ag/AgCl (0.1 M); (B): Representative CVs
of the Au-E/CA/CDs/Tyr in the absence and in the presence of 200 µM NE in buffer solution (pH 7.0,
scan rate 50 mV/s, applied potential: −0.2–1.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl 0.1 M).
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3.3. Calibration and Limit of Detection of NE

Electrochemical signals of NE were investigated in a wide range of concentration (1–200 µM),
employing the more sensitive DPV technique in oxygen-saturated conditions. Open-air conditions are
in most cases crucial in the construction of such bio-tools, as these devices should work continuously in
an oxygen-saturated state. According to Solomon et al. [13], the resting state is mainly in the oxidized
form [Tyr–Cu(II)] which can interact with phenol derivatives, such as NE. The products of this catalytic
reaction are the oxidized form of NE–o-quinone, and the reduced form of the enzyme [Tyr–Cu(I)],
as shown in Figure 5A. In Figure 5B the produced o-quinone is present, which can be again changed
into NE [33].
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Figure 5. (A,B). Schematic representation of electron transfer between Tyr and Au-modified electrode
(A): anodic reaction and (B): cathodic reaction.

The main problem during phenol-derivatives (e.g., NE) electrochemical oxidation is the electrode
surface deactivation. It is caused by the formation of a passivating-polymeric film produced by the
coupling of electrogenerated phenoxy radical [34]. While providing electrochemical measurements
(e.g., using CV technique), such deactivation may be visible as a decrease in the oxidation current and
an increase in the oxidation potential, when consecutive cycles are performed on the same electrode [2].
In consequence, the sensor loses reproducibility of the measurements, which is one of the main
parameters characterizing such tools. Due to this, to characterize the work of the biosensor, the linear
range and detection limit were examined using DPV method. Figure 6A shows the oxidation current
peaks (Ipa) of NE increasing with its concentration (ranging from 1 µM to 200 µM). These signals
precisely respond to the given NE concentration. Figure 6B presents a linear response to NE in
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the studied concentration range; good linear coefficient (R2 = 0.998) was observed. The biosensor
represents an excellent linear response in a broad range of concentrations.
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Figure 6. (A): Differential Pulse Voltammetry-scans for different concentrations of NE in range 1–200 µM
vs. Ag/AgCl (0.1 M) electrode and (B): Linear relationship between current and NE concentration
(1–200 µM).

Limit of detection for described method (LOD) was calculated as (1) [35]:

LOD = 3.29 σB/b (1)

where σB is the standard deviation of the population of blank responses and b is the slope of the
regression line.

LOD calculated this way was found at 196 nM. There are only a few reports in the literature
describing nanomaterial-based biosensing electrochemical platforms for NE determination. However,
this LOD value is comparable to or lower than published results [36–39] which illustrates that
Au-E/CA/CDs/Tyr has good sensitivity in wide linear range (Table 1).
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Table 1. Comparison of biosensors and sensors for NE determination.

Biosensor/Sensor Technique Linear Range LOD Ref.

1 GCE/ECR * CV, DPV 2–50 µM 1.5 µM [36]

2 CPE/BH/TiO2 ** DPV 4–1100 µM 0.5 µM [37]

3 GCE/DNA/AuNPs *** DPV 0.5–80 µM 5 nM [38]

4 CPE/NMM **** CV, DPV 0.07–2000 µM 0.04 µM [39]

5 Au-E/Cys/CDs/Tyr DPV 1–200 µM 196 nM This work

* GCE—glassy carbon electrode, ECR—Eriochrome Cyanine R. ** CPE—carbon paste electrode, BH—2,2′-[1,2
buthanediyl bis(nitriloethylidyne)]-bis-hydroquinone. *** AuNPs—gold nanoparticles. **** NMM—nanostructured
mesoporous material.

Limit of quantification (LOQ) was also determined (calculated using Equation (2)) and it
equals 312 nM.

LOQ = 5 σB/b (2)

where σB is the standard deviation of the population of blank responses and b is the slope of the
regression line [35].

Furthermore, sensitivity of proposed biosensor was found at 4.2 µA mM−1cm−2.

3.4. Selectivity

The selectivity is an extremely important parameter in designing bio-devices for diagnostic
purposes. The tyrosinase-based biosensor presented here was developed for quantitative NE monitoring
in human samples using DPV technique. In that case, the biosensor has to be selective only for NE
detection, with minimal or no influence from other species present in the sample. Human body fluids
contain a number of interfering substances, such as the most common ascorbic acid and uric acid.
Figure 7 represents a wide range of species which may disturb NE signals, including ascorbic acid
(AA), uric acid (UA), cysteine (CYS), epinephrine (EP), dopamine (DA) and 4-tert-Butylcatechol (4tBC).
These compounds were added (50 µM) to every investigated NE sample (concentrations of NE 1, 50,
100 µM) to check an impact, while carrying out measurements into their high excess, equilibrium,
and deficiency. L-DOPA, as a neurotransmitter and precursor of NE, has been selected as a possible
interfering compound. What is more, its chemical structure is similar to NE, so it was necessary to
check for possible effects on NE determination using the described procedure. The highest impact
on the NE measurements had other neurotransmitters: EP and DA (21.25% and 18.5%, respectively),
due to their similar structure to NE. It is known that DPV is an adequate technique for the analysis
of the mixture of electrochemically active compounds, because a relatively small difference in their
potential peak is needed. Despite the influence of EP and DA equal to c.a. 20%, the distinction of
NE from other neurotransmitters and sensitive detection of NE was possible. Other species present
negligible effects (<8.7%) on the current peak of the samples, compared to the blank (AA: 10.6%,
UA: 5.55%, CYS: 4.59%, 4tBC: 14.15%). The presented results (Figure 7) confirm an insignificant impact
on the selectivity of fabricated bio-tool, and prove that existing interferences do not interrupt the
prominence of proposed NE test.
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Figure 7. Effect of interfering substances (50 µM) on NE determination.

3.5. Real Application

The practicability of the introduced method was tested by the detection of NE dissolved in synthetic
urine CLEANU®, containing, among others, creatinine, uric acid, mineral salts, dyes, urea and water
(exact information reserved according to patent). Executed determination of the NE concentration in
synthetic urine based on DPV method for three measurements showed an exquisite recovery value
(Table 2). These results (calculated as ratio of detected concentration to the real concentration of
norepinephrine in the synthetic urine (%)) demonstrate that the proposed strategy is selective, sensitive
and suitable for real detection of NE.

Table 2. Results obtained for NE determination based on proposed method.

Concentration of NE in Real Sample [µM] Cdetected [µM]
Recovery [%]

(Average)
RSD (Calculated for 20 Repetitions)

100.00 98.44

98.70 ±0.73100.00 99.11

100.00 98.57

4. Conclusions

In the present study, a new NE biosensing assay was developed and characterized. NE biosensor
based on the Au-E/CA/CDs/Tyr bioplatform with high sensitivity, selectivity and practicability.
The described method shows an exquisite electrocatalytic activity over a broad linear concentration
range (1–200 × 10−6 M) with a detection limit of 196 nM, quantification limit of 312 nM and sensitivity
of 4.2 µA mM−1cm−2. It is noteworthy that the modified electrode exhibited good selectivity when
tested in a wide range of interfering compounds (AA, UA, CYS, 4tBC, EP, DA). In addition, the obtained
biosensor successfully validates the proposed strategy, with adequate recovery, for NE detection in
biological samples. All characteristics made for NE determination with Au-E/CA/CDs/Tyr establish
a convenient, stable, simple and long-term technique and it can be recommended as an excellent
analytical bio-device.
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Abstract: Choline (Ch) and phosphocholine (PCh) levels in tissues are associated to tissue growth
and so to carcinogenesis. Till now, only highly sophisticated and expensive techniques like those
based on NMR spectroscopy or GC/LC- high resolution mass spectrometry permitted Ch and PCh
analysis but very few of them were capable of a simultaneous determination of these analytes. Thus,
a never reported before amperometric biosensor for PCh analysis based on choline oxidase and
alkaline phosphatase co-immobilized onto a Pt electrode by co-crosslinking has been developed.
Coupling the developed biosensor with a parallel sensor but specific to Ch, a crosstalk-free dual
electrode biosensor was also developed, permitting the simultaneous determination of Ch and PCh
in flow injection analysis. This novel sensing device performed remarkably in terms of sensitivity,
linear range, and limit of detection so to exceed in most cases the more complex analytical instrumen-
tations. Further, electrode modification by overoxidized polypyrrole permitted the development of a
fouling- and interferent-free dual electrode biosensor which appeared promising for the simultaneous
determination of Ch and PCh in a real sample.

Keywords: choline analysis; phosphocholine analysis; choline oxidase; alkaline phosphatase; en-
zyme immobilization; overoxidized polypyrrole; electropolymerized non-conducting polymer; dual
electrode biosensor; simultaneous determination; flow injection analysis

1. Introduction

Choline (Ch), a vitamin-like nutrient found in many common foods, is essential for
several biological functions in human body [1]. Three different pathways are involved
in its In Vivo metabolism [1]. Its phosphorylation by choline kinase, an enzyme widely
distributed in mammalian tissues, gives phosphocholine (PCh), the precursor involved
in the Kennedy pathway for the biosynthesis of phosphatidylcholine. On the other hand,
mainly in liver and kidney, Ch is irreversibly oxidized to betaine, a methyl donor involved
in the biosynthesis of methionine. Last, but not less important, Ch is acetylated, essentially
in cholinergic neurons, by acetylcholine transferase to acetylcholine (ACh), an important
and well-known neurotransmitter.

The Ch uptake and its metabolism are tissue-dependent so the levels of Ch and its
metabolites are related to tissue growth and plausibly to carcinogenesis [2,3]. In fact, Ch
levels change significantly in malignant tissue transformations [3] while abnormal PCh
levels were found in many human cancers and transformed cell lines [2]; even several
chemicals, well-known to be carcinogenic, appear to stimulate the formation of PCh
in several cell types [2]. As a proof of these findings, abnormal levels of Ch and PCh
were found in some human tumors [4], mainly in breast cancers [3,5–7]; in addition,
some studies pointed out similar features also for non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma [8] and
endometrial cancers [9]. Too, abnormal levels were also observed for other diseases like
chronic pancreatitis [10], polycystic ovary syndrome [11], and some serious neurological
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diseases [12,13], thus pointing out the relevance of Ch and PCh levels in clinical diagnostics.
Remarkably, Ch and PCh levels are related due to the Kennedy pathway, so often the
ratio of Ch/PCh levels, rather than their absolute levels, is considered as a diagnostic and
prognostic marker.

While many analytical methods have been developed for Ch analysis, few approaches
were dedicated to PCh and even fewer for the simultaneous determination of both analytes.
Pomfret et al. [14] described a procedure able to isolate and detect Ch and PCh in biological
tissues and fluids. Unfortunately, the approach appears quite complex, laborious, and time
consuming since requiring a preliminary HPLC separation of analytes, further isolation by
TLC, chemical conversion of PCh in Ch for at least 24 h, and final quantitation by GC-MS af-
ter Ch derivatization. Koc et al. [15] circumvented all these separation procedures by using
a LC separation coupled to electrospray ionization—isotope dilution mass spectrometry
(LC/ESI-IDMS). This method permitted the analysis of Ch, PCh, and other related com-
pounds in e.g., mouse liver and rat fetal brain, but required the use of deuterium-labeled
internal standards of all the analytes, lengthy time analysis, and much more expensive
equipment. Bioimaging of PCh, cholesterol, and galactosylceramide on rat cerebellar cor-
tex was possible by time-of-flight secondary-ion-mass-spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) [16], but
unfortunately, simultaneous detection of Ch was not reported. A hydrophilic interaction
liquid chromatography combined with high resolution ESI mass spectrometry (HILIC
LC-MS/MS) method has been proposed for the analysis of Ch, PCh, and other related
Ch compounds in egg yolks [17] and rat livers [18]. Nevertheless, this approach requires
the use of deuterated standards and a complex as expensive equipment like QTRAP™
MS which heavily limit its use in clinical laboratories; fortunately, Mimmi et al. [19,20]
showed that the same approach could be pursued with less MS demand, but 1D NMR was
required as a complementary analytical technique. Finally, an ultrahigh performance liquid
chromatography (UPLC)—tandem mass spectroscopy was developed for the simultaneous
analysis of Ch, PCh, and other involved neurotransmitters and metabolites [21] but this
approach was validated only for zebrafish embryos and larvae.

Certainly, NMR spectroscopy represents today one of the most used approach for hu-
man cancer characterization, diagnostic and prognostic analysis in clinical environment [4]
and hence for the simultaneous analysis of Ch and PCh in those tissues. Further, 1D and 2D
proton NMR has been used for the biochemical characterization of perchloric acid extracts
of metastatic lymph nodes of breast cancer patients [5]. 31 P edited 1 H NMR spectroscopy
permitted quantification of Ch, PCh, and other analytes in human brain tumor extracts [22].
1 H high resolution magic angle spinning NMR spectroscopy allowed metabolic profiling
of Ch and PCh in human lung cancer tissues [23]. High field (7T) 31 P NMR imaging
coupled to 1 H NMR spectroscopy demonstrated useful for the non-invasive determination
of important biomarkers in human breast [7] and prostate [24] cancers but determination
of Ch and PCh required two techniques and cannot be considered a simultaneous determi-
nation. 1 H high resolution NMR spectroscopy was recently described as able to analyze
Ch and PCh in fine needle aspirate biopsies of breast cancer lesions [25]. In Vivo 31 P
NMR imaging allowed metabolic profiling of human breast cancer xenografts [26] but Ch
analysis was not possible. NMR approaches were also described for the analysis of Ch
and PCh in solutions [27], in liver tissues [28], as well as in ovarian cancer diagnostic [29]
but this latter required peculiar signal data processing [30,31] instead of the conventional
Fourier transform usually found in commercial NMR data stations.

Even if representing the best actual approach in clinical studies and analysis, NMR
spectroscopy is not without drawbacks when applied for Ch and PCh simultaneous analy-
sis. As an example, water-suppressed 1 H NMR spectroscopy is required for total choline
containing compounds analysis [4]. In addition, the water signal is used as an internal
reference for the absolute quantification of metabolites so additional measurements are
required for the acquisition of this internal reference [32]. Further, 1 H NMR spectroscopy
is not able to resolve Ch and PCh signals as well as those between PCh and related phos-
pholipid compounds [4,7] even in simple biological fluids like urine [33] so that the use
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of 13 C labeling is required [3]; a similar failure was observed also for 31P NMR when
decoupling of PCh and phosphoethanolamine signals is required [4]. Even in the most
capable approaches (as above described), finding or using a “blank” tissue (i.e., tissues with
cells which are the normal counterparts) for comparing cancer spectra is not straightfor-
ward [4]: this is possible for breast, primary liver, prostate, and glioma cancers but not for
sarcomas, lymphomas, melanomas, and head or neck carcinomas where the background
contains skeletal muscle, which of course cannot be considered the normal counterpart;
moreover, for primary brain tumors, where the single voxel localization technique is used
to circumvent interferent signals from normal brain parts, the tumor is usually surrounded
by edema, so in NMR scans, it is difficult to establish where the cancer ends and the edema
begins [4].

As surely it is evident, the above approaches, whatever well-established in some cases,
all show a restricted or at least complicated practicability since requiring complex and
expensive instruments and thus skilled operators or/and time-consuming and complicate
sample pre-treatments, e.g., do not satisfy the requirements for a simple, fast, specific,
and accurate analysis, usually necessary in clinical and medical fields. In this respect,
immobilized enzyme sensors, i.e., biosensors, can play undoubtedly an important role since
compacts, easy in their use, almost cheap and producing analytical responses quickly, with
high sensitivity and specificity, thus not requiring any sample pre-treatment. Unfortunately,
enzymatic approaches for Ch and PCh simultaneous analysis are still not described till now.
Masoom et al. [34] described a method based on immobilized enzyme reactors (IMERs)
and amperometric detection of the released hydrogen peroxide according to the following
enzymatic reactions with both analytes:

phosphocholine + H2O
ALP

> choline + phosphate

choline + 2O2 + H2O
ChO

> betaine + 2H2O2

Accordingly, using a choline oxidase (ChO)-based IMER or an alkaline phosphatase
(ALP)-based IMER coupled in series with a ChO-IMER, they were able to analyze Ch and
PCh, respectively, but a simultaneous determination of both analytes was not reported.
An HPLC procedure coupled to an acetylcholine esterase/ChO-IMER followed by am-
perometric detection permitted the analysis of Ch and its metabolites in rat brain and
body fluids [35] as well as in mouse tissue [36]. Nevertheless, PCh analysis necessitated
sample pre-treatment and incubation with ALP before analysis, whereas its quantification
came from the increase of free Ch peak after ALP hydrolysis so that the simultaneous
determination of both analytes was unachievable.

In the field of Ch biosensing, we have already described a fast response and sensitive
amperometric biosensor for Ch and ACh analysis [37]. Based on ChO and acetylcholine
esterase (AChE) immobilized onto a Pt electrode through co-crosslinking with bovine
serum albumin by glutaraldehyde, the immobilization procedure there developed proved
rapid, easy but robust and simply adaptable for any working electrode configuration, even
for conventional HPLC flow cells, thus permitting, e.g., the development of a novel HPLC
detector for Ch and ACh determination in brain tissue homogenates [38]. Further, this
latter can easily be modifiable in dual electrode configuration, thus permitting, after proper
anti-fouling and anti-interference electrode modification (see below), the simultaneous
detection of both analytes without the need of any chromatographic separation [39]. The
developed biosensor proved even useful for the realization of a disposable device aimed
at a rapid screening of AChE activity in soil extract [40] or to the development of novel
clinical assays for serum cholinesterase activity [41] or Ch detection in biological fluids
from patients on hemodialysis [42].

Therefore, in the present paper, it will be described for the first time the development of
a novel amperometric biosensor for PCh analysis based on ALP and ChO co-immobilized
onto a Pt electrode by co-crosslinking; more importantly, it will be demonstrated that
a simultaneous determination of Ch and PCh can be achieved by a crosstalk-free dual
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electrode amperometric biosensor based on ChO and ChO-ALP enzyme immobilized onto
Pt electrodes by co-crosslinking. Electropolymerized non-conducting films with built-in
permselectivity [39,41–54] have widely demonstrated to be able, in real sample analysis
(e.g., blood, serum), to protect the sensor surface from electrode fouling effects and to
remove, with unmatched efficiency, common interfering species in glucose, Ch, and Ach,
as well as in lysine determination. Accordingly, electrode modification by overoxidized
polypyrrole permitted us to develop a fouling- and interferent-free dual electrode biosensor
which appeared promising for the simultaneous determination of Ch and PCh in the clinical
sample.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Choline chloride, phosphocholine chloride calcium salt tetrahydrate, choline oxidase
(EC 1.1.3.17 from Alcaligenes species, 14 U/mg of solid), alkaline phosphatase (EC 3.1.3.1
from bovine intestinal mucosa, 13 DEA units/mg of solid, product code P7640), alkaline
phosphatase (EC 3.1.3.1 from bovine calf intestinal, 2,000 DEA units, product code P7923),
alkaline phosphatase (EC 3.1.3.1 from shrimp, 1,300 DEA units, product code P9088), ascor-
bic acid, L-cysteine, glutaraldehyde (grade II, 25% aqueous solution), and bovine serum
albumin (fraction V) were bought from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Alkaline
phosphatase (EC 3.1.3.1 from bovine intestinal mucosa, 22,990 U/mL, product code 79835),
uric acid, and pyrrole came from Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). Analytical reagent grade
chemicals were used as other materials. Double distilled-deionized water was used to
prepare all solutions. Choline chloride was dried under vacuum over P2O5 for at least
3 days and stored in a vacuum desiccator at 4 ◦C. When required, phosphocholine was
purified by using a Strata-X-C 33 µm polymeric strong cation exchange tube (Phenomenex,
Castel Maggiore (BO), Italy). Pyrrole was purified by vacuum distillation (62 ◦C) and
stored at 4 ◦C. Choline and phosphocholine stock solutions were stored at 4 ◦C: their dilute
solutions, pyrrole and interferant solutions were prepared just before their use.

2.2. Apparatus

Batch electrochemical, rotating disk electrode (RDE) experiments were performed
using an AMEL (Milan, Italy) Model 466 polarographic analyzer coupled to a JJ instruments
mod. CR65OS Yt chart recorder. The electrochemical cell was a conventional three-electrode
system consisting of an Ag/AgCl, KCl satd. reference electrode, a Pt counter electrode, and
a Pt RDE. The RDE was a CTV101 Speed Control Unit, EDI 101 Rotating Disc Electrode
(Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark).

Flow injection experiments were performed using a Gilson Minipuls 3 peristaltic
pump (Gilson Medical Electronics, Villiers-Le-Bel, France) and a seven-port injection valve
(Rheodyne mod. 7725, Cotati, CA, USA) with a 20 µL sample loop. The electrochemical
detector was an EG&G Model 400 (Princeton Applied Research, Princenton, NJ, USA)
including a thin-layer electrochemical cell with a single Pt disk (3 mm diameter) working
electrode and an Ag/AgCl, 3 M NaCl reference electrode; for dual electrodes experiments,
a dual Pt disk (both 3 mm diameter) working electrode (parallel configuration) was used; in
both cases, two thin layer flow cell dual gaskets (Bioanalytical Systems, West Lafayett, IN,
USA) of 0.004-inch thickness were used. A PEEK tubing (0.25 mm ID, 150 cm length) was
used to connect the sample injection valve to the electrochemical detector. A Kipp & Zonen
(Delft, The Netherlands) mod. BD 12 Flatbed recorder was used for flow injection signal
chart recording. The flow injection setup is illustrated in Scheme S1 in Supplementary
Materials.

Controlled electrochemical deposition of polypyrrole film onto the single or dual Pt
electrodes was carried on a conventional three electrode cell equipped with an Ag/AgCl,
KCl satd. reference electrode and a Pt counter electrode by using an EG&G model 263A
potentiostat/galvanostat equipped with a M270 electrochemical research software (EG&G
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Princeton Applied Research, Princeton, NJ, USA) version 4.23 for data control and acquisi-
tion.

2.3. Methods

2.3.1. Electrode Modification

Before each electrode modification, the Pt disk working electrode of the thin-layer
electrochemical cell was preliminary cleaned by few drops of hot nitric acid, washed with
bidistilled water, then polished to a mirror finish by alumina (0.05 µm particles), and finally
extensive washed and sonicated in bidistilled water. To check the presence of electrode
surface impurities as well as for electrode conditioning, the electrodes were cycled in 0.5 M
sulfuric acid solution between −0.210 and + 1.190 V (vs. Ag/AgCl, KCl satd.) at 200 mV/s
until a steady state cyclic voltammogram was obtained, followed by copious rinsing with
double distilled-deionized water.

Platinum disk working electrodes were modified by electrosynthesized polypyrrole
(PPy) films by potentiostatically growth at + 0.7 V (vs. Ag/AgCl, KCl satd.) from a
0.1 M KCl supporting electrolyte solution containing 0.4 M pyrrole; a deposition charge of
300 mC/cm2 was typically used permitting the growth of an approximately 0.7 µm thick
film [55]. The so-obtained Pt/PPy modified electrodes were successively overoxidized
at + 0.7 V (vs. Ag/AgCl, KCl satd.) in phosphate buffer (pH 7, I 0.1 M) for about 6 h
until a steady-state background current was observed; the resultant overoxidized Pt/PPy
electrodes (Pt/oPPy) were then washed with double distilled-deionized water and air-dried
at room temperature.

2.3.2. Biosensor Preparation

Choline oxidase (ChO) was immobilized onto bare Pt or Pt/oPPy electrodes as follow.
Then, 1.00 mg of ChO (corresponding to 14 units) and 16 mg of bovine serum albumin
(BSA) were carefully dissolved avoiding air bubble formation into 200 µL of phosphate
buffer (pH 6.5, I 0.1 M). The resulting solution was divided in two identical aliquots of
100 µL. An aliquot was mixed with 50 µL of phosphate buffer (pH 6.5, I 0.1 M) and 15 µL
of 2.5% glutaraldehyde (GLU) solution (25% GLU solution diluted 1:10 with phosphate
buffer pH 7.4, I 0.1 M) and used for ChO biosensor preparation. Alkaline phosphatase
(ALP) and ChO were co-immobilized onto bare Pt or Pt/oPPy electrodes as follow. The
remaining aliquot of the previous prepared ChO-BSA solution was mixed with 50 µL of
ALP (22,990 U/mL) and 15 µL of 2.5% GLU solution and used for ChO-ALP biosensor
preparation.

ChO and ChO-ALP biosensors were prepared as follow. Three µL of the enzyme
solution from the appropriate aliquots described above were carefully pipetted onto the
bare Pt or Pt/oPPy disk working electrode surface and meticulously spread out to cover
completely the electrode surface avoiding air bubble formation. After that, the so modified
electrode was left to crosslinking and air-drying at room temperature for few minutes.
To avoid any cross-contamination from weakly bounded ALP onto ChO biosensor in
dual electrodes experiments, both electrodes were successively cured with 10 µL of BSA
solution (16 mg of BSA into 300 µL of phosphate buffer pH 6.5, I 0.1 M) to saturate any
free glutaraldehyde residues left onto the enzyme membrane. Before their first use, the
biosensors were preliminarily soaked in the background electrolyte for few minutes to
allow removing of weakly bound or adsorbed enzyme and swelling of the enzyme layer.
When not in use, the biosensor was stored in phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, I 0.1 M, at 4 ◦C in
the dark.

2.3.3. Electrochemical Measurements

The detection potential in all the electrochemical measurements was chosen as the
lowest potential value, showing maximum sensitivity and pH independence towards
hydrogen peroxide oxidation and, hence, towards analyte detection.
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The detection potential in batch electrochemical, RDE experiments was + 0.7 V (vs.
Ag/AgCl, KCl satd.) and the rotation rate was 1000 rpm. A borate buffer (pH 9.0, I 0.1 M)
was used as supporting electrolyte and for sample analysis. Solutions were air saturated
and the temperature was ambient.

In flow injection electrochemical measurements, the detection potential was +0.7 V
(vs. Ag/AgCl, 3 M NaCl). Unless otherwise specified, in flow injection experiments, the
carrier stream was a borate buffer (pH 9.0, I 0.1 M), the sample injection volume was 20 µL,
and flow rate was 1 mL/min; solutions and carrier stream were air saturated and the
temperature was ambient.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Enzyme Immobilization and Choice of ALP Source

Choline oxidase (ChO) was immobilized and ChO and alkaline phosphatase (ALP)
were co-immobilized onto bare Pt or modified Pt electrodes by co-crosslinking [56], i.e.,
by crosslinking with glutaraldehyde (GLU) through the use of an inert protein, bovine
serum albumin (BSA), sweetening the crosslinker reactivity. This valuable immobilization
approach allowed us to obtain an immobilized enzyme layer with high biocomponent
activity and good mechanical properties by simply casting a small amount of the proper
co-crosslinking enzyme solution onto the electrode surface [37]. Obviously, the pH of
enzyme immobilization solution and the inert protein and crosslinker concentrations have
strong impact on the efficiency of enzyme immobilization and their catalytic properties so
that their influence was studied and optimized. In agreement with a previous finding [37],
the use of a phosphate buffer (pH 6.5, I 0.1 M) assured a good catalytic and mechanical
stability of the immobilized enzyme layer while reducing the co-crosslinking reaction
time; similarly, a BSA concentration of about 50 mg/mL and a GLU concentration of
nearly 0.2% permitted high enzyme loadings, reasonable gelation times while reducing
undesired denaturation effects. Finally, a volume Vc of 3 µL of the enzyme solution cast
onto the electrode surface assured the formation of a strongly adherent, thin enzymatic
membrane on the top of the working electrode with high permeation and low response
time towards both analytes and the produced hydrogen peroxide (for a deepening about
the influence of pH, BSA, GLU concentrations, and Vc, as well as for a morphological study
see references [37,42,53]).

In agreement with previous findings [37–42,54], ChO from Alcaligenes species (the
almost unique available commercial source) proved successful for the realization of Ch
biosensors. ALP, vice versa, comes from different sources and distinctive commercial
preparations (see Section 2) so the choice of a satisfactory ALP source for successful PCh
biosensing required the preparation of different Pt/ChO-ALP biosensors at different ratios
of their enzyme activities and their preliminary analytical characterization in batch electro-
chemical, rotating disk electrode (RDE) experiments. In this context, absolute and relative
analyte sensitivities, response time, operational and long-term stability of the relevant
biosensors were the analytical performances here studied to select the optimal enzyme
source (see Table S1 in Supplementary Materials for a relevant survey about). Almost all
the enzyme sources gave biosensors with low absolute and relative PCh sensitivity respect
to Ch one. Interesting, increasing the ALP to ChO activity ratio to increase the relative PCh
sensitivity towards Ch did not give the expected result since the PCh absolute sensitivity
remained almost the same. This suggested that the PCh response poorly depends on ChO
loading (i.e., it is saturating) while Ch response is ChO loading limiting. Accordingly,
tweaking the ALP to ChO activity ratio was unsuccessful for optimizing the performances
of most biosensors. Anyway, among the different enzyme sources, ALP from bovine intesti-
nal mucosa (22,990 U/mL, product code 79835, see Section 2) permitted the fabrication of
Pt/ChO-ALP biosensors with the highest Ch and PCh absolute sensitivities, suitable sensi-
tivity ratio, and high operational and long-term stability; notably, Pt/ChO-ALP biosensors
as here developed showed enzyme layers so stable under stirred or flowing solutions and
response times (as evaluated in batch RDE experiments) so low for both analytes (about
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1 s) to allow their use in flow injection analysis without any distortion of the relevant
flow injection sample peaks. Accordingly, this enzyme source was selected for further
experiments where ChO and ALP were co-immobilized onto the Pt working electrode of
a typical thin-layer electrochemical cell (see Scheme S1 in Supplementary Materials for
further details).

3.2. Influence of Buffer Composition and Its pH

Preliminary, the effect of buffer composition was studied by using different buffers. In
agreement with previous findings [54], phosphate and borate buffers showed the highest
responses towards Ch at Pt/ChO-ALP electrodes; anyway, the PCh used in our experiments
comes from its calcium salt (see Section 2), so phosphate buffers were excluded to avoid
any calcium phosphate precipitation in solution.

The influence of pH on the Pt/Cho-ALP biosensor responses towards Ch and PCh was
investigated in the pH range 6–10 using a universal buffer (acetate/borate/tris) at fixed
ionic strength (I 0.1 M) as supporting electrolyte (note that the influence of pH on Pt/ChO
biosensor was studied and reported elsewhere [37]). As Figure S1 in Supplementary
Materials shows, a characteristic bell-shaped curve was observed for both analytes with
a maximum located at about pH 9; notably, the behavior observed at the Pt/Cho-ALP
biosensor towards Ch agrees with that observed at a Pt/ChO biosensor [37], suggesting
that the immobilized ALP does not induce any significant change on ChO kinetics. Further,
the observed maximum for immobilized ALP agrees with the optimal pH reported for its
soluble form [57,58], indicating that the enzyme membrane does not influence significantly
the ionization process of the immobilized enzyme.

Finally, the effect of magnesium ions on PCh response at the Pt/Cho-ALP biosensor
was also investigated since an enhancement of ALP activity by Mg++ was reported else-
where [59]. On contrast, in the present case, no PCh response increase was observed using
magnesium chloride up to 0.5 mM so this salt was not used in the supporting electrolyte.

Accordingly, a borate buffer at pH 9 was used in all the experiments.

3.3. Analytical Performances of the Dual Electrode Biosensor

Due to the enzymatic detection approach here used, where PCh needs firstly to be
converted to Ch for its detection (see the enzyme reactions in the Introduction section),
a single Pt/ChO-ALP biosensor can just perform an integrated determination of both
analytes. The feasibility of a simultaneous determination of Ch and PCh by flow injection
analysis has been here studied developing a dual electrode amperometric biosensor (see
Scheme 1 and Scheme S1 in Supplementary Materials for further details), provided that the
Pt/ChO-ALP biosensor gives additivity of Ch and PCh responses and crosstalk side effects
due to e.g., hydrogen peroxide detection by both the electrodes are absent (vide infra).

In this respect, Figure 1 shows typical flow injection responses observed at the dual
electrode, amperometric biosensor due to replicate injections of standard solutions of
both analytes. Flow injection peaks showed peak shapes and widths quite similar to
those observed for common electroactive substances (e.g., hydrogen peroxide) at bare
Pt electrode, thus suggesting that the enzymatic conversion is much faster than flowing
sample and the presence of the enzymatic membranes onto the electrode surface does not
hinder the permeation of both substrates and the product of the enzymatic reaction.
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Scheme 1. The approach for the simultaneous determination by the dual electrode (parallel configu-
ration) amperometric biosensor thin-layer cell (as shown in Scheme S1 in Supplementary Materials)
used in the flow injection experiments for Ch and PCh analysis (a) and the example of a crosstalk
effect in measurements (b). ChO and ALP/ChO refer to ChO and ALP/ChO biosensors, respectively,
the black curved arrows (left side in both sketches) represent the enzymatic detection, the blue ones,
the carrier flow direction while iCh and iPCh the currents for Ch and PCh measurements, respectively,
as measured at their respective electrical connections. The larger black curved arrow (right side in
right sketch) represents the potential crosstalk effect due to hydrogen peroxide detection from the
side electrode.

Figure 1. Typical flow injection responses at the dual electrode biosensor for replicate injections of
Ch 0.1 mM (Ch1), 0.05 mM (Ch2), 0.025 mM (Ch3), 0.01 mM (Ch4) and PCh 0.5 mM (PCh1), 0.25 mM
(PCh2), 0.1 mM (PCh3), 0.05 mM (PCh4). Upper and lower traces refer to responses at Pt/ChO
and Pt/Cho-ALP biosensors, respectively. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); flow rate
1 mL/min; injection volume 20 µL. Other experimental conditions as described in Section 2.
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Due to the detection scheme, Ch responses were observed at both the enzyme modified
electrodes (i.e., Pt/ChO and Pt/ChO-ALP, left side upper and lower traces in Figure 1,
respectively) while PCh responses were observed only at the Pt/ChO-ALP biosensor (right
side lower traces in Figure 1), whereas they are practically absent at the Pt/ChO electrode
(right side upper traces in Figure 1) if not due to injection artefacts (vide infra). As Figure 1
demonstrates, the dual electrode amperometric biosensors are practically crosstalk-free (i.e.,
no PCh responses were observed at the parallel Pt/ChO electrode due to e.g., hydrogen
peroxide lateral diffusion from the side Pt/ChO-ALP biosensor). Further, the occurrence of
somewhat cross-contamination from weakly bounded ALP onto ChO biosensor during
their use (and thus generating crosstalk) was avoided by saturating any free GLU residues
left onto the enzyme membrane by BSA (a provision used for biosensor preparation, see
Section 2). Indeed, in some cases, a crosstalk effect was observed for some PCh batches, with
spurious responses at the Pt/ChO biosensor, which increased with the PCh concentration
increase: fortunately, this was only due to traces of Ch in some commercial preparations,
as verified by purifying PCh standard solution by a strong cation exchange column, so care
should be used in selecting and using PCh standards.

Figure 2 shows typical calibration curves at the dual electrode biosensor. As can be
seen, all plots displayed linear and saturated responses at low and high concentrations,
respectively, for both analytes and for both biosensors, confirming the kinetic behavior
expected for an enzyme catalysis. Michaelis–Menten data fitting (correlation coefficients
better than 0.997) gave apparent kinetic constants reported in Table 1. As Figure 2 and
Table 1 show, ALP co-immobilization had a detrimental effect on ChO maximal response
(i.e., the maximal current I’max for Ch at Pt/ChO-ALP was about half with respect to
Pt/ChO) but the apparent Michaelis–Menten constants K’m were almost the same suggest-
ing that the ChO loading in ChO-ALP membrane is lower, e.g., the co-immobilization of
ALP lowers the efficiency in ChO immobilization. Finally, I’max for PCh was even lower
while K’m was higher. Fortunately, all these kinetic features will not preclude the analytical
performances of both biosensors, as it will show below.

Figure 2. Calibration curves at the dual electrode biosensor for replicate injections of Ch and PCh.
Continuous lines refer to Michaelis-Menten fitting of data. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I

0.1 M); flow rate 1 mL/min; injection volume 20 µL. Other experimental conditions as described in
the Section 2.
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Table 1. Analytical performances at the (unmodified) dual electrode biosensor 1.

Analyte Biosensor K’m
2 (mM) I’max

3 (µA)
Sensitivity
(µA/mM)

Linear Range
(µM)

LOD 4

(µM/pmol)

PCh Pt/ChO-ALP 3.6 ± 0.2 1.03 ± 0.02 0.216 7–1000 6.9/139
Ch Pt/ChO-ALP 1.19 ± 0.07 3.6 ± 0.1 2.03 0.7–1000 0.68/13.6
Ch Pt/ChO 2.1 ± 0.3 7.3 ± 0.3 2.13 0.7–1000 0.65/13.0

1 Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); flow rate 1 mL/min; injection volume 20 µL. Other experimental
conditions as described in Section 2; 2 K’m: apparent Michaelis-Menten constant; 3 I’max: apparent maximal
current; 4 LOD: relative (µM) and absolute (pmol injected) limit of detection calculated at a signal-to-noise ratio
of 3.

Linear parts of calibration curves from Figure 1 are shown in Figure S2: as can be seen,
the dual electrode biosensor gave excellent linear responses for both analytes and at both
the electrodes. Linear fitting of their data (correlation coefficients better than 0.999) gave the
sensitivities reported in Table 1: sensitivities towards Ch were practically identical for both
the sensors and the responses were linear for more than 3 decades of Ch concentrations
(see Table 1). Sensitivity towards PCh detection (see Table 1) was almost a tenth than Ch
but sufficiently higher to permit PCh detection as expected in real sample (see below); of
course, the lower sensitivity reduced the PCh linear range (see Table 1) due to a higher
detection limit (see below). Lastly, the within-a-day coefficients of variations (CV) for
replicate (n = 5) PCh injections were 4.3%, 2.1%, and 1.9% at 250, 25, and 5 µM PCh levels,
respectively. At the same, the Pt/ChO-ALP electrode, CVs for replicate (n = 5) Ch injections
were 2.9%, 2.3%, and 2.5% at 100, 10, and 1 µM PCh levels, respectively, whereas at the
Pt/ChO electrode, were 1.3%, 3.0%, and 3.4% at the same Ch levels.

Figure 3 shows the dual electrode biosensor responses for replicate injection of Ch and
PCh at concentration levels close to their detection limits. As can be seen, the responses
are mainly limited slightly by a signal drift (almost due to the peristaltic pump used
in the flow injection setup) but significantly by the presence of injection artefacts on
analyte determination (see responses in figure where B refers to replicate injections of the
carrier solution) due to the change of pressure occurring at the injection step: both signal
limitations were included in the noise floor analysis. In this respect, Table 1 reports the
observed limit of detection (LOD) for Ch and PCh at a signal-to-noise ratio of 3. Please
note that in Table 1 and whenever it applies, the absolute limit of detection expresses the
minimum amount of analyte detectable, while the relative limit of detection refers to the
minimum concentration of analyte detectable. Of course, these values can be significantly
lowered by using a pulseless pumping system and an improved sample injector as proved
elsewhere [38]. Nevertheless, the present LOD values are much better than those reported
using the complex and expensive NMR spectroscopy techniques. In fact, for Ch, they are
typically in the millimolar range [22,32], sometimes requiring scan times up to 10 h; only
the high sophisticated 1H–14N HSQC detection technique [27] gives (estimated) LOD of
about 2 µM using a 16 min scan time (reported LOD for Ch is 1 mM at a S/N = 1700),
which is still higher than the present LODs. Analytical approaches using the enzimatic
conversion, as in the present case, but using enzyme reactors and electrohemical detection,
described higher LODs [34]. Further, neither LODs for PCh, neither a simultaneous
determination with Ch were reported [34–36]. LC/MS standard approaches [14,15,17,18]
stated in the best cases both absolute and relative LODs, comparable with those reported
in Table 1; anyway, more complex and expensive LC/MS techniques [21] reported LODs
down to nanomolar range. Even if not so sensitive as the last technique, the present
approach shows linear ranges and LODs more than adequate for real sample analysis (see
references [14,15,17,18,21,22,27,32,34–36] for sample and analyte ranges).

In flow injection approaches using an amperometric biosensor as in the present case,
flow rate is well-known to rule the apparent enzyme kinetics and the measured currents [60].
In this respect, Figure S3 reports the flow rate dependences for Ch and PCh at the dual
amperometric biosensor. For both analytes, the biosensor responses decreased, increasing
the flow rate, leveling off starting from about 1 mL/min. This behavior, already reported
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and rationalized elsewhere (see for example references [37–39,42]), is anticipated since
increasing the flow rate reduces the enzymatic conversion efficiency and/or diffuses away
from the enzyme membrane (and hence from the Pt electrode) that produced hydrogen
peroxide. Figure S3 apparently shows better analytical performances at low flow rate since
of the higher responses: unfortunately, injection artefacts increased as well (see Figure S4),
thus nullifying the increased response of analyte. Indeed, while at 0.2 mL/min, LOD for
PCh was 6.5 µM (corresponding to 130 pmol injected), LODs for Ch at the same flow rate
were 0.69 µM (13.7 pmol injected) and 0.78 µM (15.6 pmol injected) at Pt/ChO and Pt/ChO-
ALP electrodes, respectively, i.e., comparable with those reported in Table 1. Accordingly, a
flow rate of 1 mL/min was selected since the onset of the flow rate independence shown in
Figure S3.

Figure 3. Typical flow injection responses at the dual electrode biosensor for replicate injections of
Ch 2.5 µM (Ch1), 1.25 µM (Ch2), 0.625 µM (Ch3) and PCh 25 µM (PCh1), 12.5 µM (PCh2), 6.25 µM
(PCh3); B refers to responses due to replicate injections of the carrier solution, i.e., the buffer used for
preparing sample solutions. Upper and lower traces refer to responses at Pt/ChO and Pt/ChO-ALP
biosensors, respectively. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); flow rate 1 mL/min; injection
volume 20 µL. Other experimental conditions as described in Section 2.
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3.4. Simultaneous Determination of Ch and PCh at the Dual Electrode Biosensor

Even if the present dual electrode biosensor demonstrated excellent analytical perfor-
mances for single analyte detection, a simultaneous determination of both analytes requires
that all the molecular events (i.e., enzyme catalysis/electrochemical detection) occurring
for Ch detection does not interfere with those similarly involved for PCh and vice versa. In
the best case, the amperometric responses for both analytes should be linearly related to
their concentration levels, in their respective linear ranges, as described by the following
relations:

IBI = K1 [Ch] + K2 [PCh] (1)

IM = K3 [Ch] (2)

where IBI and IM are the amperometric responses at Pt/ChO-ALP and Pt/ChO electrodes,
respectively, [Ch] and [PCh] are the concentration levels in the sample mixture of both
analytes, while K1, K2, and K3 are the respective analyte sensitivities. To validate the
additivity of analyte responses, several Ch and PCh mixtures were analyzed using the
present dual electrode biosensor for a concentration range as listed in Table 1 in the linear
range column. In this respect, Figure 4 shows the 3d plot of the observed responses at
the Pt/ChO electrode, while Figure 5 shows some relevant slices of the 3d plot at some
constant analyte levels.

Figure 4. Calibration 3d plot at the Pt/ChO electrode of the dual electrode biosensor for replicate
injections of mixtures of Ch and PCh. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); flow rate
1 mL/min; injection volume 20 µL. Other experimental conditions as described in Section 2.

Due to the specificity towards Ch and the lack of any crosstalk effects, the ampero-
metric responses shown in Figure 4 for Pt/ChO of the present dual electrode biosensor
are linearly related to Ch but independent of PCh. Accordingly, the detector response
is represented by a plane with a slope equal to Ch sensitivity at the Pt/ChO electrode,
parallel to the PCh concentration axis and with zero intercept. Particularly, Figure 5 (upper
plot) shows the linear dependence of responses towards Ch whatever the PCh level in
the sample mixture while the constant behaviors observed in the lower plots in Figure 5
certified the independence of Ch responses from PCh whatever the Ch level. Accordingly,
the responses of the dual electrode biosensor at the Pt/ChO detector can be described by
Equation (2).
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Figure 5. Calibration lines at the Pt/ChO electrode of the dual electrode biosensor for replicate
injections of mixtures of Ch and PCh at several concentration levels of PCh (upper plot) and Ch
(lower plot). Continuous lines refer to linear fitting of data. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9,
I 0.1 M); flow rate 1 mL/min; injection volume 20 µL. Other experimental conditions as described
Section 2.

On the other hand, Figure 6 shows the 3d plot of the observed responses at the
Pt/ChO-ALP electrode, while Figure 7 shows some relevant slices of the 3d plot at some
constant analyte levels. As Figure 6 shows, the amperometric responses at the Pt/ChO-
ALP electrode are linearly and additively dependent from both analytes: now the plane
representing the detector response has its lower vertex at zero and tilted as the sensitivities
toward Ch and PCh. Particularly, both plots in Figure 7 confirmed the additivity of
responses for both analytes in the relevant linear ranges reported in Table 1. According to
these experimental findings, Equation (1) can be used to describe the responses of Ch and
PCh at the Pt/ChO-ALP electrode of the present biosensor; in particular, this relation can
be simplified to:

IBI = K1 [Ch] + A2 (3)

for Ch determination (Figure 7, upper plot), and to:

IBI = A1 + K2 [PCh] (4)

for PCh determination (Figure 7, lower plot), A1 and A2 representing the constant values
of Ch and PCh, respectively.
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Figure 6. Calibration 3d plot at the Pt/ChO-ALP electrode of the dual electrode biosensor for
replicate injections of mixtures of Ch and PCh. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); flow
rate 1 mL/min; injection volume 20 µL. Other experimental conditions as described in Section 2.

Figure 7. Calibration lines at the Pt/ChO-ALP electrode of the dual electrode biosensor for replicate
injections of mixtures of Ch and PCh at several concentration levels of PCh (upper plot) and Ch
(lower plot). Continuous lines refer to linear fitting of data. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I

0.1 M); flow rate 1 mL/min; injection volume 20 µL. Other experimental conditions as described in
Section 2.
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Due to these experimental results, proper calibration of the Pt/ChO electrode (i.e., the
determination of K3 in Equation (2)) can permit to analyze Ch levels in the sample whatever
the PCh concentration. Similarly, calibration of the Pt/ChO-ALP electrode toward Ch and
PCh (i.e., the determination of K1 and K2 in Equation (1)) can allow PCh determination in
Ch/PCh mixtures since the Ch contribution to the overall response can be calculated by
the simultaneous response at the Pt/ChO electrode.

Finally, it should be noted that the behavior of the dual electrode biosensors has been
studied even for Ch and PCh concentrations greater than their respective linear range
upper limits, i.e., when the enzyme kinetics of both enzymes are not linear and saturating
(see Figure 2 and Table 1 for the relevant analyte levels). This characterization, of course,
had no relevance for the analytical studies of the proposed biosensor due to the non-linear
responses so that was not here described. Nevertheless, a significant depression of Ch
responses was observed for high PCh levels, thus suggesting ChO inhibition by PCh,
an inhibition phenomenon never reported for this enzyme. A detailed study about this
behavior is reported elsewhere.

3.5. Interference-Free Performances of the Dual Electrode Biosensor

Even if the enzymatic transduction assures specific biorecognition of Ch and PCh,
unfortunately the succeeding electrochemical detection is poorly selective since any en-
dogenous electroactive compounds in the sample could give an amperometric response if
oxidable at the potential of hydrogen peroxide detection. Of course, this side effect at least
biases the analyte responses. As a proof of this deleterious effect, Figure S5 compares typi-
cal flow injection responses of Ch and PCh at the dual electrode biosensor with those due to
representative endogenous electroactive compounds, namely ascorbate (AA), urate (AU),
and cysteine (CYS) at their respective physiological levels in biological fluids. As can be
seen, the co-occurrence of these compounds generates significant bias on analyte response,
even many times higher than e.g., the Ch response (compare with AU responses). Even if
lowering the flow rate is expected to increase the biosensor response (see above) while de-
creasing the faradic currents due to interferent oxidation, the bias introduced in the analyte
measurement is still dramatic even at low flow rate (as Figure S6 shows), so an application
to real sample analysis appears impracticable using this biosensor configuration.

The usual approach in amperometric biosensors to overcomes this adverse effect is the
use of discrete membranes (like polycarbonate, cellulose, and so) onto the electrode surface,
selectively limiting the diffusion of endogenous electroactive compounds present in the
sample. In addition to be scarcely effective, the use of these relatively macroscopic and
thick membranes limits also, usually by distortion, the analyte response and precludes any
miniaturization of the sensing device [48–52]. Electropolymerized non-conducting films
with built-in permselectivity [39,41–54,61] have extensively demonstrated to protect the
sensor surface from electrode fouling effects (e.g., due to high molecular weight proteins
in sample) and to remove, with unmatched efficiency, common electroactive interfering
species in glucose, Ch, and Ach, as well as in lysine determination in real sample analysis
(e.g., blood, serum, dialysates, tissue homogenate). In this approach, a suitable monomer
(e.g., o-aminophenol, pyrrole, 2-naphthol) is electrooxidized at the Pt electrode surface so
forming in situ a polymeric, non-conducting, strong adherent film with adverse perms-
electivity towards many endogenous electroactive compounds; apart from minimizing
these undesired, interferent effects, this approach easily permits the deposition of very
thin-film (so not distorting the analyte response), even with multilayer facilities and, due
to the electrochemical deposition technique there used, permits the miniaturization of any
sensing device.

Accordingly, in the present case, both the electrodes of the dual electrode biosensor
were modified, before enzyme immobilization, by filming the bare Pt electrodes with
overoxidized polypyrrole (oPPy): the resulting electrodes, here described as Pt/oPPy/ChO
and Pt/oPPy/ChO-ALP electrodes, proved highly stable in stirred or flowing solution since
modified with a thin film quite adherent to the enzyme membrane and to the underneath
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Pt surface. The high selectivity of the electrochemical detection obtained here by this
approach is shown by Figure 8, where low Ch and PCh levels are compared to responses
due to some endogenous electroactive compounds at their physiological concentrations; as
the figure demonstrates, the modification with oPPy dramatically reduces the interferent
effect due to these substances (compare Figure 8 with Figure S5 where this electrode
modification was not there used): in particular, the interference effect due to AA and CYS
is practically suppressed whereas the interference signal due to AU is even much more
suppressed. Similar interference-free performances were also observed at low flow rate
(e.g., 0.2 mL/min, see Figure S7). Notably, also the undesired artefacts due to sample
injection were significantly reduced (compare responses B in Figure 8 with those already
shown in Figure 3): undoubtedly, the oPPy modification makes somewhat the electrode
immunes from the dielectric constant changes due to the injected buffer and/or pressure
changes during sample injection. At the same time, the presence of oPPy film onto the Pt
electrode does not limit or reduce the analytical signal, i.e., the oxidation of the enzymatic
produced hydrogen peroxide, as a comparison of Figure 8 with Figure 3 (where oPPy
modification is absent) shows. In this respect, Table 2 (and Table S2 for low flow rates)
summarizes the analytical performances of the dual electrode biosensor modified by oPPy:
with respect to data already reported in Table 1, sensitivities were just a bit lower that the
unmodified case while linear ranges were practically identical; on the contrary, absolute
and relative LODs were significantly lower as a consequence of the reduced noise (e.g.,
injection artefacts) in measurements, confirming that the performances of the biosensor
were quite adequate for real sample analysis even at low analyte levels.

Table 2. Analytical performances at the oPPy modified dual electrode biosensor 1.

Analyte Biosensor
Sensitivity
(µA/mM)

Linear Range
(µM)

LOD 2

(µM/pmol)

PCh Pt/oPPy/ChO-ALP 0.197 3–1000 2.7/53.6
Ch Pt/oPPy/ChO-ALP 1.30 0.3–1000 0.19/3.9
Ch Pt/oPPy/ChO 1.39 0.3–1000 0.28/5.6

1 Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); flow rate 1 mL/min; injection volume 20 µL. Other experimental
conditions as described in Section 2. 2 LOD: relative (µM) and absolute (pmol injected) limit of detection calculated
at a signal-to-noise ratio of 3.

A quantitative mode to describe the interference effect due to endogenous electroactive
compounds relies on the use of the analyte bias factor, i.e., the concentration (or the
amount) of the analyte (Ch or PCh in the present case) which generates a response equal
to those of interferent species at their maximal physiological levels. Accordingly, Table 3
reports the tested bias values on Ch and PCh measurements as due to AA, AU, and
CYS interferences. As can be seen, in the worst cases, the interferent effects due to the
investigated interferents mimic an analyte response (bias) corresponding to 0.25 and
1.6 µM for Ch and PCh, respectively. All the observed biases were comparable if not lower
than LODs performed for Ch and PCh: in particular, the biases introduced in analyte
measurements were comparable to the observed artefacts due to injection so noise due
sample analysis cannot be distinguished from interference response. Of course, this assured
that the present biosensor, as modified by oPPy, is certainly specific towards Ch and PCh
at least for the endogenous interference compounds here tested.
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Figure 8. Typical flow injection responses at the oPPy modified dual electrode biosensor for replicate
injections of Ch 2.5 µM (Ch1), 1.25 µM (Ch2), 0.625 µM (Ch3), PCh 25 µM (PCh1), 12.5 µM (PCh2),
6.25 µM (PCh3) compared to responses due to AA 0.1 mM, AU 0.5 mM, and CYS 0.2 mM; B refers to
responses due to replicate injections of the carrier solution, i.e., the buffer used for preparing sample
solutions. Upper and lower traces refer to responses at Pt/oPPy/ChO and Pt/oPPy/ChO-ALP
biosensors, respectively. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); flow rate 1 mL/min; injection
volume 20 µL. Other experimental conditions as described in Section 2.

Table 3. Biases on Ch and PCh measurements by interferents at the oPPy modified dual electrode
biosensor 1.

Analyte Biosensor
Bias (µM) For:

AA (0.1 mM) AU (0.5 mM) CYS (0.2 mM)

PCh Pt/oPPy/ChO-ALP 1.5 1.2 1.6
Ch Pt/oPPy/ChO-ALP 0.19 0.15 0.22
Ch Pt/oPPy/ChO 0.2 0.14 0.25

1 Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); flow rate 1 mL/min; injection volume 20 µL. Other experimental
conditions as described in Section 2.

The analytical performances of the here described dual electrode biosensor demon-
strated quite appealing in terms of sensitivities, linear ranges, LODs, and high specificity
so application to real sample analysis appears promising: unfortunately, biological sample
like biological fluids and tissues, where significant Ch and PCh levels are expected (see the
Introduction section), were not available, particularly during these last times. Anyway, the
proposed dual electrode biosensor was tested for the simultaneous determination of Ch and
PCh in biologically-like synthetic sample (i.e., bovine serum albumin solutions enriched
with endogenous electroactive compounds) spiked with known amount of several Ch/PCh
mixtures: according to a paired Student’s t-test (1—α = 0.95 level), the found analyte levels
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were not significantly different from those observed for Ch/PCh standards so excluding
any matrix effects in analyte quantitation due to high molecular proteins in the sample.
Further, the successfully application of alike biosensors in high complex sample like foods
and biological fluids [38,40–45,48,51–54] could comfort about a successfully application
even for the more complex sample.

3.6. Stability of the Dual Electrode Biosensor

The stability of the biosensor was studied either at short or long time. The operational
stability was tested by repetitive injection of Ch/PCh mixtures under the continuous run of
the flow injection system: during all the working day (8—12 h), no significant difference in
responses was observed for both the analyte and the within-a-day CVs were those already
here reported (see above).

Storage and long-term stability of the dual electrode biosensor was studied by discon-
tinuously monitoring the Ch and PCh responses of a biosensor continuously used over
about one month and stored in buffer at 4 ◦C in the dark when not in use: no significant
loss in sensitivity was observed during more than 30 days, after an initial sensitivity drop
of about 30% observed gradually during the first 5 days.

4. Conclusions

Ch and PCh levels in tissues are associated with tissue growth and so to carcinogenesis.
Very few methods have been reported till now demonstrating capable of Ch or PCh analysis
and even fewer of a simultaneous determination of both analytes, while the ratio of Ch/PCh
levels, rather than their absolute levels, is useful as a diagnostic and prognostic marker
in these pathologies. Since all these methods rely on highly sophisticated and expensive
analytical techniques (NMR spectroscopy or GC/LC-high resolution mass spectrometry),
there is the necessity to design and develop more simple, fast, specific, and accurate
analytical approaches, as usually necessary in clinical and medical fields.

This paper demonstrates that biosensing could permit the development of simple,
easy to fabricate, and easy to use analytical devices, satisfying the above goals. By co-
crosslinking of ChO or ChO-ALP enzymes onto the Pt surface of a simple electrochemical
thin-layer cell, a novel PCh biosensor has been developed, a biosensor never reported
before. Further, coupling the developed biosensor with a parallel ChO sensor in a dual
electrode electrochemical cell, a crosstalk-free dual electrode biosensor has been also
developed, permitting the simultaneous determination of Ch and PCh in flow injection
analysis. This novel sensing device performed remarkably in terms of sensitivity, linear
range, and limit of detection, thus exceeding in most cases the more complex analytical
instrumentations.

To circumvent matrix effects in real sample analysis due to high molecular weight
proteins and endogenous electroactive compounds generating deleterious fouling effects
onto the electrodes and unpredictable bias on analyte responses, respectively, electropoly-
merized non-conducting films with built-in permselectivity have been used to increase the
selectivity of the electrochemical detection. Thus, electrode modification by oPPy permitted
the development a fouling- and interferent-free dual electrode biosensor which appeared
surely promising for the simultaneous determination of Ch and PCh in a real sample like
biological fluids and tissues. Work in this direction is in progress in the present laboratory.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/s21103545/s1, Scheme S1. Schematic diagram of the flow injection setup used in the experi-
ments showing in particular the electrochemical cell and the relevant dual electrode biosensor used
in the amperometric measurements (the reference electrode and the flow cell gaskets were omitted
for sake of figure clarity). Table S1. Comparison of main analytical performances of choline oxidase
(ChO)/alkaline phosphatase (ALP) biosensors produced with different ALP sources. Figure S1.
Normalized sensitivities towards Ch and PCh vs pH at a typical rotating disk Pt/ChO-ALP electrode.
Supporting electrolyte: acetate/borate/tris buffer (I 0.1 M). Rotation rate: 1000 rpm. Experimental
condition as described in the Materials and Methods section of the paper. Figure S2. Linear parts of
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the calibration curves at the dual electrode biosensor for replicate injections of Ch and PCh as shown
in Figure 1 (see the relevant section of the paper). Continuous lines refer to linear fitting of data
(correlation coefficients better than 0.999). Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); flow rate
1 mL/min; injection volume 20 µL. Other experimental conditions as described in the Materials and
Methods section of the paper. Figure S3. Normalized peak currents vs flow rate plots for replicate
injections of Ch (2.5 µM) and PCh (25 µM) at Pt/ChO (left) and Pt/ChO-ALP (right) dual electrode
biosensor. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); injection volume 20 µL. Other experimental
conditions as described in the Materials and Methods section of the paper. Figure S4. Typical flow
injection responses at the dual electrode biosensor for replicate injections of Ch 2.5 µM (Ch1), 1.25 µM
(Ch2), 0.625 µM (Ch3) and PCh 25 µM (PCh1), 12.5 µM (PCh2), 6.25 µM (PCh3); B refers to responses
due to replicate injections of the carrier solution, i.e., the buffer used for preparing sample solutions.
Upper and lower traces refer to responses at Pt/ChO and Pt/Cho-ALP biosensors, respectively.
Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); flow rate 0.2 mL/min; injection volume 20 µL. Other
experimental conditions as described in the Materials and Methods section of the paper. Figure S5.
Comparison of flow injection responses at the dual electrode biosensor for replicate injections of
Ascorbate (AA, 0.1 mM), Urate (AU, 0.5 mM), Cysteine (CYS, 0.2 mM), Ch (0.1 mM), and PCh (1 mM)
at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Upper and lower traces refer to responses at Pt/ChO and Pt/Cho-ALP
biosensors, respectively. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); injection volume 20 µL. Other
experimental conditions as described in the Materials and Methods section of the paper. Figure S6.
Comparison of flow injection responses at the dual electrode biosensor for replicate injections of
Ascorbate (AA, 0.1 mM), Urate (AU, 0.5 mM), Cysteine (CYS, 0.2 mM), Ch (0.1 mM), and PCh (1 mM)
at a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min. Upper and lower traces refer to responses at Pt/ChO and Pt/Cho-ALP
biosensors, respectively. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); injection volume 20 µL. Other
experimental conditions as described in the Materials and Methods section of the paper. Figure S7.
Typical flow injection responses at the oPPy modified dual electrode biosensor for replicate injections
of Ch 2.5 µM (Ch1), 1.25 µM (Ch2), 0.625 µM (Ch3), PCh 25 µM (PCh1), 12.5 µM (PCh2), 6.25 µM
(PCh3) compared to responses due to AA 0.1 mM, AU 0.5 mM, and CYS 0.2 mM; B refers to responses
due to replicate injections of the carrier solution, i.e., the buffer used for preparing sample solutions.
Upper and lower traces refer to responses at Pt/oPPy/ChO and Pt/oPPy/ChO-ALP biosensors,
respectively. Carrier solution: borate buffer (pH 9, I 0.1 M); flow rate 0.2 mL/min; injection volume
20 µL. Other experimental conditions as described in the Materials and Methods section of the paper.
Table S2. Analytical performances at the oPPy modified dual electrode biosensor1 at low flow rate.
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Abstract: In this paper, a novel electron mediator, 1-methoxy-5-ethyl phenazinium ethyl
sulfate (mPES), was introduced as a versatile mediator for disposable enzyme sensor strips,
employing representative flavin oxidoreductases, lactate oxidase (LOx), glucose dehydrogenase
(GDH), and fructosyl peptide oxidase (FPOx). A disposable lactate enzyme sensor with oxygen
insensitive Aerococcus viridans-derived engineered LOx (AvLOx), with A96L mutant as the enzyme,
was constructed. The constructed lactate sensor exhibited a high sensitivity (0.73 ± 0.12 µA/mM)
and wide linear range (0–50 mM lactate), showings that mPES functions as an effective mediator for
AvLOx. Employing mPES as mediator allowed this amperometric lactate sensor to be operated at
a relatively low potential of +0.2 V to 0 V vs. Ag/AgCl, thus avoiding interference from uric acid
and acetaminophen. The lactate sensors were adequately stable for at least 48 days of storage at
25 ◦C. These results indicated that mPES can be replaced with 1-methoxy-5-methyl phenazinium
methyl sulfate (mPMS), which we previously reported as the best mediator for AvLOx-based lactate
sensors. Furthermore, this study revealed that mPES can be used as an effective electron mediator for
the enzyme sensors employing representative flavin oxidoreductases, GDH-based glucose sensors,
and FPOx-based hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) sensors.

Keywords: 1-methoxy-5-ethyl phenazinium ethyl sulfate; disposable enzyme sensor; lactate
oxidase; glucose dehydrogenase; fructosyl peptide oxidase; electrochemical enzyme sensor;
biomedical engineering

1. Introduction

Electrochemical enzyme sensors are the most widely studied form of biosensors due to their
simple construction and achievable adequate performance. As is commonly known, in electrochemical
enzyme sensors, the substrate (or analyte) is oxidized by a redox enzyme, which results in a product
and a reduced cofactor of the enzyme in the reductive half reaction; in other words, electrons are
transferred from the substrate to the cofactor of the enzyme [1]. For example, lactate is oxidized by
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the flavoenzyme lactate oxidase (LOx) harboring flavin mononucleotide (FMN) as a cofactor [2–6].
This results in pyruvate and reduced flavin. In first-generation electrochemical enzyme sensors, the
reduced cofactor is reoxidized, and molecular oxygen (O2) is reduced to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
in the subsequent oxidative half reaction [7–9]. The resulting H2O2 is then oxidized at the surface
of the electrode, which is held at an appropriate potential; thus, the electrons are transferred to the
electrode and can be measured as an electrochemical current signal. However, the oxidation of H2O2

requires a high potential (≥+0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl [1,9]). At this high potential, oxidation of other redox
substances in blood can occur, which leads to an erroneous increase in the response current and can
cause serious problems [1]. In second-generation electrochemical biosensors, this problem is solved by
utilizing an artificial electron mediator to transfer electrons from the reduced cofactor of the enzyme to
the electrode. Mediators are preferentially used, especially in disposable strip-type enzyme sensors,
because they allow a lower application potential than what is necessary to oxidize H2O2, which leads
to fewer errors due to redox interference.

Second-generation electrochemical biosensors for lactate are currently commercially available for
several applications, including self-monitoring [10] and point-of-care testing [11] of blood lactate. Blood
lactate levels are a relevant parameter in clinical diagnosis and sports medicine, and the availability of
disposable enzyme sensors for the determination of blood lactate is increasing.

LOx derived from Aerococcus viridans (AvLOx) is widely used in lactate enzyme sensors [12–19],
including in commercially available lactate sensor strips [11]. However, LOx utilizes O2 as an electron
acceptor, which causes inherent problems in second-generation sensors and results in a lower sensor
signal. This problem is common to second-generation biosensors utilizing oxidases and can be
solved by utilizing dehydrogenases, which do not utilize O2 as an electron acceptor. Our group
recently engineered AvLOx to have a very low reactivity to O2, thus converting the enzyme into a
dehydrogenase [18]. By utilizing this engineered AvLOx, an A96L mutant, the influence of O2 is
minimized. Thus, utilizing this mutant enzyme can increase the accuracy of lactate sensors.

Attempts are continuing to improve the performance of second-generation lactate sensors,
including improving their accuracy and shelf life. In addition to the enzyme, the mediator is a
key element in second-generation electrochemical enzyme sensors, so the choice of mediator to be
employed in enzyme sensors is one way to improve their performance. When choosing the mediator,
the preference of the enzyme for the mediator as its electron acceptor must to be considered, as it
affects the efficiency of the electron transfer from the cofactor of the enzyme to the electrode surface
and thus determines the suitability of the mediator for sensor construction. Studies have shown that
the availability of a mediator may be influenced by electrostatic interactions between the mediator and
the enzyme surface or by steric hindrance between the mediator and the enzyme [19–23]. To avoid
interference from the oxidation of redox substances present in the sample and thus minimize errors
in the response of the biosensor, the biosensor should be operated at a low potential, which can be
achieved with a mediator with a low redox potential [24]. Another parameter to be considered in
the search for a good mediator is its stability under the sensor fabrication and storage of sensors,
where the mediators will be exposed under several conditions, i.e., at room temperature, high humidity,
and under the light illumination.

In a recent study, we reported on the mediator preference of AvLOx [19]. The light stable form of
phenazinium methyl sulfate (PMS), a popular redox dye in spectrometric assays, 1-methoxy-5-methyl
phenazinium methyl sulfate (mPMS), was shown to be a more effective mediator for AvLOx than
potassium ferricyanide [19], a popular mediator commonly used in commercial enzyme sensors.
Hexaammine ruthenium(III) chloride, a mediator that is currently gaining attention in the development
of enzyme sensors due to its stability, i.e., to light irradiation, and low redox potential (−0.11 V vs.
Ag/AgCl [25]) compared to potassium ferricyanide (redox potential +0.23 V vs. Ag/AgCl [26]), was not
utilized as an electron acceptor by AvLOx [19]. The lactate sensors employing mPMS as the mediator
showed a higher sensitivity and a wider linear range than those employing potassium ferricyanide as
the mediator. Due to the low redox potential of mPMS (−0.11 V vs. Ag/AgCl [27]), the lactate sensors
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can be operated at a low potential. Therefore, employing mPMS as the mediator for lactate sensors
based on AvLOx improves the accuracy of the lactate sensors by avoiding interference from redox
substances in the blood [19]. A commercially available blood lactate sensor based on LOx that employs
mPMS in combination with hexaammine ruthenium(III) chloride supports these findings [10]. In this
commercial lactate sensor, both the effectivity of mPMS as the primary electron acceptor for LOx and
the low potential of hexaammine ruthenium(III) chloride are exploited by fabricating lactate sensor
strips with a low amount of mPMS to act as the primary electron acceptor and mediator between the
enzyme and secondary electron acceptor and a high amount of hexaammine ruthenium(III) chloride to
act as the secondary electron acceptor and mediator between the primary electron acceptor and the
electrode [10].

Despite its many advantages, however, hexaammine ruthenium(III) chloride contains the rare
metal ruthenium, the use of which, considering preservation and sustainability, should be avoided in
the future. The organic mediator mPMS is easily synthesized and does not contain any rare elements.
Unfortunately, mPMS is not stable in acidic to neutral solutions [27–29]. The low stability of mPMS
can shorten the shelf life of enzyme sensors employing this mediator.

In 2018, 1-methoxy-5-ethyl phenazinium ethyl sulfate (mPES) became commercially available.
This new mediator is stable in solution over a wide pH range [29,30]. Therefore, AvLOx-based lactate
sensors containing mPES are expected to have a longer shelf life than corresponding sensors containing
mPMS. The similar structure and similar electrochemical characteristics of mPES and mPMS suggest
that sensors with mPES as the mediator can be developed with negligible interference from redox
substances and thus similarly high accuracy. However, the utilization of mPES as a mediator in enzyme
sensors has yet to be reported.

In this study, disposable, strip-type enzyme sensors based on representative flavin oxidoreductases,
AvLOx, Aspergillus flavus-glucose dehydrogenase (Af GDH), and Phaeosphaeria nodorum-fructosyl peptide
oxidase (PnFPOx), employing mPES as an electron mediator, were constructed to assess the universal
applicability of mPES as a mediator in enzyme sensor strips.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials and Apparatus

Sucrose, Tween 20, and silica bead desiccant were purchased from Kanto Chemical Co., Inc. (Tokyo,
Japan). Sodium l-lactate was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). d(+)-Glucose
was purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries Ltd. (Osaka, Japan). Fructosyl valine was
purchased from Santa Cruz Biotech, Inc. (Dallas, TX, USA). l(+)-Ascorbic acid was purchased from
Nacalai Tesque, Inc. (Kyoto, Japan). Uric acid and 4′-hydroxyacetanilide were purchased from Tokyo
Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), while mPES was kindly provided by Dojindo Laboratories
(Kumamoto, Japan). All other chemicals were of reagent grade.

Screen-printed carbon electrodes (SPCEs, working electrode [WE]: carbon 2.4 mm2; reference
electrode [RE]: silver/silver chloride [Ag/AgCl]; counter electrode [CE]: carbon) were kindly supplied
by i-SENS (Seoul, Republic of Korea). All electrochemical measurements were carried out using a
VersaSTAT4 potentiostat from Princeton Applied Research (Princeton, NJ, USA).

2.2. Enzyme Preparation and Activity Evaluation

The AvLOx A96L mutant was produced by following the methods of Hiraka et al. [18] with
the following minor modifications. The cells of E. coli harboring the AvLOx A96L mutant were
grown in 100 mL medium using 500 mL baffle flasks and incubated at 30 ◦C and 120 rpm for
36 h. The dye-mediated lactate dehydrogenase activities were measured in 20 mM PPB (pH 7.0)
containing 0.06 mM 2,6-dichloroindophenol (DCIP), 4 mM phenazine methosulfate (PMS), and various
concentrations of sodium L-lactate. The dehydrogenase activities were determined by monitoring the
reduced DCIP at 600 nm based on the molar absorption coefficient of DCIP at pH 7.0 (16.3 mM−1 cm−1).
One unit of dehydrogenase activity was defined as the amount of enzyme necessary to catalyze the
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reduction of 1 µmol DCIP per minute at 25 ◦C. These assays were performed in triplicate. Production
and activity evaluation of the engineered glucose dehydrogenase V149C/G190C mutant derived from
Aspergillus flavus (Af GDH CC mutant) and fructosyl peptide oxidase N56A mutant derived from
Phaeosphaeria nodorum (PnFPOx N56A mutant) were carried out according to the methods by Sakai et
al. [31] and Kim et al. [32], respectively.

2.3. Fabrication of Lactate Sensors and Evaluation of the Sensor Response

A mixture of AvLOx, mPES, sucrose, and Tween 20 in 100 mM PPB (pH 7.0) was prepared.
One microliter of the mixture, containing 1 U enzyme, 100 mM mediator, 4% sucrose, and 2% Tween 20,
was deposited onto the WE of an SPCE. The mixture was then dried onto the SPCE at room temperature
(RT) at less than 1% relative humidity (RH) for 3 h. This resulted in an amount of 1 U enzyme, 100 nmol
mPES, 40 µg sucrose, and 20 µg Tween 20 per sensor strip. A spacer (75 µm thickness) and a cover
were attached to the dry modified SPCEs to form a µL-volume capillary space above the electrodes,
resulting in disposable lactate sensors. Figure 1 shows the configuration of SPCE used in this study
and the procedure to prepare lactate enzyme sensor. Chronoamperometry (CA) measurements were
carried out to evaluate the response currents toward lactate by loading 1.0 µL lactate (0–50 mM) onto
the sensor strip, which was connected to the potentiostat. A potential of +0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl was
applied 60 s after the addition of lactate, and the response currents were monitored for another 60 s.
The sensitivity, the linear range, the limit of detection (LOD), the limit of quantitation (LOQ), and
reproducibility based on the relative standard deviation (RSD) value were calculated as follows.

Sensitivity (µA/mM) = the slope of the calibration curves obtained from plotting
lactate concentrations versus response currents.

Linear range (mM) = the range of lactate concentration obtained from the linear line
of the calibration curves of lactate concentrations versus response currents.

LOD (mM) =
3.3 × standard deviation of background current (0 mM lactate)

slope (sensitivity of lactate sensor)

LOQ (mM) =
10 × standard deviation of background current (0 mM lactate)

slope (sensitivity of lactate sensor)

RSD (%) =
100 × standard deviation of particular point (i.e., for currents obtained with 2 mM lactate)

mean of response current with 2 mM lactate (N =3) 100%

 

μ μ μ
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μ

μ

LOD mM   3.3 x standard deviation of background current 0 mM lactateslope sensitivity of lactate sensorLOQ mM   10 x standard deviation of background current 0 mM lactateslope sensitivity of lactate sensorRSD %         . .,                 100%
 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. Illustration of screen-printed carbon electrode (SPCE) used in this study; (a) components of
the SPCE and (b) construction of lactate sensor.
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2.4. Evaluation of Response Currents of Lactate Sensors with Different Application Potentials

Lactate sensors were fabricated according to the method described in Section 2.3. The response
currents were evaluated by applying a potential of 0 V, +0.05 V, +0.1 V, or +0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl.

2.5. Evaluation of Storage Stability of Lactate Sensors

Lactate sensors were fabricated by following the method described in Section 2.3 but with 5 U
enzyme per strip. The lactate sensors were divided into several sets, containing a minimum of 18
sensors each. Each set was wrapped in aluminum foil. All sets were put in a dark plastic box containing
silica bead desiccant and stored at 25 ◦C for up to 50 days. After 2 days (prestorage), the response
currents of the first set of lactate sensors were evaluated with 0-50 mM lactate, and the obtained data
set was assigned as a control (Day 0). Subsequent sets of lactate sensors were evaluated after 12, 28,
and 48 more days of storage (Day 12, Day 28, and Day 48).

2.6. Evaluation of Lactate Sensors toward Interferences

Lactate sensors were fabricated according to the method described in Section 2.3. The sensors
were evaluated using mixtures of 2 mM or 10 mM lactate containing 0.17 mM ascorbic acid, 0.1 mM
uric acid, or 0.3 mM acetaminophen. As with pure lactate solutions, 1.0 µL of the mixture was loaded
onto the lactate sensor, and the response current was monitored.

2.7. Employing mPES as an Electron Mediator for Other Enzyme Sensors

The corresponding enzyme sensors were fabricated utilizing the enzymes Af GDH or PnFPOx
(0.1 U per sensor strip) according to the same method described in Section 2.3. The response currents
were evaluated by loading solutions of 0-50 mM glucose or fructosyl valine onto the respective
sensor strip based on Af GDH or PnFPOx, respectively, and potential was applied 90 s after loading
the solution.

3. Results

3.1. Construction of a Disposable Lactate Sensor

In this study, the versatility of mPES was demonstrated by constructing a disposable type lactate
enzyme sensor strip, employing SCPE as the representative disposable electrode, widely utilized in the
commercially available glucose enzyme sensor strips. A solution containing mediator and enzyme
was dried onto a film electrode, and a spacer and cover were attached to complete the disposable
lactate sensor. The novel, stable mPES [29] was employed as the mediator, and O2 insensitive AvLOx
A96L mutant was employed as the enzyme [18]. When the sample lactate solution was loaded into the
sensor strip, the LOx and the mediator dissolved, and the enzyme reaction began. The time between
the start of the enzyme reaction and application of the potential (start of the electrochemical reaction)
is known as the waiting time. The waiting time was optimized to 60 s to achieve complete oxidation of
lactate by the enzyme and thus full turnover. The response currents observed after application of the
potential were generated by oxidation of the reduced mediator at the electrode; the initial amount of
the reduced mediator was proportional to the initial amount of lactate in the sample.

The response currents toward 0–50 mM lactate were monitored amperometrically at an operation
potential of +0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl (operation potential was determined from cyclic voltammograms
of the mediator, Supplementary Material Figure S1). An initial high response current was observed,
which gradually decreased with time until it reached a steady state. In Figure 2a, the time courses of
the response currents, or amperograms, are shown. The current at 10 s after potential application was
plotted against the lactate concentrations to obtain the calibration curve (Figure 2b). The observed
response currents increased linearly depending on the lactate concentration. A wide linear range of up
to 50 mM lactate was obtained. The sensitivity of the lactate sensor, defined as the slope of the linear
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range, was 0.73 ± 0.12 µA/mM. The lactate sensor also showed good reproducibility at each tested
lactate concentration (RSD < 7%) (Table 1). The LOD and LOQ was 0.5 mM and 1.8 mM, respectively.
These results show that the lactate sensor was constructed successfully and that lactate can be measured
with this lactate sensor.

 

μ

 

(a) (b) 

μ μ

Af

‒

‒

μ

Figure 2. Response currents of lactate sensors; (a) time courses and (b) calibration curve (linear
regression: y = 0.73x + 2.5; R2 > 0.99). The arrow in (a) indicates increasing lactate concentration.
Sensor composition: 1 U AvLOx A96L, 100 nmol mPES, 40 µg sucrose, and 20 µg Tween 20. Waiting
time: 60 s. Applied potential: +0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl. N = 3. Sampling point for the calibration curve: at
10 s.

Table 1. Properties of biosensors employing 1-methoxy-5-ethyl phenazinium ethyl sulfate (mPES) in
this study.

Enzyme
Amount of

Enzyme
(U/strip)

Linear Range
(0 mM to)

Sensitivity
(µA/mM)

R2 LOD
(mM)

RSD
(%)

AvLOx A96L mutant 1 50 mM a 0.73 ± 0.12 >0.99 0.5 <7
Af GDH CC mutant 0.1 50 mM b 0.25 >0.99 2.6 <3 d

PnFPOx N56A mutant 0.1 10 mM c 0.55 >0.99 1.1 <8 e

Analyte: a lactate, b glucose, and c fructosyl valine. LOD: limit of detection; RSD: relative standard deviation. d for
10 mM, e for 0.5 and 10 mM.

3.2. Optimization of Operation Potentials

To optimize the operation potential, response currents were evaluated with different applied
potentials, from 0 to +0.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) (Figure 3). A clear dependency of the response current on
the lactate concentration was observed at all potentials. However, at 0 V applied, the linear range
extended only up to 30 mM (Figure 3a). At higher operating potentials, the linear range extended
up to 50 mM (Figure 3b–d). This is evidenced in the fact that the linear regression of the response
currents obtained has the same slope and a high R2 value with and without the response current value
obtained with 50 mM lactate included when a potential higher than 0 V was applied (continuous vs.
dashed lines in Figure 3b–d). When 0 V was applied, the response current value obtained with 50 mM
lactate significantly deviated from the linear regression line obtained with response current values up
to 30 mM lactate (Figure 3a).

A linear range of up to 30 mM lactate, which was obtained at all tested operation potentials, is
more than enough to cover the standard range of blood lactate levels in humans, which can increase to
a maximum of 25 mM [22]. The lactate sensor showed a good sensitivity of approximately 0.7 µA/mM,
defined as the slope of the linear calibration, for the range of up to 30 mM lactate for all evaluated
potentials, indicating that the sensor can be used at any operating potential between 0 V and +0.2 V
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vs. Ag/AgCl for measurements of up to 30 mM lactate. If higher lactate concentrations are expected,
an operation potential of +0.05 V or higher should be used.

 

 

(a) 

 

(c) 

 

(b) 

(d) 

μ
μ ‒

μ μ
μ

Figure 3. Response currents at different application potentials: (a) 0 V, (b) +0.05 V, (c) +0.1 V, and (d)
+0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Blue continuous line: linear regression for the range of up to 50 mM; green dashed
line: linear regression for the range of up to 30 mM. Sensitivity for the range up to 50 mM: 0.52 µA/mM
(R2 = 0.93) in (a) and 0.69–0.73 µA/mM (R2 > 0.99) in (b–d). Sensitivity for the range up to 30 mM:
0.69–0.73 µA/mM (R2 > 0.99) in (a–d). Sensor composition: 1 U AvLOx A96L, 100 nmol mPES, 40 µg
sucrose, and 20 µg Tween 20. Waiting time: 60 s. N = 3. Calibration curves at sampling point: 10 s.

3.3. Interference of Common Redox Substances

The response of the lactate sensors in the presence of possibly interfering redox substances
was evaluated. For this, mixtures of 2 mM and 10 mM lactate with either ascorbic acid, uric acid,
or acetaminophen were loaded into the sensor strips. In the presence of ascorbic acid, the observed
response currents were higher than the corresponding signals of samples without ascorbic acid
(Figure 4). Student’s unpaired t-test showed a p value of < 0.05, indicating a significant difference.
In the presence of uric acid or acetaminophen, there was no significant difference in the response currents
compared to corresponding currents in the absence of redox substances (p > 0.05). Measurements of
samples with 0 mM lactate and 10 mM interferent were also carried out, with corresponding results
(Supplementary Material Figure S2). These results suggest that the lactate sensors are affected by
ascorbic acid but not by uric acid or acetaminophen.
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Figure 4. Response currents of lactate sensors to 2 mM or 10 mM lactate in the absence and presence
of redox substances: 0.17 mM ascorbic acid (AA), 0.1 mM uric acid (UA) or 0.3 mM acetaminophen
(Ac). * Student’s unpaired t-test value p < 0.05 (suggesting a significant difference between data); NS:
p > 0.05 (suggesting no significant differences between data). Sensor composition: 1 U AvLOx A96L,
100 nmol mPES, 40 µg sucrose, and 20 µg Tween 20. Waiting time: 60 s. Applied potential: +0.2 V vs.
Ag/AgCl. N = 3. Sampling point: 10 s.

3.4. Storage Stability of the Lactate Sensors

The storage stability of the lactate sensors was evaluated with sensor strips with 5 U of AvLOx
A96L per sensor, to avoid the case that enzyme inactivation would be the major factor to show a
decrease in the sensor performance. The stability of the sensor with 1 U of AvLOx A96L per sensor is
shown in Supplementary Material Figure S3, where no significant difference was observed from those
of the sensor with 5 U of enzyme. The lactate sensors were stored for up to 2 + 48 days at 25 ◦C in
the dark, with the first 2 days designated as prestorage. Sets of sensors were evaluated at 0, 12, 28,
and 48 days of main storage (Figure 5). The sensitivity for calibration of up to 30 mM lactate was
approximately 0.4 µA/mM at 0 days of main storage. The lower sensitivity compared to the sensors in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 can be explained by the increased amount of protein. However, the sensitivity
is still acceptably high. The detection limit of the sensor also did not change during the storage for
48 days at 25 ◦C (Supplementary Material Table S1).

 

μ
μ μ

μ μ

Figure 5. Calibration curves of lactate sensors stored at 25 ◦C in the dark, evaluated after storage
for 2 days (prestorage) + 0, 12, 28, or 48 days. Linear regression was determined for up to 30 mM
lactate; sensitivities were 0.38–0.42 µA/mM (R2 > 0.99) for all calibration curves. Sensor composition:
5 U AvLOx A96L, 100 nmol mPES, 40 µg sucrose, and 20 µg Tween 20. Waiting time: 60 s. Applied
potential: +0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl. N = 3. Sampling point: 10 s.
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The sensitivity for calibration of up to 30 mM lactate did not change significantly for 48 days of
storage (Figure 5). The response current obtained with 50 mM lactate, however, decreased slightly with
storage time. To support these findings, electrode strips containing only mediator were prepared and
evaluated using a mixture of AvLOx A96L mutant and lactate (Supplementary Material Figure S4). The
excellent storage stability of the mediator electrode strips at 25 ◦C and good storage stability at 45 ◦C
suggests that the slight decrease in sensitivity to 50 mM lactate might be due to the enzyme. Therefore,
this sensor can be used for measurements of up to 30 mM lactate after up to 48 days of storage at 25 ◦C
in the dark without loss of sensitivity. For measurements of higher lactate concentrations, new lactate
sensors should be used.

3.5. mPES as an Electron Mediator for Other Enzyme Sensors

Finally, to investigate the usability of mPES as a mediator for other enzymes, enzyme sensor strips
were constructed utilizing mPES and the diagnostic enzymes Af GDH and PnFPOx. The responses of
the sensors based on Af GDH and PnFPOx toward glucose and fructosyl valine, respectively, were
evaluated. The response currents at 10 s were plotted against the analyte concentration, and calibration
curves were obtained (Figure 6).

 

μ
μ μ

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 6. Calibration curves of biosensors utilizing mPES and (a) Af GDH CC mutant (linear regression:
y = 0.25x + 0.65; R2 = 0.99) or (b) PnFPOx N56A mutant (linear regression: y = 0.55x + 3; R2 > 0.99).
Sensor composition: 0.1 U enzyme, 100 nmol mPES, 40 µg sucrose, and 20 µg Tween 20. Waiting time:
90 s. Applied potential: +0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl. N = 3. Sampling point: 10 s.

A clear linear dependency of the response currents on the analyte concentration was observed,
with a linear range of up to 50 mM glucose for the sensor strips containing Af GDH and up to 10 mM
fructosyl valine for the sensor strips containing PnFPOx. These results show that both Af GDH- and
PnFPOx-based enzyme sensor strips were constructed successfully utilizing mPES as a mediator.

4. Discussion

In this study, a novel electron mediator, mPES, was introduced as a versatile mediator for
disposable enzyme sensor strips, employing representative flavin oxidoreductases, AvLOx, Af GDH,
and PnFPOx.

In our previous work, an oxygen insensitive mutant, AvLOx A96L, was constructed, and it was
demonstrated the employment of this mutant was the solution to overcome the inherent problem of
oxidase that the sensor signal is affected by oxygen [18]. However, we did not conclude the appropriate
mediator for the lactate sensor employing AvLOx A96L. In the other achievement, we reported the
investigation of electron mediators for enzyme sensors employing AvLOx, where we concluded that
mPMS was the best [19]. However, mPMS is recognized as an unstable mediator, especially in neutral
condition [27–29]. Therefore, we have been investigating an alternate mediator for LOx-based enzyme
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sensors, and we came across the use of mPES, which is the derivative of mPMS, but is more chemically
stable than mPMS.

The properties of the sensor strips investigated in this study are summarized in Table 1. All three
sensors have a linear range that sufficiently covers the range needed for the measurement of blood
lactate levels, blood glucose levels, and HbA1c values. All three sensors also have good sensitivity,
a low LOD value, a high R2 value for the linear regression, and a low RSD of the measurements.
These parameters indicate the high accuracy of the sensors. In this study, to demonstrate the versatility
of mPES, a SCPE was employed as the representative disposable electrode, which is widely utilized in
the commercially available glucose enzyme sensor strips. Current results did not indicate any obstacle
issues of mPES to be used for sensors with another electrode material, such as gold, platinum, and
palladium, which are conventionally utilized for disposable sensor strips.

The method used in these enzyme sensors based on monitoring of lactate (AvLOx A96L), glucose
(Af GDH), and fructosyl amino acid (PnFPOx) acid is an end-point assay, as has been utilized for
commercially available glucose sensors for self-monitoring of blood glucose. Considering the amount
of target molecule in 1 µl sample, 0.1 U of enzyme will be theoretically enough to oxidize an entire
sample within the setting time for incubation (60 s for lactate and 90 s for glucose and fructosyl amino
acid). In these types of enzyme sensors, the enzyme reaction reaches its equilibrium relatively fast,
usually before the potential is applied. The response current is an indicator for the concentration of the
reduced mediator at equilibrium. For example, in the current experiment with the sample volume of
1 µL with 50 mM of lactate sample, there are 50 nmol of lactate and 1 U of AvLOx A96L. Considering
the definition of 1 U unit of dehydrogenase activity was defined as the amount of enzyme necessary to
catalyze the reduction of 1 µmol (1000 nmol) DCIP in 60 s at 25 ◦C, which corresponds to the oxidation
of 500 nmol of lactate in 60 s, excess amount of AvLOx A96L existed on the electrode in this experiment.
Usually, enzyme sensor strips contain an excess amount of enzyme, considering the shelf life of a
sensor, as the enzyme gradually inactivates during the preservation. We chose 1 U or 5 U of AvLOx
A96L considering further investigation of mediator stability during the preservation, where enzyme
stability would not be the limiting steps. For the investigation of the availability of mPES for Af GDH
and PnFPOx, where we did not plan a stability investigation, 0.1 U of enzymes were employed with
90 s for enzyme reaction, which provided enough time to arrive at end points for each experiment.

In addition to the characteristics of the enzyme, the characteristics of the mediator are a key
factor in determining the properties of second-generation electrochemical biosensors. A commonly
considered characteristic of the mediator is its redox potential, which determines the possible operating
potentials of the sensor and thus influences the accuracy in terms of sensitivity to redox substance-type
interference. Here, mPES has a low redox potential, which results in a low operating potential of +0.2 V.
An even lower operating potential can be used with mPES as a mediator, although this might come at
the cost of a narrower linear range (Figure 3).

A low operating potential generally means few interferences by redox substances that can be
directly oxidized at the electrode. Three common redox substances in blood are ascorbic acid, uric acid,
and acetaminophen, with the redox potential approximately +0.16 V, +0.45 V [33], and +0.2 V [34]
(vs Ag/AgCl), respectively. In interference tests using the AvLOx-based sensors with 2 mM and
10 mM lactate, which are within and above the physiological range of lactate concentration in blood,
respectively, we could show that the operating potential of +0.2 V is sufficiently low to eliminate
interference by uric acid and acetaminophen (Figure 4). This was further supported by the fact
that the sensors showed a response similar to the background (0 mM lactate) to 10 mM uric acid or
acetaminophen (Supplementary Material Figure S2a).

However, a small, yet significant, bias in the response current is observed in the presence of
ascorbic acid at an operating potential of +0.2 V (Figure 4), despite the potential being lower than the
redox potential of ascorbic acid. Furthermore, the response of the sensor strips to 10 mM ascorbic
acid was almost as high as that to 10 mM lactate (Figure S2a). Moreover, the response current did not
decrease much at lower operating potentials, although a large decrease in the direct oxidation of a
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substance with the redox potential of ascorbic acid would be expected (Figure S2b). Reports have
shown that ascorbic acid interferes by reducing the mediator rather than by being oxidized at the
electrode [35–39], as exploited by a commercially available portable analyzer measuring reducing
compounds, mainly ascorbic acid, by their ability to reduce the mediator, which is then quantified
by oxidizing the mediator at the electrode [40]. Therefore, it is feasible that ascorbic acid can reduce
mPES, which is then oxidized at the electrode and thus leads to a false signal.

Another characteristic of the mediator to be considered is its stability. This is especially the case in
disposable sensor strips that operate with the end-point principle, meaning that the enzyme reaction
is completed before the electrode reaction begins. In contrast to the kinetic principle, in which the
mediator is recycled between the enzyme and electrode, for the end-point principle, a large amount
of mediator is needed, as no recycling occurs. Thus, the storage stability of the sensor strips relies
significantly on the storage stability of the mediator in the strips. Reports show that mPES is more
stable than similar mediators, such as mPMS, over a wide range of pH values [29,30]. At highly
alkaline conditions, decomposition of mPES due to ring-opening may occur [30]. Generally, neutral
pH values are maintained during the fabrication and use of enzyme sensor strips, so that instability
due to extreme pH conditions is not of concern. In this study, we investigated the storage stability
of AvLOx-based sensor strips containing mPES. For this investigation, sensor strips containing more
enzyme were used to avoid a decrease in the response current due to enzyme degradation, which led to
a lower initial sensitivity due to the higher amount of protein. No significant decrease in the sensitivity
in the range of 0–30 mM lactate was observed after 48 days of storage at 25 ◦C (Figure 5). The mediator
itself proved to be stable at temperatures of at least 45 ◦C (Figure S4). Therefore, employing mPES
as a mediator should be a successful step toward the development of sensor strips with an extended
shelf life.

These results indicated that mPES is a promising organic mediator for strip-type disposable
second-generation electrochemical biosensors, thanks to the superior characteristics of mPES, that is,
the low redox potential, compatibility with various diagnostically relevant enzymes, and especially
the high stability. The most common mediator, potassium ferricyanide, has a high redox potential
(+0.23 V vs. Ag/AgCl [26]). Therefore, the amperometric enzyme sensor with potassium ferricyanide
should be operated at high potential, otherwise consequently the signal will suffer from the oxidation
current of electrochemically active ingredient potentially existing in samples. Potassium ferricyanide
is also a labile molecule, which is easily inactivated during the preservation, especially under light
exposure. Hexaammine ruthenium(III) has similar redox potential (−0.11 V vs. Ag/AgCl [25]) to
mPES, however, hexaammine ruthenium(III) is not available as the mediator for native AvLOx and
Af GDH as reported [19,20]. In addition, the use of the rare metal element, ruthenium, which has
limited existence in the earth, is not recommended as the mediator for a disposable sensor. These
inherent issues of using potassium ferricyanide or hexaammine ruthenium(III) as mediators will be
overcome by substituting with mPES. PMS and mPMS have been widely utilized as the mediators
of a variety of enzyme electrochemical investigations, thanks to their low redox potential (−0.11 V
vs. Ag/AgCl [27]). Considering that PMS is a labile molecule toward light exposure, mPMS was
developed, however mPMS is not stable at neutral to alkaline condition. mPES keeps low redox
potential (−0.14 V vs. Ag/AgCl, Supplementary Material Figure S1) stability under light exposure, but
with improved stability over a wide pH range. This study demonstrated that mPES can be used as
the electron mediator of a variety of oxidoreductases, and thus, it is the most promising mediator for
further studies of electrochemical sensors.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a novel electron mediator, mPES, was introduced for disposable enzyme sensor strips,
employing representative flavin oxidoreductases, AvLOx, Af GDH, and PnFPOx, by demonstrating
versatility of this mediator including applying potential for the amperometric enzyme sensors, impact
of potential redox active ingredients, storage stability, and availability as the electron acceptor for
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various enzymes. The successfully constructed lactate sensor had a high sensitivity (0.73± 0.12 µA/mM)
and a wide linear range (0–50 mM lactate). Thanks to the redox potential of mPES, the sensor was
operated by applying a low operation potential of +0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl, or even at low as low as 0 V,
without significant loss in sensitivity, and consequently, no interference was observed in the presence
of uric acid and acetaminophen. Ascorbic acid reacts with mPES, and thus, precautions need to be
implemented to account for ascorbic acid in the sample. Furthermore, the lactate sensors were stable for
at least 48 days of storage at 25 ◦C in the dark, which is unusually long for an organic mediator without
the addition of stabilizing agents. The compatibility of mPES with other representative diagnostic
enzymes, such as GDH and FPOx, was also approved. Thus, compared to potassium ferricyanide,
or hexaammine ruthenium(III) chloride, mPES might be a good alternative mediator to consider for
future developments of second-generation electrochemical enzyme sensor strips.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/20/10/2825/s1.
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Abstract: A novel electrochemical method to assay phospholipase D (PLD) activity is proposed
based on the employment of a choline biosensor realized by immobilizing choline oxidase through
co-crosslinking on an overoxidized polypyrrole film previously deposited on a platinum electrode.
To perform the assay, an aliquot of a PLD standard solution is typically added to borate buffer
containing phosphatidylcholine at a certain concentration and the oxidation current of hydrogen
peroxide is then measured at the rotating modified electrode by applying a detection potential of
+0.7 V vs. SCE. Various experimental parameters influencing the assay were studied and optimized.
The employment of 0.75% (v/v) Triton X-100, 0.2 mM calcium chloride, 5 mM phosphatidylcholine,
and borate buffer at pH 8.0, ionic strength (I) 0.05 M allowed to achieve considerable current
responses. In order to assure a controlled mass transport and, at the same time, high sensitivity,
an electrode rotation rate of 200 rpm was selected. The proposed method showed a sensitivity
of 24 (nA/s)·(IU/mL)−1, a wide linear range up to 0.33 IU/mL, fast response time and appreciable
long-term stability. The limit of detection, evaluated from the linear calibration curve, was 0.005 IU/mL
(S/N = 3). Finally, due to the presence of overoxidized polypyrrole film characterized by notable
rejection properties towards electroactive compounds, a practical application to real sample analysis
can be envisaged.

Keywords: choline biosensor; amperometric detection; overoxidized polypyrrole film; phospholipase
D assay; phosphatidylcholine

1. Introduction

Phospholipase D (PLD) is a lipolytic enzyme which in vivo hydrolyses the terminal phosphodiester
bond of phospholipids, generating phosphatidic acid (PA) and a free polar head group [1]. In addition,
in the presence of a primary alcohol, it is able to catalyze the in vitro transphosphatidylation of the
naturally abundant phosphatidylcholine [2]. PLD has been isolated and sequenced from a variety
of sources and, as recently reviewed [3], can be regarded as a key component of many cellular and
physiological processes.

In mammalian systems PLD is involved in cellular processes including membrane trafficking,
cell proliferation, protein secretion, and metabolic regulation [1]. It has been associated with important
pathological disorders such as thrombotic and neurodegenerative diseases, and several cancers [3].
Abnormalities in PLD activity in many human cancers have been noticed, highlighting a possible PLD
role as a diagnostic biomarker and even as a target for drug discovery [4].

In plants, functional studies on PLD have shown its possible effects on membrane deterioration in
response to stress injuries, senescence, aging, and pathogenesis [5].

In yeast, PLD activity has been shown to be involved mainly in sporulation and adaptation of
nutrient utilization [6]. Bacterial PLD may act as virulence determinant and can mimic some reactions
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in cell [7]. Among hydrolytic enzymes from bacterial source, PLD from Streptomyces Chromofuscus

is characterized by a notable transesterification capacity. This property can be exploited for the
preparation of less abundant natural phospholipids, such as phosphatidylserine, phosphatidylglycerol,
and novel artificial phospholipids of interest in the field of pharmaceutical and food industries, starting
from crude or purified phosphatidylcholine [8,9]. Moreover, this bacterial PLD has been used as
a model system for the mammalian enzyme since it mimics some reactions in cells [10]. A full
understanding on the activation and inhibition mechanisms of this enzyme may be useful for in vivo
studies on mammalian systems.

A wide variety of assay procedures have been realized for the determination of the activity of
PLD enzymes. They can be substantially divided into two classes depending on the employment of
exogenously-provided substrates, for in vitro measurements, or endogenous substrates for in vivo
measurements [11]. In both cases the most used substrates are certainly radiolabeled phospholipids
(radiolabeled acyl chains, phosphorus, or head group of the phospholipid). The radio-assay procedure
has generally been reported to be fast and highly sensitive allowing to detect PLD in samples where its
activity is very low, such as brain areas and peripheral tissues of mouse [12]. Despite these advantages,
radio-assay is quite laborious and requires the employment of expensive and potentially health
hazardous compounds.

Other methods have been proposed based on titrimetric or pH-stat techniques [13],
chromatographic technique [14], conductimetry [15], infrared spectroscopy [16] and nuclear magnetic
resonance [17]. These methods, while being viable alternatives to radio-assay, are not suited for
routine analysis. In this context, enzyme coupled assays have gain increasing importance. They are
based on the quantification of choline released during the hydrolysis of phosphatidylcholine by PLD.
The released choline is measured by the formation of a colored or fluorescent complex, upon the
sequential reactions of choline oxidase and peroxidase enzymes [18].

In order to bypass the requirement of coupled enzymes, synthetic substrates of PLD have been
used such as phosphatidyl p-nitrophenol [19]. A graphene-based nano-assembly has been proposed as
a fluorescence biosensor for sensitive detection of PLD activity by employing a fluorescein-labeled
phospholipid [20]: even if quite interesting, since miming a cellular membrane, this approach requires
labeling, a fluorescence assay and was not applied to any real sample where endogenous substances
could generate fluorescence signals interfering with the PLD assay. Nanoprobes for fluorescence
detection and imaging of PLD in cell lysate were also realized based as well on rhodamine B-labeled
phospholipids [21,22].

Alternative spectrophotometric methods were based on the determination of phosphatidic acid
through iron (III) complexation [23] or through Ca2+ complexation with 8-hydroxyquinoline [24].
In this last case, a direct and continuous PLD assay was achieved exploiting the chelation-enhanced
fluorescence property of 8-hydroxyquinoline.

The aim of the present work was to realize an assay method sensitive, although nonradioactive,
and easy to realize, without requiring the use of synthetic phospholipids, derivatization reaction,
and instrumentations particularly expensive and difficult to handle. We developed an enzyme coupled
procedure, based on a choline amperometric biosensor, able to provide real time measurements and
suitable for high throughput assays. Indeed, electrochemical biosensors are clearly advantageous since
they can overcome some limitations of the spectroscopic methods: they require a minimum sample
pretreatment and can be used also for the analysis of turbid or colored samples.

The employment of choline amperometric biosensors for PLD assay is almost unexplored.
Vrbova et al. [25] reported a PLD assay method based on a Clark-type electrode modified by a nylon
net co-immobilizing choline oxidase and catalase. Besides the limitations typical of oxygen sensors,
another drawback was surely the immobilization technique adopted which was quite complex and
time consuming, requiring an incubation period of the enzymatic solution of 4 days.

The device we propose is surely easier to realize while assuring high enzyme stability. The approach
we adopted is based on the detection of hydrogen peroxide which requires high applied potential
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thus causing severe interference problems from electroactive endogenous compounds presents in real
samples. The modification of the Pt electrode by overoxidized polypyrrole, before choline oxidase (ChO)
immobilization by co-crosslinking, could successfully solve this problem. This film is characterized by
notable rejection properties towards interferents, as already demonstrated in the case of other enzymes
and analytes [26–28].

The resulting device could be used in general to assay other enzymes than PLD which release
choline as well. Indeed, we have already employed this biosensor to assay cholinesterase activity in
human serum samples [29]. Having demonstrated the validity of such a sensor, in this work we wanted
to extent its employment to the analysis of PLD by substantially modifying the reaction environment.
Particularly, being PLD activity dependent on whether the substrate is readily accessible and on the
presence of divalent cations at a certain concentration [3], a high sensor response was assured only upon
having opportunely optimized the experimental conditions. As it will be shown, notable performances
were achieved.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Choline oxidase (EC 1.1.3.17 from Alcaligenes species, 12 U/mg of solid), serum bovine albumin
(fraction V), choline chloride, glutaraldehyde (grade II, 25% aqueous solution), L-α-phosphatidylcholine
(Type XI-E: from fresh egg yolk, approx. 99%, 100 mg/mL solution in chloroform) and Triton X-100
were obtained from Sigma (Sigma Chemical Co.; St. Louis, MO, USA). Phospholipase D (EC 3.1.4.4.,
from Streptomyces Chromofuscus, 50,000 U/mL) was purchased from Biomol Research Laboratories Inc.
(Butler Pike, Plymouth Meeting, PA, USA). Pig lung comes from a local butcher shop.

The above chemicals were of analytical reagent grade and were used without further purification
with the exception of pyrrole (Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) which was purified by distillation under
vacuum by fixing the temperature at 62 ◦C. Choline chloride before its use was left to dry in a vacuum
desiccator for 3 days in the presence of P2O5.

Choline stock solutions were prepared in double distilled-deionized water and stored in the
dark at 4 ◦C. Fresh L-α-phosphatidylcholine standard solutions were prepared daily by evaporating
chloroform and then dissolving the required amounts in 50 mM borate buffer (pH 8.0) containing
0.75% (v/v) Triton X-100 and 0.2 mM calcium chloride. Phospholipase D solutions were prepared in
borate buffer pH 8.0 unless otherwise stated. The PLD activity is expressed in International Units (IU)
(1 IU releases 1 µmol of choline per minute) throughout the work.

2.2. Spectrophotometric Assay

Before use, PLD activity was assayed by an established colorimetric method using a reagent kit
available from Biomol (Phospholipase D Assay Catalog SE-301). The assay comprises three reaction
steps. In the first step, PLD catalyzes the hydrolysis of phosphatidylcholine to choline and phosphatidic
acid. In the second step, the oxidation of choline catalyzed by choline oxidase produces two hydrogen
peroxides. Peroxidase catalyzes the third step, in which the two hydrogen peroxides, phenol and
4-aminoantipyrine react to produce a quinonimine dye, with a millimolar extinction coefficient of
12.2 mM−1 cm−1 at 500 nm. Measurement of the absorbance at 500 nm can then be used to calculate
the amount of choline produced by the phospholipase reaction.

2.3. Apparatus

To perform electrochemical experiments, an EG&G (Princeton Applied Research, Princeton, NJ,
USA) model 263 A potentiostat/galvanostat was used. Data acquisition was accomplished through a
M270 electrochemical research software (EG&G) version 4.23.

A conventional three electrode cell was used consisting of a platinum counter electrode and
a saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE). The working electrode was a platinum disk (2 mm
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diameter) embedded in a poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) body. Experiments under controlled mass
transport were performed by a CTV101 Speed Control Unit, EDI 101 Rotating Disc Electrode (RDE)
(Radiometer Copenhagen). A rotation rate of 200 rpm was typically adopted unless otherwise stated.

Spectrophotometric measurements were performed using a single beam LKB Biochrom Ultrospec
II 4050 UV/Visible spectrophotometer (Biochrom Ltd., Cambridge, UK).

2.4. Biosensor Preparation

In order to assure a reproducible electrode surface, before each modification Pt substrates were
subjected to a cleaning procedure comprising a first step of dipping in hot nitric acid for few minutes.
Then the electrode was polished by mechanical abrasion employing an alumina slurry with particles of
0.05 µm. Finally, to remove any adsorbed alumina, the electrode was copiously rinsed with bi-distilled
water and sonicated for several minutes.

Polypyrrole films (PPy) were electrosynthesized potentiostatically using a 0.4 M pyrrole solution in
0.1 M KCl electrolyte. A selected potential of +0.7 V versus SCE was applied and polymer growth was
stopped when a deposition charge of 300 mC/cm2 was passed. The formed film was then immersed in
a phosphate buffer (pH = 7.0, I = 0.1 M) and overoxidized by applying a fixed potential of +0.7 V versus
SCE. After a time of at least 7 h, a steady-state background current was reached and the overoxidation
process was stopped. The resulting modified electrode (Pt/PPyox) was rinsed with bi-distilled water
and air-dried at room temperature before enzyme immobilization.

Choline oxidase immobilization was carried out by following a procedure already reported [30]:
16 mg of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 1 mg of ChO were dissolved in 300 µL of a phosphate buffer
solution (I = 0.1 M, pH = 6.5); 30 µL of 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution (25% glutaraldehyde solution
diluted 1:10 with phosphate buffer) were then added; 3 µl of the resulting solution were pipetted
onto the Pt/PPyox working electrode surface and spread out to completely cover the electrode surface
avoiding air bubble formation. Finally, the modified electrode was air-dried at room temperature and
soaked in the background electrolyte to remove weakly bound or adsorbed enzyme. The enzyme
electrode was stored in phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, I 0.1 M, at 4 ◦C in the dark.

2.5. Electrochemical Measurement

A detection potential of +0.7 V versus SCE was adopted to perform all the electrochemical
measurements. PLD assay was performed through batch addition experiments: the modified electrode
was immersed in a borate buffer (I = 0.05 M, pH = 8.0) solution stirred at 200 rpm and containing
calcium chloride 0.2 mM and Triton X-100 0.75% (v/v); an aliquot of a phosphatidylcholine solution,
and then an aliquot of a standard PLD solution were added into the cell and the current variation
with time was recorded. A temperature of 37 ◦C was maintained for the duration of the assay by a
thermostatic bath.

2.6. Real Sample Analysis

Extraction of PLD from pig lung was performed accordingly to a procedure described
elsewhere [31]. Briefly, about 500 g of pig lung was minced and homogenized in sucrose buffer
at 4 ◦C, centrifuged and stored at −80 ◦C until its use. Just before analysis, the thawed homogenized
was diluted in buffer to reach the desired PLD activity, stirred, further centrifuged, and the desired
supernatant aliquot was added to the electrochemical cell for PLD assay.

3. Results and Discussion

In the present work, we have proposed an assay method based on the employment of a modified
Pt/PPyox/ChO electrode, realized following the fabrication steps shown in Scheme 1, which is immersed
in a thermostated solution of phosphatidylcholine and kept under a fixed rotation rate. Then, to perform
the assay, an aliquot of a standard PLD solution is injected in the cell which causes the release of free
choline (Ch). The immobilized ChO catalyzes the oxidation of Ch to betaine with the subsequent
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production of hydrogen peroxide. At the electrode surface, opportunely polarized, hydrogen peroxide
undergoes progressive oxidation producing a current signal which increases linearly with time. PLD
activity in the cell solution can be evaluated from the slope of the current signal increase, as shown in
Scheme 1, after having opportunely calibrated the sensor.

Following are the reactions involved to produce the sensor response

phosphatidylcholine + 2H2O PLD→ phosphatidic acid + choline (1)

choline + 2O2 + H2O ChO→ betaine + 2H2O2 (2)

H2O2 → O2 + 2H+ + 2e- (3)

 

 

Scheme 1. Fabrication steps of the biosensor (A) and current signal acquisition (B).

PLDs from the culture broth of Streptomyces are commercially available or can be prepared by
fermentation from some Actinomycetes strains [36,37]. Imamura and Horiuti provided information
on the purification of PLD from Streptomyces Chromofuscus secreted into the growth medium [38].
They partially characterized this bacterial PLD furnishing a molecular weight of 57 kDa and an
isoelectric point of pH 5.1. To optimize the enzymatic reaction, alkaline pH values are required
in the range 8–9 and the presence of detergent (Triton X-100, deoxycholate), Ca2+ or both of them
revealed able to significantly increase the velocity [38]. Indeed, like the eukaryotic enzymes PLD from
Streptomyces Chromofuscus requires Ca2+ ion for activity whereas, unlike other phospholipases, does
not exhibit “interfacial activation” or “surface dilution” [39,40]. This means that this enzyme does not
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show preference for substrate in the form of micellar short chain phospholipids rather than monomeric
ones [39] and its specific activity does not depend on the mole fraction of substrate in a micelle or
bilayer surface [40]. Nevertheless, considering that the catalytic reaction involves vesicle substrates,
the transfer of PLD from aqueous solution to the lipid-water interface is a required step for the reaction
to take place.

The notable performances of the choline oxidase biosensor towards choline detection have already
been summarized in our previous work [29]. Fast response time, high sensitivity, wide linear range,
and significant long-term stability were achieved. Furthermore, the presence of the underlying
overoxidized polypyrrole film guaranteed a notable rejection of interferent compounds, electroactive
at the high overpotential required to detect H2O2, thus allowing the application of the sensor to assay
Cholinesterase in real samples as complex as human serum [29]. Electrochemical, XPS, and ESEM
characterizations of these biosensors were already described elsewhere [28–30,32–35]. Based on these
important achievements, in the present work we wanted to employ such a biosensor to develop a
novel PLD assay method.

The binding mechanism that has been proposed for the enzyme is a two-step ping-pong like
ordered one: the substrate combines with the enzyme giving a covalent phosphatidyl-enzyme moiety
with release of choline; then, water attacking to the covalent adduct induces the release of phosphatidic
acid [41]. The cleavage of the P-O bond is caused by the nucleophilic attack of water on the distal
phosphate ester bond. It is worth noting that, in the presence of a primary alcohol at a high concentration,
the phosphatidyl-enzyme intermediate can be decomposed to a different phospholipid.

It is evident that PLD activity is affected by various experimental variables, such as substrate
accessibility, presence of a bication at a proper concentration, and a surfactant able to solubilize at
the right extent the substrate, which need a careful investigation in addition to the more usual pH
and composition of the reaction medium. An optimization study of the reaction conditions has
therefore been carried out with the aim to implement a method able to quantify low PLD activities in a
reproducible way and without any interference.

3.1. Influence of Surfactant

Phospholipases are generally more active on liposomes, mixed micellar deriving from the
dispersion of phospholipids substrate in detergents, or phospholipids solubilized in organic
solvents [42]. Particularly, PLD from Streptomyces Chromofuscus is reported to exhibit higher activity
towards monomers and mixed micelles than substrate present in lipid vesicles [43]. When assaying
PLD activity it is then a common practice to employ mixtures of phospholipid and detergents. PLDs
from different sources are activated by anionic or neutral detergents [44] whose influence on the
enzymatic activity has been attributed mainly to the micellization of phospholipids substrates. Changes
of the physicochemical properties of the phospholipid bilayers are not to be excluded. Practically,
detergents exert their action by destroying liposome structure favoring the gradual formation of mixed
micelles. Indeed, the formation of mixed micelles is the final goal achieved during the interaction
of detergents with liposome. At the beginning of such an interaction, surfactant monomers are
incorporated within the lipid bilayer and, as a consequence, vesicle dimensions increase. Then, as the
surfactant concentration is increased, phospholipids solubilization gradually occurs and liposomes
along with mixed micelles are both presents. Finally, only mixed micelles are present as phospholipids
are completely solubilized.

Triton X-100 is one of the most common surfactants employed for PLD assay. It is a non-ionic
detergent with an average length of approximately 9.5 oxyethylene units per detergent molecule.
Its wide employment can be justified considering that it is a mild non-denaturing detergent: even
at concentrations up to 0.5% it usually does not damage most enzymes. For lysing cells lower
concentrations of about 0.1% are sufficient.

In the present work, the appropriate Triton X-100 concentration to employ for PLD assay has been
evaluated. At this aim experiments have been carried out by varying the detergent concentration in
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the range 0.1–0.9% (v/v), while fixing the other experimental conditions close to the values adopted in
the spectrophotometric assay (phosphatidylcholine 5 mM, PLD 0.22 IU/mL, calcium chloride 10 mM,
Tris buffer pH 8.0, I 0.05 M). In Figure 1 the variation of the slopes computed from the current signals
increments is illustrated as a function of the detergent concentration. As it can be seen, in the first part
of the graph biosensor response increases as detergent concentration is increased in agreement with a
more efficient phosphatidylcholine dissolution at higher contents of Triton X-100. The graph shows a
maximum located at a concentration of about 0.75%. A further increase in detergent concentration
probably causes a partial enzyme denaturation thus justifying the response decrease evidenced in the
second part of the graph.

 

Figure 1. Normalized response (i.e., response/maximum response) of a typical Pt/PPyox/ChO biosensor
to PLD 0.22 IU/mL as a function of Triton X-100 concentration. Supporting electrolyte: Tris buffer
pH 8.0, I 0.05 M containing 10 mM calcium chloride, and 5 mM phosphatydylcholine. Electrode rotation
rate: 1000 rpm.

Indeed, many enzymes remain active in the presence of Triton X-100 even at concentration of 1%,
as it was reported for ChO [45]. As concern the effect of detergent on the activity of PLD, it was showed
that when the activity was maximally increased by Ca2+ (10 mM) detergent was inhibitory at lower
concentrations (completely at about 0.8 mM) and stimulating at higher concentrations (maximally at
4.5 mM) [38]. At the experimental conditions we adopted an inhibition effect on PLD from detergent
is to be excluded. On the other hand, it was reported that the enzymatic reaction rate is optimal
at a certain detergent to phospholipid ratio, a further increase in the molar ratio of Triton X-100 to
phospholipid lead to progressive decrease in the enzymatic activities probably due to a sort of dilution
of the micellar surface concentration of phosphatidylcholine [38]. In conclusion, the effect of the
detergent on Phospholipase D activity would seem to be related essentially to the formation of mixed
micelles that in the present experimental conditions is favored at a Triton concentration of 0.75%.
This value was adopted from now on to assay PLD activity.

3.2. Influence of Calcium Concentration

The PLD from S. Chromofuscus is a water-soluble enzyme unlike its natural substrate which forms
macromolecular associations. Since the PLD activity takes place in a heterogeneous medium, factors
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that could enhance enzyme removal from the soluble part of the medium (i.e. aqueous solution) to
the particulate part (i.e. the lipid vesicles or monolayer) are of relevance. At this aim, ultrafiltration
experiments showed that Ca2+ at micromolar concentration levels was essential for the PLD binding to
PC vesicles suggesting that the binding of Ca2+ to PLD is followed by a conformational change of PLD
and then the enzyme likely associates with PC vesicles [46]. Besides favoring the enzyme location at
the water–lipid interface, calcium ion is reported to increase also the catalytic activity of PLD: it plays a
key role in the phosphatidyl enzyme geometry for the nucleophilic attack of water on the P-O bond [47].
Considering then the PLD requirement for calcium, experiments were performed to determine the
extent to which added Ca2+ affects its activity. Figure 2 shows the influence of calcium content on
the biosensor response at fixed phosphatidylcholine and PLD concentrations. As it is possible to
see, PLD activity increases as calcium concentration is increased up to a maximum at about 0.2 mM
(log[Ca2+] = −0.7) and then decreases to reach a quite constant value from calcium concentrations
higher than 1 mM.

 

−

Figure 2. Normalized response (i.e., response/maximum response) of a typical Pt/PPyox/ChO biosensor
to PLD 0.22 IU/mL as a function of Ca2+ concentration. Supporting electrolyte: Tris buffer pH 8.0,
I 0.05 M containing 0.75% (v/v) Triton X-100 and 5 mM phosphatidylcholine. Electrode rotation rate:
1000 rpm. Each value represents the mean of triplicate measurements; the error bars represent the
relevant standard deviations.

It is worth noting that, despite the small variations, an ANOVA analysis of data points (F-value
10.6, p-value 0.0004373 at a confidence level of 95%) evidenced that there’s a significant difference
between the mean response values of Figure 2. A more detailed treatment of the ANOVA analysis
is reported in the Supplementary Materials. A calcium concentration value of 0.2 mM was therefore
employed in the following experiments to optimize PLD assay.

3.3. Influence of Electrode Rotation Rate

The influence of substrate mass transport on the analytical performances of the biosensor was
investigated. This study has been carried out in Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0, I 0.05 M) containing Triton
X-100 and Ca2+ at the optimized concentrations respectively of 0.75% (v/v) and 0.2 mM. Under these
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experimental conditions, the variation of the slope of the signal current upon the enzymatic conversion
of phosphatidylcholine 5 mM from PLD 0.22 IU/mL has been measured, by varying the rotation rate of
the electrode from 50 to 3000 rpm. The upper limit of the explored range was limited by the well-known
tendency of detergents to skim. Figure 3 shows the signal slopes variation as a function of the rotation
rate at a Pt/PPyox/ChO biosensor. As expected in the case of a process limited by the mass transport in
solution, the profile acquired shows in the first part an increment of the response as rotation rate is
increased up to about 200 rpm. At higher rotation rates the slope of the signal decreases as rotation
rate is increased, thus suggesting that the system is passing from an external diffusive control to an
enzymatic kinetic control [48].

 

 

Figure 3. Normalized response (i.e., response/maximum response) of a typical Pt/PPyox/ChO biosensor
to PLD 0.22 IU/mL as a function of electrode rotation rate. Supporting electrolyte: Tris buffer pH 8.0,
I 0.05 M containing 0.75% (v/v) Triton X-100, 0.2 mM calcium chloride, and 5 mM phosphatidylcholine.
Each value represents the mean of triplicate measurements; the error bars represent the relevant
standard deviations.

Particularly, considering that solution stirring promotes the interaction PLD/phosphatidylcholine,
the homogeneous catalytic process is unlikely to constitute the rate determining step. The whole
bienzymatic process is reasonably controlled by the kinetic of the enzymatic reaction catalyzed by
choline oxidase which occurs at the modified electrode. Indeed, the profile at higher rotation rates
showed in Figure 3 is similar to that, here not reported, observed when using choline oxidase biosensor
for choline sensing. On the other hand, hypothesizing the PLD catalysis in solution as the rate
determining step, current signal would have been independent from the rotation rate. This behavior
has already been noticed when the same choline biosensor was employed to assay ChE activity in
solution following a similar reactions scheme [29].

In conclusion, to assure an appreciable sensitivity under controlled mass transport, a rotation rate
of 200 rpm has been adopted in the following experiments.

3.4. Influence of pH

Being the proposed method based on the employment of an auxiliary enzyme, i.e., choline
oxidase, before optimizing the pH for PLD assay, the effect of the buffer composition on the response of
choline oxidase biosensor was examined using phosphate, glycine, tris, and borate buffers. The results,
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reported in Figure S2 of Supplementary Materials, showed that phosphate and borate buffer allowed to
achieve the highest signals. One of the most employed biological buffers is surely Tris which however
does not always assure the best analytical results [49]. As a confirmation, in the present study its
employment resulted in the lowest response among all the studied buffers. Campanella et al. indeed
evidenced a partial inhibition of choline oxidase in Tris buffer [50].

The reaction environment in which the enzymatic hydrolysis of phospholipids containing choline
is carried out is usually composed of 50 mM Tris buffer at pH 8.0, calcium chloride and Triton X-100 [51].
Considering that the response of the choline biosensor was dramatically reduced in Tris buffer, as it was
previously showed, the possibility of carrying out PLD assay in alternative buffers has been evaluated.
At this aim phosphate, glycine, Tris, HEPES and borate buffers (0.05 M, pH 8.0) containing 0.75% (v/v)
Triton X- 100- and 0.2-mM calcium chloride were employed. With the aim to discriminate which buffer
allowed high sensitivity while assuring appreciable reproducibility, triplicate assay experiments have
been carried out for each investigated system. The mean values of the current slopes with the relevant
standard deviations are shown in Figure 4.

 

Figure 4. Effect of buffer composition (pH 8.0, I 0.05 M) on choline biosensor response to PLD 0.22 IU/mL.
Triton X-100 concentration: 0.75% (v/v). Calcium chloride concentration: 0.2 mM. Phosphatidylcholine
concentration: 5 mM. Electrode rotation rate: 200 rpm. Each value represents the mean of triplicate
measurements; the error bars represent the relevant standard deviations.

The best results in term of sensitivity were obtained by employing HEPES and borate buffer.
Nevertheless, HEPES buffer provided a poor repeatability of the analytical signal which progressively
decreased after successive measurements, as it was already evidenced by Marazuela et al. [45].
Phosphate buffer showed poor reproducibility and sensitivity attributable to precipitation processes at
the micromolar calcium concentrations required to maximize PLD activity. Such a buffer was therefore
not used even if its employment assured the best performances for choline biosensor (Figure S2).
Borate buffer, allowing the best response in terms of both precision (relative standard deviation of 1.3%
(n = 3) on intraday measurements) and sensitivity was therefore employed for all further experiments.

The effect of the pH solution on the analytical signal was then tested within the range 7–9.
At this aim the behavior of both the primary enzyme and the auxiliary enzyme upon varying pH was
considered. Preliminary experiments, reported in Figure S3 of Supplementary Material, showed that
the maximum sensitivity towards choline of the device Pt/PPyox/ChO falls in the pH range 8.5–9.5.
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PLD is reported to show in solution a maximum activity at a pH close to 8.0 [38]. Figure 5 shows
the signal slopes variation as a function of pH at a Pt/PPyox/ChO biosensor upon the addition of
phosphatidylcholine (5 mM) and PLD (0.22 IU/mL). The curve evidences a maximum located at pH of
about 8.0 and therefore in good agreement with the value reported in literature. Subsequent studies
have been therefore carried out at pH 8.0 since at this value the activities of both PLD and ChO are
almost at maximum.

 

 

Figure 5. Normalized response (i.e., response/maximum response) of a typical Pt/PPyox/ChO biosensor
to PLD 0.22 IU/mL as a function of pH. Supporting electrolyte: borate buffer pH 8.0, I 0.05 M containing
0.75% (v/v) Triton X-100, 0.2 mM calcium chloride, and 5 mM phosphatidylcholine. Electrode rotation
rate: 200 rpm.

3.5. Optimization of Substrate Concentration

PLD from Streptomyces Chromofuscus, like bacterial PLDs in general, has broader substrate
specificity than the eukaryotic enzymes. Such an enzyme is able to hydrolyze phosphatidylserine,
phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylglycerol, lysophosphatidylcholine, and sphingomyelin.
Phosphatidylcholine is considered however the best substrate for hydrolysis. In the present work,
L-α-phosphatidylcholine from egg yolk was employed with a mean molecular weight of about 768 Da.
It is worth noting that complications arise when drawing kinetic data on phospholipases. These
enzymes, indeed, acting on water-insoluble substrates, display an enhanced activity when using
substrates organized in aggregates. This feature inevitably determines a dependence of the kinetic
data on the particular phase in which phospholipids are organized in the reaction mixture. For this
reason, we have experimentally verified at which substrate concentration, and then organization, PLD
saturation was guaranteed at the experimental conditions already optimized. A calibration graph has
been then constructed by varying the phosphatidylcholine concentration realized in the electrolyte
solution (borate buffer pH 8.0, I 0.05 M containing 0.75% Triton X-100, and 0.2 mM Ca2+) containing
PLD at a concentration of 0.22 IU/mL, and holding the electrode under rotation at a speed of 200 rpm.

Figure 6 shows the behavior of the signal current slopes at substrate concentration values ranging
from 0.5 to 8 mM. As it is possible to see, a phosphatidylcholine concentration of 5 mM assured
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substrate saturation condition for PLD and was therefore adopted to realize the calibration curve for
enzyme assay.

 

− −

Figure 6. Normalized response (i.e., response/maximum response) of a typical Pt/PPyox/ChO biosensor
to PLD 0.22 IU/mL as a function of phosphatidylcholine concentration. Supporting electrolyte: borate
buffer pH 8.0, I 0.05 M containing 0.75% (v/v) Triton X-100, and 0.2 mM calcium chloride. Electrode
rotation rate: 200 rpm.

3.6. Calibration Graphs for PLD Assay

The calibration curve for PLD assay has been derived by injecting in the electrochemical cell the
substrate at the concentration value previously optimized and then by introducing an aliquot of an
enzyme standard solution at a fixed temperature of 37 ◦C. The response has been evaluated, as usual,
by the slope of the current signal acquired at the modified electrode. In Figure 7 the calibration graph
obtained over all the PLD activities investigated is reported whereas in the inset the linear range
of the calibration curve is also illustrated. Fitting of the linear part of the calibration graph gave
a regression line with a slope of 23.9 ± 0.2 (nA/s)·(IU/mL)−1 and an intercept of (−0.0148 ± 0.0382)
nA/s (correlation coefficient better than 0.999). Due to the significant accumulation of the enzymatic
products during the observation times, a deviation from linearity is observed from an enzyme activity
of 0.33 IU/mL. The within-day coefficients of variation for replicate (n = 5) PLD assays were 4.15% and
5.18% at 0.22 and 0.04 IU/mL PLD levels, respectively; the between-days (n = 6) coefficient of variation
was 9.4% at 0.14 IU/mL PLD levels. The operational stability of the assay was tested doing replicate
PLD assays (at 0.22 IU/mL PLD level) during a day (n = 10): the relevant variation was comparable
(confidence level of 95%) with the within-day coefficients of variation so the biosensor response could
be considered almost stable. Finally, the long-term stability was proved by evaluating the sensitivity of
several calibration curves (n = 15) for PLD assay (at 0.22 IU/mL PLD level) during an extended period
(biosensor stored in buffer at 4 ◦C at the dark when not used): after 30 days, the sensitivity dropped to
about 25% of its initial value.

The limit of detection estimated from the linear regression equation was 0.005 IU/mL, corresponding
to an absolute amount of 0.03 IU (30 nmol of choline per minute). This amount is suitable for practical
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determination of PLD in real samples. As an example, in the clinical field PLD activity in normal
mammary cell attests to levels detectable with our device. In mammary carcinoma cell lysate PLD
activity was found to be considerable higher with respect to normal cell (2921.4 ± 216.7 U/L vs.
408.6 ± 28.7 U/L) [21].

A direct comparison with existing PLD assay methods is complicated by the different modalities in
which enzyme activity is expressed. Chemiluminescence assays have been reported in which liberation
of just 75 pmol of choline per minute was detectable [52]. Method precision was however affected by the
presence of substances which react with hydrogen peroxide and proteins at concentrations above 0.2%
(w/v) which can cause quenching phenomena of the luminol reaction therein employed. Fluorometric
detection and radiometric assay are surely highly sensitive techniques [23,24] but need synthetically
modified fluorogenic substrates or special equipment to be performed. As concerns the electrochemical
method previously described to assay PLD, based on the employment of a choline amperometric
biosensor [25], a limit of detection for choline of 0.05 mM was reported and then substantially higher
with respect to the value of 0.1 µM at pH 8 that we evaluated in our previous work [29]. Moreover,
as it was already stressed, the biosensor realization was quite laborious and time consuming [25].
Compared to existing analytical assays, the present method is therefore simple and easy to operate,
representing a valid alternative in ascertaining PLD activity in various fields of interest.

 

Figure 7. Calibration curve for phosphatidylcholine-PLD system carried out at a typical Pt/PPyox/ChO
biosensor. Supporting electrolyte: borate buffer pH 8.0, I 0.05 M containing 0.75% (v/v) Triton X-100,
0.2 mM calcium chloride and 5 mM phosphatidylcholine. Electrode rotation rate: 200 rpm. Inset: linear
interval of the calibration curve.

Preliminary experiments concerning the application of the proposed assay in real samples focused
on the determination of PLD activity on crude extracts from pig lung. Lungs were chosen either for its
high PLD activity [53] either because its crude extract is surely a complex biological matrix containing
endogenous substances (e.g., ascorbate) which can interfere with the present electrochemical assay. Yet,
the notable ability of PPyox polymer to reject interfering and fouling species in electrochemical analysis
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ensured proper measurements of PLD activity even in complex matrixes like this. In fact, analysis of
pig lung crude extracts, after proper dilution, gave a specific activity of 1.50 ± 0.08 mIU/mg which
agree with that obtained by the standard colorimetric method (see Materials and Methods section)
used here for PLD assay (values from both assays not significantly different at a 95% confidence level);
more importantly, the assay of pig lung crude extracts gave specificity activity values in agreement
with those already reported elsewhere [31].

4. Conclusions

The novel electrochemical procedure for PLD assay proposed in this work is based on the
employment of a bilayer choline biosensor composed of a co-crosslinked choline oxidase coating
deposited on a permselective overoxidized polypyrrole film electrosynthesized on a platinum electrode.
The optimization of the experimental parameters affecting PLD activity (e.g., pH and composition of
the supporting electrolyte, hydrodynamic conditions, calcium chloride and surfactant concentration)
allowed to obtain calibration curves characterized by appreciable sensitivity, wide linear range
and adequately low limit of detection. Furthermore, the electrosynthesis of a polymer film with
built-in permselectivity could realize a biosensor suitable for real matrices analysis being interferences
from endogenous compound, electroactive at the applied potential, minimized. In conclusion, our
device proved as an effective and novel method for the determination of PLD activity. Further
experiments concerning its application to assay such an enzyme in biological samples are under way
in our laboratory.
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0.1 M. Electrode rotation rate: 1000 rpm.
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Abstract: Aptamer-based electrochemical sensors have gained attention in the context of developing
a diagnostic biomarker detection method because of their rapid response, miniaturization ability,
stability, and design flexibility. In such detection systems, enzymes are often used as labels to amplify
the electrochemical signal. We have focused on glucose dehydrogenase (GDH) as a labeling enzyme
for electrochemical detection owing to its high enzymatic activity, availability, and well-established
electrochemical principle and platform. However, it is difficult and laborious to obtain one to
one labeling of a GDH-aptamer complex with conventional chemical conjugation methods. In this
study, we used GDH that was genetically fused to a DNA binding protein, i.e., zinc finger protein
(ZF). Fused GDH can be attached to an aptamer spontaneously and site specifically in a buffer
by exploiting the sequence-specific binding ability of ZF. Using such a fusion protein, we labeled
a vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-binding aptamer with GDH and detected the target
electrochemically. As a result, upon the addition of glucose, the GDH labeled on the aptamer
generated an amperometric signal, and the current response increased dependent on the VEGF
concentration. Eventually, the developed electrochemical sensor proved to detect VEGF levels as low
as 105 pM, thereby successfully demonstrating the concept of using ZF-fused GDH to enzymatically
label aptamers.

Keywords: aptamer; labeling; enzyme; zinc finger protein; glucose dehydrogenase; electrochemical
sensor; vascular endothelial growth factor

1. Introduction

Aptamers are DNA or RNA ligands that recognize a specific target molecule with comparable
affinity and specificity to antibodies [1,2]. The utilization of aptamers in biosensing has several
advantages over antibodies owing to their small size, high thermal stability, and ease of chemical
modification. Accordingly, aptamers have become a major target recognition element in a variety of
biosensing principles, including fluorescence, electrochemical, and colorimetric methods. In particular,
since our first report on aptamer-based electrochemical sensors [3], many electrochemical aptamer
sensors have been described for point of care testing purposes, taking advantage of rapid response
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times, ease of miniaturization, and cost-effectiveness owing to their established platform over other
electrochemical detection principles.

To construct such electrochemical sensors, enzymes are attractive and often used as labeling
molecules for high-sensitivity detection owing to their signal amplification ability. In reported
electrochemical aptamer sensors, alkaline phosphatase and horse radish peroxidase are the most
common enzymatic labels [4]. To label aptamers, avidin is typically conjugated to these enzymes, and
this avidin-enzyme conjugate interacts with a biotinylated aptamer to form a chimeric aptamer-enzyme
molecule. Historically, alkaline phosphatase and horse radish peroxidase are both difficult enzymes to
produce recombinantly via prokaryotic host cells, such as Escherichia coli. Therefore, the preparation of
avidin-enzyme complexes synthesized via chemical conjugation is favorable. However, the procedure
to chemically conjugate and purify avidin and enzymes of interest before their use is not only laborious,
but it can result in heterogenous molecules due to random conjugation [5] as well as the loss of protein
function [6].

Alternatively, we have focused on glucose dehydrogenase (GDH) as a labeling enzyme for
electrochemical aptamer sensors [3,7,8]. As GDH is the enzyme employed in the representative
miniaturized electrochemical biosensor, the glucose sensor for the self-monitoring of blood glucose,
well-established electrochemical principles and platforms are available. Importantly, GDH can be
produced via prokaryotes while retaining a high specific activity, allowing for easy engineering of the
enzyme [9]. Therefore, GDH would serve as an attractive labeling enzyme to engineer and perform
simple and site-specific labeling for electrochemical aptamer sensors.

With regard to site-specific modifications, several methods are reported utilizing unnatural
amino acids [6], intein [10], enzyme-catalyzed tags [11], self-labeling enzymes [12], or DNA-templated
conjugation [13,14]. However, additional materials other than the DNA and protein are required
to perform these conjugation methods. Kobatake and Gordon’s group have developed a unique
strategy for DNA–protein crosslinking through a DNA-binding enzyme-mediated covalent bond
formation [15–17]. However, the method still suffered from low bioactivity of the conjugated enzyme.
Inspired by our previous study [18], we have focused on the zinc finger protein (ZF), a monomeric
double-stranded DNA-binding protein, to create a GDH-labelled aptamer. ZF is a DNA-binding protein
which is capable of recognizing and binding to a specific sequence of double-stranded DNA [19,20].
On account of its small molecular weight, various molecules, including enzymes and fluorescent
proteins, have been genetically fused to ZF for the purpose of gene editing and DNA detection, and
are efficiently produced using prokaryotic cells without compromising its original function [21–25].
Previously, we have reported the use of ZF-fused GDH for the detection of PCR products, and
successfully detected target DNA quantitatively [25]. This study demonstrated that the binding of
ZF toward DNA happens spontaneously in a neutral buffer solution in a site-specific manner in vitro.
Therefore, we assumed the aptamer labeling of GDH would occur by simply mixing the aptamer with
ZF-fused GDH.

To this end, we present a novel GDH labeling method using ZF-fused GDH for aptamers. As a proof
of concept, we have utilized vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) as a model target. VEGF plays
an important role in the formation of new blood vessels of tissues [26]. As anti-VEGF pharmaceuticals
are being used in tumor and age-related macular degeneration therapies, the detection of VEGF is
important to predict the effectiveness of these treatments [27–29]. Moreover, VEGF is suggested as a
biomarker for the early diagnosis of several diseases, such as lymphangioleiomyomatosis [30], major
depressive disorder [31], and diabetic nephropathy [32]. Therefore, the rapid and sensitive detection
of VEGF levels is crucial for clinical purposes. Here, we present the construction and results of an
electrochemical sensor based on a GDH-labeled aptamer for VEGF detection with a lower detection
limit of 105 pM.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals and Materials

All oligonucleotides were purchased from Eurofins Genomics (Luxembourg, Luxembourg).
The sequences are indicated in the Supplementary Materials Table S1.

Phenazine methosulfate (PMS), 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol (DCIP), d(+)-glucose, sodium
chloride, 2-amino-2-hydroxymethyl-propane-1,3-diol (Tris), glycerol, and Tween-20 were purchased
from Kanto Chemical Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). Kanamycin sulfate and d-desthiobiotin were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC (St. Louis, MO, USA). A self-assembled monolayer (SAM) forming thiol
reagent (dithiobis(succinimidyl undecanoate)) was purchased from Dojindo Laboratories Co., Ltd.
(Kumamoto, Japan). LB broth, the bacterial host strain Escherichia coli BL21(DE3), and the expression
vector pET30c(+) were purchased form Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany). Anti-VEGF antibodies
(MAB293 and BAF293) were purchased from R&D Systems, Inc. (Minneapolis, MN, USA). Gold and
platinum wires were purchased from TANAKA Kikinzoku (Tokyo, Japan). A silver/silver chloride
(3M NaCl) reference electrode RE-1B (Ag/AgCl) was purchased from BAS Inc. (Tokyo, Japan).

2.2. Investigation of Aptamer and Antibody Combination for the Sandwich Assay

Either biotinylated VEGF aptamers (30 pmol/well) or anti-VEGF antibody; BAF293 (20 pg/well) was
diluted by TBS (10 mM Tris-HCl and 100 mM NaCl; pH 7.0) and immobilized on a streptavidin-coated
micro-titer plate (Nunc, Rochester, NY, USA) by incubating for 1 h at 25 ◦C. Subsequently, the wells
were washed with TBS-T (10 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl and 0.05% Tween-20; pH 7.0) and blocked
by blocking buffer (TBS-T containing 4% skim milk). After blocking, 0 or 100 nM VEGF was added,
incubated for 1 h, and washed again by TBS-T. Next, the 300 nM of the labeling VEGF aptamer
harboring the Zif268 binding site was added and incubated. Finally, 100 nM ZF-GDH was added to
each well and incubated. After a final washing by TBS-T, the residual GDH activity was measured
using PMS and DCIP. For this measurement, 100 µL of assay buffer (TBS containing 0.06 mM DCIP,
0.6 mM PMS, and 100 mM glucose) was added to each well and the absorbance change at 595 nm was
measured using a plate reader (Wallac 1420 ARVO MX, Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA).

2.3. Investigation of Binding Specificity of ZF-GDH Towards Its Target Sequence

Biotinylated VEGF-binding aptamer (2G19) or Zif268 recognition sequence-inserted 2G19 (2G19-Z)
was first heat-treated at 95 ◦C for 10 min then gradually cooled down to 25 ◦C in TBS to let them fold into
a stable structure. Then, 100 µL of the folded oligonucleotide solution was added onto a streptavidin
coated micro-titer plate (Nunc, Rochester, NY, USA) at a concentration of 1 µM. After immobilization,
each well was washed with TBS-T three times and blocked with a blocking buffer. Finally, 100 µL of
100 nM ZF–GDH solution was added and incubated for 1 h at 25 ◦C. After washing with TBS-T, the
binding of ZF–GDH to each oligonucleotide was detected by measuring the residual GDH activity
using PMS and DCIP using a plate reader (Wallac 1420 ARVO MX, Perkin-Elmer).

2.4. Investigation of VEGF Concentration Dependency on Plate Using Antibody and Aptamer

To select the pair of ligands for the sandwich binding assay, either biotinylated aptamer
(30 pmol/well) or the anti-VEGF antibody BAF293 (20 pg/well) was immobilized on a streptavidin
coated clear micro-titer plate by incubating for 1 h at 25 ◦C. Subsequently, the wells were washed
with TBS-T and blocked using a blocking buffer. After blocking, 0 or 100 nM VEGF was added and
incubated for 1 h, followed again by washing with TBS-T. Next, 100 µL of 300 nM 2G19-Z or V7t1
aptamer was added and incubated. Finally, 100 nM ZF–GDH was added to each well and incubated.
After a final wash by TBS-T, the residual GDH activity was measured as described in Section 2.2.
For the investigation of VEGF concentration dependency, 0–100 nM VEGF solution was added on the
antibody-immobilized micro-titer plate and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. After washing, the
captured VEGF was detected by GDH labeled 2G19-Z.
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2.5. Preparation of Antibody-Immobilized Gold Electrode

For the formation of the self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on a gold wire electrode, the wire
was cleaned by piranha solution and immersed in ethanol containing 1 mM thiol reagent
(dithiobis(succinimidy undecanoate)) overnight at 25 ◦C. Next, the SAM-modified electrode was
immersed into HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) containing 0.15 mg/mL streptavidin and incubated overnight
at 4 ◦C. Followingly, the electrode was incubated for 30 min in HEPES buffer containing 5 µg/mL
biotinylated anti-VEGF antibody (BAF293). Finally, the N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) ester was
blocked through incubation of 1 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) for 15 min.

2.6. Investigation of the Non-Specific Adsorption on a Gold Electrode

A bare gold wire electrode, SAM-modified electrode, or antibody immobilized electrode
was incubated with 100 nM ZF-GDH in TBS for 30 min. After washing, the residual GDH
activity was electrochemically measured using chronoamperometry. The prepared gold electrode
(working electrode) was immersed in 10 mL TBS containing 1 mM electron mediator (m-PMS:
1-methoxy-5-methylphenazinium methylsulfate) with Ag/AgCl and Pt wire as reference and counter
electrodes, respectively. After applying a potential of 0.1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in a VersaSTAT4 potentiostat
(Princeton Applied Research, Princeton, NJ, USA), the background response current was measured
as the background in the absence of glucose. The applied potential was determined by considering
the standard redox potential of mPMS (+0.063 V) [33], and we confirmed the potential was able to
effectively oxidize mPMS in our previously reported GDH-based amperometric aptamer sensor [3,7,8].
Then, 25 s after application of the potential, glucose was added at a final concentration of 100 mM
and the response current was measured for 100 s. The delta current was determined by subtracting
the background current before the addition of glucose from the plateau signals after the addition
of glucose.

2.7. Electrochemical Detection of VEGF Using GDH-Labeled Aptamer

The BAF293-immobilized gold wire electrode was blocked with 4% skim milk in TBS-T and
incubated in TBS containing 0.25–25 nM of VEGF for 30 min at room temperature. Following washing
with TBS-T, the electrode was incubated with 300 nM of 2G10-Z for 30 min and was subsequently
incubated with 100 nM of ZF–GDH for 30 min again. After a final wash, residual GDH activity was
detected via the same amperometric method described in the Section 2.6 with 1 mM m-PMS and
100 mM glucose utilizing VersaSTAT4 potentiostat (Princeton Applied Research, Princeton, NJ, USA).
The calibration of VEGF was obtained by plotting the delta current against VEGF concentration. As a
negative control, bovine serum albumin (BSA) was incubated with the electrode instead of VEGF,
and after incubation of the aptamer and ZF-GDH, the residual GDH activity was measured by the
chronoamperometry with an applied potential of 0.1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl).

3. Results

3.1. GDH Labeling of VEGF-Binding Aptamer Using ZF-GDH and Characterization of the Labeled Aptamer

To construct the fusion of GDH and ZF, we chose GDH derived from Aspergillus flavus (AfGDH) [34]
and a mouse-derived ZF (Zif268) [35]. AfGDH is a monomeric flavin adenine dinucleotide-dependent
GDH which has high catalytic activity of several hundred Unit/mg protein. Zif268 is a very
well-characterized C2H2-type ZF which binds to its target double-stranded DNA (forward strand:
5′-GCGTGGGCG-3′ and reverse strand: 5′-CGCCCACGC-3′) in a one-to-one manner with high
sequence specificity and binding affinity [35]. We confirmed the fusion protein maintained both the
target double-stranded DNA binding ability of Zif268 [25] and the enzymatic activity of AfGDH.
Remarkably, the enzymatic activity was the almost same level as that of original AfGDH (Supplementary
Materials Figure S1). This is due to the small molecular weight of ZF (<10 kDa), one of the advantages
of ZF as a fusion partner.
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For electrochemical detection of VEGF, we selected a sandwich manner of detection. Therefore,
first, the best combination of ligands was investigated on a sandwich plate assay. For this comparison,
we chose two types of VEGF binding aptamers (Supplementary Materials Table S1). Both aptamers
have a single binding region against VEGF with a nano-molar order Kd value, but fold into different
unique structures. Moreover, 2G19 aptamer is predicted to form a stem loop structure [36], whereas
V7t1 aptamer was revealed to form a G-quadruplex (G4) structure [37,38]. To label them by ZF-GDH,
2G19 and V7t1 were fused to a ZF recognition site and referred to as 2G19-Z and V7t1-Z, respectively
(Supplementary Materials Figure S2). As the capture ligand, we immobilized either biotinylated VEGF
aptamer or anti-VEGF antibody on a streptavidin-coated micro-titer plate. After the addition of 100 nM
VEGF, GDH-labeled 2G19-Z or V7t1-Z was further added and washed. Eventually, the residual GDH
activity was detected with a colorimetric redox dye.

When we used the anti-VEGF antibody as the capture ligand, the GDH-labeled aptamers showed
a signal increase in the presence of VEGF (Figure 1). This indicated that both aptamers were correctly
labeled by ZF-GDH and can be used to detect VEGF regardless of folding structure. Whereas, all of
the aptamer-aptamer pairings showed a higher background signal without the addition of VEGF
compared to that of antibody-aptamer pairs (Figure 1). Considering the low background signal with the
antibody–aptamer pairs, this higher background signal would be due to the direct interaction between
the capture and labeling aptamers rather than the non-specific adsorption of ZF-GDH. Therefore, we
chose the anti-VEGF antibody and 2G19 aptamer pair to construct the VEGF sensor, as this combination
provided the highest signal with the lowest background noise.

–

 

Figure 1. Investigation of aptamer and antibody combinations for the sandwich assay. To capture VEGF,
aptamers (2G19 or V7t1) or anti-VEGF antibody (BAF293) was immobilized on a streptavidin-coated
microtiter plate. As the detection ligand, ZF-GDH-labeled aptamers (2G19-Z or V7t1-Z) were used.
Residual GDH activity on the plate was detected with colorimetric redox dye. Error bars indicate the
standard deviation (n = 3).

The specific binding of ZF-GDH to the inserted Zif268-binding site in 2G19 was further investigated
on a micro-titer plate. Here, we immobilized either the original 2G19 or Zif268 binding site inserted 2G19
(2G19-Z) using biotin-avidin interaction and allowed ZF-GDH to bind to the DNA. After washing, the
residual GDH activity was measured with a colorimetric redox dye. We observed a significantly higher
signal from the wells immobilized with 2G19-Z (Supplementary Materials Figure S3). This confirmed
that ZF-GDH bound to the specific sequence inserted in the 2G19-Z aptamer. In other words, ZF-GDH
labeled the aptamer with GDH.

Finally, we investigated VEGF concentration dependency using anti-VEGF antibody and
GDH-labeled 2G19-Z on a micro-titer plate. Various concentrations of VEGF solution were added
to the plate, and the VEGF captured by the antibody was detected using the GDH-labeled aptamer.
When GDH activity was measured, signal increase was dependent on VEGF concentration, while there
was no signal increase with the negative control protein, bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Supplementary
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Materials Figure S4). Therefore, as we expected, ZF-GDH functioned to label the aptamer, which
showed a specific binding against VEGF.

3.2. Construction of Electrochemical Detection System Using GDH-Labeled 2G19-Z to Detect VEGF

To construct the electrochemical VEGF detection system using the GDH-labeled aptamer,
we modified the SAM on the gold wire electrode (approximate working surface area: 16 mm2) using
a decyl alkyl chain harboring a thiol group and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) group to immobilize
anti-VEGF antibody and to reduce the non-specific adsorption of ZF-GDH. The non-specific adsorption
of ZF-GDH on the SAM-modified electrode was investigated by measuring the residual GDH activity
after the electrode was immersed in the ZF-GDH solution. GDH activity was measured using the
chronoamperometry in the presence of 1 mM m-PMS and 100 mM glucose with an applied potential of
0.1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). When the bare gold electrode was incubated in the ZF-GDH solution, a high
response current was observed even after washing with a buffer; however, the current was reduced
with the SAM- and antibody-modified electrode (Supplementary Materials Figure S5). Therefore,
the immobilization of this SAM on the electrode efficiently reduced non-specific adsorption.

To immobilize the antibody on the SAM-modified electrode, we used biotin-avidin interactions
to control the orientation of the anti-VEGF antibody. First, streptavidin was immobilized on
the SAM-modified electrode via amine coupling, and then biotinylated anti-VEGF antibody was
immobilized on a streptavidin-modified electrode. After antibody immobilization, the surface was
blocked by skim milk and used to detect VEGF. For this detection, we incubated the electrode with
0.25–25 nM of VEGF and after washing, the captured VEGF was labeled by 2G19-Z and ZF-GDH
(Figure 2A). In this principle, the amount of GDH on the electrode would be dependent on the amount
of the captured VEGF. Upon addition of glucose, GDH obtains an electron and the cofactor (flavin
adenine dinucleotide) is reduced. Subsequently, the cofactor is then re-oxidized by the free electron
mediator existing in solution, mPMS. Eventually, the reduced mPMS is oxidized by the electrode to
generate the response current for the chronoamperometry measurement. Therefore, as the VEGF
concentration increases, more reduced mediator is generated, and a higher response current is observed.

–

–

 

Figure 2. Electrochemical detection of VEGF. (A) Schematic diagram of the electrochemical detection
of VEGF. (B) Electrochemical detection of VEGF by using ZF-GDH-labelled aptamer. The GDH activity
was measured by chronoamperometry in the presence of 1 mM mPMS and 100 mM glucose with an
applied potential of 0.1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). The delta current is defined as the subtraction of background
current before addition of glucose from the plateau signals after the addition of glucose. Error bars
indicate standard deviations (n = 3).

As a result of detection, we observed a concentration-dependent signal increase with a linear
relationship between the current responses and the logarithmic values of VEGF concentration ranging
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from 0.25–15 nM (Figure 2B). The limit of detection was calculated to be 105 pM according to the
method of Mb + 3 SD (where Mb and SD are the mean value and standard deviation of the blank,
respectively). However, the addition of the negative control, BSA instead of VEGF, gave a higher
current value than the blank and was comparable to the current value obtained with 0.5 nM VEGF.
This indicated that further optimization of the electrode surface modification is necessary.

Although the sensitivity can be improved as the estimated VEGF concentration in a sample
would be sub-pico molar, these results showed that the aptamer was correctly labeled with GDH
and generated an electrochemical signal. Most importantly, the spontaneous binding of the ZF to the
binding sequence inserted into the aptamer enabled GDH labeling of the aptamer by merely mixing
the solution.

4. Discussion

For the simple fabrication and construction of an enzyme-based amperometric aptamer sensor,
we focused on GDH in terms of its facile recombinant production and engineering. Specifically,
we circumvented GDH labeling via chemical conjugation by using ZF-fused GDH. As we expected, the
ZF-GDH fusion protein was expressed as soluble protein in E. coli-based recombinant production system.
In contrast to chemical conjugation, the fusion of ZF had little effect on GDH function, as ZF-fused GDH
maintained more than 90% of original GDH activity (Supplementary Materials Figure S1). With chemical
modification, surface lysine residues are commonly targeted, and the random modification of these
residues can decrease the solubility and stability of protein. As we fused ZF genetically to the
N-terminus of GDH, the surface lysine residues remained intact. Additionally, considering the fused
position of ZF, which is separate from the active site, and the small molecular weight (<10 kDa) of ZF,
the fusion of ZF did not alter protein folding of the GDH nor block the substrate access.

When we labeled two different VEGF-binding aptamers using ZF-GDH and performed sandwich
detection of VEGF, both aptamers showed higher GDH activity in the presence of VEGF. Although
their folding structures are different, both aptamers were labeled by GDH and served as a detection
ligand for VEGF. Therefore, this suggests that this GDH labeling method can be generalized for
different aptamers than those used in this study. In the sandwich assay, the G-quadruplex forming
V7t1 aptamer showed lower signal intensity than 2G19 aptamer in spite of its better Kd value (1.4 nM
vs. 52 nM). Therefore, the sensitivity depends on the paring of antibody and aptamer, not just on the
aptamer’s affinity.

We successfully detected VEGF electrochemically utilizing the aptamer labeled by ZF-GDH
with a lower detection limit of 105 pM and a detection range of 250 pM to 15 nM. To date, several
electrochemical aptamer sensors are reported for VEGF detection (Supplementary Materials Table S2).
Some of these sensors utilize labeling enzymes, such as alkaline phosphatase or GDH, however they
also require chemical conjugation of avidin. We were able to bypass this laborious process by using
ZF-GDH to label the aptamer. Besides the simplicity of labeling, another advantage of the present
system in comparison to other reported sensors is its detection principle. Namely, the system is an
amperometric sensor based on GDH activity, and this principle is adopted in the commercially available
glucose sensors. Therefore, we can construct this sensing system with already established platforms.
On the other hand, the sensor showed a signal increase with BSA, a non-target molecule. This current
increase can be attributed to the direct interaction of ZF-GDH with the non-specifically adsorbed BSA
on the electrode surface. As seen in the result of the sandwich plate assay (Supplementary Materials
Figure S4), once the surface was sufficiently blocked, the GDH-labeled 2G19-Z did not show a signal
increase with the addition of BSA. Therefore, further optimization of the SAM composition and its
density, as well as the conditions of blocking and washing would prove this signal increase with BSA.

Compared to previously reported GDH activity-based VEGF sensors, our sensor demonstrated
a tenfold improvement in (Supplementary Materials Table S2). However, our sensor sensitivity
was moderate in comparison to those reported for electrochemical sensors, as some demonstrated
femto-molar levels of sensitivity. Indeed, the constructed sensor requires improvement considering the
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sub-pico molar concentration of VEGF in a clinical sample. To increase the signal, we can first consider
fusing multiple GDH enzymes to ZF to obtain higher GDH activity. Secondly, we can increase the
affinity of ZF to DNA by increasing the number of ZF motifs, as well as alter these motifs to recognize
longer sequences. In this study, we used Zif268 which recognizes 9 bp and has a Kd with nanomolar
affinity, but by fusing an additional ZF motif, we can improve the Kd to a picomolar level [39].

5. Conclusions

In this study, we employed GDH as a labeling enzyme for an amperometric aptamer sensor and
developed a GDH labeling method for a VEGF-binding aptamer using ZF-fused GDH. Since GDH
can be recombinantly produced and easily engineered, the connecter, ZF was genetically fused to
GDH, eliminating the need for chemical conjugation methods to prepare ZF-fused GDH. The small
molecular size of ZF (<10 kDa) contributed to the maintenance of GDH activity even after the fusion of
ZF. Furthermore, the fusion protein enabled simple and easy labeling of the aptamer without laborious
steps, such as purification and dialysis, to obtain the aptamer–GDH complex. Eventually, we could
detect 105 pM VEGF in the GDH activity-based electrochemical detection system. Since the target
specificity of ZF is designable, this GDH labeling method has the potential to be a universal labeling
method to construct electrochemical aptamer sensors.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/20/14/3878/s1,
Supplemental Table S1: Sequences of oligonucleotides, Supplemental Table S2: Comparison of electrochemical
VEGF aptamer sensors, Preparation of GDH-fused ZF, Figure S1: Kinetic parameters of purified AfGDH wild type
and ZF-GDH, Figure S2: Predicted secondary structure of VEGF-binding aptamers after fusing ZF binding site,
Figure S3: Binding specificity of ZF-GDH, Figure S4: VEGF concentration dependency on the microtiter plate,
Figure S5: Effect of SAM modification on non-specific absorption of ZF-GDH.
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Abstract: A sensitive and efficient method for microRNAs (miRNAs) detection is strongly desired
by clinicians and, in recent years, the search for such a method has drawn much attention. There
has been significant interest in using miRNA as biomarkers for multiple diseases and conditions
in clinical diagnostics. Presently, most miRNA detection methods suffer from drawbacks, e.g., low
sensitivity, long assay time, expensive equipment, trained personnel, or unsuitability for point-of-care.
New methodologies are needed to overcome these limitations to allow rapid, sensitive, low-cost,
easy-to-use, and portable methods for miRNA detection at the point of care. In this work, to overcome
these shortcomings, we integrated capacitive sensing and alternating current electrokinetic effects
to detect specific miRNA-16b molecules, as a model, with the limit of detection reaching 1.0 femto
molar (fM) levels. The specificity of the sensor was verified by testing miRNA-25, which has the
same length as miRNA-16b. The sensor we developed demonstrated significant improvements
in sensitivity, response time and cost over other miRNA detection methods, and has application
potential at point-of-care.

Keywords: capacitive sensing; alternating current electrokinetic effects; miRNA sensing; point-of-
care diagnostics

1. Introduction

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are noncoding small RNAs of 18–25 nucleotides that regulate
the expression of multiple genes. As the presence of distinct miRNAs indicates specific med-
ical conditions—and because miRNAs can stably exist in various body fluids—miRNAs
have been investigated as biomarkers for disease diagnosis [1]. The exosome-associated
miRNA has been demonstrated to show potential diagnostic value in Alzheimer’s disease,
mild cognitive impairment and lung cancer [2,3]. Extracellular miRNAs not only circulate
in the peripheral blood [4–7], but also widely exist in other body fluids such as saliva, urine,
tears, amniotic fluid and breast milk [7–9]. For miRNA detection, Northern blotting (NB) is
commonly used in molecular biology laboratories; however, it suffers the shortcomings of
low sensitivity and long assay time. Reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain
reaction (RT-qPCR), as the gold standard for RNA quantification [10], requires unwieldy
and expensive thermal cycling equipment for amplification and quantification, rendering
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it unsuitable for point-of-care (POC) detection of circulating miRNAs diagnostics. Fur-
thermore, due to the short lengths of miRNAs, RT-PCR of miRNA is rather costly and
technically demanding to perform, even compared with regular RT-PCR applications.

To overcome the drawbacks of existing methods for miRNA detection, we have
presented herein the development of a rapid, high sensitivity, and easy-to-use biosensor
for miRNA POC detection, based on the AC electrokinetic (ACEK)-enhanced capacitive
sensing technique. ACEK effects, including the dielectrophoresis (DEP), AC electroosmosis
(ACEO), and AC electrothermal (ACET) effects, have been widely studied and applied on
biofluid handling and molecule manipulation [11,12]. DEP refers to the particle motion
caused by the difference in polarizability between the particles and the fluid [13]. ACEO
is induced by the moving charges in the electric double layer (EDL) and induces the
motion of fluid [14]. The ACET effect arises from the induced temperature gradient in
the fluids [15]. For relatively conductive biofluids, ACET effect dominates ACEO when
generating microflows. In the ACEK capacitive sensing method utilized, AC capacitive
sensing transduces biomolecular interactions to the change of interfacial capacitance. In the
meantime, the AC electrical signal induces the ACET effect, which enriches biomolecules
toward the electrode surface for sensing. Thus, rapid and sensitive detection for various
biochemical molecules can be realized in a manner amenable to POC applications. In our
previous work, we successfully detected progesterone, DNA, RNA, proteins, Bisphenol A
and pathogens with the application of ACEK capacitive sensing [16–20].

In this work, miRNA-16b was adopted as a model target to perform a proof-of-concept
demonstration. MiRNA-16b was derived from circulating extracellular vesicles and could
potentially be used for early identification of the pregnancy status of cattle [21]. To be
cost-effective for POC applications, interdigitated electrodes (based on low-cost gold-plated
interdigitated printed circuit broad (PCB) electrodes) were adopted as sensors. A single-
stranded DNA oligonucleotide probe was functionalized on the electrodes to specifically
recognize miRNA-16b. The hybridization of the DNA probe with miRNA-16b resulted in
a change at the electrode-electrolyte interface. Microfluidic experiments were conducted
to show that the ACET effect dominated over other electrokinetic effects. It was used to
accelerate the miRNA-16b target’s travel to the sensor surface and speed up the binding
of miRNA-16b with the capture DNA probe—shortening the testing time to 30s. With
the combination of DNA probe recognition and ACET-enhanced capacitance sensing,
we successfully detected miRNA-16b for bovine pregnancy diagnosis at the femtomolar
(fM) level. To test the sensors’ specificity, miRNA-25—which has the same length (21
bases) as miRNA-16b and coexists with miRNA-16b in pregnant cows—was tested as
the interference, using the sensors with the same DNA probe. The results showed no
observable response and confirmed the specificity of the miRNA sensor.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Interfacial Capacitance Sensing

The miRNA sensor in this study was based on ACEK capacitive sensing, and used
to detect the binding of miRNA-16b molecules with the immobilized DNA probes. The
single-stranded DNA probes were immobilized on the interdigitated microelectrodes,
which captured and bound with the miRNA-16b molecules. The ssDNA (with the sequence
of 5′- GCCAATATTTACGTGCTGCTGCTA-3′) and the miRNA-16b (with the sequence of
UAGCAGCACGÂUAAAUAUUGGC) were complementary strands. MiRNA-25 (with the
sequence of CAUUGCACUUGUCUCGGUCUG), which has the same length (21 bases) as
miRNA-16b and coexists with it in pregnant cows, was set as negative control. Open sites
on the surface were then blocked with 6-mercaptohexanol (6-MH). During detection, the
microelectrodes were stimulated with a low voltage (300 mVrms) AC signal to induce ACEK
effects, such as the AC electrothermal (ACET) effect, to route the miRNA-16b molecules
around the electrodes onto the electrode surface and hybridize with the immobilized DNA
probes. The binding between miRNA-16b molecules and the immobilized DNA probes led
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to a change of the interfacial capacitance (Cint) at the microelectrode surface, which was
detected electrically using the same AC signal, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. ACET microflow accelerates the binding of miRNA-16b and DNA probe.

As shown in Figure 2, before the DNA probe was immobilized on the electrode
surface, the interfacial capacitance was determined by the formation of electrical double
layer (EDL) (Figure 2a). A0 represented the surface area of the interfacial capacitance before
immobilization. After functionalization, the electrode surface was covered with the DNA
probes and 6-MH at high density. Such a DNA/6-MH monolayer could be modeled as a
dielectric capacitance that serially connects with the initial EDL capacitance (Figure 2b),
while Ab0 represents the surface area of the interfacial capacitance after immobilization of
the probe DNA and 6-MH. After miRNA-16b targets bind with the probe DNA (Figure 2c),
the total interfacial capacitance changes again, where Ab represents the surface area of the
interfacial capacitance after binding. The capacitance change predominantly results from
an increase in the surface area of the interfacial capacitance, which can be used for the
detection of miRNA-16b.
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Figure 2. The interfacial capacitance changes at different stages of probe immobilization and miRNA-
16 binding. (a) Before probe immobilization. (b) After probe immobilization and blocking. (c) After
miRNA-16b binding with DNA probe.

As mentioned above, the sensor in this work could be represented by an equivalent
electrical network. Specifically, when the interdigitated electrodes are immersed in an
electrolytic solution, the electrode cell can be represented by an equivalent circuit network
consisting of a solution resistance (Rsol), an interfacial capacitance (Cint) modeled by a
constant phase element (CPEint) and a resistive path (Rleak) in parallel with this capacitance
for the non-faradaic sensors [22]. The complex impedance of a CPE can be expressed by
1/(jωA)m, where A is analogous to a capacitance, ω is the frequency in rad/s, and 0.5 < m
< 1 (m = 1 corresponds to a capacitor and m = 0.5 corresponds to a Warburg element) [19].
The bare sensor impedance was measured over a frequency range of 100 Hz to 1 MHz, with
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a buffer conductivity equivalent to that of 1× Saline Sodium Citrate buffer (SSC) placed
over the IDE. The equivalent circuit network and the impedance spectra are both shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. (a) The equivalent circuit network for an electrode biosensor, and (b) the measured
impedance spectra and the fitting spectra.

The component values in the equivalent circuit network can be estimated from the
fitting data. The solution resistance Rsol is 454.4 Ω and the resistive path Rleak equals 7.73
× 10−4

Ω. As for the constant phase element CPEint, which can be expressed by 1/(jωA)m,
A = 4.465 × 10−9 and m = 0.7842. At the assay frequencies of 10 kHz and 100 kHz, CPEint
equals 2578.8 Ω and 423.85 Ω, respectively, which are much smaller than Rleak. Since
electricity takes the path of least resistance, the impedance network can be simplified as
a series connection of the constant phase element (CPEint) and the solution resistance
(Rsol). In this work, the miRNA-16b detection was based on non-faradaic impedance
measurement, and the interfacial capacitance Cint, which closely correlates with constant
phase element (CPEint), was monitored for target detection.

2.2. ACEK Enrichment Mechanism

In the process of detection, target molecules tended to diffuse to the electrode surface
and bind with the immobilized probes. The random nature of passive diffusion is the un-
derlying cause for low sensitivity and long testing times. To overcome these limitations for
detection, ACEK effects were applied for molecule enrichment. Specifically, ACEK effects
include dielectrophoresis (DEP) [23], AC electroosmosis (ACEO) [24] and AC electrother-
mal (ACET) effect [25]. For ACEO, the flow velocity diminished to close to zero when
the conductivity of solution was increased to above 0.085 S/m [26]. Since the miRNA-16b
sample solutions were based on 0.5× SSC buffer and 1× SSC buffer, with conductivities of
0.433 S/m and 0.865 S/m, ACEO flows were negligible in this work. In order to stimulate
the fluids with high conductivity to convect to the electrode surface, the ACET effect was
applied as we reported earlier [26]. ACET effects applied volume force on fluid and the
microflows were generated to accelerate miRNA-16b molecules traveling to the surface of
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the electrode for binding, as shown in Figure 1. The high efficiency of binding shortened
the testing time to 30 s and enhanced the sensitivity for detection [26]. The DEP force and
ACET force can be expressed as

FDEP = 2πa3εmRe

[

ε∗p − ε∗m

ε∗p + 2ε∗m

]

∇|E|2 (1)

FACET = −0.011∇Tεm|E|2 (2)

where a is the particle radius, εm is the medium permittivity,|E| is electric field modulus,
ε∗p and ε∗m are complex permittivities of particle and medium and ∇T is temperature
gradient. As DEP force scales with particle size while the ACET is size-independent [25],
the ACET effect was expected to be more effective than DEP for miRNA-16b enrichment
due to miRNA-16b’s small size [25,26]. The detailed analysis of the miRNA-16b enrichment
mechanism is exhibited in Section 3.2, based on the experiment results.

2.3. Sensor Fabrication

Single-sided highly flexible clad laminate (PulsarProFX®) was used for the device
prototyping. The laminate was a 0.005” thick FR4 fiberglass with 1/2 oz copper. Interdigi-
tated electrodes were patterned by PCB technique. The PCB fabrication process is simple
and can be done in just a few minutes using benchtop equipment. The detailed sensor
fabrication steps were as follows: (1) Draw the electrode pattern in Microsoft Visio and
then print it onto a piece of toner transfer paper (PulsarProFX) using a regular laser printer.
(2) Cover the copper laminate with the patterned toner transfer paper and roll it through a
laminator (Micro-Mark, model VL110) when the ‘HOT’ indicator is on. Soak the copper
laminate together with the toner transfer paper in water for several seconds and remove
the toner transfer paper. The electrode pattern is then transferred to the copper laminate.
(3) Cover the copper laminate with a piece of toner reactive foil (TRF) and roll it through
the laminator. After removing the TRF from the copper laminate, only the electrode pattern
on the copper laminate was covered by TRF, which is etch-resistant. (4) Heat 30 mL of ferric
chloride solution (MG Chemicals) to 55 ◦C and put the copper laminate into the solution.
Copper was etched within 10 min and the PCB showed the desired electrode pattern. Rinse
the PCB with acetone and isopropyl alcohol to remove TRF from the electrode surface.
Clean the PCB under running de-ionized water for 5 min. (5) Solder two lead wires to the
electrode pads. (6) Smoothen the electrode surface with sandpaper (#5000 Grit) and clean
it thoroughly. (7) Finally, coat the electrode with a thin layer of gold by electroplating. The
plating solution used here was Caswell® 24CT Gold Plating Solution. An image of the
fabricated interdigitated electrodes is provided in Figure S1 in Supplementary Materials.
The characteristic length of the sensor was 400 µm (with widths of 400 µm and 400 µm
gaps). The adhesive chamber in Figure S1b is Press-to-Seal® silicon isolator with a 2.5 mm
diameter and a 2 mm depth.

2.4. Sample Preparation

Single-strained DNA probe for miRNA-16b target recognition was purchased from In-
tegrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (IDT, Coralville, IA). Its sequence was 5′- GCCAATATTTA
CGTGCTGCTGCTA-3′ while the 5′-end was dithiol-modified for self-assembly on the gold
surface. Before experiments, the ssDNA probes were further reduced using TCEP (Sigma
Aldrich, USA). The miRNA-16b was purchased from IDT and its sequence was rUrArG
rCrArG rCrArC rGrUrA rArArU rArUrU rGrGrC [10]. For the sensor selectivity test,
miRNA-25 [11], also from IDT, had the following sequence: rCrArU rUrGrC rArCrU rUr-
GrU rCrUrC rGrGrU rCrUrG. After DNA probe incubation, the surface of the electrode
was blocked with 1 mM 6-MH (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). For probe solution,
ultrapure water (Mili-Q) and 0.05× PBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
were used to prepare 20 µM DNA probe solution. For testing, miRNA-16 was diluted in
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1× SSC buffer (AccuGENE™, Lonza, Rockland, ME) to make stock solutions. The final
concentrations of miRNA-16b samples for testing were: 100 fM, 10 fM, 1 fM and 0.1 fM.

2.5. Preparation of Microelectrode Chips

Before immobilizing the DNA probe on the electrode, the electrodes needed to be
cleaned rigorously. The steps for electrode cleaning are reported in our earlier work [27].
Briefly, the electrode chips were cleaned with acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA), ultrapure
water, and then air-dried. After these steps, electrode chips were transferred into a UV
ozone cleaner for 15 min. Then, the electrode chips were ready for probe functionalization.

The 10 µL DNA probe solution (100 µM in 0.05× PBS) was loaded on the electrode
surface for incubation and the electrode chips were kept in humidor for 18 h. Thereafter,
electrode chips needed to be blocked with 1 mM 6-MH for 3 h. Finally, the electrode chips
were ready for detection.

2.6. Measurement and Analysis

As mentioned in Section 2.1, capacitance values were continuously measured to calcu-
late the capacitance change ratio. In this work, the interfacial capacitance was measured for
30 s and sampled at 120 points with an AC signal of 10 kHz and 300 mV. The capacitance
change ratio is expressed as normalized capacitance versus time (%/min), calculated by the
least square linear fitting. The concentration of target samples from 0.1 fM to 100 fM were
tested five times using a new functionalized sensor each time. An impedance analyzer was
used for data acquisition (Aglient 4294A).

Before testing, the miRNA samples needed to be heated in a water bath at 95 ◦C for
5 min and then cooled on ice for 5 min. To obtain the best performance of the miRNA-16b
detection sensor, the frequency was optimized and the sensors were prepared with different
incubation buffers and testing buffers. All the target samples (miRNA-16b and miRNA-25)
at different concentrations were tested five times and the average values were used for
analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Treatment for miRNA-16b Samples

We used one single loop of heating and fast cooling to linearize miRNA for effective
binding to the probe DNA. The first experiment was to confirm whether heat and fast
annealing led to improvement, before other optimizations were employed. The melting
temperature (Tm) of miRNAs are around 45 ◦C, so the samples were heated to 95 ◦C then
put on ice to cool. We compared the responses of miRNA-16b samples that were not heated
and cooled with the miRNA-16b samples that were heated in the water bath at 95 ◦C
(5 min) and cooled on ice (1 min). The results are provided in Figure S2 in Supplementary
Materials. The miRNA-16b samples were at a fixed concentration of 1 fM. The response
of temperature cycled samples was 3.117%/min, while the response for the untreated
sample was 2.677%/min. The 16.44% response improvement proved that temperature
treatment for miRNA-16b samples is necessary. Therefore, in all the following experiments,
all miRNA samples were heated and ice-cooled.

3.2. Frequency Optimization

Among ACEK effects, the ACET effect is not frequency dependent, while DEP forces
may strongly depend on the applied frequency. Both of these ACEK forces may occur
when an AC signal is applied. Thus, it was necessary to test different frequencies of the
measuring signal, in order to determine the dominant ACEK mechanism. Therefore, two
frequencies of 10 kHz and 100 kHz were used in the comparison experiments for the
detection of miRNA-16b. The testing results are shown in Figure 4a. At the frequency
of 10 kHz, the sensor responses of the background solution and 0.1 fM miRNA-16b were
0.788%/min and 0.943%/min, respectively, while the responses were 0.821%/min and
0.924%/min, respectively, when using 100 kHz. There were no significant differences
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between them. Also, under the frequency of 10 kHz, the 1 fM, 10 fM and 100 fM miRNA-
16b showed responses of 3.117%/min, 4.366%/min and 5.428%/min, respectively. As for
100 kHz, the responses of 1 fM, 10 fM and 100 fM miRNA-16b decreased to 2.653%/min,
3.873%/min and 4.912%/min, respectively, and the differences in responses were about
−14.89%, −11.29% and −9.51%, respectively, when compared with the cases at 10 kHz.
These differences (~10%) indicated that the response of the sensor was relatively insensitive
to the measuring frequency, pointing to the ACET effect’s dominant sensing over DEP [28].
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Figure 4. (a) Detection results at 100 kHz and 10 kHz (b) Normalized capacitance change as a function
of time within 30 s for various levels of miRNA-16b.

The representative curves of normalized capacitances for different miRNA-16b con-
centrations are displayed in Figure 4b, corresponding to the 10 kHz data in Figure 3a. The
capacitances were shown to linearly increase with time, and the capacitance change rates
were commensurate with increasing concentrations of miRNA-16b, due to increasing levels
of miRNA-16b binding.

Furthermore, according to the equivalent circuit network and the electrical impedance
spectra discussed in Section 2.1, the impedance network can be simplified as a series connec-
tion of the constant phase element (CPEint) and the solution resistance (Rsol). Compared
to applying 100 kHz, when using 10 kHz, the CPEint showed more capacitive compo-
nents and resulted in a greater response of the capacitive sensor. Therefore, for frequency
optimization, 10 kHz was selected to perform the tests.

Previous work demonstrated that the detection of lipopolysaccharides and genomic
DNA was more pronounced at 100 kHz [29,30]. Because both were larger than the miRNA-
16b tested here, the DEP effect was much more pronounced for enrichment. Thereby, it
was reasonable to have a better response at 10 kHz for miRNA-16b detection due to the
dominance of the ACET effect for miRNA enrichment [24,31].

To directly verify that the main effect of AC signal under our test conditions was
ACET, we performed a microfluidic experiment based on fluorescent tracing particles.
The solution of fluorescent particles (FluoSpheres® Carboxylate-Modified Microspheres,
1 µm, nile red fluorescent 535/575, 2% solids) was diluted 1000 times by 0.5× SSC. Even
though both ACEO and ACET microflows were generated by nonuniform electric fields
between electrodes, for electrodes with a thermally insulative substrate, flow patterns
were fundamentally different [32,33]. While ACEO flows went from the electrode edge
to its inside, ACET flows followed the direction of thermal gradients, i.e., going opposite
to the ACEO directions, in this case. Thus, at the surface of side-by-side PCB electrodes,
ACET flows went from electrode to gap, whereas ACEO flowed from gap to electrode.
The particle movements at the surface of PCB electrodes under 10 kHz-7 Vpp signals are
shown in Figure 5. Two moving particles are boxed out with a yellow box, indicating their
distances at 0, 8 and 16 s. It shows that the two particles were moving away from the
electrodes toward the gap, verifying that the particles were carried by ACET microflows.
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Figure 5. Image series showing particle movement in 0.5× SSC at 10 kHz.

3.3. Optimization of Sensor Preparation

Based on our earlier work, the ACEK-enhanced biosensor for biomolecule detection
was expected to have different performance on responses, when different probe buffers
or target buffers were used [18]. In this work, we compared the sensor responses using
0.05× PBS and ultrapure water for probe immobilization, respectively, and miRNA-16b
samples with a fixed concentration of 1 fM were tested. The sensor responses are shown
in Figure 6a. When applying 0.05× PBS solution to dissolve DNA probes, the response
of miRNA-16b with the concentration of 1fM was 3.117%/min, which was up to 31.69%
higher than the response (2.367%/min) with ultrapure water dissolving the DNA probe.
This was because there were more ions in the 0.05× PBS solution than in ultrapure water,
and the ions in the solution shielded the charge of nucleic acid. Thus, when the DNA
probes were attached to the electrode surface, the coverage area increased and resulted in
the improvement of binding efficiency.
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Figure 6. (a) Sensor response with probe diluting in 0.05× PBS and ultrapure water; (b) Dose
responses with miRNA-16b diluting in 0.5× SSC and 1× SSC.

To optimize the concentration of the target buffer, we compared the results of diluting
miRNA-16b molecules with 0.5× SSC solution and 1× SSC solution. The sensor responses
are shown in Figure 6b.

According to Figure 6b, when the miRNA-16b molecule was diluted with 0.5× SSC
solution, the responses of the miRNA-16b sample with concentrations of 1fM, 10fM, and
100 fM were 2.397%/min, 3.117%/min, and 3.967%/min, respectively. When the miRNA-
16b molecule was diluted with 1× SSC solution, the responses of the miRNA-16b sam-
ples with concentrations of 1fM, 10fM, and 100fM were 3.117%/min, 4.366%/min and
5.428%/min, respectively. Compared with diluting targets using 0.5× SSC, miRNA-16b
molecules diluted with 1× SSC solution increased the sensor response by 30.03%, 40.07%
and 36.83%, respectively, with target concentrations of 1 fM, 10 fM, and 100 fM. In this
work, the ACET effect accelerated the enrichment of miRNA-16b molecules at the electrode
surface. Compared with the 0.5 × SSC solution, the conductivity of the 1 × SSC solution
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was higher and would generate stronger ACET microflows for target enrichment. Thus,
the efficiency of binding between the DNA probe and miRNA-16b were improved, and the
desired enhancement of the sensor response was achieved.

3.4. Dose Response of miRNA-16b Detection

To obtain peak performance of our sensor, we chose 0.05× PBS solution (5 mM
phosphate buffer [pH 7] containing 7.5 mM sodium chloride) to dilute the DNA probe for
incubation and 1× SSC solution as the background solution for the miRNA-16b molecules.
The concentration of target samples from 0.1 fM to 100 fM were tested five times, and
the average values were used to analyze specific responses to various concentrations of
miRNA-16b.

The dose response of miRNA-16b detection is shown in Figure 7. As shown in
Figure 7, the response of background solution 1× SSC was 0.788%/min, which was less
than 1%/min that of the miRNA-16b samples. The significant response difference proved
that the increase of interfacial capacitance resulting from the hybridization of miRNA-16b
and DNA probe and the background solution of the samples did not bring any interference
to the detection and did not cause the capacitance change. The response of the miRNA-16b
sample with concentration of 0.1 fM was 0.943%/min. The response was less than 1%/min,
indicating that the sensor detection limit was higher than 0.1 fM. The response of the
miRNA-16b sample at 1 fM was 3.117%/min, that at 10 fM was 4.366%/min, and that
at 100 fM was 5.428%/min. All the response values were greater than the background
response, indicating that the electrode surface interface capacitance increased during the
hybridization of the DNA probe and miRNA-16b.
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Figure 7. Capacitance change rates in response to different concentrations of miRNA-16b and
miRNA-25 concentrations.

According to the equations introduced in Section 2.1, the increase of capacitance value
indicated that additional topological structure was introduced when the hybridization
occurred between miRNA-16b and DNA probe, resulting in increased surface area and
leading to increased interface capacitance. More importantly, the response increased with
the increase of the concentration of miRNA-16b samples following a semilogarithmic
relationship. The dose response of the sensor can be expressed by the linear fitting equation
y(%/min) = 1.15607 lg(x) + 3.11915, where x is the concentration of the miRNA-16b analytes
with the unit of femtomolar. The cut-off response of the sensor was defined as three
standard deviations from the response of the background solution. By inserting the cut-
off response (1.676%/min) into the dose response equation y(%/min) = 1.15607 lg(x) +
3.11915, the detection limit of the sensor can be calculated to be 0.056 fM (theoretical value).
However, this value (0.056 fM) was less than the lowest concentration tested (0.1 fM), from
which we did not obtain a good response. Therefore, the detection limit of the sensor is
theoretical.
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3.5. Selectivity

MiRNA-25 was used as a negative control to evaluate the selectivity of the biosensor
we designed. As shown in Figure 7, the responses of miRNA-25 at the concentrations of
0.1 fM, 1 fM, 10 fM, and 100 fM were less than 1%/min, and the responses were independent
of the concentration. This showed that the selected DNA probe specifically hybridized
with the target miRNA-16b but not with the irrelevant RNA, miRNA-25.

3.6. Spiked Serum Samples Detetction

To further validate whether this miRNA sensor could be applied to test complex
matrix, miRNA-16b spiked bovine serum samples were also tested as a prove of concept.
First, negative serum samples were mixed as negative serum pool, which was further 1:10
diluted using 0.5× PBS. Then, miRNA-16b samples (ranging from 0.1 fM to 100 fM) were
spiked into diluted serum pool to simulate positive serum samples. To test the selectivity,
the spiked miRNA-25 was also tested as a negative control.

The capacitance change rates are shown in Figure 8. The normalized capacitance
changes for 0.1 fM to 100 fM were 1.536 ± 0.307%/min, 2.276 ± 0.806%/min, 3.323 ±
0.272%/min and 3.706 ± 0.698%/min, respectively. The response of control background
(negative serum pool) was 1.327 ± 0.171%/min, which was slightly below the response of
spiked 0.1 fM miRNA. The dose response can be represented by the linear fitting equation
y(%/min) = 0.75 lg(x) + 2.34, where x is the concentration of the miRNA-16b analytes in fM.
The cut-off response of sensor was defined as three standard deviations (1.840%/min) from
the response of background solution, which was calculated to be 0.215 fM. Considering
the dilution, the detection limit was 4.30 fM in neat serum, theoretically. Furthermore,
the responses of the 1 fM samples and the control were statistically examined by t-test
and the p-value was 0.03. This statistic result indicated that, with 5% serum samples, the
signal-noise ratio of our sensor was sufficiently high for the detection of >1 fM miRNA
from complex metrices. The results of spiked serum tests further supported that the sensor
could be applied to real serum samples. As miRNA-16b at 1 fM or above in serum has
already been proven to be a biomarker used to diagnose successful bovine pregnancy 8
days earlier than current tests [21], the miRNA detection method described in this study
will help dairy farmers to avoid unnecessary animal management costs during that time
period.
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Figure 8. Capacitance change rates in response to different concentrations of spiked miRNA-16b and
miRNA-25 serum samples.

4. Conclusions

This work presented a new method for detection of miRNA using ACEK-enhanced
capacitive sensing. The ACET effect was utilized to accelerate the transport of miRNA
and helped to accomplish the rapid and sensitive detection of miRNA within 30 s. The
detection limit of the sensor was 1 fM in SSC or diluted serum. This work may form a basis
for the development of point-of-care miRNA detection in general. Since the model miRNA
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used in this study, miRNA-16b, was shown to be a biomarker for early pregnancy in dairy
cows, a specific application would be to realize a rapid, sensitive, simple, and inexpensive
diagnostic for early bovine pregnancy detection. Further study would include testing more
miRNA molecules for specificity—and clinical samples with qPCR confirmation.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/s21123985/s1, Figure S1: The interdigitated electrode. (a) bare electrode. (b) electrode with
silicon chamber, Figure S2, Responses of miRNA-16b samples through water bath treatment and
without water bath treatment.
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Abstract: Nowadays, analytical techniques are moving towards the development of smart biosensing
strategies for the point-of-care accurate screening of disease biomarkers, such as human epididymis
protein 4 (HE4), a recently discovered serum marker for early ovarian cancer diagnosis. In this
context, the present work represents the first implementation of a competitive enzyme-labelled
magneto-immunoassay exploiting a homemade IoT Wi-Fi cloud-based portable potentiostat for
differential pulse voltammetry readout. The electrochemical device was specifically designed
to be capable of autonomous calibration and data processing, switching between calibration,
and measurement modes: in particular, firstly, a baseline estimation algorithm is applied for correct
peak computation, then calibration function is built by interpolating data with a four-parameter
logistic function. The calibration function parameters are stored on the cloud for inverse prediction to
determine the concentration of unknown samples. Interpolation function calibration and concentration
evaluation are performed directly on-board, thus reducing the power consumption. The analytical
device was validated in human serum, demonstrating good sensing performance for analysis of HE4
with detection and quantitation limits in human serum of 3.5 and 29.2 pM, respectively, reaching the
sensitivity that is required for diagnostic purposes, with high potential for applications as portable
and smart diagnostic tool for point-of-care testing.

Keywords: human epididymis protein 4; competitive electrochemical immunosensor; WiFi portable
potentiostat; on-board calibration; Internet of Things

1. Introduction

Ovarian carcinoma (OC) is the leading cause of death from gynecological malignancy worldwide:
it is generally asymptomatic in the early stage, so the majority of women with OC are not diagnosed
until the disease is in an advanced stage, with an overall five-year relative survival rate that is
generally in the 30–40% range [1,2]. Therefore, it is crucial to detect OC as early as possible to correctly
identify the cancer stage for effective treatment options and to early distinguish malignant from benign
pelvic mass by means of annual routine gynecological and pelvic examinations, as well as dedicated
screening programmes. In this context, noninvasive cancer detection at an early stage needs the
identification of specific and sensitive biomarkers that are present at abnormal concentrations in body
fluids, as well as the development of smart devices for analytical screening [3–6], in order to improve
ovarian cancer survival rate [7]. Currently, carbohydrate antigen 125 (CA125) glycoprotein is the
established biomarker for detecting OC occurrence and the monitoring therapeutic progress. However,
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the diagnostic potential of CA125 is mainly limited by its low specificity, since it can also be increased in
a variety of other benign gynecological conditions affecting pre- and/or post-menopausal women, or in
other malignant cancers [8]. In this context, over the last years, a number of alternative OC biomarkers,
especially for the predominant OC subtype, i.e. epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC), have been identified
and studied, either alone or combined, to improve the effectiveness of early diagnostic strategies.
Among the recently proposed biomarkers, human epididymis protein 4 (HE4) resulted in being most
promising in EOC differential diagnosis in detecting the disease at early stage, in monitoring the
response to chemotherapy and in estimating the prognosis of ovarian cancer [1].

Electrochemical immunosensors are playing a growing role for improved clinical diagnosis and
therapy monitoring by combining the specificity of antigen-antibody immunoreaction and the sensitivity
of the electrochemical transduction [9]. As for HE4 determination, several sensing architectures that are
based on “sandwich” approach have been recently exploited [10–13].

Electrochemical immunosensors can exploit enzyme labels for signal generation, such as the
here presented study, but can also be designed according to label-free transduction and amplification
mechanisms [14,15]. One of the main advantages associated to the enzyme-labelled electrochemical
transduction is the possibility of method implementation on miniaturized electrodes as well as on
portable and battery-operated devices [16]. Several instrumental approaches have been proposed in
recent years and, some of these, such as 910 PSTAT and DropStat from Metrohm (Herisau, Switzerland),
are already commercially available. DropStat, in particular, allows for making quantitative analyses and
directly displaying the analyte concentration on the stand-alone device; the tool is custom configured
with the electrochemical technique attending user’s needs by simply inserting preprogrammed cards
with calibration parameters available upon request from the producer. A PC connection is necessary
to download acquired data for storage purposes. In addition, solutions by PalmSens (Houten,
The Netherlands) and UNISCAN (Buxton, Derbyshire, UK) are battery-powered or USB-powered
portable devices that are capable of performing voltammetric measurements, but they need to rely
on external APP or software PC to determine the analyte concentration in a sample. Very recently,
USB-based [17–19] and wireless [20–22] potentiostats were proposed, both involving data processing
and visualization performed on an external device running a custom developed software. A Bluetooth
communication for data collecting, processing, and sharing is exploited, even in the case of wireless
potentiostats, thus requiring a PC that is close to the device. In 2015, Steinberg et al. proposed a device
based on RFID or NFC data communication, where data are logged and then off-line analyzed in
MS-Excel format [23]. However, all of the developed systems that allow for quantitative analyses to
be performed involve off-line data processing based on a calibration function, even if using a Wi-Fi
communication protocol. For example, Annamalai and coworkers recently described a Wi-Fi based
solution for glucose determination, taking advantage from the Adafruit Cloud services to process and
display data [24]. Chen et al. reported another recent example that involves Wi-Fi protocol that can
locally visualize results on a TFT LCD display [25].

In this context, the possibility to perform data processing and calibration on-board, making
the device completely autonomous, is very attractive. This approach allows, on the one hand,
to reduce the device power consumption avoiding the raw data transmission and, on the other
hand, to increase its portability, making it usable independently of connections or external devices
at the time of measurement. However, the potentiostat portability must not affect the measurement
accuracy in estimating the analyte concentration. Very recently, our research group proposed a
new portable potentiostat having the Analog Front End (AFE) that was capable of very accurate
analysis when compared to other portable solutions that are available in literature [26]. In this context,
the present work represents a further improvement of that Wi-Fi portable potentiostat, proposing
new additional functions through an enhanced firmware to introduce autonomous calibration and
processing capabilities with the aim of applying it to the readout and processing of data from an
innovative magneto-immunoassay for the determination of the ovarian cancer biomarker HE4 in human
serum. This approach is consistent with the technological evolution of Analytics 4.0, representing
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the innovative integration of analytical chemistry into an Internet-of-Things (IoT) system, as recently
defined by Mayer at al. [27].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Trizma® base, Tween-20, boric acid, sodium hydroxide, monosodium phosphate, disodium phosphate,
magnesium chloride, human serum, albumin from bovine serum (BSA), Monoclonal Anti-WFDC2 clone
3F9 Antibody produced in mouse purified immunoglobulin (anti-HE4), PrEST Antigen WFDC2 (HE4)
were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Milan, Italy). Alkaline Phosphatase-conjugated secondary Rabbit
Anti-Mouse IgG (RAM-AP), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), and Carbohydrate Antigen 125 (CA125)
were purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, UK). DropSens® hydroquinone diphosphate (HQDP) was
obtained from Metrohm Italiana (Origgio, Varese, Italy). The following buffers were prepared: 0.1 M
borate buffer (BB) pH 9.5; 0.1 M Na-phosphate buffer (PB; 0.08 M Na2HPO4 and 0.02 M NaH2PO4) pH
7.4; 0.1 M TRIS Buffer (TB) containing 0.02 M of MgCl2 pH 7.4; washing buffers PB-T and TB-T consisted,
respectively, of PB and TB containing Tween-20 at 0.05 % (v/v). Reading buffer (RB) was prepared as TB,
but adjusting the pH to 9.8.

Dynabeads®M-280 Tosylactivated (2.8 µm) MBs were purchased from Invitrogen (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Rodano, Milan, Italy). DropSens®Screen-Printed Carbon Electrodes (SPEs) for electrochemical
readout were purchased from Metrohm Italiana; in particular, the working (WE; 4 mm diameter) and
auxiliary (AE) electrodes are made of carbon, while pseudo-reference electrode (RE) is in silver.

2.2. Magnetic Immunoassay Set-Up

MBs were thoroughly suspended and a volume of 15 µL was transferred to a new tube, then,
after triple-washing step with 200 µL of BB, the MBs were incubated with 400 µL of 10 µg mL−1

solution of HE4 antigen in BB (1 h; 37 ◦C; 1000 rpm). After the removal of unreacted HE4 solution
by twice washing with BB, MBs were blocked with a 2% (w/v) solution of BSA dissolved in PB, and
then washed with PB-T and PB. The HE4-modified MBs were used to carry out four independent
competitive electrochemical immunoassays after their resuspension in 400 µL of TB and subdivision in
four equivalent volume aliquots. After isolation, the MBs were resuspended with 100 µL of serum
sample previously diluted ten-fold with TB and added with anti-HE4 monoclonal antibody to reach
the final concentration of 1 µg mL−1. The immunocompetition was left to undergo for 1 h at room
temperature (RT) under agitation (1000 rpm), the reacted MBs was carefully washed with TB-T and TB
and then incubated with 100 µL of 2 µgmL−1 RAM-AP secondary antibody (RT; 1 h; 1000 rpm). After
washing with TB-T and TB, the beads were finally reacted with 100 µL of 1 mg mL−1 solution of HQDP
enzyme substrate dissolved in RB for three minutes. Two 50 µL sub-aliquots of each sample were
transferred on a SPE mounted on a DropSens®customized magnetic support that aimed at confining
the MBs on the surface of WE and the electrochemical readout was carried out independently for each
sub-aliquot of the sample suspension. Alkaline phosphatase (AP) dephosphorylates non-electroactive
HQDP into hydroquinone (HQ), allowing for its electrochemical oxidation to quinone (Q) to achieve
the signal related to the analyte.

Scheme 1 reports a schematic representation of the working principle of the electrochemical
immunomagnetic assay.

The voltammetric readout of the assays were performed through our homemade IoT Wi-Fi
portable potentiostat, while using the differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) scan. The potential was
scanned between −0.4 and +0.2 V, setting on the IoT potentiostat a pulse amplitude of 0.05 V, a step
potential of 0.005 V, and a pulse time of 100 ms. After the deposition of the MBs suspension on the SPE,
a preconditioning step of 30 s at −0.4 V was applied to preconcentrate the reduced form of quinone.

The current responses observed for each concentration (S) were normalized with respect to the
zero signal (S0) obtained without HE4 in competition.
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Scheme 1. Working principle of the electrochemical immunomagnetic assay on MBs supports.

2.3. IoT Architecture

The system architecture is depicted in the sketch that is shown in Scheme 2.

 

−

−

 
Scheme 2. Internet-of-Things (IoT) architecture for the proposed system.

The exploited AFE guarantees a sufficient measurement points to achieve higher accuracy with
respect to other solutions presented in literature, as reported in our previous study [26]. In this work,
the aforementioned AFE is connected to a CC3200 Microcontroller Unit (MCU) for signal processing
with an improved firmware to develop a smart self-calibrating portable potentiostat, that was fully
compliant with the IoT paradigm.

In particular, the proposed system takes a step forward with respect to current literature [17–25],
since it is capable of on-board building a calibration function acquiring the signal from a given set of
standards at known concentrations (calibration mode); this function is subsequently applied to calculate
analyte concentration of unknown samples (measurement mode). Moreover, the proposed solution relies on
a Wi-Fi connection to send the preprocessed data to a cloud service for storing and sharing exploiting
the remote access feature. The on-board data elaboration allows for greatly reducing the device power
consumption, enhancing battery lifetime. In fact, the main contribution to the device power consumption
is the data transmission phase: sending preprocessed information allows to reduce the transmission
task, with a benefit for the average absorbed current. In Bassoli et al. [28], a quantitative evaluation
of this approach in the case of Wi-Fi protocol is reported. The data generated from the end device go
directly, through the modem/router via Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) standard protocol, to the Internet
cloud, where they are stored for subsequent sharing in a fast and efficient way. Thanks to the broad
coverage guarantee by the Wi-Fi router, it is easy to ensure a stable sensor connection over a large area [29].
The scenario is fully compliant with an IoT paradigm, in which sensors “information flows rationally and
orderly on the Internet, for being shared on a global scale” [30].
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2.4. On-Board Data Management

The basedrift phenomenon has to be considered to correctly estimate the DPV peak current.
In fact, the differential current baseline is often not parallel to the voltage axis, which prevents the
computation of the peak by simply applying an algorithm for the search of the maximum. Hence,
for each measurement point a baseline estimation algorithm is applied. Usually, for each curve,
N minimum points have to be detected and the baseline is evaluated applying a polynomial fitting
algorithm. Therefore, the baseline thus calculated is assumed as the reference for the correct evaluation
of the peak current.

For calibration purposes, the peak current values have to be related to the HE4 concentration
according to a suitable mathematical law. For this purpose, the normalized S/S0 responses were plotted
versus the HE4 concentration, so obtaining a dose-response inhibition curve, which was interpolated
through a four-parameter logistic function (1) [31]:

S/S0 = Smin +
(Smax − Smin)

1 + ([C]/I50)
B

, (1)

where Smin and Smax are the asymptotic minimum and maximum, I50 is the inflection point, namely the
antigen concentration corresponding to 50% signal inhibition and B is the slope at I50.

In the calibration mode, the device is able to compute on-board these four parameters when considering
a set of measurements that were carried out on calibration standards. In particular, the parameters
are computed, implementing the method of least squares according to the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm [32,33]. When considering two vectors X and Y in Rn, containing, respectively, the n known
concentration values and the n measurements of the corresponding peak current to be used for calibration,
the vector of the residuals ε in Rn will be defined, as

ε = Y − F(X, β), (2)

where F is the logistic function and β is the vector containing the four parameters to be computed.
Hence, the aim of the proposed algorithm is to minimize the sum of the residual squares, SS, with an
iterative approach. In doing so, the first step is to define the initial values for the parameters to be
found, which are

Smax_0 = max(Y), (3)

Smin_0 = min(Y), (4)

B0 = sign

(

yn − y1

xn − x1

)

, (5)

I50_0 = Xk, k is the position where min
(

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Y −
max(Y) −min(Y)

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

)

, (6)

Subsequently, during a generic step i the β vector is updated as

βi = βi−1 − ∆βi−1 , (7)

where ∆βi is defined as

∆βi
=

(

(JT J)βi
+ λ(JT J)βi

)−1
JTeβi

, (8)

λ is a parameter updated at each step and J is the Jacobian matrix defined as

J =
∂e

∂β
, (9)
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Finally, the sum of the residual square is computed as

SSi =
∑

i
(εi)

2 = εT
βi
εβi

, (10)

If SSi is equal to SSi−1 with a chosen tolerance of 1 × 10−6, convergence is reached and the
algorithm stops. Otherwise, the λ parameter is updated according the following law (11) and the
algorithm continues.

λi+1 =

{

0.1λi i f SSi < SSi−1

10λi otherwise
, (11)

All of these operations were coded in C language for MCU programming and specific function to
compute the derivative of residual with respect to each parameter in β vector was developed in order
to compose the Jacobian matrix J.

Switching to the measurement mode, the inversion of the calibration function involves the
computation of a B-th root. This type of calculation is trivial if it is performed on a platform with a
high computing capacity, like the one made available by the main cloud services. However, processing
the data in the cloud implies sending all of the collected raw data through the Wi-Fi energy-intensive
connection, considerably increasing the power consumption and limiting the portability of the device.
Processing data on board limits these issues, but, on the other hand, it entails fewer computational
resources and the need to develop specific functions in C language. To implement the B-th root on the
MCU platform, a generalization of the Heron’s method was exploited [34]. Once the concentration has
been computed, it can be made available on a cloud for remote monitoring or can be maintained in the
device memory waiting a Wi-Fi connection.

2.5. Immunosensor Validation

The validation of sensing device was performed according to the Eurachem guidelines [35] on
human serum as blank matrix. An assessment of the dose-response calibration curve was carried out
using concentration values already corrected according to the serum dilution factor.

The detection (LOD) and quantitation (LOQ) limits were calculated from mean normalized signal
(yb) and standard deviation (sb) recorded from ten independent replicates at HE4 level showing a
not significant signal inhibition (35 fM, first point of dose-response curve, see 3.4 paragraph). More
precisely, the corresponding signals were calculated, as yb −

(

3.3·
(

sb/
√

n
))

and yb −
(

10·
(

sb/
√

n
))

,
respectively, where n is the number of independent replicates for each concentration level. The linear
dynamic range was determined as the concentration interval over which the slope (B parameter of
the inhibition curve) varies within ±10%. Two concentration levels that were not explored for the
calibration were used for the assessment of trueness.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. MBs Functionalization and Immunocompetition Study

The competitive magneto-immunoassay was implemented on tosyl-activated magnetic microbeads as
sensing substrate, involving the lysine residues of HE4 antigen for its covalent linking. The immobilization
of the antigen is one of the most critical issues when developing immunoassays, as this procedure has to
not compromise the immunoreactivity of the bioreceptor, i.e., not involving the antibody-binding regions.

Before carrying out the competition experiments, the maintenance of HE4 immunoreactivity was
verified through direct binding titrations between the immobilized antigen and anti-HE4 antibody.
These experiments were also aimed at investigating the dynamic range for the concentrations of (i) HE4
used for MBs functionalization and (ii) anti-HE4 used for the implementation of the immunocompetition.
For this purpose, we fixed at 10 µg mL−1 the HE4 concentration for the MBs functionalization and,
thus, we incubated the modified beads with anti-HE4 ranging from 0 to 2 µg mL−1, and then with
RAM-AP secondary antibody. Further experiments were carried out varying the antigen concentration
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from 0 to 20 µg mL−1, keeping the anti-HE4 concentration at 2 µg mL−1 constant. The results of
the immuno-titration experiments showed current responses increasing versus anti-HE4 and HE4
concentrations, with very low background signals recorded in the absence of antibody and antigen.

These findings can be rationalized as an evidence of the effective antigen immobilization, also being
confirmed by the non-occurrence of unwanted non-specific binding on MBs surface.

On the basis of the above considerations, we performed a set of competition experiments keeping
constant at 10 µg mL−1 the competing HE4 and varying the above discussed experimental parameters.
The dataset of signal inhibition values, being calculated as 1-(S/S0), was evaluated through a two-way
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), showing that the anti-HE4 factor and its interaction with HE4 factor
significantly influence (p < 0.01) the immunosensor response, whereas the single HE4 factor resulted
in being not significant (p > 0.01). Figure 1 reports the ANOVA interaction plot, showing the effect
of the two studied factors. The observed trend clearly shows the higher signal inhibition rate being
observed for the combination of the middle (1 µg mL−1) anti-HE4 concentration level and the lowest
(10 µg mL−1) HE4 concentration explored for the functionalization of MBs. The best concentrations for
the immunocompetition experiments were then chosen on the basis of these results.

As for functionalized MBs stability, intended as the maintenance of the reactivity of HE4
immobilized on the magnetic beads, it resulted in being good over at least two months stored in the
dark at +4 ◦C.

 

−

−

− −

−

−

−

−

Figure 1. Interaction plot from two-way ANOVA. Factors: concentration of HE4 for functionalization
and concentration of anti-HE4 antibody; Response: signal inhibition.

3.2. Data Acquisition and Processing

A Vbias ranging from −0.4 V to 0.2 V, which was suitable for acquisition of HQ oxidation current,
was applied between WE and RE electrodes of the cell to measure the amperometric signal (i.e., the cell
output current). Exploiting the high resolution of the AFE reported in our previous work [26], a total
of 120 measurement points of differential output current were collected. Figure 2 shows the signals
that were recorded over the 350 fM–350 nM HE4 concentration range.

In this application, a minimum number of point equal to 30 was set for baseline drift correction.
Figure 3 illustrates an example of baseline estimation in the case of 350 fM HE4 concentration. The dots
indicate the 30 minimum points that were exploited in the linear regression and the resulting baseline
is shown. The actual peak value is calculated as the distance between the baseline and maximum
current value.
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Figure 2. Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) scans recorded carrying out immunocompetition
assays over the 350 fM-350 nM HE4 concentration range in human serum samples.
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Figure 3. Example of baseline estimation from a voltammogram. Thirty minimum points were
considered for the linear regression.

Figure 4 shows the dose-response inhibition curve that was obtained upon interpolation of the
experimental dataset with the four-parameter logistic function (1). An increase of analyte concentration
was found to reduce the amount of anti-HE4 that was bound to the antigen-modified MBs, thanks to
the ability of HE4 to inhibit the antibody binding extent to the sensing surface that was functionalized
with the antigen.
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Figure 4. Dose-response inhibition curve for HE4-spiked human serum samples obtained interpolating
the dataset from immunocompetition experiments carried out on HE4-modified MBs over the
3.5 fM–35 µM concentration range while using the four-parameter logistic function (1). Inset table:
fitted curve parameters.

3.3. Electrochemical Immunoassay Analytical Performance

The developed IoT immunochemical device exhibited good analytical performance showing a
linear dynamic range over three orders of magnitude. As for precision assessed on the basis of three
independent assays, we observed relative standard deviations (RSD) always < 13%.

The analysis of HE4-spiked serum samples provided a LOD of 3.5 pM and a LOQ of 29.2 pM. A
comparison of the calculated LOD with the threshold values set for premenopausal women (70 pM)
and postmenopausal patients (140 pM) [36] highlights the suitability of the developed system in
terms of quality criteria for routine analysis, while also considering the high automatization level in
calibration and data processing and the assessment of all validation parameters in matrix, differently
from previously published studies.

Trueness was assessed while using HE4-spiked serum samples with concentration levels that
were not used for the calibration, i.e. LOQ and I50, obtaining a mean recovery of 105 ± 12%. These
values can be considered to be very satisfying while taking the developed on-board self-calibration
innovative strategy, embedded in the portable automatized instrument, into account.

3.4. Selectivity Assessment

Protein markers potentially occurring in clinical samples of diagnostic interest for carcinomas of
gynecologic concern were selected to assess the selectivity of the developed immunomagnetic assays.
For this purpose, we evaluated the responses that were obtained with CA125 and CEA, both at I50

concentration levels, obtaining no significant signal inhibition (p < 0.05) with respect to blank reference
samples only containing anti-HE4 antibody.
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4. Conclusions

In the present work, we proposed an innovative approach to address disease diagnosis and
management through the integration of IoT home-made portable potentiostat with electrochemical
immunosensors for the determination of HE4 as ovarian cancer serological biomarker in the framework
of the point-of-care (POC) testing. The choice of a mainstream protocol for the connection as Wi-Fi
enhances the usability and portability of the system without requiring an additional device, such as
PC or Smartphone. Thanks to the ability of the developed portable device to acquire a high number
of measurement points (i.e. 350), an accurate quantitative evaluation of the analyte concentration
can be carried out. The developed device is able to perform the interpolation of calibration function
and the concentration evaluation directly on-board, enhancing the system portability, minimizing
data transmission, and therefore the high power consumption that is generally required by the Wi-Fi
connection. In the case of absence of connectivity, the device can store the data in a local memory
waiting for an available wireless connection.

The analytical performance of the IoT-based competitive immunomagnetic electrochemical assay was
assessed in human serum, obtaining LOD and LOQ values at the picomolar level, meeting the requirements
for diagnostic applications in early diagnosis of OC. Finally, the sensing device was successfully applied
in serum with adequate recovery values for the analysis of spiked samples as well as good selectivity
toward potential protein interferents. This work shows great promise for the application of the developed
self-calibrating IoT portable immunosensor for HE4 determination in serum samples, in accordance with
Analytical 4.0 evolution towards smart platforms for decentralized POC testing.
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Abstract: The detection of neuroelectrophysiology while performing optogenetic modulation can
provide more reliable and useful information for neural research. In this study, an optical fiber
and a microelectrode array were integrated through hot-melt adhesive bonding, which combined
optogenetics and electrophysiological detection technology to achieve neuromodulation and neuronal
activity recording. We carried out the experiments on the activation and electrophysiological detection
of infected neurons at the depth range of 900–1250 µm in the brain which covers hippocampal CA1 and
a part of the upper cortical area, analyzed a possible local inhibition circuit by combining opotogenetic
modulation and electrophysiological characteristics and explored the effects of different optical
patterns and light powers on the neuromodulation. It was found that optogenetics, combined with
neural recording technology, could provide more information and ideas for neural circuit recognition.
In this study, the optical stimulation with low frequency and large duty cycle induces more intense
neuronal activity and larger light power induced more action potentials of neurons within a certain
power range (1.032 mW–1.584 mW). The present study provided an efficient method for the detection
and modulation of neurons in vivo and an effective tool to study neural circuit in the brain.

Keywords: optogenetics; micro-electrode array; in situ detection; electrophysiology; neural
circuit recognition

1. Introduction

Optogenetic technology has been widely used in the research of behavior, diseases and other
aspects of neural mechanism since it was put forward in 2005 [1], and not only on the central nervous
system; it also had effects on the peripheral nervous system [2,3]. Optogenetic technology can modulate
the activities of target neuron cells with high spatial-temporal resolution by combining photonics and
genetic techniques and has been one of the most important neuroscience research tools [4–6]. The core
of optogenetics is light-sensitive protein, also called opsins, which are mainly found in micro-organisms.
The opsin gene is introduced into the subject’s brain through viral vectors, and is eventually expressed
in targeted cells after transcription [7,8]. The light-sensitive protein expressed in the cell membrane
acts as an ion channel or pump controlled by light in a specific wavelength range. Channelrhodopsin-2
(ChR2) is one of the most commonly used opsin tools, which promotes cell depolarization when
exposed to blue light.
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When optogenetic technology was used to modulate neural activity, a large amount of neuronal
activity needed to be recorded, mined and utilized to help us better understand the neurophysiology
of the nervous system. Optogenetics combined neuronal recording can also help to identify neuronal
subtypes and circuit [9]. Therefore, a tool that can simultaneously transmit light to targeted cells
and detect electrophysiological information is particularly important. Microelectrode array (MEA),
based on the Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) method, is considered to be an ideal platform
to detect the neural activity of a single neuron, which also has the potential of electrochemical detection.
At present, the integrated device combining optical interface and MEA, also called optrode, which can
be classified according to integrated optical fiber, waveguide and micro light emitting diode (µ-LED),
has attracted attention [10,11]. The optrode integrating optical fiber is a kind of mature and effective
optogenetic tool [12,13]. HyungDal Park formed the V-groove on the MEA by KOH wet etching
process to assist the alignment of the optical fiber and electrode [14]. Wang and colleagues bonded
a cannula to the open hole on the backside of the MEA to guide the fiber [15]. This method can be
successfully applied to the field of optogenetics, but requires considerable time and effort to develop.
The optrode based on waveguide is completed by directly depositing the waveguide material (usually
SU-8) on the MEA through the MEMS technology. Since the optical waveguide only act as optical
transmission medium, it is difficult to couple the light source and the optical waveguide, which usually
generates a large light loss and increases cost [16–18]. The µ-LED itself is a low-power light source,
and can directly stimulate tissues with minimal light loss, so it is often integrated on MEA [19,20].
Furthermore, the manufacturing technology is usually forming the µ-LED structure on silicon probe
through metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) or directly bonding the commercial µ-LED to the
MEA. However, this method is complicated and even cause tissue damage due to overheating of the
light source [21,22].

Considering the cost and operability, we produced an optrode that combines optical fiber and
MEA through hot-melt adhesive. We used a homemade MEA that has been connected to Printed
Circuit Board (PCB) which increased the operable space and provided a larger and harder contact
area for fiber bonding. The device had the characteristics of low cost, easy operation and reusability
for acute in vivo experiment. Here, we verified the performance of the integrated device, analyzed a
possible circuit based on the performance of neurons under the optogenetic control and explored the
effect of optical patterns and light powers on neuronal activity. This study provided an efficient tool
for optogenetic neuromodulation and simultaneous in vivo electrophysiological detection.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Fabrication and Preparation of MEA Integrated with Optical Fiber

The Silicon-based MEA was fabricated based on MEMS technology as previously reported [23],
which consisted of four 6 mm shanks. Each shank was 100 µm in width, 30 µm in thickness and 80 µm
spacing. There were four electrode sites (16 µm in diameter) on the tip of every shank forming a
4 × 4 array. The fabrication process is shown as Figure 1a: (1) the SiO2 layer was deposited on the
silicon-on-insulator (SOI, 30 µm Si/2 µm SiO2/450 µm Si) substrate to insulate the microelectrode from
the substrate; (2) then, the Pt/Ti conductive layer pattern (including recording sites, bonding pads and
conductive lines) was formed by photolithography, sputtering and lift-off process; (3) the SiO2/Si3N4

insulating layer was deposited via plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and the
recording sites and bonding pads were exposed by the second photolithography and CHF3 reactive ion
etching (RIE); (4) the shape of the MEA was established by the third photolithography and inductively
coupled plasma deep reactive ion etching (ICP DRIE); (5) the backside silicon was wet etched and
the silicon probes were released by self-stop etching in KOH solution. Then, the pads of individual
probe were connected to the printed circuit board (PCB) through wire bonding and embedded in
silicone rubber (Nanda 705#, Liyang Kangda Chemical Co. Ltd., Liyang, China) to isolate electrical
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connection. Finally, the assembled MEA was electroplated with platinum nanoparticles to improve
recording performance.

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

 

 
(c) 

μ

μ

Figure 1. (a) Microelectrode array (MEA) manufacturing process: (1) Deposition of a layer of SiO2

on silicon-on-insulator (SOI). (2) Photolithography, sputtering and lift-off to form conductive layer.
(3) Deposition of the insulating layer and exposure of recording sites and bonding pads. (4) Formation
of the shape of the MEA. (5) Release of the MEA from the substrate. (b) Schematic diagram of the
integrated device inserted into hippocampal CA1 of brain. (c) The fluorescence image of brain area
infected by rAAV.

In order to integrate with the optical interface, a 20 mm optical fiber (200µm in diameter, NA = 0.39,
CFMLC12L20, Thorlabs, USA) was closely attached to the PCB of the assembled MEA. Then the fiber
was adjusted to be as parallel as possible with probes, and the fiber tip was about 200 µm above the
recording sites. Finally, hot-melt adhesive was used to bond the optical fiber and MEA to ensure
mechanical stability (Figure 1b). This method was simple in operation, short in time and low in light
loss. The fiber and MEA could even be separated under heating, which undoubtedly improved their
utilization rates. At the same time, the integrated device could be reused for acute experiments.

2.2. ChR2 Transduction and Optrode Implantation

The experimental procedures were conducted with the permission of Beijing Association on
Laboratory Animal Care. The C57 mouse (7-week-old, 25 g) was anesthetized by the isoflurane
anesthesia apparatus (RWD520, RWD Life Science, Shenzhen, China) and fixed in the stereotaxic
frame (51, 600, Stenting, Wood Dale, IL, USA). The craniotomy was centered at AP = −2.3 mm
and ML = 1.5 mm for targeting the mouse hippocampus. Then 0.5 µL adeno-associated viruses
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(rAAV-hSyn-hChR2(H134R) -mCherry-WPRE-hGH PolyA, BrainVTA, Wuhan, China) were injected
into the mouse brain at a depth of 1 mm (Corresponding to the pyramidal cell layer of hippocampal
CA1). After the injection, the scalp was sutured, and penicillin was applied to the wound to prevent
infection. Then the mouse was placed on a soft cotton pad and returned to the rearing cage after being
fully awake.

After 4 weeks, the integrated device was implanted into the target brain area at the same site for
virus injection under anesthesia using a micropositioner (model 2662, David KOPF instrument, USA)
for testing. The depth of electrophysiological signal recording is mainly concentrated from 800 µm to
1250 µm. The schematic diagram of device implantation is shown in Figure 1b.

2.3. Electrophysiological Recording and Optical Stimulation

For real-time electrophysiological recordings, the MEA was connected to the recordings system
(USB-ME16-FAI-System, MultiChannel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany) via a 16-channel headstage.
The electrophysiological signals were sampled at the rate of 25 kHz. A high pass filter (200 Hz) was
used to obtain action potentials (spikes), and a low pass filter (200 Hz) was applied to obtain local field
potentials (LFPs). During recording, the background noise was about ±13 µV, and the action potentials
trigger threshold was set to −40 µV to ensure that the signal-to-noise ratio of the signal was greater
than 3.

For optical stimulation, the light was applied by fiber-coupled LED (M450F, 450 nm, Throlabs,
Newton, NJ, USA), and the optical fiber on the optrode was coupled to the light source through a
ceramic mating sleeve. We used the Labview program to drive the LED light source, and change
the output power of the LED by setting the driving voltage. The maximum driving voltage was
5000 mV, which corresponded to the maximum output power of the LED. The schematic diagram of
the experiment is shown in Figure S1a.

2.4. Histology

Following completion of test, the mouse was injected with 10% chloral hydrate into deep anesthesia
and perfused through the heart with 0.9% NaCl and 4% paraformaldehyde in sequence. After perfusion,
the brain was removed and put into 20% sucrose solution for 24 h followed by 30% sucrose solution
for 48 h for postfication. Then 40 µm thick sections were prepared with a freezing microtome and
mounted on glass slides, and sections were viewed and photographed under the confocal fluorescence
microscopy. The fluorescence image is shown as Figure 1c, due to the spread of the virus, the infection
area covers the hippocampal CA1 and part of the cortex above CA1. The estimated spread of ChR2
was 400 µm in the vertical plane.

2.5. Statistics

We used a mouse in this article to verify the device performance and made repeated experiments
to ensure the accuracy of the conclusion. There is enough blank time between different experiments
to eliminate the interference between them. Therefore, all tests were administrated independently.
Spike data were sent to Offline Sorter for sorting and clustering analyses. Spike waveforms were
purified and extracted by principal component analysis (PCA). Then sorted spike data and LFP data
were further analyzed by NeuroExplorer as the following:

(1) Spike firing rate analysis was defined as the mean number of spikes per second each bin. Here we
took the average of multiple recording channels.

(2) Interspike interval (ISI) analysis was defined as the number of spikes each bin of the discharge
interval (from 0–100 ms).

(3) Auto-correlation analysis was defined as the number of neuron firing time differences (from −50
to 50 ms) in each time window.
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(4) LFP power was defined as the integral of the mean squared LFP. Here we took the average of
multiple recording channels.

Statistical analyses and graphs were administrated by Origin Software and all results were
expressed as mean ± SD unless otherwise specified.

3. Results

3.1. Optical Stimulation Enhances Neuronal Activity

We conducted in vivo experiments with the integrated devices, first tested the response of neurons
under optical stimulation and proved the performance of the MEA. In the region where the neurons
successfully expressed ChR2, optical stimulation induced more neuronal activity. As shown in
Figure 2a, the background noise of the electrode hardly changed before and during the illumination
period. However, the spike firing rate significantly increased during the illumination period (Figure 2b).
The LFP power also increased in the during-light period (Figure 2c). We also tested in non-viral
transfection areas (as shown in Figure S2). It could be seen that the background noise had almost no
change before and during the illumination, and the optical stimulation did not induce more spikes and
increase lager LFP power, which proved that the application of light alone did not enhance neuronal
activity. This indicated that the device successfully modulated the neuronal activity and measured
the electrophysiology information, and these two experiments together illustrated the authenticity of
optical stimulation-induced neuronal activity in the virus-infected area.

 

μ

 
(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 2. (a) The real-time recordings of electrophysiological signals before and during light illumination
in viral transfection areas; (b) the average spike firing rate of neurons before and during optical
stimulation; (c) the mean LFP power (0–30 Hz) of neurons before and during optical stimulation.
Error bars indicate standard deviation of 3 channels.

The experiment verified that at least in the range of brain depth 900–1250 µm, optical stimulation
enhanced neuronal activity, indicating the excellent performance of the device in modulation and
detection. As shown in Figure 3a, spikes significantly increased during optical stimulation at different
test depths. Figure 3b shows the spike waveform extracted from the recording channels, and the
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results indicated that the spike waveforms measured at different depths were different. Due to the
different optical stimulation pattern and opsin expression level at different test depths, the neuronal
activity during illumination is not the same, but their neuronal activity was all significantly enhanced
compared to before light illumination.

 

(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. (a) The real-time recordings of spikes before and during blue light illumination at different
depths (here we only selected one channel for each group of experiments as a display); (b) the spike
waveform of neurons at different depths.

3.2. Optical Stimulation Activates a Possible Local Inhibitory Circuit

During the experiment, we attempted to analyze and study a local circuit combining optogenetics
and electrophysiological recording. As shown in Figure 4a, the data was first recorded for 3 min
without light, and then illumination (30 s light-on, 30 s light-off) lasting 6 min. Four neuron units were
obtained (unit-a and unit-b were separated from the same recording channel) by principal component
analysis and clustering from three recording channels. It can be seen from the figure that the spikes
generated by unit-b,c,d increased significantly during optical stimulation. The spike firing rate of
unit-b,c,d during optical stimulation was much greater than before optical stimulation (Figure 4b),
which indicated that the neurons expressing ChR2 were successfully activated.
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Figure 4. (a) The real-time recordings of spikes of 4 units separated from three recording channels
(the shaded area is the period of during-light, 30sm) and inferred local circuit (the green circle represents
the interneuron, the red triangle represents pyramidal neuron, the purple rectangles represent unknown
type of neurons and dotted lines between neurons indicate uncertain connections); (b) the average
spike firing rate of neurons before and during optical stimulation; (c) spike waveform of unit-a and
unit-b; (d) the mean LFP power (0–8 Hz) of neurons before, during and after optical stimulation. Error
bars indicate standard deviation of 3 channels and N = 6 (N is the number of experiments).

It was also found that the neuronal activity did not increase for unit-a, and even weakened
during optical stimulation. In order to explore the reasons, we did a further analysis. Figure S3
shows the auto-correlograms and ISI histograms of unit-a (Figure S3a,c) and unit-b (Figure S3b,d).
The ISI histogram of unit-a (yellow) showed a short and sharp peak, and its auto-correlation analysis
showed a decreasing trend, indicating that it had obvious cluster-like spike characteristics. For the
unit-b (green) auto-correlation analysis, several equally spaced peaks appeared, indicating that it has
periodic spike characteristics under optical stimulation. In terms of spike waveform, the amplitude of
unit-a was almost twice that of unit-b (Figure 4c). Combined with their respective auto-correlation
analysis, we speculated that unit-a may be a putative pyramidal neuron, while unit-b may be a putative
interneuron [24]. Furthermore, we speculated that they were in a local circuit (dotted box in the
Figure 4a), and the direction of synaptic transmission was from interneuron to pyramidal neuron, i.e.,
unit-b was the upstream neuron. The types of unit-c and unit-d were unclassified and their connection
with others was not clear. When optical stimulation activated unit-b interneurons, its neuronal activity
increased and its inhibitory effect on unit-a also enhanced. Therefore, spikes of unit-a were reduced
during light. The LFP power (0–8 Hz) during illumination was lower than before and after illumination
(Figure 4d), which also seems to prove our speculation. Figure S3e showed the LFP power (0–30 Hz)
before, during and after optical stimulation, which had the same trend as 0–8 Hz. Figure S3f showed
the power of LFP in different frequency bands. It was found that LFP was mainly concentrated in
0–8 Hz, so the subsequent LFP analysis was mainly concentrated at 0–8 Hz.

3.3. Effects of Different Optical Stimulation Patterns on Optogenetic Neuromodulation

The spikes of the three channels in different optical stimulation patterns were recorded
(see Figure S4a). According to the statistical average spike firing rate during optical stimulation, it
was found that under the same duration, the spikes induced by s1 optical stimulation pattern were
more than s2 optical stimulation pattern, the spikes induced by s2 optical stimulation pattern were
more than s3 optical stimulation pattern (as shown in Figure 5a), the spike firing rate of the three
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channels had the same trend (Figure S4b). On the whole, within a certain range, the lower the light
frequency and the greater the duty cycle, the stronger the neuronal activity were caused. At the same
time, we calculated the LFP power (0–8 Hz) under different optical stimulation patterns. The power
under s1 was greater than that of s2 and s3, but there was no significant difference between s2 and s3
(Figure 5b). This may be due to the fact that LFP depended on thousands of neurons in a wide range,
and there may be inhibition or excitation circuits in this area, which had complex effects on neuronal
activity. In short, we believed that different optical stimulation patterns had an effect on the intensity
of induced neuronal activity.

 

  
(a) (b) 

μ

–

Figure 5. (a) The average spike firing rate of neurons under different optical stimulation patterns
(s1: 10 Hz, duty ratio = 50%, 2 min; s2: 10 Hz, duty ratio = 25%, 2 min; s3: 16.6 Hz, duty ratio = 25%,
2 min); (b) The mean LFP power (0–8 Hz) of neurons under different optical stimulation patterns.
Error bars indicate standard deviation of 3 channels.

3.4. Effects of Different Light Powers on Optogenetic Neuromodulation

The output power of LED light source (Ps) and the tip of optrode (Pt) under different driving
voltages is shown in Figure S5a (unless otherwise specified, the output power refers to the output
power of the optrode tip Pt). We could see the maximum tip output power was 1.7 mW. We also
simulated the power density at a certain distance from the fiber tip of the integrated device [13,25,26],
see supplementary materials and Figure S5b for detailed process. Since the distance between the optical
fiber tip and the recording site was 200 µm, the neurons were exposed to less than 10 mW/mm2 and the
light would not cause great damage to the recorded neurons from the perspective of power density.

Then, the effect of different light power on neural activity was explored. We used 5000 mV,
4000 mV, 3000 mV, 2000 mV and 2500 mV to drive the laser one by one. The time of each stage was
2 min (after 40 s of illumination, the light was closed for 20 s, and the cycle was twice). According to
the statistics of spike firing rate under different light power (Figure 6a), it was found that when the
driving voltage of 2500 mV (corresponding to 1.032 mW output power) or above was used, the optical
stimulation produced the effect of enhancing the activities of neurons; when the driving voltage of
2000 mV was used for optogenetic control, there was almost no obvious modulation effect. This showed
that optogenetics required the light intensity to reach a certain threshold (1.032 mW in this study).
At the same time, it was found that within a certain power range (1.032 mW–1.584 mW), the firing rate
increased as the light power increased. When the driving voltage exceeds 4000 mV (corresponding to
1.584 mW), the firing rate decreased instead. On the one hand, it might be related to the switching
property of photoreceptor itself, on the other hand, it might be due to the heat generated by light,
resulting in the increase of neurons’ temperature, which might have a inhibition effect on the activity
of neurons. There was also no obvious relationship between LFP power and light power (Figure 6b).
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Figure 6. (a) The average spike firing rate of neurons under different driving voltages; (b) The mean
LFP power (0–8 Hz) of neurons under different driving voltages. Error bars indicate standard deviation
of 3 channels and N = 2 (N is the number of experiments).

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we employed a physical bonding method to integrate an optical fiber onto an
MEA. This allowed us to characterize the activity of neural circuits in vivo, using optogenetic light
delivery, and hence quantifying neural firing patterns. The changes of neuronal activity in a large range
(depth from 900 to 1250 µm in the brain) under optogenetic control were detected and the infected
neurons were successfully activated by optical stimulation, which proved the excellent performance
of the integrated device. Furthermore, a possible circuit is analyzed by optogenetic modulation and
electrophysiological detection, which provided a new method for circuit research. At the same time,
we also studied the effect of different optical stimulation patterns and different light powers on the
neuromodulation. We found that the optical stimulation patterns with lower frequency and larger
duty cycle induced more intense neuronal activity. The light power needed to reach a certain response
threshold (1.032 mW in this study), and greater optical power induced more intense neuronal activity
within a certain power range.

In our work, the optical fibers are only used to transmit light. However, as far as we know,
some new sensors based on optical fiber have great application potential in neuroscience research
and attract many people’s attention. For example, researchers integrate high-resolution twist/torsion
optical fiber sensors to monitor eventual movements of the patients utilizing the electromagnetic
interference independency (EMI) of optical fibers [27]. Furthermore, some optical fiber-based sensors
also are studied for MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) interventions [28]. The optical fiber force
sensors can help to provide force sensing in the MRI interventions, which increases the safety or
accuracy of interventions. If the optical fiber on our integrated device is combined with photo sensor
and customized circuit, it will have the potential to become an optical fiber force sensor. However,
there are many other issues to consider in order to make it MRI-compatible. First of all, small fiber
diameter and small footprint should be used to meet the requirement of sensor miniaturization.
Secondly, we should choose the materials carefully. Polymer optical fiber can be considered for
better flexibility and compatibility and the electrode can be based on polyimide, which matches brain
tissue well in magnetic susceptibility. Finally, due to the potential of the electric current inducing
imaging artifacts, some measures should be taken to prevent the interference of electrophysiology
detection on MRI. In summary, our devices have the potential to be compatible with MRI. At the
same time, we can also add in vivo electrochemical analysis function of neurotransmitters to the
MEA. Many events in the nervous system are accompanied by the release of neurotransmitters, so the
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detection of neurotransmitters is particularly important. Electrochemical analysis need to modify
multilayer polymers and enzymes at the electrode sites and the measurement is carried out in the
three electrodes system, which are compatible with our devices [29]. Furthermore, it is also possible to
measure the concentration of different neurotransmitters on an MEA by using different polymers or
enzymes. These ideas will make it possible to simultaneously detect electrophysiological signals and
neurotransmitters under the neuromodulation of optogenetics, which will undoubtedly promote the
development of neuroscience.

With the development of materials science, flexible electrodes have great advantages in the field
of biosensors due to their close contact with brain tissue, many microelectrodes or optical devices
based on flexible substrates have been studied [30,31]. The µ-LED array based on flexible substrate
can accurately stimulate the brain at multiple points. Mccall and colleagues have made cellular-scale
microscale, inorganic light-emitting diodes (µ-ILED, 6.45 µm thick, 50 × 50 µm2), and the µ-ILED is
transferred to Polyethylene terephthalate (PET, polyester film) substrate for long-term implantation [32].
The thickness of organic light-emitting diodes (OLED) can even be less than 1 µm, which is more
suitable for implantation in the brain [33]. Therefore, we can combine flexible electrode and optical
interface to explore long-term optogenetic modulation and multi-mode sensor integration in the
future [34,35]. In a word, the method proposed in this paper was an effective and feasible way of
optogenetic neuromodulation and simultaneous neural detection, which can be applied to the study of
neuroscience mechanism.
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Abstract: The continuous improvement of the technical potential of bioelectronic devices for
biosensing applications will provide clinicians with a reliable tool for biomarker quantification down
to the single molecule. Eventually, physicians will be able to identify the very moment at which
the illness state begins, with a terrific impact on the quality of life along with a reduction of health
care expenses. However, in clinical practice, to gather enough information to formulate a diagnosis,
multiple biomarkers are normally quantified from the same biological sample simultaneously.
Therefore, it is critically important to translate lab-based bioelectronic devices based on electrolyte
gated thin-film transistor technology into a cost-effective portable multiplexing array prototype.
In this perspective, the assessment of cost-effective manufacturability represents a crucial step, with
specific regard to the optimization of the bio-functionalization protocol of the transistor gate module.
Hence, we have assessed, using surface plasmon resonance technique, a sustainable and reliable
cost-effective process to successfully bio-functionalize a gold surface, suitable as gate electrode for
wide-field bioelectronic sensors. The bio-functionalization process herein investigated allows to
reduce the biorecognition element concentration to one-tenth, drastically impacting the manufacturing
costs while retaining high analytical performance.

Keywords: surface plasmon resonance; biosensors; bio-functionalization optimization; cost-effective
biosensors; lab-on-a-chip

1. Introduction

Single-molecule detection is a crucial task to accomplish [1,2], which could in fact allows to gather
digital tracking of a biomarker from its physiologic to its pathogenic level. Such an analytical tool will
enable to define the onset from a healthy to diseased patient. Early diagnostics in progressive diseases
would, hence, become possible well before any symptom appears. Single-molecule biomarker detection
would further allow marker quantification non-invasively, in readily available biofluids such as saliva,
sweat, or even tears where they can be present at much lower concentrations. Along the same line, it
would make possible ultrasensitive liquid biopsy, i.e., the assay of peripheral biofluids such as plasma,
serum, or even saliva, a feasible medical procedure replacing the invasive inspection of diseased tissues.
Among the single-molecule detection methods proposed so far, only a few are exploitable for real clinical
sensing. This approach, addressed as wide-field sensing [2], involves the assay of a biomarker at the
attomolar (aM, 10−18 M) or even zeptomolar (zM, 10−21 M) limit-of-detection with a large-area interface
that is functionalized with a huge number of biorecognition elements (1011–1012 cm−2). Large-area
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organic-bioelectronic devices endowed with an electronic-interface capable to detect recognition
element/biomarker complexes intrinsic properties, such as the electrostatic or dielectric ones, are
emerging as a powerful tool capable of selective, label-free, and fast biomarker detection at the physical
limit in real biofluids. Bioelectronic thin-film transistors (TFTs) [3–5], gated via an ionically-conducting
and electronically-insulating electrolyte [6–8], are generating a lot of interest as they can potentially
be produced by scalable large-area low-cost approaches. Such sensors [9,10] are capable of high
selectivity via the bio-functionalization of the organic semiconductors (OSCs) [10] or the gate metal
surface [11]. Electrolyte-gated TFTs (EG-TFTs) have been successfully engaged, lately, as wide-field
bioelectronic sensors exhibiting limits of detection at zM - aM level also in real bio-fluids [12,13]. In the
Single-Molecule with a large-Transistor (SiMoT) platform, based on an EG-TFT device [12], the gate
is bio-functionalized [14] with 1012 cm−2 recognition elements covalently attached to a 0.5 cm2 gold
gate. The SiMoT platform has been demonstrated to successfully perform label-free detection at the
physical limit of immunoglobulin-M [13], C-reactive protein in saliva [15], and HIV-p24 [16,17], as well
as genomic biomarkers [18]. However, in clinical practice, to gather enough information to formulate a
diagnosis, multiple biomarkers are normally quantified from the same biological sample. Therefore, it
is necessary to develop a technology capable to perform multiplexing [19] and thus realized with an
array of 96 or more transducing elements, so that the standard solutions, the negative-controls, and the
sample can be assayed, with all the replicates for each biomarker, at the same time. All this calls for
translating the lab-based SiMoT device into a cost-effective portable multiplexing array prototype that
integrates, with a modular approach, novel materials, and standard components/interfaces. In this
perspective, the assessment of cost-effective manufacturability represents a crucial step, with specific
regard to the optimization of the bio-functionalization protocol of the gate modules. Therefore, in this
study, we have developed, with the aid of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technique, a novel and
reliable cost-effective process to successfully bio-functionalize a gold surface suitable as gate electrode
in a SiMoT-based platform. An uncommon approach has been chosen in the SPR settings by using
a method that can be easily translated to bioelectronic device surface modifications. In particular,
the bio-functionalization process herein proposed allows to reduce to one-tenth the concentration of
the biorecognition elements. This can drastically reduce the manufacturing costs without sacrificing
the sensing performance in terms of sensitivity. In general, for a biomolecular reaction to occur,
the two reagents need to be confined in an adequately small volume for a sufficiently long time.
The recognition element can be attached on a surface that serves as detecting interface. Regardless,
the interaction cross-section of the two reagents has to be reasonably high. In this respect, a volume
of 1 µm3 (1 femtoliter - fL) has been proven sufficiently small for a single enzyme to interact with its
substrate (present in excess concentration though) on the minute time-scale [20,21]. Indeed, a solution
comprising n = 1 ± 1 (

√
n = Poisson error) molecules in each 1fL sub-volumes has a concentration of

~1 × 10−9 mol × l−1 (nM). Smaller volumes (attoliter, aL, or zeptoliter, zL), each occupied by a single
molecule, entails even larger concentrations. Since the number of molecules in a volume V = 100 µL of
a solution of molar concentration [c] is n = [c]·V·NA (NA = Avogadro’s number), 1 nM equals ~1011

molecules or, equivalently, ~1011 1 fL sub-volumes. As two molecules need to be confined in a volume
of 1 fL or smaller to rapidly interact, at least one of them is to be present at a concentration of 1 nM. Every
1 fL (or lower) statistically contains one reagent, so wherever the other single reagent is, there is always
one fL sub-volume comprising both reagents. A single-molecule interaction can, therefore, occur when
the recognition-elements are present at nM concentration (or higher) along with a single biomarker or
the opposite way around. In clinical assays, the former is to be preferred. Therefore, the aim of the
study herein presented is to determine which is the minimum biorecognition element concentration
requested to achieve a sufficiently high surface coverage. Interestingly, it has been demonstrated that it
is possible to reduce to one tenth the biorecognition elements concentration without impacting on the
analytical performances, thus optimizing the biofunctionalization protocol of the SiMBiT platform as
well as of other bioelectronic devices [22–24]. This study paves the way toward a multiplexing single
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molecule technology that will open to a massive use of high-throughput array-based assay not only in
clinical laboratory analysis but also in point-of-care and low resources settings.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

3-mercaptopropionic acid (3-MPA), 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (11-MUA), 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide (EDC), N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium salt (NHSS),
ethanolamine hydrochloride (EA), and 66 kDa molecular weight bovine serum albumin (BSA) were
purchased from Sigma–Aldrich and used with no further purification. HPLC-grade water, ethanol grade
puriss. p.a. assay, ≥99.8%, ammonium hydroxide solution (NH4OH) 28.0–30.0%, hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) 30% (w/w) in H2O were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich and used with no further purification.
Anti-human immunoglobulin M (anti-IgM) produced in goat polyclonal antibodies was purchased
from Sigma–Aldrich and used with no further purification. Human IgM (∼950 kDa) affinity ligand,
purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, was isolated from pooled normal human serum and used with no
further purification. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS pH 7.4, Sigma-Aldrich- Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany) solution was prepared according to previous works [12]. 2-(N-morpholino)ethane-sulfonic
acid (MES) buffer (Sigma-Aldrich- Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) 0.1 M was adjusted with
sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH 1 M) at pH 4.8–4.9.

2.2. Preparation of Mixed Self-Assembled Monolayers

The sensor slides (SPR Navi-200), comprising a 50 nm gold on glass, were cleaned in a freshly
prepared “basic piranha” NH4OH/H2O2/H2O solution (1:1:5 v/v) at c.a. 80–90 ◦C for 10 min. The slides
were rinsed with HPLC water, dried with N2, and then treated for 10 min in ozone cleaner. For the
assembly of the chemical SAM (chem-SAM) on the gold surface, the slides were immediately immersed
in a 10 mM thiol solution of 11-MUA: 3-MPA (1:10 molar ratio) in degassed ethanol. The slides were
kept in contact with the mixed thiol solution for 18 h at 22 ◦C under a nitrogen atmosphere in the dark.
Afterward, the samples were rinsed with ethanol and mounted in the SPR apparatus, drying the glass
back-surface of the chip with N2.

2.3. Surface Plasmon Resonance Real-Time Functionalization

A BioNavis Multi-parameter Surface plasmon resonance (MP-SPR) NaviTM instrument, in the
Kretschmann configuration, was used. The SPR instrument, equipped with two laser sources (670 and
785 nm wavelengths) was used to study the gold surface bio-functionalization in situ, by using the
670 nm source for both sampling areas. A wide angular range (50–78 ◦C) was measured, with real
angular resolution of 0.001 ◦C. The variation of the plasmon peak angular response was monitored over
time. All the experiments were performed at 22 ◦C in a one-channel cell in which the solutions were
manually injected and kept in static conditions. This configuration allows the exposure of a gold area
of c.a. 0.42 cm2 to be functionalized. The strong gold-sulfur interaction results in the exposure of the
carboxylic groups of thiols anchored to the sensor surface. For the immobilization of the biorecognition
element, the COOH activation can be performed by the well-known EDC/NHSS chemistry [25,26].
Two sensor slides modified with the chem-SAM were tested by using two different concentrations
for the functionalizing antibody. In the first protocol, addressed as protocol A, the modified slide
was exposed first to HPLC water to acquire a stable SPR response as baseline. Then, 1 mL of an EDC
(200 mM) and NHSS (50 mM) aqueous solution was injected through the cell (internal volume 100 µL,
plus 100 µL capillary tubing) and left in contact for 2 h. The surface was subsequently rinsed first with
H2O and then PBS to inject 500 µL of a 100 µg/mL anti-IgM solution in PBS. The antibody was left in
contact until a complete bio-conjugation was achieved, i.e., a plateau response was observed in the
sensogram (SPR angle vs time). Then, the sensor slide was rinsed thoroughly with PBS to remove
unbound antibodies. This preconcentration step was followed by the injection of 1 M ethanolamine
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PBS solution (EA) for 45 min. The bio-functionalization was completed with the injection of 0.1 mg/mL
bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution in PBS, to gain a more compact SAM, less prone to the nonspecific
adsorption [27]. The modified sensor surface was then exposed to an IgM solution in PBS (50 nM) for
testing the antibody binding efficacy. Protocol A has been described in detail elsewhere [14]. In the
second protocol, addressed as protocol B and adapted from Reference [28] (Figure 2c), the baseline was
set by injecting, instead of water, MES buffer through the chem-SAM modified surface. The solution
of EDC/NHSS, prepared also in MES, was then injected and left in the SPR cell for 15 min. After the
surface was washed with MES, PBS was injected to acquire a new baseline. At this stage, the activated
chem-SAM gold surface was exposed to 500 µL of 10 µg/mL anti-IgM solution, and the conjugation
was monitored in the sensogram, until a plateau was observed. The succeeding steps involving EA
and BSA were performed as in protocol A. Finally, the IgM solution in PBS was injected through the
functionalized sensor surface, recording the immunoglobulin binding response.

3. Results and Discussion

The amount of anti-IgM capturing proteins immobilized on the gate with the two
bio-functionalization protocols A and B was estimated by measuring the SPR shift ∆θ occurring
when the anti-IgM capturing proteins are conjugated to the activated chem-SAM. The final capturing
SAM segregated on the SPR slide is schematically depicted in Figure 1. It is well known that SPR
technique ensures the direct correlation of plasmon peak shift with the thickness and optical properties
of the medium that contacts the metal surface [29]. The activated carboxylic groups of SAM thiols on
the modified gold surface can stably bind antibody primary amines. Thus, when antibodies approach
the sensor slide, a new layer can be created at the surface and an increase of the detected angle in the
sensogram is observed [30]. The efficacy of each step in the functionalization process can be verified by
the SPR real-time monitoring for both the investigated protocols.
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Figure 1. Capturing SAM, comprising both a chem-SAM of activated-and-blocked 3-mercaptopropionic
acid (3-MPA) and 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (11-MUA) and a bio-SAM of capturing antibodies.

The experimental trend for the immobilization of anti-IgM loaded at different concentrations is
shown in Figure 2. In protocol A, shown in Figure 2a,b, a saturating trend for the preconcentration of
anti-IgM is observed and completed soon after 60 min from the exposure to the solution. The high
provision of ligand to the surface entails the typical fast increase of SPR angle within the first minutes
of incubation [31]. Then, a slower rate of binding occurs until all the available sites on the surface are
covered and an equilibrium state is reached. The injection of the PBS buffer (crossed arrow) removes
excess of anti-IgM not anchored to the chem-SAM. A successful binding can be confirmed, as no
significant decrease of the signal is registered after the PBS injection. The receptor conjugation is
completed by injecting the EA solution, after which the unreacted carboxylic groups are deactivated
and the electrostatically bound antibodies are washed over [32].
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Figure 2. SPR real-time functionalization in which top-down arrows refer to injected solutions and 
reverse crossed-arrows to phosphate buffered saline (PBS) rinsing steps. (a) Sensogram for the 
immobilization of anti-IgM on the gold surface pre-modified with mixed SAM. (b) Zoom of the 
angular response (angle shift vs time) for anti-IgM exposure at 100 g/mL and inset showing the 
corresponding surface coverage (ng/cm2). (c) Sensogram for anti-IgM immobilization performed with 
reduced antibody concentration and (d) zoom in the 10 g/mL anti-IgM preconcentration step with 
surface coverage (ng/cm2) in the inset. 

The main observed difference, related to the usage of a more diluted solution, relies on the time 
required to reach the steady state. Indeed, the first 30 min give a slower increase of the signal  
(Figure 2d) if compared to protocol A (Figure 2b). In static conditions, the molecule replenishment to 
the surface will be mostly related to their concentration in the bulk, since there is no flow that opposes 
the depletion of ligands near the surface [39,40]. Hence, for reaching the equilibrium state at a lower 
concentration, the time needed for the incubation of anti-IgM is at least 3.5 h. Once a plateau in the 
antibody binding signal is reached, the buffer is slotted over the cell. After rinsing, the signal does 
not drop-down thus the binding can be considered effective and the functionalization can be 
completed through the injection of EA and BSA afterward. A slight increase of the SPR angle is 
observed after BSA step for the second protocol (c.a. 0.07 °C shift from anti-IgM level). For this 
different behavior, major adsorption of BSA on the SAM can be assumed considering that the amount 
of the anti-IgM immobilized is half of that obtained in the first protocol. This means that the anchored 
receptors are more spaced and BSA can stabilize them by prominent steric hindrance, producing an 
appreciable signal onto the sensor surface.  

The assessment of sensor surface modification is fundamental when developing a biolayer-
based device since the properties of the biorecognition element regarding its orientation, surface 
density, and activity toward the binding analyte can dramatically influence the assay analytical 
performances [41,42]. In SPR direct assays, the typical explored analyte concentration returns limit of 
detections in the 1–10 nM range [43,44], with further improvement only by using nanostructures or 
sandwich assays [45]. Hence, for testing the response of the functionalized surface at saturating 
concentrations, in this study, the sensor slides for both protocols were exposed to a standard solution 
of IgM at nominal concentration of 50 nM (10−9 M), recording the corresponding SPR angle variation. 
The response obtained as angle shift and the equivalent surface density is compared in Table 1. This 
evaluation is done according to the literature [46], which states the relation between surface coverage 
(Γ, in ng/cm2 ) and the plasmon resonance shift by means of the Feijter’s equation: Γ = (𝑛 − 𝑛 )𝑑 ∙(𝑑𝑛 𝑑𝐶⁄ )  [47]. Here, the coverage is related to the difference in refractive index between the 
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refractive index increment (dn/dC). The difference in average refractive index corresponds to (𝑛 − 𝑛 ) = Δ𝜃 ∙ 𝑘 , where Δθ is the measured angular shift and k is the wavelength dependent 
sensitivity coefficient. For thin layer beyond the evanescent field depth (less than 200 nm) at a source 
wavelength of 670 nm, the equation can be simplified: the product (k·da) is approximated to  
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Figure 2. SPR real-time functionalization in which top-down arrows refer to injected solutions and
reverse crossed-arrows to phosphate buffered saline (PBS) rinsing steps. (a) Sensogram for the
immobilization of anti-IgM on the gold surface pre-modified with mixed SAM. (b) Zoom of the
angular response (angle shift vs time) for anti-IgM exposure at 100 µg/mL and inset showing the
corresponding surface coverage (ng/cm2). (c) Sensogram for anti-IgM immobilization performed with
reduced antibody concentration and (d) zoom in the 10 µg/mL anti-IgM preconcentration step with
surface coverage (ng/cm2) in the inset.

The SPR signal after the rinsing of EA will be related to the amount of effectively bound receptors
as reported in Table 1. This angular shift does not differ significantly from the one recorded in the
preconcentration. Moreover, the final step involving BSA does not produce significant changes in the
angular response, thus a partial insertion of this blocking agent in the well-packed biolayer can be
assumed [12,27].

Table 1. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) response as angle shift (∆θ) recorded for the anchored
anti-human immunoglobulin M (IgM) and IgM exposure in nM range for both protocols. Calculated
surface coverage expressed in ng/cm2 and number of immobilized molecules for cm2 surface area.

SPR ∆θ (◦) *SC Γ (ng/cm2) *SC (particles/cm2)

Protocol A

Anti-IgM #

100 µg/mL
0.53 294 1.2 × 1012

IgM ## 0.23 127 8.0 × 1010

Protocol B

Anti-IgM #

10 µg/mL
0.27 146 5.9 × 1011

IgM ## 0.21 116 7.3 × 1010

*SC: Surface coverage; # anti IgM MW 150 kDa; ## IgM MW 950 kDa.

The sensogram recorded for immobilization protocol B is reported in Figure 2c, with a zoom on
the injection of anti-IgM 10 µg/mL in Figure 2d. Independently of the used solvent, the optimization of
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the procedure can be settled first with a decrease in the reaction time of EDC/NHSS solution, without
substantial consequences on the activation efficacy. Indeed, the EDC action is completed within 20 min,
so that an extended reaction will only result in a longer functionalization time with no enhancement
in the subsequent binding rate of the receptor [33]. Moreover, the control over the pH obtained by
means of MES buffer for the activating solution (pH ~5) leads to a more efficient reaction [34]. In a
two-step reaction, to gain best results, the first activation step (i.e., EDC/NHSS) should be performed
in a MES buffer at pH 5–6, then the pH should be raised to 7.2–7.5 with a phosphate buffer for a more
effective reaction with the amine-containing groups of the antibody (anti-IgM) [35]. The pH plays
an important role during the immobilization since the ligand is uncharged or positively charged in
the preconcentration process to promote an electrostatic attraction between the amino group of the
antibody and the negatively charged SAM surface. A pH 0.5–1 units below the isoelectric point of the
ligand (typically ~ 8) is needed while preserving the negative charge on the sensor surface keeping the
pH above 4 [36–38]. Optimal reaction conditions have been chosen in the present work according to
the results already reported for other receptors [28].

As soon as the activation solution is washed away by the buffer, the ligand solution in PBS is
injected into the SPR cell.

The main observed difference, related to the usage of a more diluted solution, relies on the
time required to reach the steady state. Indeed, the first 30 min give a slower increase of the signal
(Figure 2d) if compared to protocol A (Figure 2b). In static conditions, the molecule replenishment to
the surface will be mostly related to their concentration in the bulk, since there is no flow that opposes
the depletion of ligands near the surface [39,40]. Hence, for reaching the equilibrium state at a lower
concentration, the time needed for the incubation of anti-IgM is at least 3.5 h. Once a plateau in the
antibody binding signal is reached, the buffer is slotted over the cell. After rinsing, the signal does not
drop-down thus the binding can be considered effective and the functionalization can be completed
through the injection of EA and BSA afterward. A slight increase of the SPR angle is observed after
BSA step for the second protocol (c.a. 0.07 ◦C shift from anti-IgM level). For this different behavior,
major adsorption of BSA on the SAM can be assumed considering that the amount of the anti-IgM
immobilized is half of that obtained in the first protocol. This means that the anchored receptors are
more spaced and BSA can stabilize them by prominent steric hindrance, producing an appreciable
signal onto the sensor surface.

The assessment of sensor surface modification is fundamental when developing a biolayer-based
device since the properties of the biorecognition element regarding its orientation, surface density, and
activity toward the binding analyte can dramatically influence the assay analytical performances [41,42].
In SPR direct assays, the typical explored analyte concentration returns limit of detections in the
1–10 nM range [43,44], with further improvement only by using nanostructures or sandwich assays [45].
Hence, for testing the response of the functionalized surface at saturating concentrations, in this study,
the sensor slides for both protocols were exposed to a standard solution of IgM at nominal concentration
of 50 nM (10−9 M), recording the corresponding SPR angle variation. The response obtained as angle
shift and the equivalent surface density is compared in Table 1. This evaluation is done according to
the literature [46], which states the relation between surface coverage (Γ, in ng/cm2 ) and the plasmon
resonance shift by means of the Feijter’s equation: Γ = (na − nb)da·(dn/dC)−1 [47]. Here, the coverage
is related to the difference in refractive index between the antibody layer (na) and the bulk solution (nb),
the average thickness (da) of bounded species, and the refractive index increment (dn/dC). The difference
in average refractive index corresponds to (na − nb) = ∆θ·k, where ∆θ is the measured angular shift
and k is the wavelength dependent sensitivity coefficient. For thin layer beyond the evanescent field
depth (less than 200 nm) at a source wavelength of 670 nm, the equation can be simplified: the product
(k·da) is approximated to 1.0 × 10−7 cm/deg and dn/dc to 0.182 cm3/g. Thus, the equation becomes
Γ = ∆θ·550 (ng/cm2) [12,14]. The conversion into a surface coverage expressed in number of molecules
per cm2 can be performed by considering the molecular weight of the species under investigation.
At a fixed analyte concentration, by comparing the total bound IgM obtained with the two protocols,
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an analogous result is achieved (Table 1). Knowing the average response at this saturating analyte
concentration for the same sensing platform used in protocol A [13,14], the reduction to one-tenth of
biorecognition elements concentration still produces comparable analytical performances, as can be
stated considering the response obtained with protocol B. Although the number of anti-IgM available
on the surface is slightly lower (5.9 × 1011 particles/cm2) with this latter protocol, the available binding
sites are indeed enough to measure the same response of protocol A. By fitting the exponential growth
relative to the analyte binding, a plateau was obtained correspondent to: ∆θ = (0.238 ± 0.005) ◦C for
the exposure in the anti-IgM (100 µg/mL) modified SAM of protocol A, and ∆θ = (0.227 ± 0.002) ◦C for
the anti-IgM (10 µg/mL) modified SAM of protocol B. Although the response is comparable in both
protocols, one should notice that the 90% of the signal can be reached for protocol A soon after 16
min, meanwhile, 43 min are necessary for protocol B. This highlights the importance of selecting the
correct time of analyte exposure within the assay for getting results not affected by time-dependent
signals. Interestingly, protocol B leads to an improvement in the functionalization process, drastically
reducing the concentration of capturing antibodies in the preconcentration solution, without affecting
the assay readout. Moreover, the observed angular shifts for the antibody immobilization is consistent
with values already reported in literature [48–50]. The main goal in a biosensing platform based
on a wide-field approach is that of having a high density of receptor on the sensor surface, for the
investigation of extremely low analyte concentrations [2]. These working conditions are hardly tied
with low consumption of costly reagents, especially if compared with other miniaturized sensing
techniques [42]. As SPR has been largely employed as surface-sensitive technique, many standardized
protocols are reported in literature [51–53]. The usage of a SAM modified surface allows a controlled
antibody binding, and the consequent usage of EA and BSA is well-established [26,54]. However, they
were mostly focused on the flow-system facility, which enables the consumption of low volume of
reagents while continuous replenishment of molecules to the surface. However, the applicability of
these protocols to other sensing methods, such as wide-interface bioelectronics, is not straightforward.
The assessment of a robust protocol by means of the SPR apparatus in non-conventional ways is
presented here. The authors suggest an improvement in the fabrication of the sensor bio-active surface
already tested for an immunoassay application, in the SiMoT device described elsewhere [55,56].
The SPR experimental conditions (i.e., solution volume loaded, the gold area exposed, and the manual
injections) have been set to be feasible also for the SiMoT, as well as further bioelectronic platforms.
After testing the proposed protocol for the bio-functionalization with a real-time technique like SPR,
the modification of the gold electrode used in the electronic sensor can be optimized accordingly.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, a modified bio-functionalization protocol of a gold surface is proposed and
compared with the one previously adopted for gold gate electrodes in the ultrasensitive SiMoT
biosensing platform. The two protocols are compared using SPR technique. The amount of anti-IgM
capturing proteins immobilized on the mm2 gate area with the two protocols was estimated by
measuring the SPR angle shift ∆θ when the anti-IgM capturing proteins are conjugated in real-time to
the activated chem-SAM. It was shown that the amount of the capturing antibodies can be reduced at
least ten times, up to 10 µg/mL, without affecting the assay analytical performance. The new protocol
allows better control of the pH during the different steps of bio-functionalization and reduces the cost
of the process, therefore, the cost of the SiMoT platform production. Indeed, this study sets the ground
for the assessment of scalable manufacturability of biosensing platform based on EG-TFT devices such
as multiplexing single-molecule technologies.
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